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Preface

The Second International Conference on Educational Data Mining
(EDM2009) was held at the University of Cordóba, Spain, on July 1–3,
2009. It follows the first edition of the conference held in Montreal in 2008,
and a series of workshops within the AAAI, AIED, EC-TEL, ICALT, ITS,
and UM conferences. EDM2010 will be held in Pittsburg, US.

EDM brings together researchers from computer science, education,
psychology, psychometrics, and statistics to analyze large data sets to
answer educational research questions. The increase in instrumented ed-
ucational software and databases of student test scores, has created large
repositories of data reflecting how students learn. The EDM conference
focuses on computational approaches for using those data to address im-
portant educational questions. The broad collection of research disciplines
ensures cross fertilization of ideas, with the central questions of educa-
tional research serving as a unifying focus.

We received a total of 54 submissions from 24 countries. Submissions
were reviewed by three reviewers and 20 of them were accepted as full
papers (37.03% acceptance rate). 13 other submissions were accepted as
poster or as student papers. All papers will appear both on the web,
at www.educationaldatamining.org, as well as in the printed proceed-
ings. The conference also included invited talks by Professor Arthur C.
Graesser from University of Memphis and by Professor Bamshad Mobasher
from DePaul University.

We would like to thank the Universidad de Córdoba, Escuela Uni-
versitaria Politécnica, Junta de Andalućıa y Ministerio de Ciencia e In-
novación for their generous sponsorship of EDM2009. We would like to
thank the program committee members, local committee, web chair, the
reviewers and the invited speakers for their enthusiastic help in putting
this conference together.

Tiffany Barnes
Michel C. Desmarais
Cristóbal Romero
Sebastián Ventura
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A Comparison of Student Skill Knowledge Estimates

Elizabeth Ayers1, Rebecca Nugent1, and Nema Dean2

{eayers, rnugent}@stat.cmu.edu, {nema}@stats.gla.ac.uk
1Department of Statistics, Carnegie Mellon University

2Department of Statistics, University of Glasgow

A fundamental goal of educational research is identifying students’ current stage of
skill mastery (complete/partial/none). In recent years a number of cognitive diagnosis
models have become a popular means of estimating student skill knowledge. However,
these models become difficult to estimate as the number of students, items, and skills
grows. There exist alternatives such as sum-scores and the capability matrix. While
initial theoretical work on sum-scores has been done, the behavior of sum-scores and
the capability matrix is not well understood with respect to each other or to estimates
from cognitive diagnosis models. In this paper we compare the performance of the
three estimates of student skill knowledge under a variety of clustering methods using
simulated data with varying levels of missing values.

1 Introduction
A fundamental goal of educational research is identifying students’ current stage of

skill mastery (complete/partial/none). In addition, finding groups of students with similar
skill set profiles is important to provide feedback for classroom instruction. In recent years
a number of cognitive diagnosis models [3,8] have become a popular means of estimating
student skill knowledge. However, these models become difficult and time-consuming
to estimate as the number of students, items, and skills increases [8]. Two alternative
estimates, sum-scores [3,6] and the capability matrix [1], can be used to estimate student
skill knowledge in (near to) real time. Estimates are subsequently clustered to identify
similar skill set profiles.

While initial theoretical work on sum-scores has been done [3], the behavior and per-
formance of sum-scores and the capability matrix is not well understood in comparison
with each other or with estimates from cognitive diagnosis models. The performance of
the methods when missing values occur is also of interest. Moreover, which clustering
method to employ is an open question. In this work we take a step back and compare
the performance of three estimates of student skill knowledge under a variety of clustering
methods. In Section 2, we describe the three different estimates of student skill knowledge.
In Section 3, we give a brief introduction to the clustering methods used. In Section 4,
we show results from a simulation study incorporating varying amounts of missing data.
Finally, in Section 5, we offer conclusions and thoughts on future work.

2 Estimates of Student Skill Knowledge
While there may be several possible methods to estimate student skill knowledge, this

paper will consider one traditional Bayesian estimation procedure and two simpler statis-
tics. First, we introduce notation that will be common among the methods. We begin by

1
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assembling the skill dependencies of each item into a Q-matrix [2,12]. The Q-matrix, also
referred to as a transfer model or skill coding, is a J × K matrix where q jk = 1 if item j
requires skill k and 0 if it does not, J is the total number of items, and K is the total number
of skills. The Q-matrix is usually an expert-elicited assignment matrix. This paper assumes
the Q-matrix is known and correct.

There are (at least) two ways in which Q-matrices can differ. First, each item could
require only a single skill or multiple skills. A Q-matrix can then be comprised of all
single skill items, single and multiple skill items, or all multiple skill items. Second, the
Q-matrix may have a balanced or unbalanced design. In a balanced design, all single skill
items occur the same number of times, and each combination of skills occurs the same
number of times. For example, if K = 3 and J = 30 one possible balanced design would
be: five single skill items for each skill, four double skill items for each pair of skills, and
three triple skill items. A design could be unbalanced in two ways. Either all skills or
combinations of skills are present but do not occur the same number of times or there are
missing skills or combinations of skills.

Q =

























q1,1 q1,2 . . . q1,K
...

. . .
...

qJ,1 qJ,2 . . . qJ,K

























, Y =
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. . .
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yN,1 yN,2 . . . yN,J

























We then assemble student responses in a N × J response matrix Y where yi j indicates
both if student i attempted item j and whether or not they answered item j correctly and
N is the total number of students. If student i did not answer item j then yi j = NA. The
indicator Iyi j,NA = 0 expresses this missing value. If student i attempted item j ( Iyi j,NA = 1),
then yi j = 1 if they answered correctly, or 0 if they answered incorrectly.

2.1 DINA Model Estimates

The first method of estimating student skill knowledge uses a common conjunctive
cognitive diagnosis model. The deterministic inputs, noisy “and” gate model (DINA; [8])
models student responses as

P(Yi j = 1 | ηi j, s j, g j) = (1 − s j)ηi jg1−ηi j
j (1)

where αik = I{Student i has skill k} indicates if student i possesses skill k, ηi j =
∏K

k=1 α
q jk
ik

indicates if student i has all skills needed for item j, s j = P(Yi j = 0 | ηi j = 1) is the slip
parameter, and g j = P(Yi j = 1 | ηi j = 0) is the guess parameter. If a student is missing any
of the required skills, the probability that they will answer an item correctly drops due to
the conjunctive assumption.

We estimate the student skill knowledge parameters of the DINA model, the αik, using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods with the program WinBUGS (Bayesian Inference
Using Gibbs Sampling, [9]). In the model, the αik are 0/1 indicating whether or not student
i has mastered skill k. Our estimates will be α̂ik ∈ [0, 1]. We can think of the α̂ik as the
probability that student i has mastered skill k.

2
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2.2 Sum-scores

The second estimate we consider is the sum-score method of [3,6]. Here Wi = (Wi1,

Wi2, ...,WiK) is a vector of sum-scores where the kth component is defined as

Wik =

J
∑

j=1
yi jq jk, (2)

where yi j and q jk are the corresponding entries from the response matrix Y and Q-matrix.
Thus, the components of Wi are simply the number of items student i answered correctly
for each skill k. When an item requires more than one skill it will contribute to more than
one component of Wi. The range of Wik may be different for each k if the skills are required
by a different number of problems.

2.3 Capability Matrix

Finally, we consider the capability matrix defined in [1]. The capability matrix B is an
N × K matrix where Bik is the proportion of correctly answered items involving skill k that
student i attempted. Thus,

Bik =

∑J
j=1 Iyi j,NA · yi j · q jk
∑J

j=1 Iyi j,NA · q jk
, (3)

where yi j and q jk are the corresponding entries from the response matrix Y and Q-matrix.
The capability matrix expands on sum-scores by accounting for the number of items re-
quiring skill k that student i answered. In this manner the statistic scales for the number of
items in which the skill appears as well as for missing data. If a student has not seen all
of the items requiring a particular skill, we still derive an estimate based on the available
information. If student i completes no items involving skill k, then Bik = NA. In this case,
we impute an uninformative value (e.g., 0.5, mean, median) to map students to the hyper-
cube. Exploring the performance of these imputation choices is ongoing. For this paper we
assume that the data are complete or that missing B-values are appropriately imputed.

We can note that both the DINA model estimates and the B-matrix values map students
into a K-dimensional hypercube (for each dimension, zero indicates total lack of skill mas-
tery, one is complete skill mastery, and values in between are less certain). The 2K corners
of the hypercube correspond to natural skill set profiles Ci = {Ci1,Ci2, ...,CiK},Cik ∈ {0, 1}.

Additionally, we can note theoretical connections between the sum-scores and B-matrix
values. If there are no missing response values yi j, then

Wik = JkBik, (4)

where Jk is the number of items that require skill k. When all students have answered
all questions and there is a balanced Q-matrix design (i.e., J1 = J2 = ... = JK), the two
estimates will mapto the same (scaled) feature space. In this case, we expect the two
estimates to perform similarly. However, when there is either missing data or an unbalanced

3
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Q-matrix design, the space to which the estimates map will be different. In this case, we
cannot guarantee that performance will be similar.

3 Clustering Methods
To identify groups of students with similar skill set profiles, we cluster the student

skill knowledge estimates. In this paper we will compare the performance of three com-
mon clustering methods: hierarchical agglomerative clustering, K-means, and model-based
clustering. In the sections below we briefly introduce each of these methods.

3.1 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC; [10]) links groups in order of closeness to
form a tree structure from which a clustering solution can be extracted. Euclidean distance
is most commonly used to measure the distance between groups. The method also requires
the user to specify how to measure the distance between groups. We will use “complete”
linkage where the distance between any two groups is defined as the largest distance be-
tween two observations, one from each group. In HAC, all observations begin as their own
group. The two closest groups are merged and all inter-group distances are recalculated.
We continue merging groups and recalculating distances until a single group with all ob-
servations is formed. Once the tree structure is formed, we can extract the desired number
of clusters G by cutting the tree at a height corresponding to G branches.

3.2 K-means

K-Means [5] is a popular iterative descent algorithm for data X = {x1, x2..., xn}, xi ∈ <
K .

It uses squared Euclidean distance as a dissimilarity measure and tries to minimize within-
cluster distance and maximize between-cluster distance. For a given number of clusters G,
K-Means searches for cluster centers mg and assignments A that minimize the criterion

min
A

G
∑

g=1

∑

A(i)=g
‖xi − mg‖

2.

The algorithm alternates between optimizing the cluster centers for the current assign-
ment (by the current cluster means) and optimizing the cluster assignment for a given set
of cluster centers (by assigning to the closest current center) until convergence (i.e. clus-
ter assignments do not change). It tends to find compact, spherical clusters and requires a
priori both the number of clusters G and a starting set of cluster centers. The final clus-
ter assignment can be sensitive to the choice of centers; a common method for initializing
K-Means is to randomly choose G observations.

3.3 Model-based Clustering

Model-based clustering [4, 11] is a parametric statistical approach that assumes: the
data X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, xi ∈ <

K are an independently and identically distributed sample
from an unknown population density p(x); each population group g is represented by a

4
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Table 1: Clustering the DINA Model Estimates of Student Skill Knowledge
N J K Q-matrix design DINA HAC K-means MBC MBC 2K

250 30 3 Single, bal 1.000 1.000 0.8739 0.9966 1.000
(0.0054) (0.0054) (0.0736) (0.0895) (0.0349)

250 30 3 Both, bal 0.9793 0.9781 0.8367 0.8915 0.9632
(0.0179) (0.0200) (0.1192) (0.0882) (0.1087)

250 30 3 Both,unbal, all 0.9657 0.9657 0.7789 0.9129 0.9350
(0.0285) (0.2920) (0.0941) (0.0505) (0.0758)

250 30 3 Both,unbal,miss 0.9240 0.9131 0.7696 0.8811 0.9132
(0.0395) (0.0427) (0.0858) (0.0696) (0.0428)

250 30 3 Mult, bal 0.4677 0.5127 0.5012 0.5282 0.4979
(0.0292) (0.0443) (0.0578) (0.0690) (0.0411)

250 30 3 Mult, unbal, all 0.4629 0.4874 0.4948 0.5130 0.4790
(0.0430) (0.0536) (0.0816) (0.0736) (0.0495)

250 30 3 Mult, unbal, miss 0.3239 0.4070 0.3835 0.4266 0.4090
(0.0380) (0.0596) (0.0521) (0.0837) (0.0630)

500 68 5 Both, bal 0.9463 0.9428 0.7132 0.8348 0.9243
(0.0184) (0.0188) (0.0428) (0.1123) (0.0488)

500 68 5 Both, unbal, miss 0.8724 0.8729 0.6665 0.8213 0.8624
(0.0247) (0.0219) (0.0466) (0.0960) (0.0226)

300 40 7 Single 0.9041 0.8891 0.7674 0.3050 0.8881
(0.0262) (0.0286) (0.0409) (0.1203) (0.0282)

(often Gaussian) density pg(x); and p(x) is a weighted mixture of these density components,
i.e. p(x) = ∑G

g=1 πg · pg(x; θg) where ∑ πg = 1, 0 < πg ≤ 1 for g = 1, 2, ...,G, and
θg = (µg,Σg) for Gaussian components. The method chooses the number of components
G by maximizing the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and estimates the means and
variances (µg,Σg) via maximum likelihood. While it may assume Gaussian components, its
flexibility on their shape, volume, and orientation allows student groups of varying shapes
and sizes. When multiple students map to the same location, model-based clustering is
known to overfit the data by using spikes with near singular covariance in these locations
[4]. To alleviate this concern, we jitter the student skill estimates by a small amount (0.01).
The effect on our results is minimal.

4 Simulation Study
To compare the skill knowledge estimates and clustering methods described above we

did a simulation study using generated data from the DINA model (Equation 1). The Q-
matrix design is varied to include balanced and unbalanced combinations of single and
multiple skill items. Then, for a fixed Q-matrix design, we simulate 20 different student
populations. Skill difficulties are always set to equal medium difficulty; inter-skill correla-
tions are set to zero. These choices evenly spread students among the 2K natural skill set
profiles [0, 1]K. For each student population, we generate true skill set profiles Ci. We then
draw slip and guess parameters from a random uniform distribution (s j ∼Unif(0,0.30); g j ∼

5
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Table 2: Clustering the Sum-scores Estimates of Student Skill Knowledge
N J K Q-matrix design HAC K-means MBC MBC 2K

250 30 3 Single, bal 0.9910 0.8549 0.9191 0.9957
(0.0110) (0.0960) (0.2899) (0.0071)

250 30 3 Both, bal 0.7644 0.8156 0.9321 0.9442
(0.1095) (0.1110) (0.1181) (0.0515)

250 30 3 Both,unbal, all 0.6398 0.7707 0.6970 0.8494
(0.0889) (0.0951) (0.2138) (0.0713)

250 30 3 Both,unbal,miss 0.6482 0.6728 0.7066 0.7661
(0.0511) (0.0650) (0.2064) (0.1095)

250 30 3 Mult, bal 0.3950 0.4720 0.4383 0.4375
(0.0339) (0.0648) (0.0675) (0.0517)

250 30 3 Mult, unbal, all 0.3862 0.4606 0.4380 0.4481
(0.0533) (0.0670) (0.0696) (0.0428)

250 30 3 Mult, unbal, miss 0.2689 0.2827 0.3314 0.3099
(0.0273) (0.0848) (0.0352) (0.0347)

500 68 5 Both, bal 0.4006 0.5859 0.5893 0.6523
(0.0560) (0.0442) (0.1223) (0.0432)

500 68 5 Both, unbal, miss 0.4104 0.54412 0.6010 0.6265
(0.0373) (0.0366) (0.0537) (0.0397)

300 40 7 Single 0.7348 0.6474 0.0973 0.7080
(0.0526) (0.0456) (0.0362) (0.0453)

Unif(0,0.15)). Given profiles and slip/guess parameters, we generate the student response
matrix Y .

As we know the true underlying skill set profiles Ci, we can calculate their agreement
with the clustering partitions using the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI; [7]), a common mea-
sure of agreement between two partitions. The expected value of the ARI is zero and the
maximum value is one, with larger values indicating better agreement.

Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the clustering results for the DINA model estimates, sum-
scores, and the capability matrix, respectively. In each table, N is the number of students,
J is the number of items, and K is the number of skills. The Q-matrix design describes
the Q-matrix used when generating the student responses (see Section 2 for more details).
Here single indicates that there were only single skill items, both indicates that there were
both single and multiple skill items, and mult indicates that there were only multiple skill
items. Also, bal indicates that the Q-matrix had a balanced design. An unbalanced design
is denoted by unbal and all or miss shows whether all combinations were present or if some
were missing. For the DINA model estimates (Table 1), we rounded the α̂ik to 0/1 to find the
closest skill set profile. For the remaining methods in Table 1 and for all methods in Tables 2
and 3 we cluster the unrounded α̂ik. When using HAC and K-means, we set the number of
clusters equal to 2K as suggested by [3]. For MBC we search over an appropriate range;
MBC 2K indicates that we set the number of clusters to 2K . For each set of 20 simulations,
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Table 3: Clustering the Capability Matrix Estimates of Student Skill Knowledge
N J K Q-matrix design HAC K-means MBC MBC 2K

250 30 3 Single, bal 0.9910 0.8190 0.9957 0.9957
(0.0104) (0.0835) (0.0071) (0.0071)

250 30 3 Both, bal 0.7644 0.7947 0.9353 0.9411
(0.1095) (0.1056) (0.1583) (0.0300)

250 30 3 Both,unbal, all 0.7273 0.8082 0.6252 0.8281
(0.0867) (0.1227) (0.1719) (0.1543)

250 30 3 Both,unbal,miss 0.6698 0.7390 0.4563 0.6693
(0.0813) (0.0778) (0.1267) (0.1628)

250 30 3 Mult, bal 0.4045 0.4530 0.4586 0.4499
(0.0347) (0.0508) (0.0624) (0.0382)

250 30 3 Mult, unbal, all 0.3899 0.4585 0.4518 0.4580
(0.0509) (0.0550) (0.0822) (0.0589)

250 30 3 Mult, unbal, miss 0.2700 0.3638 0.2803 0.2840
(0.0291) (0.0737) (0.0620) (0.0457)

500 68 5 Both, bal 0.4096 0.5711 0.5951 0.6647
(0.0504) (0.0543) (0.1284) (0.0928)

500 68 5 Both, unbal, miss 0.4327 0.5435 0.5560 0.6291
(0.0405) (0.0350) (0.2027) (0.1050)

300 40 7 Single 0.7399 0.6437 0.0906 0.7109
(0.0545) (0.0402) (0.0168) (0.0409)

we report the median ARI and the standard deviation.

First, we examine performance differences across Q-matrix designs. The first Q-matrix
has only three skills; each skill occurs in 10 single skill items. The ARI for all three meth-
ods of estimation and all clustering methods is 1 in nearly all cases. Across the methods,
K-means has the lowest ARI. This is not surprising as we randomly select 2K = 8 observa-
tions as the starting centers. A more informed set of starting centers (i.e., the natural skill
set profiles) may lead to better performance. For the K = 3 examples, the ARI is higher
when there are only single skill items compared to when there are both single and multi-
ple skill items and only multiple skill items. The lone exception is MBC with sum-scores
(Single, bal = 0.9191, Both, bal = 0.9321). The standard deviation in this case (0.2899) is
rather large and indicates a wide range of ARI values for these 20 simulated datasets.

We now take a closer look at Q-matrices with at least some multiple skill items. We can
note that the performance of all three clustering methods is better (as indicated by a higher
ARI) when there are both single and multiple skill items in the Q-matrix, compared to only
multiple skill items (also true across all three methods of estimation). In addition, when
the Q-matrix has a balanced design, as opposed to an unbalanced design, the recovery of
the true skill set profiles is better. In general, the performance of the three estimates of the
student skill knowledge is similar across the clustering methods. This similar performance
is particularly interesting since using sum-scores and the capability matrix yield large com-
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Table 4: Clustering the DINA Model Estimates of Student Skill Knowledge for N =

250, J = 30,K = 3 with Missing Response Data
Q-matrix design % missing DINA HAC K-means MBC MBC 2K

Both, bal 0 0.9793 0.9781 0.8367 0.8915 0.9632
Both, bal 10 0.4584 0.4690 0.4750 0.4725 0.4754
Both, bal 20 0.4326 0.4550 0.4581 0.4544 0.4567
Both, bal 30 0.4006 0.4340 0.4276 0.4267 0.4306
Both, bal 40 0.3513 0.3825 0.3850 0.3655 0.3681

Both, unbal, miss 0 0.9240 0.9131 0.7696 0.8811 0.9132
Both, unbal, miss 10 0.9084 0.9057 0.7516 0.8274 0.8009
Both, unbal, miss 20 0.8775 0.8651 0.7294 0.7560 0.7578
Both, unbal, miss 30 0.8193 0.8160 0.7256 0.7052 0.6948
Both, unbal, miss 40 0.7694 0.7746 0.7181 0.6515 0.6114

Table 5: Clustering the Sum-Score Estimates of Student Skill Knowledge for N = 250, J =
30,K = 3 with Missing Response Data

Q-matrix design % missing HAC K-means MBC MBC 2K

Both, bal 0 0.7644 0.8156 0.9321 0.9442
Both, bal 10 0.6255 0.7671 0.8280 0.8489
Both, bal 20 0.5000 0.6717 0.4854 0.7526
Both, bal 30 0.4191 0.5855 0.4131 0.5309
Both, bal 40 0.3168 0.5072 0.2951 0.3867

Both, unbal, miss 0 0.6482 0.6728 0.7066 0.7661
Both, unbal, miss 10 0.5744 0.6091 0.3608 0.6563
Both, unbal, miss 20 0.4834 0.5556 0.3264 0.5414
Both, unbal, miss 30 0.3686 0.4876 0.2725 0.3961
Both, unbal, miss 40 0.3266 0.4203 0.2514 0.2624

putational savings when compared to estimating the DINA model using WinBUGS (up to
700 times faster; [1]). Moreover, in this simulation study the data are generated from the
DINA model; we would expect the Bayesian estimation to perform well in this best-case
scenario. For sum-scores and the capability matrix to perform as well as, and better than in
some cases, the DINA model is noteworthy.

The above results are for student populations with complete response data. In practice,
missing responses (unanswered questions) will be ubiquitous. We chose two Q-matrix
designs with N = 250, J = 30, and K = 3 (Both, bal and Both, unbal, miss) and removed
0, 10, 20, 30, and 40% of the student responses completely at random for each of the
20 student populations. Results can be seen in Tables 4, 5, and 6. Note that the 0%
missing corresponds to the previously shown results. Again, we report the median ARI.
The standard deviations are not shown due to space limitations. They ranged from 0.03 to
0.16 and were generally ordered as DINA model (lowest), capability matrix, and sum-score
(highest).
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Table 6: Clustering the Capability Matrix Estimates of Student Skill Knowledge for N =
250, J = 30,K = 3 with Missing Response Data

Q-matrix design % missing HAC K-means MBC MBC 2K

Both, bal 0 0.7644 0.7947 0.9353 0.9411
Both, bal 10 0.6682 0.7894 0.6633 0.8786
Both, bal 20 0.6028 0.7491 0.5350 0.7655
Both, bal 30 0.6022 0.7141 0.5021 0.5505
Both, bal 40 0.4842 0.6103 0.3948 0.4086

Both, unbal, miss 0 0.6698 0.7390 0.4563 0.6693
Both, unbal, miss 10 0.6032 0.6980 0.4766 0.5473
Both, unbal, miss 20 0.5761 0.6629 0.4687 0.4654
Both, unbal, miss 30 0.5351 0.6251 0.4764 0.4775
Both, unbal, miss 40 0.5108 0.5658 0.4144 0.4335

In general, as the amount of missing data increases, the ARI decreases across all three
estimation methods and all methods of clustering. However, some methods show more
substantial decreases than others. When using the capability matrix, K-means shows rel-
atively stable performance for both Q-matrix designs. For the Both, unbal, miss design,
HAC and MBC also show stable performances. When using sum-scores, the performance
drops more noticeably across all clustering methods which may reflect that the capability
matrix scales for the number of questions answered while sum-scores do not. In the Both,
bal case, the performance of the capability matrix estimates is generally better than both
the DINA model estimates and the sum-scores (particularly true for K-means). For HAC,
sum-scores and the capability matrix perform similarly (both better than the DINA model
estimates). For the Both, unbal, miss case, the performance of the DINA model estimates is
better than both sum-scores and the capability matrix estimates. When using the capability
matrix estimates, K-means clustering performs best; its ARI values are only slightly lower
than those of the DINA model.

5 Conclusions
Simulated examples show that recovery of the true skill set profiles is best when only

single skill items occur. For Q-matrices with multiple skill items, recovery is improved if
there are also single skill items present. These results hold across all three clustering meth-
ods and all three estimates of student skill knowledge. In addition, we note that the more
computationally attractive capability matrix and the sum-score estimates perform similarly
to the Bayesian estimation of the DINA model.

However, when there are missing responses, the performance of the estimation proce-
dures changes. In general, the ARI values decrease as the percent of missingness increases
(across all estimation and clustering methods). When the Q-matrix has a Both, bal design,
the capability matrix estimates perform better than both the DINA model and sum-score
estimates. In the Both, unbal, miss design, the DINA model estimates perform better than
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sum-scores and the capability matrix estimates.

These results can be used to guide the design of exams and tutor problems. For better
estimation of student skill knowledge, single skill items should be included for each skill.
In addition, students should be encouraged to finish all items. Whether or not it is by
design, when students use online tutors, for example, they often do not complete all the
items. In this case, it is particularly important for single skill items to be included. In the
presence of missing responses, however, care should be taken when choosing an estimation
method and a clustering method. The best choice is not obvious.

While there are benefits of using the capability matrix and/or sum-scores, we note that
if an item requires multiple skills and a student answers incorrectly, all skills required by
the item will receive a penalty, even if the student has mastered one (or more) of the skills.
In future work, we will explore the behavior of alternative estimates that better account
for multiple skill items. Possible methods could use empirical performance on single skill
items or weight by the number of skills required by the incorrectly answered item.
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Abstract. Recent research has suggested that differences between intelligent 

tutor lessons predict a large amount of the variance in the prevalence of gaming 

the system [4]. Within this paper, we investigate whether such differences also 

predict how much students choose to go off-task, and if so, which differences 

predict how much off-task behavior will occur. We utilize an enumeration of the 

differences between intelligent tutor lessons, the Cognitive Tutor Lesson 

Variation Space 1.1 (CTLVS1.1), to identify 79 differences between tutor 

lessons, within 20 lessons from an intelligent tutoring system for Algebra. We 

utilize a machine-learned detector of off-task behavior to predict 58 students’ 

off-task behavior within that tutor, in each lesson. Surprisingly, the best model 

predicting off-task behavior from lesson features contains only one feature: 

lessons that involve equation-solving. We discuss possible explanations for this 

finding, and further studies that could shed light on this relationship.  

1 Introduction 

What underlies students’ choices, while they use educational software? In particular, why 

do students choose to game the system or go off-task, while using educational software? 

Much of the research on these questions has focused on the role that stable or semi-stable 

student individual differences play in driving these types of behaviors [2, 3, 8, 9]. Take, 

for example, the case of gaming the system (“attempting to succeed in an interactive 

learning environment by exploiting properties of the system rather than by learning the 

material” [cf. 5]). Several studies have been published that attempt to explain gaming 

behavior in terms of stable or semi-stable individual differences between students, such 

as a student’s attitude towards mathematics or goal orientation [2, 8, 9]. These studies 

have generally found statistically significant relationships. However, the relationships 

found in these studies only explain 5-9% of the variance in gaming behavior (r
2
 = 0.05 to 

0.09) [2,8], a relatively low degree of explanatory power.  

By contrast, [7] found that the differences between intelligent tutor lessons predict a large 

proportion of the variance in gaming behavior. In an analysis of 58 students’ behavior 

within 20 lessons in an intelligent tutor for algebra (corresponding to the majority of a 

year’s curriculum), a combination of features of tutor lessons was found to predict 56% 

of the variance in gaming behavior (r
2
 = 0.56). In particular, lessons that incorporated 

interest-increasing text into problem scenarios had significantly less gaming; lessons with 

various types of ambiguity had more gaming; lessons with ineffective hints had more 

gaming; and lessons based on equation-solving had less gaming. These results suggest 

that it may be possible to bypass the intrusiveness and high development costs of 

interactive responses to gaming [cf. 1, 4, 22] simply by altering these features of lessons, 
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designing lessons with less extraneous ambiguity and more attempts to increase student 

interest.  

The discovery that gaming the system can be well predicted by small-scale differences in 

educational software design raises the question of whether other prominent learner 

behaviors are similarly associated with small-scale features of software design.  In this 

paper, we investigate whether small-scale differences in software design can predict 

variance in off-task behavior. Off-task behavior shares many characteristics with gaming 

behavior. Both behaviors have been found to be associated with poorer learning in 

intelligent tutoring systems, although gaming the system’s impact on learning is both 

larger and more immediate [6, 11]. Additionally, the two behaviors have each been found 

to be weakly associated with some of the same student individual differences [3], in 

particular negative attitudes towards computers and mathematics.  

In this study, we apply a previously validated detector of off-task behavior [3] to data 

obtained from the PSLC DataShop [15], representing an entire school year of use of 

Cognitive Tutor Algebra, a widely used intelligent tutoring system. During the school 

year, students worked through a variety of lessons on different topics. These lessons had 

moderate variation in subject matter and considerable variation in design, making it 

possible to observe which differences in subject matter and/or design are associated with 

differences in how much off-task behavior occurs. We apply an existing taxonomy of the 

differences between tutor lessons [7] to these lessons, and investigate which lesson 

features are most strongly associated with off-task behavior. 

2 Data and Models Applied 

Data was obtained from the PSLC DataShop [15] (dataset: Algebra I 2005-2006 

Hampton Only), for 58 students’ use of Cognitive Tutor Algebra during an entire school 

year. The data set was composed of approximately 437,000 student transactions (entering 

an answer or requesting help) in the tutor software. All of the students were enrolled in 

algebra classes in one high school in the Pittsburgh suburbs. The school used Cognitive 

Tutors two days a week, as part of its regular mathematics curriculum. None of the 

classes were composed predominantly of gifted or special needs students. The students 

were in the 9
th

 and 10
th

 grades (approximately 14-16 years old).  

The Cognitive Tutor Algebra curriculum involves 32 lessons, covering a complete 

selection of topics in algebra, including formulating expressions for word problems, 

equation solving, and algebraic function graphing. Three lessons from Cognitive Tutor 

Algebra are shown in Figure 1. Data from 8 lessons was eliminated from consideration, 

as taxonomy codings were not available for those lessons (these lessons were not coded 

in [7], due to having limited data from those lessons available for that paper’s analyses of 

interest). On average, each student completed 10.7 tutor lessons (among the set of 24 

lessons considered), for a total of 619 student/lesson pairs.  
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To determine how often each student was off-task, in each lesson, each student’s actions 

were labeled using Baker’s [3] detector of off-task behavior. The detector was developed 

using data from 429 students’ classroom use of three lessons from an intelligent tutor on 

middle school mathematics. Applying this detector makes it tractable to study off-task 

behavior across a wide variety of tutor lessons. By contrast, other well-known methods 

are intractable – for instance, conducting quantitative field observations on a similar 

number of tutor lesssons and students would involve sending out two or more research 

assistants to classrooms for an entire year.   

The detector, under cross-validation, achieved a correlation of 0.55 to field observations 

of off-task behavior – hence, it can be considered reasonably reliable for these purposes. 

The detector is also able to distinguish off-task behavior from on-task conversation, by 

looking at the student actions that occur immediately before and after a seemingly idle 

pause. We show the model that predicts off-task behavior within the detector in Table 1. 

The detector makes a prediction as to whether each action is off-task, and then aggregates 

across actions to indicate what proportion of student actions was off-task (or, 

alternatively, what proportion of student time was off-task). Full details on this detector 

are available in [3]. Two features (F3 and F6) involved features that were not available 

for this data set (string and generally-known). However, F3 and F6 together accounted 

for only 4.4% of the cross-validated correlation accounted for by this model [3] – hence, 

this model can still be expected to be accurate even in the absence of these features.  

Table 1.  The model of off-task behavior (OT) used in this paper, from [3]. In all cases, param1 is 

multiplied by param2, and then multiplied by value. Then the six features are added together. If the 

sum is greater than 0.5, the action is considered to be off-task. Features that were not applicable to 

the current data set are indicated in gray. “Pknowretro”, a feature found in many behavior 

detectors, refers to the probability the student knew the skill if the action was the first opportunity to 

practice the current skill on the current problem step, and is -1 otherwise.  

 param 1 param 2 value Interpretation 

F1 timelast3SD timelast5SD -0.08 

OT: Very fast actions immediately 

before or after very slow actions 

F2 timeSD timeSD 0.013 

OT: Extremely fast actions or 

extremely slow actions 

F3 string pknowretro -0.36 

OT: Less likely on well-known string-

input steps  

OT: More likely when inputting a 

string after error  

F4 notfirstattempt recent8help -0.38 Not OT: Asking for a lot of help 

F5 notright pknowretro -0.16 

OT: Two errors or help-requests in a 

row 

Not OT: Errors or help requests on 

skills the student has already mastered 

F6 pctwrong 

generally-

known 0.04 

OT: Indicated by many errors on skills 

students generally know prior to 

starting this lesson 
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Table 2. The 79 features of the Cognitive Tutor Lesson Variation Space (CTLVS1.1) used in study. 

Features captured using data mining methods (as opposed to hand-coding) marked with *. 

Difficulty, Complexity of Material, and Time-Consumingness 

1*. Avg. % error 2. Lesson consists solely of review of material encountered in 

previous lessons 

3*. Avg. probability that student will learn a skill at each 

opportunity to practice skill [cf. 12] 

4*. Avg. initial probability that student will know a skill when 

starting tutor [cf. 12] 

5. Avg. # of “distractor” values per problem 6. % of problems where “distractor” values given 

7. Max number of mathematical operators needed to give correct 

answer on any step in lesson 

8. Maximum number of mathematical operators mentioned in 

hint on any step in lesson 

9. Intermediate calculations must be done outside of software 

(mentally or on paper) for some problem steps (ever occurs) 

10. % of hints that discuss intermediate calculations that must 

be done outside of software 

11*. Total number of skills in lesson 12*. Avg. time per problem step 

13. % of problem statements that incorporate multiple 

representations (ex: diagram and text) 

14. % of problem statements that use same numeric value for 

two constructs 

15. Avg. number of distinct/separable questions or problem-

solving tasks per problem 

16. Maximum number of distinct/separable questions or 

problem-solving tasks in any problem 

17. Avg. # of numbers manipulated per step 18*. Avg. # of times each skill repeated per problem 

19*. Number of problems in lesson 20*. Avg. time spent in lesson 

21. Avg. number of problem steps per problem 22. Minimum number of answers or interface actions required 

to complete problem 

Quality of Help Features 

23*. Avg. amount that reading on-demand hints improves 

performance on future opportunities to use skill [cf. 10] 

24*. Avg. Flesch-Kincaid Grade Reading Level [16] of hints 

25. % of hints using inductive support, going from example to 

abstract concept/principle 

26. % of hints that explicitly explain concepts or principles 

underlying current problem-solving step 

27. % of hints that explicitly refer to abstract principles 28.  On average, # of hints must student request before concrete 

features of problems are discussed 

29. Avg. number of hint messages per hint sequence that orient 

student to math sub-goal 

30. % of hints that explicitly refer to scenario content (instead 

of solely math constructs) 

31. % of hint sequences that use terminology specific to this 

software 

32. % of hint messages which refer solely to interface features 

33. % hint messages that teacher can’t understand 34. % of hint messages with complex noun phrases 

35. % of skills where the only hint message explicitly tells 

student what to do 

 

Usability 

36. First problem step in first problem of lesson is either clearly 

indicated, or follows established convention (such as top-left cell 

in worksheet) 

37. % of steps where student must change a value in a cell that 

was previously treated as correct (example: self-detection of 

errors) 

38. After student completes step, system indicates where in 

interface next action should occur 

39. % of steps where it is necessary to request hint to figure out 

what to do next 

40. Not immediately apparent what icons in toolbar mean 41. Screen cluttered with interface widgets;  difficult to 

determine where to enter answers 

42. Problem-solving task is not immediately clear 43. Format of answer changes between problem steps without 

clear indication 

44. If student has skipped step, and asks for hint, hints refer to 

skipped step without explicitly highlighting  in interface (ever 

seen) 

45. If student has skipped step, and asks for hint, skipped step is 

explicitly highlighted in interface (ever seen) 

Relevance and Interestingness 

46. % of problems which appear to use real data 47. % of problem statements with story content 

48. % of problem statements with scenarios relevant to potential 

student careers 

49. % of problem statements with scenarios relevant to 

students’ current daily life 

50. % of problem statements which involve fantasy (example: 

being a rock star) 

51. % of problem statements which involve concrete details 

unfamiliar students (example: dog sleds) 

52. % of problem statements which involve concrete 

people/places/things 

53. % of problem statements with text not directly related to 

problem-solving  task 

54. Avg. number of person proper names in problem statements  
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Aspects of “buggy” messages notifying student why action was incorrect 

55. % of buggy messages that indicate concept student 

demonstrated misconception in 

56. % of buggy messages that indicate how student’s action 

was result of procedural error 

57. % of buggy messages that refer solely to interface action 58. Buggy messages given by icon, which can be hovered over 

to receive buggy message 

Design Choices Which Make It Easier to Game the System 

59. % of multiple-choice steps 60. Avg. number of choices in multiple-choice 

61. % of hint sequences with final hint that explicitly tells student  

what the answer is, but not what/how to enter it in the tutor 

software 

62. Hint gives directional feedback (example: “try a larger 

number”) (ever seen) 

63. Avg. number of feasible answers for each problem step  

Meta-Cognition and Complex Conceptual Thinking  

(or features that make them easy to avoid) 

64. Student is prompted to give self-explanations 65. Hints ever give explicit metacognitive advice 

66. % of problem statements that use common word to indicate  

mathematical operation to use (example: “increase”) 

67. % of problem statements that indicate  math operation with 

uncommon terminology (“pounds below normal” for 

subtraction) 

68. % of problem statements that explicitly tell student which 

math operation to use (“add”) 

 

Software Bugs/Implementation Flaws (generally rare) 

69. % of problems where grammatical error is found in problem 

statement 

70. Reference in problem statement to interface component that 

does not exist (ever occurs) 

71. Student can advance to new problem despite still visible 

errors 

72. Hint recommends student do something which is incorrect 

or non-optimal (ever occurs) 

73. % of problem steps where hints are unavailable  

Miscellaneous 

74. Hint requests that student perform some action 75*. Avg. length of text in popup widgets 

76. Value of answer is very large (over four significant digits)  

(ever seen) 

77. % of problem statements which include question or 

imperative 

78. Student selects action from menu, tutor software performs 

action (as opposed to typing in answers, or direct manipulation) 

79. Lesson is an equation-solver lesson 

  

Each tutor lesson’s attributes was represented using the Cognitive Tutor Lesson Variation 

Space version 1.1 (CTLVS1.1) [7], an enumeration of how Cognitive Tutor lessons can 

differ from one another. The CTLVS1.1 was developed by a diverse design team, 

including cognitive psychologists, educational designers, a mathematics teacher, and 

EDM researchers. The CTLVS1.1, shown in Table 2, consists of 79 features for how 

cognitive tutors differ from each other. The CTLVS1.1 was labeled with reference to the 

24 lessons studied in this paper by a combination of educational data mining and hand-

coding by the educational designer and mathematics teacher.  

3 Analysis Methods and Results 

The goal of our analyses was to determine how well each difference in lesson features 

predicts how much students will go off-task in a specific lesson. To this end, we 

combined the labels of the CTLVS1.1 features for each of the 22 lessons in Cognitive 

Tutor Algebra, and the assessments of how often each of the 58 students in the data set 

were off-task in each of the 22 lessons.  

Our first step in conducting the analysis was to determine if the 79 features of the 

CTLVS1.1 grouped into a smaller set of factors. We empirically grouped the 79 features 

of the CTLVS1.1 into 6 factors, using the implementation of Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) given in SPSS. These same 6 factors were previously successful in 

discovering a factor that was statistically significantly associated with gaming the system 

[7].  
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We analyzed whether the correlation between any of these 6 factors and the frequency of 

off-task behavior was significant. However, none of the factors was statistically 

significantly associated with off-task behavior – the closest factor to significance had 

F(1,21)= 0.37, p=0.55.  

Taking the 79 features individually, only two were found to be statistically significantly 

associated with the choice to go off-task. Using an (overly conservative) Bonferroni 

adjustment [20] to control for the number of statistical tests conducted, only one feature 

was still found to be statistically significant. This feature was whether the lesson was an 

equation-solver lesson (as opposed to other types of lessons, such as story problems). An 

equation-solver lesson is shown at the top of Figure 1. Students were statistically 

significantly less likely to go off-task within equation-solver lessons, r
2
 = 0.55, F(1, 

21)=27.29, p<0.001, Bonferroni adjusted p<0.001.  

To put this relationship into better context, we can look at the proportion of time students 

spent off-task in equation-solver lessons as compared to other lessons. On average, 

students spent 4.4% of their time off-task within the equation-solver lessons, much lower 

than is generally seen in intelligent tutor classrooms [5,6] or, for that matter, in traditional 

classrooms [cf.17, 18]. By contrast, students spent 14.1% of their time off-task within the 

other lessons, a proportion of time-on-task which is much more in line with previous 

observations. The difference in time spent per type of lesson is, as would be expected, 

statistically significant, t(22)=4.48, p<0.001. 

The other feature found to be statistically significantly associated with off-task behavior, 

prior to the Bonferroni adjustment, was the proportion of hints that are solely bottom-out 

hints (more bottom-out-only-hints, less off-task behavior). However, a model including 

both of these two features was not statistically significantly better than the model that 

only considered whether the lesson was an equation-solver lesson, F(1, 21)=0.73, p=0.40. 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The results found here suggest that differences between lessons explain a large proportion 

of the variance in how much off-task behavior occurs, just as with gaming the system. 

However, the nature of the models found is quite different. Whereas the model that best 

explains how much gaming occurs was a complex set of fine-grained features [7], the 

model that best explains off-task behavior consists of a single, very coarse-grained 

difference. This leaves us with a problem of interpretation. Why were students off-task so 

much less within these equation-solver lessons?  

One hypothesis is that there is some combination of features distinct to equation-solver 

lessons that produce less off-task behavior, but only when the full combination is 

encountered. For example, it is possible that the combination of features found in the 

equation-solver lessons (such as less complex hints, in combination with direct 

interaction with the equations, in problems that are generally shorter), combine to 

produce a state of very positive continued engagement (e.g. flow [13]) that precludes off-

task behavior.  It may be that this positive engagement is promoted by a specific 

combination of features only found in these lessons, explaining why off-task behavior 
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was not associated with any of the finer-grained features in the CTLVS1.1, once the 

coarser feature of whether the lesson used the equation-solver was included. Relatedly, it 

might be that the task of equation-solving is somehow more engaging, in and of itself, 

than other mathematical problem-solving tasks, leading students to engage in a lower 

degree of off-task behavior.  

A second hypothesis is that teacher behavior causes the lower off-task behavior within 

the equation-solver lessons. A conversation with a colleague with school teaching 

experience indicated that teachers in the United States are often particularly worried 

about students’ performance on equation-solving on state standardized exams (personal 

communication, L.A. Sudol). This concern may lead teachers to monitor a student more 

closely, if the student is working through an equation-solver lesson. This hypothesis 

could be tested through observing teachers’ behavior with quantitative field observations 

[cf. 5], as students use either equation-solver lessons or other lessons. It is worth noting 

that this hypothesis may also help explain the lower incidence of gaming the system in 

equation-solving lessons [e.g. 7].  

Determining which of these hypotheses best explains the lower incidence of off-task 

behavior in equation-solver lessons has the potential to help us understand this behavior 

better. In turn, this knowledge has the potential to aid us in developing learning software 

that students engage with to a greater degree. In doing so, it is essential to avoid 

decreasing off-task behavior in ways that could increase the prevalence of other 

behaviors associated with poorer learning, such as gaming the system. It is also essential 

to avoid reducing off-task behavior in ways that would make instruction generally less 

effective – a potential danger in many visions of educational games in the classroom.   

More broadly, we believe that the methods used in this paper point to new opportunities 

for the field of educational data mining. The creation of taxonomies such as the 

CTLVS1.1 will enable an increasing number of data mining analyses about how 

differences in educational software concretely influence student behavior. In turn, these 

analyses can inform a deeper scientific understanding of the interactions between 

students and educational software.  
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Abstract: It has been recognized that in order to drive Intelligent Tutoring 

Systems (ITSs) into mainstream use by the teaching community, it is essential to 

support teachers through the entire ITS process: Design, Development, 

Deployment, Reflection and Adaptation. Although research has been done on 
supporting teachers through design to deployment of ITSs, there is surprisingly 

little discussion about support for teachers’ Reflection - the ability to draw 

conclusions from ITS usage, and Adaptation - adapting the content to better 

meet the needs of students. We describe our work on developing analysis tools 

and methodologies that support reflection and adaptation by teachers. The work 

was done in the context of helping teachers understand student’s behavior in 

Adaptive Tutorials by post-analysis of the system’s data-logs. We used a hybrid 

solution – part of the data-mining effort is teacher driven and part is automated. 

We tested our approach by comparing the results of expert analysis of two 

Adaptive Tutorials with and without an automated Refinement Suggestion Tool, 

and found it to be a useful teacher’s aid. By using this tool, teachers act as 
‘action researchers’, confirming or disproving their hypotheses about the best 

way to use ITS technology. 

1  Introduction  

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) can dramatically increase learners’ comprehension 

by adapting the learning activity to the learners’ needs, based on an intelligent assessment 

of their level of knowledge. This is the “Dream of ITS” (cf. “The Dream of AI”) – that 

one day a system will be “smart” enough to teach better than human teachers. Whether 

this dream is to become a reality is arguable, even as ITS technologies are being 

intensively researched by the scientific community. In recent years, it has been 

recognized that whether or not the dream is realized, we must make ITSs as widely 

available as traditional web based educational systems. However, this is not a 

straightforward task, partially due to the sheer amount of content existing in traditional 

web based systems, compared with the relatively small amount of specialized content 

existing in ITSs[4], and also due to the complex nature of ITS’s and their relative 

inaccessibility to teachers. In order to address this issue, teachers require better support 

through the entire ITS process: Design, Development, Deployment, Reflection and 

Adaptation.  

To-date, research on supporting teachers in the ITS process has been focused on aiding 

teachers to author intelligent content, mainly through the advent of ITS authoring 

tools[10], but it is now clear that the ITS design paradigm needs to be updated. A new 

design paradigm offers teachers a different place in the ITS process; while the core 
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authoring is in the hands of well-prepared design teams, teachers can extend the system 

and fine tune it to meet their specific needs[4].  

This shift in the teacher’s role is also acknowledged in the work of Diana Laurillard who 

proposed the Conversational Framework for the effective use of educational 

technology[6]. The Conversational Framework (CF) can be considered both a learning 

theory and a practical framework for designing educational environments. It models the 

interaction between teachers and learners as a stepwise “conversation” across four 

dimensions: discussion, adaptation, interaction and reflection. In [7], Laurillard describes 

the role of the teacher as an “action researcher”, “collaborating to produce their own 

development of knowledge about teaching with technology”. However, she also argues 

that support for reflection and adaptation is severely lacking with regards to eLearning 

content. This is because teachers rarely have the ability to reflect on (analyze and 

conclude) and adapt (change or edit) software based instructional material. The argument 

is even stronger for intelligent content offered by specialized systems such as ITSs. 

This paper presents work that aims to support teachers through the process of the 

reflection and adaptation of Adaptive Tutorials (AT’s) running on the Adaptive 

eLearning Platform (AeLP)[2]. An important challenge we faced in analyzing the 

Adaptive Tutorials in the AeLP was how to develop data-mining tools for the purpose of 

aiding teachers, without becoming too domain-specific or overwhelming them with a 

large number of association rules or classifiers which are difficult to understand. In 

particular, we aim to ensure the tool is easy to use and do not want to cognitively 

overload the teachers[14]. Moreover, students’ interaction in the AeLP can vary 

dramatically between different AT’s. Our contribution is through developing a 

refinement and adaptation strategy that can scale across different domains. We achieve 

this though a hybrid approach – user-driven and data-driven. The user-driven approach 

manifests itself in the development of an interactive analysis and discovery tool called the 

Adaptive Tutorial Analyzer (ATA). Teachers use the ATA for the purpose of analyzing 

students’ performance in Adaptive Tutorials. The data-driven approach manifests itself in 

the development of a Refinement Suggestion Panel that draws teachers’ attentions to 

patterns in the data that requires their attention. In this paper we show how both of these 

strategies complement each other. 

2 Related work 

Analyzing student behavior in an ITS is a complex problem, and the task of making sense 

of the data in ITS’s logs is within the domain of educational data-mining[13]. Generally 

speaking, educational data mining is a data-driven field motivated to augment human-

programmed knowledge, e.g. to ease the modeling of the correct way a problem should 

be solved ([8]), or to accurately predict a student’s performance based on analysis of 

previous years’ logs ([9]). However, some researchers previously highlighted the fact that 

patterns found in educational systems’ data-sets are only useful if interpreted in the 

pedagogical context of the educational activity. In the work of [5] the researchers used an 

iterative process of discovery and interpretation with the goal of making sense of patterns 

discovered by data-mining algorithms they used.  
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We followed similar reasoning: patterns in the data-logs of Adaptive Tutorials are 

senseless without a teacher’s pedagogical and domain specific insights. However, unlike 

[5] who rely solemnly on analysis of click-streams, the AeLP logs the entire system’s 

internal state per each student’s ‘check’ event (student pressing the ‘check’ button). As 

such, the data-logs are extremely multidimensional, up-to hundreds of attribute-values 

per student action. Furthermore, the system’s snapshot depends on the specifics of the 

Virtual Apparatus (VA) that was used for the Adaptive Tutorial (see [2] for a description 

of how Adaptive Tutorials are constructed from Virtual Apparatuses), and as such we 

need tools that are domain independent but that can be utilized for the purpose of domain 

specific inquiry. 

Another comprehensive study on analyzing ITS’s data-logs was carried by [11] where 

data-mining algorithms were used in order to analyze the logs of a Constraint-Based ITS 

called SQL-Tutor. The researchers used a variety of tools such as WEKA and SQL in 

order to carry out multiple analysis tasks that resulted in some refinement suggestion to 

their system. One difference in our work is that the AeLP is a platform on which 10 

different adaptive tutorials, each equivalent to SQL-Tutor in its scope and depth, are 

currently running. Our approach is thus to enable teachers to conduct analysis tasks, 

rather than specialist data-mining researchers. Furthermore, while the AeLP does use 

constructs analogues to Constraints (called trap-states), for the authoring  of adaptive 

activities, it also uses solution traces, that are closer to Model Tracing based ITS’s. This 

suggests that a richer knowledge representation is required for automated analysis. 

Work on employing mining and visualization in order to analyze students’ trails in a web-

based educational system is also discussed in [12]. The data-set is again a navigation 

pattern or a “click-stream” and the researchers’ approach was to interpret the student’s 

navigation as a graph – considering each hypertext page as a node and transition between 

pages as edges. The tool is meant to be used as an aid for teachers to better understand 

student navigation. While similar to our concept to the AT-Analyzer, our efforts differ 

again in that the trails, or traces we are concerned with are not simply HTML pages 

requested, but traces through an entire solution state-space within an Adaptive Tutorial 

(see [3] for detailed explanation). 

3 The Adaptive eLearning Platform 

The Adaptive eLearning Platform (AeLP) is a web-based implementation of Virtual 

Apparatus Framework for eLearning content development[2]. The AeLP is used for 

authoring Adaptive Tutorials, deploying them to students or into LMSs, monitoring 

student progress and analyzing student behavior. The AeLP has been fielded since 2006 

at the University of New South Wales, where Adaptive Tutorials developed using the 

AeLP have been incorporated into the syllabi of 10 major courses (ranging between 50 to 

600 students per semester), and are accessed by over 2000 students per semester.  

From a pedagogical point of view, AT’s are similar in nature to teaching laboratory 

activities and are analogous to the concept of Tutorial Simulations as described in [6]. 

AT’s exhibit three levels of adaptivity: students experience adaptive feedback with 

remediation targeted to their intrinsic misconceptions, while their activities are also 
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sequenced adaptively based on performance. The third level of adaptivity is content 

adaptation through analysis and reflection. Teachers are provided with analysis tools that 

enable reflection and adaptation of their content. By analyzing students’ behavior, 

teachers can refine and adapt their content, to better meet the needs of their students, e.g.: 

changing questions, adding new adaptive feedback or changing the sequence of activities. 

The work described in this paper concerns development of tools and processes to better 

facilitate this level of adaptation.  

4 User-Driven and Data-Driven Analysis Strategy 

We presented our work on the AT-Analyzer in [3]. The analysis of adaptive tutorials is 

always performed with the purpose of refining and improving them for the next time they 

run. Teachers perform analysis on past AT-Sessions (instances of running an AT on a 

group of students), while the changes are saved to the next AT session. In that sense we 

support the Conversational Framework notion of teachers acting as “action researchers”, 

interested in affirming or disproving their hypotheses regarding their content and its 

effect on learners[7]. Based on their analysis, teachers then need to be able to revise and 

change - to adapt - their content.  

4.1 The Interaction-Snapshot Data Log 

For each student interaction event, the AeLP stores a student-identifiable, time-stamped 

snapshot of the entire system’s inspectable state-space. This state-space contains generic 

AeLP properties (e.g. session.attemptNumber, or inputPanel.selectedChoice) and the 

entire internal state the VA is in (e.g. VA.propertyA and VA.propertyB). The combined set 

of attribute-values is the student’s Interaction-Snapshot-Vector. In addition to the 

interaction snapshot, the data also contains a trap-state ID. This ID is a unique identifier 

of the trap-state that was fired when processing the student’s interaction. This trap-state 

can either be “correct” thus allowing the student to progress in their activity, or it could 

be an error-state, which contains some feedback to be shown to the student. In this way, 

the log database contains not only what the students were doing, but also the system’s 

decision over their interactions.  

4.2 An Example Adaptive Tutorial 

As an example, consider an Adaptive Tutorial that was developed for a 1st year course in 

Solid Mechanics: the Bridge Inspection Simulator [Figure 1]. This AT features a bridge 

simulation, in which students can “drive” a car on a 3 section bridge. Students can 

position the car in different locations on the bridge sections, and take load and shear 

stress measurements on the bridge’s poles and cables using virtual sensors. Here is an 

illustrative example question in this Adaptive Tutorial:  “A second car C2 of mass m2 is 

positioned on section C (right hand side cantilever) of the bridge at x=250m. Position 

your car C1 of mass m1 on section A (left hand side cantilever) such that the tension on 

both sections’ cables is the same. Enter the tension in Newtons in the input panel.” The 

correct trap-state is defined as: car1.x = 60 AND userInput = 60. The teacher then 

defines an error trap-state that targets a familiar misconception. For example if a student 

positions the car at car1.x = 50, the teacher knows that they answered under the false 
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assumption that m1 == m2, which is incorrect. A trap-state called sameMassError will 

target the condition car1.x = 50 and will feature a hint feedback that will tell the students 

to look carefully for the masses in the question. The other trap-state for this system will 

be just the empty defaultWrong trap-state, which means that any student who did not 

enter 50 or 60 will be given some generic default feedback (e.g. “Wrong, Try Again.”). 

We will return to this example in the following sections. 

 

Figure 1: An AT in Mechanical Engineering: students can “drive” a car through different sections of 

a bridge and use sensors to inspect the load on different elements. 

4.3  User-Driven Analysis Support – The Interactive Solution Trace 

Graph 

In the Virtual Apparatus Framework, one can think of the process a student takes in order 

to solve a task as a trace through the problem’s state-space. The idea behind the Solution 

Trace Graph [Figure 2] is to visualize the time-based vector of interaction-snapshots as a 

graph transition where each column is a solution attempt and each edge represents a 

transition between solution trap-states. Working with the Solution Trace Graph, teachers 

drill down on interaction data in order to gain insights regarding students’ behavior, of 

which some of the most important are: 

Finding adaptive feedback that was ineffective: if a high proportion of interactions 

entering a trap-state ended up landing back in the same trap-state on the next attempt 

column, it might imply that the feedback was not helping the students. We call this 

condition a trap-state’s self-loop. For example, if 50% of students who landed in 

sameMassError landed again in sameMassError in their next attempt, the teacher might 

conclude that his feedback did not help the students to understand their mistake, and 

might change it, to be more specific. 

Specializing an overly general trap-state: let’s assume that 50% of students answered 

the aforementioned question correctly in the first attempt, 20% landed in 

sameMassError; the teacher will be interested to inspect what happened with the 

remaining 30% of students who landed in the defaultWrong trap-state. Using the STG, 
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the teacher will inspect the interaction-snapshots leading into defaultWrong, and might 

notice a pattern, say, that 70% of those entered 100m as the answer. When researching 

why such a mistake was so prominent, the teacher might notice that students’ mistake 

was that they used a + instead of a – in their calculation. The teacher will then simply add 

a new trap-state: plusMinusConfusionError, targeting this misconception.  

 

Figure 2 – A Solution Trace Graph is used to visually analyze students’ solution-traces through the 

problem’s state-space. In this example it is easy to see that 40 out of 59 students attempting this 

question answered correctly on the first attempt and that 6 out of the 7 who landed in the angle90 

trap-state proceed to correct after given the adapted feedback. 

4.4 Data Driven Analysis Support - The Refinement Suggestion Panel 

Based on our experience with the AT-Analyzer and the STG, it became clear that some 

aspects of the reflection work could be automated. Subsequently, a Refinement 

Suggestion Panel (RSP) was designed [Figure 3]. It offers teachers a list of the most 

relevant issues that might need their attention. Such suggestions, for example, highlight 

the fact that a question is too easy, or too hard, that a particular adaptive feedback seems 

to be ineffective, that a new trap-state should be defined, and more. 

The issues discovered are ordered by calculated relevance, and teachers can chose to 

dismiss an issue or act on it. Relevancy is measured by functions specified for particular 

aspects of the type of suggestion.  

Finding adaptive feedback that was ineffective: automating the detection of this type 

of issue is relatively simple: an algorithm that exhausts all edge transitions in the entire 

AT’s STG, and sorts the results on self-loop ratios across solution attempts, was 

developed. The RSP then presents the teacher with a list sorted in descending order. The 

top case is the trap-state with the highest self-loop ratio (weighted relative to edge count 

size, so that a 40 out of 50 ratio will appear before an 8 out of 10). 

Specifying an Overly General Trap-State: in order to detect this type of issue, we need 

an automated way to search for association rules in each trap-state’s interaction-snapshot 

data. In the example above, we are interested that the RSP will show the teacher the fact 

that 70% out of the 30% who landed in defaultWrong, entered 100m. Remembering that 

snapshots can contain tens or hundreds of attributes (defined by the VAs API, e.g. 

car1.mass, sectionA.mass etc.), the immediately apparent problem is how to get rid of all 
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the non-interesting rules, containing attributes that are meaningless from an educational 

point of view. In other words, how do we target the car.x attribute? 

One way to solve this is to look for what extra information is available to us. If we look at 

the question-attributes-set - the set of all attributes that are used in a question’s existing 

trap-states, we will then see that the teacher targeted car.x and userInput. This 

information gives us a clue about what attributes are useful and we will only perform an 

association rule and feature selection search on this limited set of attributes. For the 

example shown in [Figure 3], we identified an overly general trap-state - defaultWrong 

(the antecedent of defaultWrong is the negation of all other custom trap-states, in other 

words- if no other trap-state fired, defaultWrong is fired). The association rule that was 

found has the antecedent containing the condition: ….angleControl.value == 70 with 

coverage = 12/59 students and confidence = 0.42 (5/12). By capturing this new rule as 

new trap-state, the teacher will refine the overly general defaultWrong. 

 

Figure 3 – The Refinement Suggestion Panel draws teachers’ attention to possible issues that might 
need their attention. Teachers can act on those suggestions by capturing them as new trap-states. 

Ranking the relevancy of this type of refinement suggestions is based on coverage and 

confidence, (thresholds of these parameters are user defined). For each coverage-level 

cohort we sort results by confidence before adding it to the RSP.  

An obvious down-side of this approach is that patterns including attributes that are not in 

the question-attribute-set cannot be found in this way, and brought to the attention of the 

teacher. For example, it is possible that some of the students who made the 

sameMassError also put a “virtual load sensor” on the wrong “docking station”, and thus 

were reading an erroneous value for their calculation. In this case, the interaction-

snapshots of these students will contain the attribute value sensor1.dockStation=1. This 

association rule between the two attributes values sensor1.dockStation=1 -> 

userInput=100m is extremely important from a pedagogical point of view, but cannot be 

found by the RSP. 
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However, using the STG, the teacher can initiate an “all-in” rule search, that might find 

this association rule. Furthermore, the teacher can choose to look for associations and 

features on any subset of snapshot attributes, e.g. adding to the two sensors’ “dock 

stations” attributes to the searched attribute set. If the teacher then decides to add a new 

trap-state using a new attribute, this new attribute now belongs to the question-attributes-

set, and subsequently will be used by the RSP’s data-driven analysis. 

In this way, the user-driven and data-driven analyses complement each other, leveraging 

expert knowledge with data-mining efficiency, yielding a powerful yet teacher-friendly 

analysis tool. 

5 Results and Analysis 

For the purpose of a preliminary study regarding its usefulness, we used the RSP to 

generate suggestions for two Adaptive Tutorials: the Bridge Inspection Simulation and 

the Faraday’s Law Tutorial in Physics (also described in [2]). The former was already 

analyzed by the teacher, using the ATA and the STG, while the bridge activity was not. 

In the case of the Faraday’s law AT, we compared the refinement suggestions given by 

the RSP to the teacher’s analysis in order to see if we were able to replicate their 

refinement actions. In the case of the bridge tutorial the teacher worked with the RSP in 

their analysis and investigated its usefulness.  

The Faraday’s law AT was run on a group of 59 students in the second half of 2007 and 

resulted in 982 interactions in the database, each containing a snapshot of 14 to 18 

attribute-values representing the state of the system and VA per a user ‘check’ event. We 

ran the RSP on the Faraday AT’s data log with a limit of 2 suggestions per question and 

we got a total of 28 suggestions. The top 3 ranked suggestions matched the same exact 

three improvements that were found by the teacher. For example: in a question that asked 

students to rotate a magnetic coil situated in constant magnetic field to the angle that will 

result in maximum magnetic flux through it (correct trap-state is VA.angleControl.value 

= 0), the RSP suggested for refinement the defaultWrong trap-state. It appeared that 5 

students out of the 12 landing on the defaultWrong trap-state had the 

VA.angleControl.value = 70, which is in fact the question’s initState [Figure 3]. In other 

words - those 5 students did not attempt to solve the question at all, and just pressed 

‘check’, possibly attempting to game the system[1]. The teacher added a trap-state 

targeting the following conditions: VA.angleControl.value == 70 AND 

session.timeOnQuestion < 15 seconds, and attached feedback that politely asked the 

students to actually attempt solving the question by manipulating the VA’s control. Out 

of the remaining new 25 suggestions, the teacher chose to use 5 and dismissed the rest. 

The teacher’s impressions were very positive and they found the tool both easy to use and 

understandable.  

The Bridge AT was used by 220 students during the second half of 2008 and generated a 

total of 7014 interaction entries in the database. A typical interaction entry included a 

system snapshot of around 18 attribute-value pairs. This time we limited the RSP to show 

only the top 10 suggestions, and 5 of them were accepted by the teacher as valid. Again, 

most suggestions targeted the defaultWrong trap-state – the state that most needed further 
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specifications. All 5 states accepted by the teacher were found to be dealing with students 

not properly attempting a question, or selecting ‘check’ prematurely. This analysis has 

two conclusions: it supports the development approach of continual-refinement where an 

AT is developed initially to only remediate to the most obvious misconceptions and 

misbehaviors, and using the analysis tool the teacher gradually refine its rule base. The 

second conclusion is that the RSP algorithm described above does not work well when 

the tutorial questions are parameterized: in the Bridge AT, each student was given a 

different set of initial parameters (bridge length and height, masses of cars etc) and thus 

the correct trap-states are defined as functional dependencies between attributes-values 

and not constants. We discuss this further in the next section. 

While further work still remains, we found that overall the teachers response was positive 

and the RSP is an important step forward in helping teachers understand how the AT’s 

are being used by their students.  

6 Future work 

Based on our analysis, it appears that further work needs to be done on dealing with 

functional dependency between attributes. Consider the following simple example 

question: “Calculate the force the car is applying on the bridge (in Newtons), and enter it 

in the input panel.” But this time, assume the Virtual Apparatus is set to randomize the 

car mass for each student. We now need to define the correct trap-state as: userInput == 

car.mass*9.81. In this case, the snapshot attributes will contain functional relationships 

between attributes, and a simple attribute association rule or feature selection test will not 

be able to identify any patterns. Possible future work is to allow that when functional 

relationship between attributes appears in a question’s condition set, we provide the data-

mining algorithm with a test that encodes that functional dependency. For example, we 

can define a new variable, V=inputPanel.userInput / car.mass and do feature selection on 

V. The RSP can then discover high probability for V=1 which occurs when students 

forgot to multiply by the gravitational constant. This is an important feature, because it 

lets us incorporate relational logic in the rule association search in a manner that is easy 

for the teacher to understand. 

7 Conclusion: 

We have presented a hybrid analysis strategy for Adaptive Tutorials. A key aspect of our 

work is the fact the Adaptive Tutorials are constructed using the Virtual Apparatus 

Framework, thereby enabling rich content with a high degree of interactivity to be 

authored. This, however, presents challenges for the analysis of student activity in such 

complex environments. Towards this objective we implemented a user-driven analysis 

tool – the Solution Trace Graph, and complemented it with a data-driven analysis tool – 

the Refinement Suggestion Panel. We showed in this paper that one way in which the two 

approaches complement each other is that when a teacher adds a new attribute into a 

question’s condition-set the RSP includes this attribute in its automated rule-finding 

algorithm. Based on a preliminary study and analysis, we found that the combined 

strategy was successful in leveraging the experts’ domain knowledge to direct the data-

mining process, improving effectiveness and efficiency. 
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By building such evaluation tools and techniques into ITS technology we allow teachers 

to understand and reflect on students’ behavior, and subsequently adapt activities to 

better match student knowledge levels and address misconceptions. In that sense, and in 

accordance with the Conversational Framework, the teacher is acting as an active 

educational researcher, confirming or disproving their hypotheses about the best way to 

use ITS technology in pursuit of their pedagogical goals. 
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Abstract. E-Learning systems offer students innovative and attractive ways of 

learning through augmentation or substitution of traditional lectures and 

exercises with online learning material. Such material can be accessed at any 

time from anywhere using different devices, and can be personalized according 

to the individual student’s needs, goals and knowledge. However, authoring and 

evaluation of this material remains a complex a task. While many researchers 

focus on the authoring support, not much has been done to facilitate the 

evaluation of e-Learning applications, which requires processing of the vast 

quantity of data generated by students. We address this problem by proposing an 

approach for detecting potential symptoms of low performance in e-Learning 

courses. It supports two main steps: generating the production rules of C4.5 

algorithm and filtering the most representative rules, which could indicate low 

performance of students. In addition, the approach has been evaluated on the log 

files of student activity with two versions of a Web-based quiz system. 

1. Introduction 

Modern information technologies have found their ways into the classrooms: new 

applications (learning management systems, virtual labs, etc.), new devices (PDAs, 

Smartphones), new protocols (SMS, Bluetooth) are used by teachers and students in real-

life education [4]. These technologies have facilitated the wider adoption of online e-

Learning systems in the last decade. Among other benefits of these systems, we can 

obtain more interactivity, reach learning experience, flexibility of access, etc. However, 

design and evaluation of e-Leaning systems yet remain complex tasks that require both 

time and expertise that many classroom teachers do not have. In most of cases instructors 

or course designers need to design his/her e-Learning course. Development of better 

technologies for authoring and evaluation of e-Learning systems is a very important 

research and practical problem, which becomes even more challenging, when the 

technology uses classroom instructors as its target audience. 

In this paper we try to address this problem by proposing an approach to evaluation of e-

Learning systems based on the analysis of log data. Evaluation of e-Learning systems is a 

complex and time-consuming task. One of the challenges for an instructor evaluating an 

e-Learning system is lack of evidence from students, since he/she has access only to their 

interactions with the learning material and cannot observe their behaviors, or receive the 

feedback from them in a timely manner. Due to the fact that student’s behaviors are 

hidden inside their interactions, instructors should analyze them in order to assess the 

performance of students and evaluate the learning software. Furthermore, e-Learning 

systems generate vast quantity of data (log files). These data consist of records of 

students’ actions within the system. Since the log files are often very big, traditional data 
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analysis tools and techniques are not always useful. Therefore, an alternative technology 

needs to be applied. 

We considered that data mining methodology is more adequate for this task, because it is 

a technology that blends traditional data analysis methods with sophisticated algorithms 

for processing large volumes of data in order to discover meaningful information [11]. 

Our work is focused on evaluating an e-Learning system by exploring its usage logs in 

order to find patterns that could indicate low performance. It is worth to mentioning that 

these patterns are called symptoms. An example of a symptom is a significantly higher 

number of failures for a given exercise than the average number of failures for this 

exercise. It is difficult for instructors to detect symptoms of this kind without the help of 

data mining methods. At the same time, it can be highly beneficial for an instructor to be 

aware that a certain student has problems with particular set of exercises, and hence be 

able to intervene. How do such symptoms occur? What factors can trigger them? The 

present work tries to answer these questions by providing a method for detecting 

symptoms of low student performance in the course. 

Naturally, not every symptom observed in the real data, is an indicator of variations in 

performance in the course. It is useful to identify the relevant symptoms causing drops in 

performance; it is also useful to distinguish the most important of them. For these 

purposes, we have developed a method helping to filter and rank relevant symptoms. The 

method is based on production rules of C4.5 algorithm. 

This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a brief overview of related 

work. Section 3 describes the data set we have used in this study. The proposed approach, 

as well as the results of the evaluation are detailed in Section 4. Finally, the last section 

concludes the paper with discussion and plans for future work. 

2. State of the Art 

Over the last years data mining has become a very popular technology in many areas of 

information sciences including e-Learning. Romero and Ventura provide a 

comprehensive overview of data mining applications for education [8]. Large pool of 

student activity has been collected by many research facilities. A good example is the 

open data repository DataShop that stores over 110 datasets containing nearly 18 million 

student actions [5]. 

Many researchers recognize the potential of data mining methods to help diagnose 

problems in e-Learning applications. For example, Ueno proposes a method for detecting 

irregular learning processes using student response time [12]. The method uses Bayesian 

predictive model and parametric statistical tests to identify potential outliers. Our 

approach it is somewhat similar to Ueno’s work; however, it is based on the use of 

decision trees and the analysis of students’ answers to learning problems. While Ueno’s 

system aims to help students, the goal of our project is to help course designers to design 

and evaluate e-Learning courses. 
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Another relevant work has been done by Meceron and Yacef [6]. They propose to use the 

cosine and lift as two alternative measures of interestingness for association rules instead 

of confidence and support. These alternative measures are very successful in filtering 

uninteresting association rules. The selection of the interesting or relevant rules is one of 

the foci of our work, but in our case we filter production rules instead of association 

rules. 

3. Data Description 

The input data for this project have been provided by the School of Information Sciences 

at University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, USA). The data were collected through several 

semesters of students’ interaction with QuizGuide and QuizPACK systems within the 

framework of introductory programming course. Only the data in 2007 were selected for 

this work, since the students of different years are not comparable because the contents of 

the course are different by each year. Consequently, records corresponding to 55 students 

of seven different groups were selected. They took an adaptive course of “Introduction to 

C programming” generating 52734 interactions with the system. 

3.1 QuizGuide and QuizPACK: providers of the data 

QuizGuide is a Web-based service that provides personalized access to self-assessment 

quizzes for C programming language [9]. It does not serve the quizzes itself; instead it 

stays as a wrapper between the quiz provider and the student’s browser and augments the 

quizzes with adaptive navigation cues. To guide students to the right learning content 

QuizGuide exploits adaptive link annotation technique. Quizzes and questions in 

QuizGuide are annotated with adaptive icons. Every icon delivers to a student two kinds 

of information: his/her individual progress with the corresponding content, the relevance 

of the content to the student’s current learning goal. The goal information is calculated 

based on the course schedule and the relation of the quizzes to different topics in the 

course. The progress information is calculated based on the individual student’s history 

of correct and incorrect attempts for the corresponding question, as well as other 

questions covering the same domain concepts. 

The quizzes are generated and evaluated by QuizPACK system [10]. Every QuizPACK 

question consists of a simple C program that students need to evaluate and answer what 

will be the output of the program or what will be the final value of the target variable. 

The important feature of QuizPACK is question generation. When the question is 

delivered to a student, one of the numeric values in the question text is dynamically 

instantiated with a random value. Consequently the students can try the same question 

again and again with different correct answers. 

3.2 Log Data Description 

When a student answers a question in QuizGuide a new log entry is added to the 

database. These entries consist of several fields. For our analysis we augmented the log 

entries with information about domain concepts. Table 1 shows three instances of the 

enhanced data log we analyzed (52734 cases). 
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Table 1. Log entries of students’ interactions with QuizGuide 

userId groupId result activity concept conceptParent session success 

uid_199 gid_190 0.00 2dimensional_array1 printf output 21BC5 no 

uid_199 gid_190 1.00 2dimensional_array1 printf output 21BC5 yes 

uid_359 gid_72 1.00 2dimensional_array1 printf output A0B33 yes 

The header of Table 1 contains the following attributes: 

• userId: id of the student in the system. 

• groupId: id of the group to which the student belongs. Six groups belong to different 

colleges and one group to “world group”. This last group is created for the students who 

did not belong to these colleges and follow the e-Learning course by free access. 

• result: outcome of the student’s attempt. Two values are possible: 0 (incorrect answer) 

and 1 (correct answer). 

• activity: name of the quiz or activity. 

• concept: name of the concept covered by the activity. 

• conceptParent: name of the concept parent. 

• session: id of the web session (a session combines students activity between login and 

logout). 

• success: verbal representation of the field “result” (result = 1 corresponds to  

success = “yes”; result = 0 corresponds to success = “no”). 

• The system also stores the time stamp when the student started the activity. 

It is important to point out that a student can perform the activity more than once. This 

situation can be observed in the first and second row of Table 1. For instance, the first 

row shows that the student uid_199, belongs to the group gid_190, obtained 0 (success = 

no) in the activity 2dimensional_array1. This table also provides information between the 

activities and concepts, e.g., this activity is related to the concept printf and the general 

concept of this activity is output. In addition, this row provides information about the 

session id, 21BC5. However, the second row exhibits that the same student solved the 

exercise successfully in another attempt. Thereby, interactions and cases are the same 

concepts, but students are not equivalent than cases since they can repeat the activities 

many times. 
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4. Analysis of the Data 

The goal of this work is to analyze the log data and to find significant patterns of 

behavior, which can provide support for improving the teaching material. In this context, 

decision trees were selected as the data mining technique, since they produced good 

results in previous works [2]. In particular, the current work uses the C4.5 algorithm [7]. 

The next step on the analysis process was to define which attributes from the log files 

would be analyzed and which one used as the class variable. Considering the intention of 

finding activities that can present difficulties for a subset of the students, two attributes 

were selected: activity (name of the activity) and groupId (group id). The idea was to 

detect activities that were significantly more difficult for students of a given group, 

compared to the students of the other groups. These attributes were considered enough 

for the task at hand, without adding excessive complexity to the problem. The class 

variable is success representing the outcome (is given as yes or not depending on whether 

the student solved the activity successfully or not) of students’ attempts to answer 

QuizPACK question. Consequently, two classes compose the classification model, The 

space of the problem is 644
∗

 combinations, which together with the data size indicate that 

the data analysis is complex enough to apply the decision trees method.  

The distribution of training data is shown in Table 2. The first row shows the values of 

the success attribute (class variable) and the number of cases covered by them. In this 

case, proportions of the classes yes and no are rather similar (46% versus 54%). This 

feature is suitable for building decision trees, which benefit from the balanced classes. 

The next seven rows provide the values of groupId and the number of cases for each of 

these values. It is clear that the group gid_67 has the lowest number of cases (70), and 

group gid_190 holds most of them (38382). Even though the data sets of groups with 

fewer cases could be removed, we decided to keep them, since every set of cases is 

valuable. Moreover, as it is more substantial for this research the model might be able to 

represent every set of data than provides better predictions. Finally, the last row of the 

table 2 offers the names of activities available (46 activities) in the adaptive course 

“Introduction to C programming”. For example, the first three activities 

(2dimensional_array1, 2dimensional_array2 and 2dimensional_array3) range over 

exercises of coding arrays in C language. 

Table 2. Distribution of training data 

Properties Values Number of cases 

yes 24010 success 

no 28724 

gid_67 70 

gid_72 1629 

groupId 

gid_190 38382 

                                                 
∗

 The space of the problem is defined by the whole combinations of the attributes. In this case, activity 

variable has 46 different values, groupId has seven values, and two classes are possible. As a result, the 

space of this problem is 46*7*2 = 644. It is worth to mentioning that the space is a measure of the problem 

complexity. 
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gid_373 3879 

gid_394 280 

gid_441 6536 

gid_442 1958 

activity 2dimensional_array1,2dimensional_array2,2dimensional_array3, 

arithmetic_expression1,arithmetic_expression2, 

character_array1,character_array2,character_array3, 

character_processing1,character_processing2,character_processing3, 

conditional_operator1,complex_conditional1,complex_conditional2, 

function1,function2, function3,printing1,printing2, 

variable1,variable2,variable3,constant1,constant2, 

globvar_simplefunc1,globvar_simplefunc2, 

increment_decrement1,compound_assignment1, 

logical_expression1,logical_operator1,if_else1,if_else2, 
do1,do2,for1,for2,while1,while2, nested_loop1, switch1 
pointer1,pointer2,pointer3,array1,array2,array3 

The third step in the analysis was to use the algorithm C4.5 in order to obtain the decision 

tree. The pruning in the tree was deactivated, that is to say, the confidence factor (CF) is 

set to 100%. The reason of setting this CF is because overfitting does not represent a 

problem, since the resulting decision tree is not used to make predictions. Actually, the 

better model fits the training data, the better these data can be described by the model, 

which is the goal of this work. Another relevant parameter of the C4.5 algorithm consists 

of grouping attribute values. This option supported two concerns: insufficiency of data 

and information-gain ratio criterion. The first concern is that useful patterns of the data 

are not detected due to insufficiency of data; therefore grouping values can get enough 

data for detecting these patterns. The second concern is related to the performance of 

information-gain ratio is lower when the attribute has many values [7, Chapter 5]. This 

option produces better results when the data contain discrete attributes with many values. 

In the case of this study, the attribute groupId contains 7 different values and the attribute 

activity has 47 values. As there are discrete attributes with many values in the data, this 

work exploits grouping attribute values option. As a result, applying the algorithm C4.5 a 

decision tree with size of 168 is obtained. It is worth to bring out that the tree is 

composed by 113 leaves (54 leaves with class no and 59 with class yes) and 55 decision 

nodes.  

Subsequently, the decision tree was analyzed. As the objective of this research is to find 

difficulties leaves with value no are more interesting than others. The initial attempt was 

to use the key node method [1], but this method requires analyzing every path from the 

leaf to the top of the tree in order to find the relevant decision nodes. Therefore, 

analyzing 54 paths requires to analyze each decision node of each path. One of the main 

problems is that some paths could be irrelevant or redundant, and key node method does 

not ensure avoid redundant paths. For this reason, the next attempt was to utilize an 

alternative method the production rules
ψ
 of C4.5. These rules are based on two 

                                                 
ψ
 Quinlan defines a production rule as left part --> right part [7, p. 8-12]. The left-hand side contains the 

conditions and the right-hand side is referred to the class. If the case satisfies all the conditions (conjunction 

of attribute-based tests), it is classified by the value on the right part. For example, the rule Rule 32: activity 

= variable2 --> class no [69.5%] indicates if a case contains the activity variable2 this case will be 

classified to class no with almost 70% of accuracy. 
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assumptions: the rules are easier to understand and the rules avoid redundant data. Every 

node in the decision tree has a context established by the tests’ outcomes of the previous 

node. In this sense, a rule is easier to understand since the context is on the left side [7, 

Chapter 7]. The other assumption is related to the fact that the trees sometimes produce 

similar sub-trees. In that regard, the process of building the rules removes irrelevant 

conditions and avoids redundant rules. Applying the C4.5rules program to the data 

generated 20 rules. As in the case of decision trees only the rules in which the right side is 

no are selected (11 selected rules). 

The last step was to filter the rules in order to select the relevant rules. Following this 

idea two approaches are possible: from the point of used cases (i.e. the cases in which all 

the conditions of the rule are satisfied) and from the point of accuracy (i.e. the percentage 

of correctly classified cases). Taking into account data description, we have chosen the 

former approach. C4.5rules also provides a ranking of non redundant rules based on the 

error rate (table 3 contains this information). It is important to note that three redundant 

rules corresponding to no class are not including in this ranking. For this reason, Table 3 

presents eight rules with no class (they are highlighted in the table). The column Rule 

shows the id rule, the next column indicates the number of conditions in the rule, the 

column Error is an estimation of number of cases classified incorrectly, the column Used 

provides the used cases, the column Wrong exhibits the number of cases classified 

incorrectly, and the last column indicates the value of the class.      

Table 3.Ranking of rules 

Rule Size Error (%) Used Wrong Class 

21 2 0.0 74 0 yes 

20 2 19.2 159 30 yes 

13 2 22.5 60 13 yes 

9 2 25.6 236 60 yes 

25 1 32.5 3657 1189 yes 

16 2 35.5 280 99 yes 

40 1 38.9 16061 6526 yes 

17 2 46.4 738 342 yes 

3 2 47.3 278 131 yes 

19 2 17.6 71 12 no 

23 2 18.2 2608 475 no 

8 2 20.9 242 50 no 

33 1 29.8 1771 494 no 

7 2 32.1 344 110 no 

6 2 32.4 2508 813 no 

12 2 34.2 20419 7522 no 

14 2 39.7 253 100 no 

As the filter criterion is based on used cases, the selected rules were ordered by this 

column. Another selection is needed because some rules are not enough representatives. 

This new sub-set of rules is obtained by using a lower band of used cases. Therefore, a 

rule is not enough representative if it is below this limit. Experiments with the data 

disclosed that the adequate lower band is calculated as 10% of sum of used cases of the 

rules. In this case, the sum of used cases is equal to 26445; thereby the lower band is 
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2645. Only three rules satisfied this threshold (rules 6, 23 and 12), hence they were 

selected. Table 4 demonstrates these rules.  

Table 4.Representative rules 

Rule 6: 
groupid in {gid_190, gid_373}; 

activity in {character_array2, printing2, while2} 
-> class no [67.6%] 

Rule 23: 

groupid in {gid_190, gid_441, gid_373, gid_394}; 

activity in {2dimensional_array2, do2, array1, 

array3} 

-> class no [81.8%] 

Rule 12: 

 

groupid = gid_190; 

activity in {2dimensional_array1, 

2dimensional_array2, 2dimensional_array3, 

arithmetic_expression1, arithmetic_expression2, 

character_array1, character_array2, character_array3, 

character_processing1, character_processing2, 

character_processing3, conditional_operator1, do2, 

function1, logical_expression1, nested_loop1, 

pointer2, pointer3, printing2, variable2, array1, 

array2, array3, do1, for1, for2, function3, if_else1, 

if_else2, logical_operator1, pointer1, while2, 

globvar_simplefunc2} 

-> class no [65.8%] 

Rule 6 indicates that most of the students from the groups 190 and 373 showed 

difficulties in the activities character_array2, printing2 and while2. This rule might 

indicate a symptom of low performance on these quizzes for these groups of students. 

The next rule demonstrates problems that the students from the groups 190, 441, 373 and 

394 had when they where trying activities 2dimensional_array2, do2, array1 and array3. 

Hence, further attention should be paid to these groups and activities. Several questions 

can be asked. Are the exercises adequate? Were students presented with the necessary 

knowledge? Lastly, the rule 12 shows that students from group 190 experienced problems 

in the most of activities. This rule could indicate that the students in the group 190 did not 

have enough background knowledge to take the course “Introduction to C programming”. 

The previous analysis showed the whole process of achieving the representative 

symptoms, i.e. selected production rules. Therefore, the proposed method is summarized 

in the following lines: 

• Generate the production rules by using C4.5 algorithm. 

• Select the rules of the ranking table in which the right part indicates a “failure” 

in activities. In our case, a failure is indicated by value no of the class success. 

• Filter limit      = 10∑
−−

−−=

−

ruleselectedlast

ruleselectedfirsti

icasesused  

• Select the rules which cover a number of used cases greater than the filter limit. 

o After this selection is possible to obtain only one rule. In this case, it is 

advisable to select also the next closer rule to the filter limit. 

It is important to note that the information displayed in these last rules could be useful to 

instructors or course designers for enhancing their e-Learning courses. Thus, it would be 
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a valuable help to show this information to them, since they could evaluate their courses 

better by finding the last symptoms.  

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

This work has presented full analysis of real data of an e-Learning course. In this 

particular case 52734 instances were analyzed by using decision trees and production 

rules. The objective of the analysis was to find symptoms that could indicate presence of 

low performance in courses provided by QuizGuide and QuizPACK systems, i.e., to find 

particular activities in which a given category of students showed difficulties providing 

feedback to the instructors.   

The analysis demonstrated that three rules indicate the presence of symptoms of drops in 

performance for several profiles of students. In fact, one of the rules exhibits that the 

group 190 showed difficulties in the course, since they failed the majority of the activities 

in the course. This information could be relevant for the instructor or designer of the e-

Learning course, because he/she can improve it by adding new activities, and/or 

modifying existing activities or course structure. Furthermore, the other two rules showed 

that students who belong to groups 373, 441 and 394 presented problems in solving 

particular activities. This fact also indicates drops in the performance of the system for 

these groups of students. This information is also useful for the instructor or course 

designer, since he/she can modify these activities in order to improve the learning process 

for these particular students.  

It is worth noting that this analysis can be performed with other type of data, even for 

data of different contexts. However, experiments with other types of data showed that the 

filter limit of this work is less accurate than others like third quartile of used cases. 

Decision trees and production rules present some weaknesses. They are strongly related 

to the distribution of the data and proportion of classes. Therefore, small variations in the 

data could cause different conclusions. Consequently, the future work includes supporting 

these techniques with other Data Mining methods such as association rules. Other future 

line includes supporting the method described in this work in ASquare [3]. The goal of 

this tool is to provide a high abstraction level interface. Thereby, ASquare supplies more 

intelligible results to human beings; that is to say, a person without knowledge of Data 

Mining can understand the results.  

Finally, it is important to test and validate the proposed analysis with other types of data. 

In this sense, future work also includes to apply this analysis for data of different 

educational systems in order to improve the detection method. 
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Abstract.  The monitoring and support of university freshmen is considered very 
important at many educational institutions. In this paper we describe the results 
of the educational data mining case study aimed at predicting the Electrical 
Engineering (EE) students drop out after the first semester of their studies or 
even before they enter the study program as well as identifying success-factors 
specific to the EE program.  Our experimental results show that rather simple 
and intuitive classifiers (decision trees) give a useful result with accuracies 
between 75 and 80%.  Besides, we demonstrate the usefulness of cost-sensitive 
learning and thorough analysis of misclassifications, and show a few ways of 
further prediction improvement without having to collect additional data about 
the students. 

1 Introduction 

The monitoring and support of the first year students is a topic that is considered very 
important at many educational institutions. At some of the faculties yearly student 
enrollment for a bachelor program can be lower than desired, and when coupled with a 
high drop out rate of freshmen the need in effective approaches for predicting student 
drop out as well as identifying the factors affecting it speaks for itself. 

At the Electrical Engineering (EE) department of Eindhoven University of Technology 
(TU/e), the drop out rate of freshmen is about 40%. Apart from the department’s aim to 
enforce an upper bound to the drop-out rate, there are other reasons to want to identify 
successful and unsuccessful students in an early stage. In the Netherlands, there is the 
legal obligation that universities have to provide students with the necessary support to 
evaluate their study choice. In general, students who choose to pursue their study career 
at another institution, should do this at an early stage. For EE students there is a very 
concrete reason to evaluate before the end of the first semester: the EE program of the 
nearby Fontys University of Applied Science accepts TU/e drop outs in their curriculum 
until the beginning of January, without any time losses involved. Besides, there is always 
a subset of students which the department considers a "risk group", i.e. students who may 
be successful but who need extra attention or specific individual care in order to succeed. 
Detecting this risk group in an early stage is essential for keeping these students from 
dropping out. It enables the department to direct its resources to the students who need it 
most. 

Current approach at EE department. To support students in making this decision, 
every enrolled student receives a study advice in December. This advice tells the student 
whether or not he or she is encouraged to proceed his study career at the faculty. It is 
based upon the grades and other results of the student so far and upon information 
obtained from 1st-semester-teachers and student-mentors, examined and interpreted by 
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the department's student counselor. The final semester examinations are not taken into 
account, because they are in January; postponing the advice until after the results are 
known would preclude students from switching to Fontys. The advices seem to be quite 
accurate in practice: students who are assessed as potentially successful are in general the 
same students that are successful after a year. Moreover, the students who are not 
encouraged to proceed their current study program, generally do not continue into the 
second year. 

The objectives. Despite the success, the assessment remains unsatisfactory because of its 
rather subjective character. Therefore, a more robust and objective founding of the 
process may lead to advices which are more consistently followed up by students. 
Besides, a closer analysis is likely to lead to an improved selection process. 

First of all, the department is interested in which of the currently available student data 
are the strongest predictors of success, and in the performance of this predictor. 
Obviously, the lower the predictor's quality, the more the department is curious to know 
what information makes the current assessment work. If the predictor quality is high, the 
department's interests are directed towards: (1) using the predictor as a back-up of the 
current assessment process; (2) identifying success-factors specific to the EE program; 
(3) identifying what data might result in a further increase of the predictor quality, and as 
a consequence, collect these data; (4) considering a more differentiated view on the risk 
group; (5) modifying the assessment process time-line, resulting in an earlier prediction, 
ideally even before entering the study. Furthermore, if strong predictors for academic 
success can be found, these will also be used to gain understanding of success and risk 
factors regarding the curriculum. Awareness of these factors by teachers, education 
personnel and management will help to select appropriate measures to support the risk 
group, eventually resulting in a decrease of the drop-out rate. 

In this paper we present the results of the educational data mining case study aimed to 
address these identified issues. First, we discuss related work on addressing the problem 
of student dropout (Section 2). Then, we consider the settings of our EDM case study and 
present the analysis of classification results (Section 3). In Section 4 we present the 
further evaluation of one of the models. We conclude this paper with a summary of the 
results and discussions of further work in Section 5. 

2 Background and Related Work 

The topic of explanation and prediction of academic performance is widely researched. In 
the earlier studies, the model of Tinto [12] was the predominant theoretical framework 
for considering factors in academic success. Tinto considers the process of student 
attrition as a socio-psychological interplay between the characteristics of the student 
entering university and the experience at the institute. This interaction between the 
student's past and the academic environment leads to a degree of integration of the 
student into this new environment. According to this model, a higher degree of 
integration is directly related to a higher commitment to the educational institute and to 
the goal of study completion. Later studies tried to operationalize this model identifying 
the factors like peer group interactions, interactions with faculty, faculty concern for 
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student development and teaching, academic and intellectual development, and 
institutional and goal commitments that affect the student’s integration [10]. These 
factors proved to have a predictive capacity across different institutions, and showed 
therefore to be a potential tool in identifying students who might drop out. Other studies 
tried to identify the significant factors in a more detailed way. Many studies included a 
wide range of potential predictors, including personality factors, intelligence and aptitude 
tests, academic achievement, previous college achievements, and demographic data and 
some of these factors seemed to be stronger than others, however there is no consistent 
agreement among different studies ([1], [3], [5], [13]). One of the recent European studies 
[3] has confirmed that sex (only in technical schools), age at enrollment, score on pre-
university examination, type of pre-university education, type of financial support, 
father's level of education and whether or not living at the university town may all have 
an impact on the drop out. All studies show that academic success is dependent on many 
factors, where grades and achievements, personality and expectations, as well as 
sociological background all play a role. 

The use of data-mining techniques in this field, known as educational data mining 
(EDM), is relatively new. The methodology is not yet transparent and it is not clear which 
data mining algorithms are preferable in this context. Clustering as means of data 
exploration and classification for building predictors have been tried in [4]. Association 
analysis has become also a popular approach in EDM [7], while one of the recent EDM 
case studies indicates that it is easy to underestimate the required efforts and overestimate 
the usefulness of this technology for small datasets [6]. The results of the case study 
presented in [2] indicate that Bayesian networks and neural networks are consistently 
outperformed by decision tree algorithms on relatively small educational datasets. 
However, the related work is still too scarce and in general it is hard to conclude from the 
recent studies (e.g. [2], [4], [8], [11]) which approach should be favored or even to 
measure whether learnt models outperform more traditional ways of predicting academic 
success.  

3 Prediction of student drop out  

In this case study we consider data collected over the period 2000 – 2009 that contains 
information about all the students being involved in the EE program. We selected a target 
dataset of 648 students who were in their first year phase at the department and came 
either from VWO (which is pre-university secondary education) or from polytechnical 
education (finishing at least a year of education at  a polytechnical school grants access to 
university too). The latter group is a minority of about 10% of the considered students in 
the dataset.1 

In order to get labels for the supervised learning of predicting models the students are 
classified in the following way: if a student was able to get his propedeuse (in the 
                                                 

1 The further discussion of background knowledge and different issues related to the data preprocessing, data cleaning 
and transformation processes goes beyond the scope of this paper. An interested reader can find this information in the 
online technical report at http://www.win.tue.nl/~mpechen/research/edu.html. 
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Netherlands, a diploma which a student acquires after having successfully completed the 
first year at a university) in three years, he is classified as successful, and otherwise as 
unsuccessful.  

We considered three datasets: a dataset with pre-university data only containing 
495 instances (242 instances classified as unsuccessful, 253 instances classified as 
successful), each described with 13 attributes (Appendix A), a dataset with university 
grades only containing 516 instances (253 instances classified as unsuccessful, 
263 instances classified as successful), each described with 74 attributes (for each of the 
37 available courses we have two attributes saying how many attempts were taken, and 
what the highest grade was), and dataset with both sets of attributes containing also 
516 students (missing values for pre-university data were replaced with zeros).  

In our experimental study we used several popular Weka [14] classifiers (with their 
default settings unless specified otherwise). We compared the two decision tree 
algorithms CART (SimpleCart) and C4.5 (J48), a Bayesian classifier (BayesNet), a 
logistic model (SimpleLogistic), a rule-based learner (JRip) and the Random Forest 
(RandomForest). We also considered the OneR classifier as a baseline and as an indicator 
of the predictive power of particular attributes. 

These classifiers are run on the dataset containing the pre-university data. We used 
10-fold cross validation for estimating generalization performance. The statistical 
significance of differences in performance of OneR and other learners is tested with the 
two-sided paired t-tester in Weka’s Experimenter, using a significance level of 5%. 

3.1 Classification with pre-university or university data only 

The classification accuracies for the dataset containing only the pre-university related 
data are shown in Table 1. The OneRule classifier reached the accuracy of 68% taking 
the VWO Science mean as a predictor. None of the other classification algorithms was 
able to learn a model which would outperform it (statistically) significantly.  

Attribute ranking (with respect to the class attribute) according to the information gain 
criterion showed that the VWO Science mean, VWO main and VWO Math mean were by 
far the best attributes in information gain (information gains 0.16, 0.13, 0.12 
respectively), with the next “closest” attribute VWO Year lagging behind (0.05). 
Furthermore, these three attributes are highly correlated and therefore it is logical to 
expect it would be hard to learn a more complex and yet generalizable classifier with a 
relatively small dataset. Learning a classifier with feature selection also does not improve 
the results a lot. Learning a J48 tree using only the three mentioned attributes gives an 
average accuracy of 71%. 

Table 1. Classification accuracy on pre-university dataset 

Classifiers OneR CART J48 -M 2 J48 -M 10 BayesNet Logit JRip RF 
Accuracy  0.68 0.68 0.70 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.65 
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The same classification techniques were applied to the dataset with the university grades 
(Table 2). The OneRule algorithm results in the classifier which checks the grade for 
Linear Algebra (LinAlgAB), and decides positive if this grade is bigger than 5.5 (that is 
exactly the minimum for passing a course). Again we can see that more sophisticated 
classification techniques do not improve accuracy very much. However, it is worth 
noticing that the CART classifier is statistically significantly better than the base line with 
a classification accuracy that is 4.8% higher on average. 

Table 2. Classification accuracy on university grades dataset 

Classifiers OneR CART J48 -M 2 J48 -M 10 BayesNet Logit JRip RF 
Accuracy  0.76 0.81 o 0.79 0.79 0.75 0.79 0.78 0.80 

o – statistically significant improvement 

The CART classifier learnt a compact tree with five leaves and uses LinAlgAB as root of 
the tree, and CalcA, Calc1 and Project nAttempts as further discriminators. It is worth 
noticing that the grades of the Networks course are not used at all, while some of its 
attributes have higher information gains. Correlation analysis however does show that 
correlation between Linear Algebra and Networks attributes is rather strong, but weak 
between Linear Algebra and Calculus attributes.  

3.2 Classification with complete data   

Classification accuracies for the dataset containing both pre-university and university 
related data are shown in Table 3 (column indexes correspond to those in Tables 1 and 2).  

Table 3. Accuracy and rates of total dataset 

Classifiers OneR CART J48 -M 2 J48 -M 10 BayesNet Logit JRip RF 
Accuracy 0.75 0.79 d  0.80 ○ 0.80 0.75 0.79 0.77 0.79 b 
True positives  0.64 0.79 ○ 0.80 ○    0.75 ○ 0.72 ○ 0.79 ○ 0.73 ○ 0.82 ○ 
False negatives 0.36 0.21 ○ 0.20 ○    0.25 ○ 0.28 ○ 0.21 ○ 0.27 ○ 0.18 ○ 
True negatives 0.86 0.80 ● 0.80 ● 0.84 0.79 0.80 ● 0.82 0.77 ● 
False positives  0.14 0.20 ● 0.20 ● 0.16 0.21 ● 0.20 ● 0.18 0.23 ● 
○, ● – statistically significant improvement or degradation 

It can be seen that these accuracies are comparable with those achieved on the dataset 
with university related data only. Apparently, the pre-university data does not add much 
independent information that can improve classification accuracy. However, we can see 
that the trees learnt with J48 are now statistically significantly better than the base line 
model. The other tree-based classifiers also achieve reasonable accuracy, while the 
Bayes Net and JRip algorithms slightly fall behind. 

To get a better insight on the performance of classifiers, the scoring of the algorithms is 
shown in more detail now. A remarkable fact is that the base line model has a higher false 
negative rate than all other models. This is an interesting finding, because according to 
the student counselor it is better to give an erroneous positive advice to a student who 
should actually be classified as negative, than to give a erroneous negative advice to a 
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student who should be classified as positive. Cost-sensitive learning can be used to 
balance classification accuracies or boost the accuracy for a particular type of prediction.  

3.3 Boosting accuracy with cost-sensitive learning 

In order to “advice” a classification algorithm to prefer one type of misclassification to 
another a cost matrix (that has a direct mapping to the confusion matrix) is commonly 
used as an input to a meta classifier: 

 classified as negative classified as positive 
actual negative C(−,−) C(−,+) 
actual positive C(+, −) C(+,+) 

By choosing the weights C(i, j) in a certain way we can achieve a more balanced 
classification in case of severe class imbalances (using the diagonal entries), or a more 
cost-effective classification (using the off-diagonal entries). 

Since cost matrices are equivalent under scaling, and we only want to increase the cost of 
false negatives over false positives, it suffices to build a matrix with only one free 
coefficient and structure [[0 1] [C 0]], with C > 1. 

Since our experiments favored tree-based learners we used J48, J48graft and CART as 
base classifiers in Weka’s CostSensitiveClassifier. To prevent the tree from growing too 
big, we used the CfsSubsetEval feature subset selection algorithm that tries to select the 
most predictive attributes with low intercorrelation. The J48 and J48graft classifiers were 
forced to have at least 10 instances for each node in order to prevent overfitting and 
unnecessarily complex models. Combining these CART, J48 and J48graft with the two 
ways of using the cost matrix in cost-sensitive approach (data weighing and model cost), 
six experiments were conducted using F measure for defining the precision-recall 
tradeoff (we used β = 1.5). For each combination, the settings giving the highest 
F measure is presented in Table 4. The tree learnt with the “plain” J48 is presented in the 
first data column. 

The results indicate that it is necessary to sacrifice some of the achieved accuracy to be 
able to shape the misclassification. Only model 5 achieves a high accuracy and a high 
F measure, all other models lose in accuracy if F is increased. During the experiment, it 
became clear that there is not much room for enhancement: if recall increased to values 
higher than 85%, the overall accuracy results were unacceptable. The only exception is 
model 7 (notice the size of this tree being much larger comparing to other models and 
also seem to be too detailed to be meaningful for decision making).  

In some cases, small trade-offs could be made changing C. Compare for instance model 5 
with model 6: a three percent point drop in accuracy gives a three percent rise in recall. 

The created decision trees are remarkably similar: in every tree the LinAlgAB attribute is 
dominant, with CalcA as first node in most of the cases. When NetwB is chosen as the 
first node, the recall is lower, although the difference is too small to draw decisive 
conclusions. 
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Table 4.  Accuracy results with cost-sensitive learning 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Type J48 J48 J48 CART CART CART J48graft J48graft 
Learner 
option 

- Data 
weighting 

Model 
cost 

Data 
weighting 

Model 
cost 

Model 
cost 

Data 
weighting 

Model 
cost 

C(+, −) - 2 3 2 3 4 4 3.2 
Confusion 
matrix 

212   41 
651   98 

175   78 
49   214 

206   47 
62   201 

169   84 
50   213 

201   52 
57   206 

181   72 
51   212 

160   93 
31   232 

161   92 
56   207 

Accuracy 0.79 0.75 0.79 0.74 0.79 0.76 0.76 0.71 
Precision 0.83 0.73 0.81 0.72 0.80 0.75 0.71 0.69 
Recall 0.75 0.81 0.76 0.81 0.78 0.81 0.88 0.79 
Fβ 0.77 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.82 0.76 
nLeaves 5 11 5 10 7 7 21 8 
TreeDepth 3 6 3 5 4 4 8 5 
Root node LinAlgAB 

<= 5  
LinAlgAB 
<= 5 

LinAlgAB 
<= 5 

LinAlgAB 
< 5.5 

LinAlgAB 
<= 5.5 

LinAlgAB 
<= 5.5 

LinAlgAB 
<= 5 

LinAlgAB 
<= 5 

First node NetwB 
<= 5.7 

CalcA 
<= 5 

NetwB 
<= 5.7 

VWO-
Science-
mean 

CalcA 
< 5.15 

CalcA 
< 5.15 

CalcA 
<= 5 

CalcA 
<= 5 

Second 
node 

CompB-
nAttempts 

CompB-
nAttempts 

CompB-
nAttempts 

LinAlgA, 
CalcA 

VWO-
Science-
mean 

VWO-
Science-
mean 

VWO-
Science-
mean 

LinAlgB, 
NetwA2 

4 Further evaluation of the obtained results 

As the final step, we examined one of the models (model 7 from Table 4) in more detail 
to see if we can gain better understanding of the classifier errors. The student counselor 
compared all the wrongly classified instances of model 7 with his own given advices to 
check for interesting patterns. One of the first assessed things was the question whether 
the learned model is incorrect or the classification criterion is chosen incorrect. To 
examine this, two methods were used. Firstly, the false negative and false positive sets 
have been checked manually by the student counselor. His conclusions were that about 
25% of the false negatives should be true negatives instead. This finding might indicate a 
wrong classification measure. Concerning the false positive set a conclusion is less 
obvious: about 45% of this set was classified as positive by the student counselor as well 
as by the tree, but did not meet the classification criterion. A substantial subset of these 
students have chosen not to continue their bachelor program in Electrical Engineering 
although all indications for a successful continuation were present. Qualifying these 
students as false positive does not seem to be appropriate. So from this evaluation based 
on domain expertise we can conclude that some of the mistakes might be due to the 
classification measure, and some of them raise suspicion on behalf of the learned model. 

The second way to check the viability of the model is to compare the results obtained 
with this classifier with respect to the three class classification problem, i.e. identifying 
first manually the third so-called risk group and then checking whether wrongly classified 
students will be in the risk class (that would indicate that the learned model is actually 
more accurate and also that it has difficulties in predicting the students who are difficult 
to classify into success or failure categories per se). However, we observe that only 25% 
of the misclassified instances are in this category. It should be noted that this is still twice 
as much as the risk students ratio in the total dataset. Therefore, this also indicates that 
the learned model should be improved. Furthermore, 25% of the instances in the false 
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positive class would be classified as good using the three-class classification thus 
indicating a real difference between two classifiers. So from this test we can also 
conclude that the model as well as the classification criterion should be revised. 

After the analysis of errors, the misclassified sets are looked up in the database to search 
for meaningful patterns manually. A very clear pattern popped up immediately: almost all 
misclassified students did not have a database entry concerning LinAlgAB (and therefore 
were mapped to zero). Checking out different students showed that there are many 
possible reasons now to have a zero value in the LinAlgAB record: a) a student might be 
of a cohort in which the LinAlgAB exam was in January or later; b) a student might have 
not shown up during the exam; and c) a student might have taken another way to get its 
LinAlgAB grade: in some years it was possible to bypass the regular exam by doing the 
subexams LinAlg1, LinAlg2, LinAlg3, LinAlg4 and LinAlg5. A student succeeding in 
taking this path can well be an excellent student, but gets a zero mark for the LinAlgAB 
attribute. Due to this effect, 216 of the 516 students do have a zero entry in their 
LinAlgAB record (of which 155 instances were classified as unsuccessful and 
61 instances as successful). Moreover, the same effect will play a role for the other 
courses too. Given the dominant position of the LinAlgAB attribute in the decision trees 
generated in section 3.3, attempts in completing the data-set should be considered 
worthwhile. 

5 Conclusions and Future work 

Student drop out prediction is an important and challenging task. In this paper we 
presented a data mining case study demonstrating the effectiveness of several 
classification techniques and the cost-sensitive learning approach on the dataset from the 
Electrical Engineering department of Eindhoven University of Technology.  

Our experimental results show that rather simple classifiers give a useful result with 
accuracies between 75 and 80% that is hard to beat with other more sophisticated models. 
We demonstrated that cost-sensitive learning does help to bias classification errors 
towards preferring false positives to false negatives. 

Surprisingly (according to the student counselor) the strongest predictor of success is the 
grade for the Linear Algebra course, which has in general not been seen as the decisive 
course. Other strong predictors are grades for Calculus, Networks and the mean grade for 
VWO Science courses. The most relevant information is collected at the university itself: 
the pre-university data can be summarized into a few attributes. 

The in depth model evaluation pointed to three major improvements that can be assessed. 
Firstly, a key improvement in this dataset would be to find a solution for the changing 
course organization over the set. Aggregating the available information about student 
performance for a course in a way that can be used for all students in the dataset might 
prevent the type of misclassifications that is now strongly prevalent. A second, related 
improvement would be a better way to encode grades in general. Mapping all unknown or 
not available information to zero showed to be not effective. Specifically, Linear Algebra 
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grades should be available. A more advanced solution dealing with missing values also 
can be considered in this respect. 

The quality of the classification criterion is the third improvement that might be 
considered. The simple binary classification as used in this study has some disadvantages: 
a negative classification can only be given after three years, and there is no guarantee that 
a student who does not get his propedeuse after three years will be not successful in the 
long run. Also, students who do not receive a propedeutical diploma, should not 
necessarily be “disqualified”: they may have had different motives to discontinue their 
studies. This touches on a more fundamental topic: it is not easy to find an objective way 
of classifying students. In this paper we experimented with the so-called 0/1 loss and 
cost-sensitive classification. AUC optimization is also one of the directions of further 
work. 

As a final remark we would like to point out that this study shows that learning a model 
on less rich datasets (i.e. having only pre-university and/or first-semester data) can be 
also useful, provided the data preparatory steps are carried out carefully.  
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Appendix A. Attributes in the pre-university dataset. 

Attributes Type Remarks 

IDNR numerical Used only to check data sanity 
VWO Year nominal Major changes in Dutch education system, {1..4, ’n/a’} 

VWO Profile nominal The pre-university education curriculum, {1..5, ’n/a’} 
VWO nCourses numerical The number of courses taken. 

VWO mean nominal { n/a, poor, average, above average, good, excellent } 
VWO Science nCourses nominal { n/a, < 3, 3, >3 } 

VWO Science mean nominal As VWO mean 
VWO Math nCourses nominal {n/a, 0,1,2} 

VWO Math mean nominal As VWO mean 
HO Education   nominal {n/a, electrical, technical, other} 

HO Year nominal Same categories as VWO Year 
HO Grade nominal As VWO mean 
GapYear nominal {n/a, < -1, -1, 0, 1, >1 } 

Classification nominal {-1, 1} 
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Abstract.  A basic question of instructional interventions is how effective it is in 
promoting student learning. This paper presents a study to determine the relative 
efficacy of different instructional strategies by applying an educational data 
mining technique, learning decomposition.  We use logistic regression to 
determine how much learning is caused by different methods of teaching the same 
skill, relative to each other. We compare our results with a previous study, which 
used classical analysis techniques and reported no main effect. Our results show 
that there is a marginal difference, suggesting giving students scaffolding 
questions is less effective at promoting student learning than providing them 
delayed feedback. Our study utilizes learning decomposition, an easier and 
quicker approach of evaluating the quality of ITS interventions than experimental 
studies.  We also demonstrate the usage of computer-intensive approach, 
bootstrapping, for hypothesis testing in educational data mining area.  

1 Introduction 

The field of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) is often concerned with what type of 
educational intervention is more effective on promoting student learning. A handful of 
studies [e.g. 8, 11, 14, 15] have been conducted on comparing different variants of 
tutoring and feedback strategies, such as worked-out examples, tutored problem solving. 
One popular method of determining whether one type of instruction is more effective 
than the other is to run a randomized controlled study. Although the method is shown to 
be useful, a major problem with the controlled study approach is that it can be expensive. 
A study could involve many users (in each condition), be of considerable duration, and 
require the administration of pre/post tests. To address this problem, Beck [2] introduced 
an approach called learning decomposition, an easy recipe to enable researchers to 
answer questions such as what type of practice is most effective for helping student to 
learn a skill. Instead of focusing on performance gain from pretest to posttest, learning 
decomposition leverages item-level data during a study and is concerned with how 
student performance changes while students are using the tutor. This approach is a 
modification of the learning curve analysis technique [12] that has been used in 
evaluating the efficacy of instructional contents. For instance, Koedinger and Mathan [9] 
compared learning outcomes associated with two types of feedback in the context of a 
spreadsheet tutor. Martin et al. [10] evaluated ITS using learning curves, and they also 
described the impact of changes in system’s setup on the results of such analysis.   

The ASSISTment system [13] is an online system that presents math problems to 
students who range from approximately 12 to 16 year olds in middle school or high 
school to solve. When a student has trouble solving a problem, the system usually 
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provides instructional assistance to lead the student through by breaking the problem into 
scaffolding steps, or displaying hint messages on the screen, upon student request. Time-
stamped student answers are logged into our database. In the ASSISTment system, when 
the authors create the instructional content, they may use different tutoring strategies.  
Razzaq et al. [14] reported a randomized controlled experiment that examined effects of 
the level of tutor-student interaction on helping students learn math skills. In this paper, 
we take a second look at the study and use a different approach to analyze the 
experiment: learning decomposition and bootstrapping with randomization test. 

The goal of this paper includes 1) Comparing the relative impact of various educational 
interventions in the ASSISTment system by doing an item-level analysis. 2) Presenting a 
case study of applying the learning decomposition technique to a domain, mathematics, 
other than reading where the technique has been shown to be valuable [1, 2, 3].  3) There 
has been little prior use of bootstrapping with educational data [1]. We show how 
bootstrapping can be used with learning decomposition.   

2 Methods 

2.1 Experimental design 

As mentioned in section 1, the experiment reported in [14] compared the efficacy of 
interventions with various levels of interactions. The experiment included three 
conditions: scaffolding + hints; hints on demand; delayed feedback. When a problem first 
appears on the screen, we refer to this as the “main question.”  If students answered the 
main question wrong, the “scaffolding + hints” (referred to as scaffold condition) 
condition forced them to do the scaffolding questions, which would ask them to complete 
each step required to solve a problem, and they must answer all scaffolding questions 
correctly to proceed. While in the “hints on demand” (referred to as hint condition) these 
students only received a message indicating their answer was wrong, and the hint 
messages, which would tell them the same information without expecting an answer to 
each step, would only appear when they press the Hint button on the screen. The third 
condition was a delayed feedback condition (referred to as delayed condition) where 
students got no immediate feedback from the tutor (even if they answered the question 
wrong) until they have finished all of the problems in the experiment, whereupon they 
received worked out solutions to all of the problems.  

In this experiment students were presented an assignment with two pretest problems 
organized in one pretest section, four experiment problems in one experiment section, 
and four post-test problems in the posttest section that addressed the topic of interpreting 
linear equations, an 8th-grade (approximately 13-year old) math skill. Two of the pretest 
problems were repeated in the post-test. Problems in the same section were shown in 
random order. Students were randomly assigned to the three conditions with equal 
probability. There were 366 eighth grade students from the Worcester Public Schools in 
Worcester, Massachusetts who participated in the experiment: 131 students were in 
honors level classes and 235 were in regular math classes. For the analysis in this paper, 
we exclude students who got both pretest problems correct (assuming they have mastered 
the skill), and those who did not finish all problems in the experiment. This leaves 300 
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students in our data set, with 101 in the delayed condition, 106 in the hint condition and 
93 in the scaffold condition. We check to make sure students in all three conditions do 
not differ on their incoming knowledge. The mean and 95% confidence interval of 
average pretest and posttest scores for the three groups are listed in Table 1, and Table 2. 

Table 1. Statistics of students’ performance on pretest  
Condition Mean Std. Err 95% confidence interval 
Delayed 0.342 0.023 [0.297, 0.387] 
Hint 0.354 0.022 [0.311, 0.397] 
Scaffold 0.323 0.025 [0.274, 0.372] 

Table 2. Statistics of students’ performance on posttest  
Condition Mean Std. Err 95% confidence interval 
Delayed 0.381 0.025 [0.332, 0.430] 
Hint 0.368 0.024 [0.321, 0.415] 
Scaffold 0.341 0.025 [0.292, 0.390] 

2.2 Approach 

2.2.1 Introducing learning decomposition 

Beck [2] introduced the idea of learning decomposition that extends the classic 
exponential learning curve by taking into account the heterogeneity of different learning 
opportunities for a single skill. The standard form of exponential learning curve can be 
seen in Equation 1. In this model, parameter A represents students’ performance on the 
first trial; e is the numerical constant (2.718); parameter b represents the learning rate of a 
skill, and t is the number of practice opportunities the learner has at the skill.  

b tperformance A e− ∗= ∗  
Equation 1. Standard exponential learning curve model 

)*(* 21* ttBbeAeperformanc +−=  
Equation 2. Learning decomposition model 

The model as shown in Equation 1 does not differentiate different types of practice, but 
just counts up the total number of previous opportunities. In order to investigate the 
difference two types of practice (I and II), the learning opportunities are “decomposed” 
into two parts in the model in Equation 2 in which two new variables t1 and t2 are 
introduced in replace of t, and t = t1 + t2

1. t1 represents the number of previous practice 
opportunities at one type I; and t2 represents the number of previous opportunities of type 
II. The new parameter B characterizes the relative impact of type I trials compared to type 
II trials.  The estimated value of B indicates how many trials that one practice of type I is 
worth relative to that of type II. For example, a B value of 2 would mean that practice of 
type I is twice as valuable as one practice of type II, while a B value of .5 indicates a  
practice of type I is half as effective as a practice of type II. The basic idea of learning 
decomposition is to find an estimate of weight B that renders the best fitting learning 
curve. Equation 2 factors the learning opportunities into two types, but the decomposition 
                                                 
1 Interestingly, t1 + t2 does not have to equal t, as shown in [16] and as we will show in this paper.  
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technique can generalize to n types of trials by replacing t with B1*t1 + B2*t2 + … + tn.  
Thus, parameter Bi represents the impact of a type i trial relative to the “baseline” type n.  

2.2.2 Decomposing learning opportunities  

Now that we have described the model of learning decomposition, we want to 
“decompose” students’ learning opportunities in our data set in order to fit such a model. 
Various metrics can be used as an outcome measurement of student performance. For 
instance, Beck [4] chose to model student’s reading time since it is a continuous variable. 
Although one may argue for other indicators, e.g. students’ help requests and response 
times, we simply choose to use the correctness of student’s first attempt to a problem as 
an outcome measure of their performance. A “1” in the data indicates the student got a 
problem correctly on the first attempt, and thus proceeded to the next problem without 
getting any instructional assistance, while a “0” means he failed on the first try and 
received certain type of tutoring from the system, depending on which condition the 
student has been assigned into.  

When it comes to a nominal variable, in our case, dichotomous (0/1) response data, a 
logistic model should be used. Now learned performance, (i.e. performance in Equation 
2), is reflected by odds ratio of success to failure. Equation 3 represents a logistic 
regression model for learning decomposition.  

)*(*)*(* 2121*
)_(
)_( ttBttBb eeA

answerwrongP
answercorrectPeperformanc +++− === γα  

Equation 3. Logistic models for learning decomposition 

Equation 3 can be transformed to an equivalent form as below: 

)*(*)
)_(
)_(ln( 21 ttB

answerwrongP
answercorrectP

++= γα  

Where α, γ are the new representation of students’ initial knowledge and their learning 
rates of a skill on the logistic scale. Now that we have determined our outcome variable 
and functional form of the model, all that remains is to decompose learning opportunities 
into components. We split student trials into four groups largely on the basis of 
experimental condition as below. Therefore, the number n is equal to 4 in this analysis.   

• hint_wrong_trial (th) indicates the number of prior wrong trials that a student in 
the hint condition had encountered 

• scaffold_wrong_trial (ts) counts the number of prior wrong trials that a student in 
the scaffold condition had made before.  

• delayed_wrong_trial (td) is similar to the other two variables but for students in 
the delayed condition. However, it is specially calculated such that the prior 
encounters will not increase until the student was presented the explanations for 
all the problems in order to address the fact that the learning actually happened at 
the moment when the explanations were shown. Note that by doing so we assume 
that simple exposure to the content does not cause learning. It is also worth 
pointing out that although the approach of learning decomposition itself does not 
require the administration of pretests and posttests, in this particular analysis, we 
do need the results of posttest to be able to detect the impact of explanations (in 
the delayed feedback condition) on student learning. 
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• Others (to). Because what we really care about is the relative effectiveness of the 
different tutoring interventions during the experiment, we did not differentiate 
students’ practice trials on pretest, posttest and trials where they gave a correct 
answer to the experiment problem. Instead, all these trials are combined together 
into the group others. Actually, since the number trials on pretest and posttest are 
the same for all students, it is the correct trial on experiment problems that matter 
in this group.  

For those readers who are familiar with ASSISTments vocabulary, it is also worth 
pointing out that although in the experiment there are three versions of the experiment 
problems with different associated interventions, one for each condition, we created one 
unified problem ID for all the three versions, since the main questions are the same. 

Table 3. Decomposed response data of student A 
Decomposed previous trials 

Student 
ID Section Problem 

ID Correct? 

Previous 
trials (t) Hint_ 

wrong_
trial 
(th) 

Scaffold_
wrong_ 
trial (ts) 

Delayed_ 
wrong_ 
trial (td) 

Others 
(to) 

A Pretest Pre-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
A Pretest Pre-2 0 1 0 0 0 1 
A Exp Exp2 0 2 0 0 0 2 
A Exp Exp4 1 3 0 1 0 2 
A Exp Exp1 0 4 0 1 0 3 
A Exp Exp3 1 5 0 2 0 3 
A Posttest Pre-1 1 6 0 2 0 4 
A Posttest Post-2 0 7 0 2 0 5 
A Posttest Pre-2 1 8 0 2 0 6 
A Posttest Post-1 1 9 0 2 0 7 

 

Table 3 shows a sequence of time-ordered trials of a student who was assigned in the 
scaffolding condition. The student finishes all three sections, fails on one of the pretest 
problems, but learns to solve the problem during the experiment as suggested by a correct 
answer to the same problem in the posttest. The right part of Table 3 shows the 
corresponding data after the trials are decomposed into component parts. Since the 
student is in the scaffolding condition, all values in the hint_wrong_trial and 
delayed_wrong_trial are zero. He solves the first encountered experiment problem wrong 
(row 3), which cause an increase on the value of scaffold_wrong_trial from zero to 1 ( 
row 4). Again, he gets the third experiment problem wrong (row 5), and then the value of 
scaffold_wrong_trial increases from 1 to 2 in row 6. The value of trial for others just 
increases by one whenever a pretest problem, a posttest problem or a correct trial was 
encountered. For instance, the student answers the second encountered experiment 
problem correct (row 4), and thus the value of others increased by 1 (row 5). Limited by 
space, we only demonstrate the decomposition process for a student in the scaffold 
condition; the process for the hint condition would be identical.  For the delayed feedback 
condition, since the student would not see the feedback until after all of the experimental 
trials, it is necessary to model that differently. In the delayed condition, the number of 
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delayed-wrong trials would stay as zero until it jumps to be 2 in row 7, since the student 
would have seen the two explanations after finishing the experimental questions. This 
problem requires a rather novel use of learning decomposition, and some care in 
accounting for when the learning opportunities actually occur.   

2.3 Results 

We fit the model shown in Equation 3 to the decomposed data in the statistics software 
package R (see www.r-project.org). To account for variance among students and items, 
student IDs and unified problem IDs are also introduced as factors. By taking this step we 
account the fact that student responses are not independent of each other, and properly 
compute statistical reliability and standard errors. Also, by fitting our model in this 
manner we do not suffer the scaling problems mentioned by [10] since all three 
conditions have the same intercept (i.e. A parameter).  After the model is fitted, it outputs 
estimated coefficients for every condition, as shown in Table 4. The result suggests that 
the delayed feedback, estimated coefficient being 0.720, is more effective at helping 
student learn the skill than the other two conditions, esp. the scaffolding condition for 
which the coefficient estimate is 0.633. In prior work with this experiment [14], the 
authors reported that they did not find any main effect. It is possible to use the estimated 
coefficients (B) and standard errors in Table 4 to perform a statistical z-test, as we did in 
[7]. However, there is a bit of serendipity: the first author was conducting some 
exploratory analyses using resampling to see how stable the parameter estimates really 
were. It appeared that there was little overlap between the estimates for the scaffold and 
delayed conditions. Therefore, we decide to test this approach formally using 
bootstrapping [5] and randomization tests [6].  

Table 4. Coefficients of logistic learning decomposition model 

Coefficients Estimate 
(B) 

Std. 
Error z value Pr(>|z|) 

Others -0.235 0.034 -6.816 9.33e-12 *** 

Hint_wrong_trial 0.706 0.091 7.760 8.52e-15 *** 
Scaffold_wrong_trial 0.633 0.103 6.175 6.62e-10 *** 
Delayed_wrong_trial 0.720 0.054 13.224 < 2e-16 *** 

Bootstrapping is a modern, computer-intensive, general purpose approach to statistical 
inference, falling within a broader class of resampling methods [5]. It involves the 
construction of a number of resamples of the observed dataset by random sampling with 
replacement from the original data set; and each resample is independent (conditioned on 
the original sample) and identically distributed. Although bootstrapping was developed as 
techniques for parameter estimation, it can be used for hypothesis testing as well. In 
general, first we make a null hypothesis. Then we draw repeated samples from the 
original data set under the condition that the null hypothesis is true, and then we reject the 
null hypothesis if the statistic computed from the observed dataset is unlikely under the 
null hypothesis, or otherwise retain the null. In this particular analysis, the hypothesis we 
would like to test is “The delayed feedback strategy promotes learning more or less 
effectively than the scaffold (or hint) strategy.” Correspondingly, the null hypothesis 
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would be “There is no difference on learning promotion between the delayed and 
scaffolding strategies.”  

Specifically, we follow the following steps to test our hypothesis.  

Step 1: Decide on a metric to measure the relative effectiveness between delayed 
feedback and scaffolding strategies. For this example, we choose the difference between 
the estimated coefficients of Delayed_wrong_trial and Scaffold_wrong_trial.  

Step 2: Calculate the metric on the original data. The results in Table 3 provides 
B(Delayed_wrong_trial) – B(Scaffold_wrong_trial), equal to .087.  

Step 3:  Bootstrap the original data with randomization to construct samples where the 
null hypothesis is true 

Repeat N times { 

Repeat M times (M =  the number of students in our original data set) { 

Sample data of one student (with replacement) from the original data; 

Randomly allocate the student into one of the three conditions: delayed, 
scaffold, or hint by changing the “Condition” label of each data point 

Re-compute the number of prior trials for the student according to the 
newly assigned condition; 

} 

Train logistic learning decomposition model on the re-sampled data, and record 
B(Delayed_wrong_trial) – B(Scaffold_wrong_trial) ; 

} 

In our case, we pick the repeated times N to be 500, and M is 300 as there are 300 
students in our data set.  

Step 4: Check how likely our original result is under the null hypothesis, and reject or 
retain the null hypothesis. After the bootstrapping process, we obtain a list of difference 
between Delayed_wrong_trial and Scaffold_wrong_trial, totally 501 cases including our 
original result. Then we rank the list descending, and found that the original result was at 
the 95 percentile, the 25th in the ranking order, which suggests that the probability of the 
original result has a probability of less than 5%.  Although it is tempting to think we have 
p < 0.05, this methodology is actually conducting a one-tailed test.  Thus, the two-tailed 
value is p = 0.1.  Therefore, we have a marginally reliable result that delayed feedback is 
better than scaffold + hint, and giving students delayed feedback seems causing more 
learning than requesting them to finish a series of scaffolding questions.  

To complete the story, we repeat the same process compare the other two pairs: delayed 
vs. hint conditions, and scaffold vs. hint conditions, but find that they are comparable to 
each other at helping students learning the math skill in ASSISTments.   
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3 Conclusion 

This paper explored the research question of measuring the instructional effectiveness of 
different tutoring interventions, using the learning decomposition technique. We found 
that presenting students with delayed feedback works better than breaking problems into 
scaffolding questions. We also used bootstrapping with randomization to test the 
statistical reliability of the finding.  

Typically, there are two reasons for the usage of learning decomposition (or any 
educational data mining technique).  The first is repurposing a previous experiment’s data 
to answer a new question.  The second is using EDM techniques to “zoom in” and 
detecting subtle effects that previous approaches failed to report. Previous works on 
learning decomposition [3, 4, 16] have been focusing on the first reason, while in this 
paper we focus on the second reason through an item level analysis and bootstrapping.   

One open question is why bootstrapping plus randomization gives different results than 
the parametric method of using estimated coefficients and standard errors to derive an 
analytic p-value. We did a z-test using estimated coefficients and standard errors given in 
Table 4 and obtained p = .4. Typically computationally intensive techniques are less 
powerful than parametric ones, unless one or more of the parametric tests’ assumptions 
have been violated. We are not sure where the problem lies, but suggest caution in 
interpreting standard error terms from logistic regression models using learning 
decomposition.   

The contribution of the paper lies in three aspects. First, we found that there is a main 
effect in a randomized controlled study that delayed feedback tutoring strategy is more 
effective than giving students scaffolding questions in ASSISTments. While previous 
analysis using ANOVA failed to detect such an effect, we were able to do so by 
conducting an item level analysis using EDM techniques. Second, we showed how 
learning decomposition can be applied in the domain of mathematics to use observational 
data to estimate the effectiveness of different tutoring strategies. It provides evidence that 
the learning decomposition is not domain specific. This simple, low cost approach is 
generally applicable to a variety of ITS that focus on different domains for identifying 
variances in educational effectiveness of interventions. Also, our use of learning 
decomposition is novel in that we are careful to consider when various aspects of an 
intervention occur, and do not give credit for a learning opportunity that has not yet 
happened (the delayed-wrong condition). Third, the process described in this paper serves 
as a demonstration of how bootstrapping approach and randomization tests can be 
employed in the educational data mining field.  
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Does Self-Discipline impact students’ knowledge and 
learning? 

Yue Gong, Dovan Rai, Joseph E. Beck and Neil T. Heffernan 
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Abstract.  In this study, we are interested to see the impact of self-discipline on 
students’ knowledge and learning.  Self-discipline can influence both learning rate as 
well as knowledge accumulation over time.  We used a Knowledge Tracing (KT) 
model to make inferences about students’ knowledge and learning.  Based on a widely 
used questionnaire, we measured students’ level of self-discipline. When we analyzed 
the relation of students’ self-discipline with their knowledge attributes, we found that 
high self-discipline students had significantly higher initial knowledge, but there is no 
consistent relationship of learning while using the tutor. Moreover, higher self-
discipline students seemed more careful with respect to making careless mistakes.   

1 Introduction 

Intellectual attributes (e.g., long term memory, ability to think abstractly) and 
nonintellectual attributes (e.g., motivation, self-discipline) both contribute to a student’s 
academic performance [1].  Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have focused on cognitive 
aspects over last 25 years and are now becoming increasingly aware of non-cognitive 
traits like motivation, engagement, flow etc. [5,6]. However, self-discipline is still not a 
major area of exploration in ITS though it has been one of the key areas in psychology 
and sociology [8,9]. Given that a lot of such large-scale psychosocial studies have been 
able to demonstrate a positive relation of self-discipline with performance and 
achievement, we were interested in two questions: 

• Does self-discipline have a significant impact when it comes to knowledge 
acquisition within ITS? 

• Does the ITS community need to consider self-discipline while designing ITS? 
In this paper, we are trying to use educational data mining technique with fine grained 
models to get a crisper look at the impact of self-discipline on students’ cognitive aspects. 
We used Knowledge tracing (KT) [3], an established approach to model student 
knowledge. We can observe students’ performance in an ITS over a period of time and 
make inferences about their latent characteristics like knowledge level and learning 
across the time. Once we detect those attributes, we can see the impact of self-discipline 
on the immediate learning and prior accumulation. Besides learning, self-discipline can 
influence other attributes like consistency and carefulness that can improve performance 
given the same content knowledge.  

2 Methodology 

For this study, we used data from ASSISTment, a web-based math tutoring system. We 
used the data from 171 twelve- through fourteen-year old 8th grade students in urban 
school districts of the Northeast United States. These data consisted of 74,394 log records 
of ASSISTment during the period Jan 2009-Feb 2009. We recorded performance records 
of each student across time slices for 106 skills (e.g. area of polygons, Venn diagram, 
division, etc). 
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2.1 Measuring self-discipline 

For exploring student individual differences in self-discipline, we employed a 
questionnaire survey, Brief Self-Control Scale (BSCS; [9]) in December 2008 before the 
students used the tutor. BSCS is a 13-item questionnaire to measure self-regulatory 
behavior in four domains: thoughts, emotions, impulses, and performance.   

Each question (e.g. “I am lazy”, “I am good at resisting temptation”) asks the respondent 
to choose from a 5-point Likert scale answer list: a. Very much like me, b. Mostly like 
me, c. Somewhat like me, d. A little like me, e. Not like me at all. We assigned each 
response -2, -1, 0, +1, +2 points respectively. We dropped an original survey question (“I 
wish I had more self-discipline.”) as we find difficult to interpret whether agreeing this 
statement would imply high self-discipline or low.  

2.2 Lie test 

While using self-report measures, we have no way of ensuring that respondents don’t lie 
or answer haphazardly.  Therefore, we created three criteria to detect lies and out of total 
171 students we dropped 31 from our analyses.   

1. The questionnaire asked students for their gender. Twelve students gave an incorrect 
response. Suspecting them not being serious about the survey, we excluded those 
students from our study. 

2. Some students might be randomly picking answers and therefore we checked for 
consistency in their answers. Among 12 questions in the survey, for 8 of them “Very 
much like me” implies low self-discipline (e.g. “I have a hard time breaking bad 
habits”), and for 4 of them, “Very much like me” implies high self-discipline (e.g. “I 
am good at resisting temptation”). For both types of questions we used the scoring 
system in Section 2.1.  If a student answered “Very much like me” for a question of 
the first type, he received -2 points. If he answered “Not like me at all” for a 
question of the second type, he received +2 points. The two responses consistently 
tell that he has low self-discipline. The sum is zero. But if he had answered “Very 
much like me” in the second type, the answers are not consistent and the sum of 
responses is -4. Similarly, if he had answered “Not like me at all” in both questions, 
that would be still inconsistent and sum would be +4. 

3. For each student, we took average of points in both types of questions (since the 
groups are of unequal size) and summed the two averages and calculated the 
absolute value.  The sum value can range from 0 (completely consistent) to 4 
(completely inconsistent). Based on the questionnaire composition and distribution 
of the sum from our data, we found 1.6 to be a reasonable cut point and dropped 11 
students with sum greater than 1.6.   

4. We selected two pairs of questions which are basically asking same trait in opposite 
ways. For example “I do certain things that are bad for me, if they are fun” and “I 
refuse things that are bad for me” state the same trait.  We cropped students who are 
saying “very much like me”/ “Mostly like me” or “not like me at all” in both 
questions. There were 19 such students among which 5 were already excluded from 
step 2. 
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Finally, our dataset narrowed down to 134 students, with their 68285 log records. We 
excluded 10% of the records and 20% of the students. For each student, we had 12- 
dimensional vectors representing their responses corresponding to each survey question.  
We performed a factor analysis to reduce data dimensions and we used the strongest 
factor as the student’s self-discipline score. 

2.3 Knowledge tracing model 
We used knowledge tracing in Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN), see Figure 1, to 
make inferences about student knowledge based on his performance.  
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Knowledge tracing model: Dynamic Bayesian network 

Student performance is assumed to be a noisy reflection of student knowledge, mediated 
by two performance parameters guess and slip. The guess parameter represents the fact 
that the student may sometimes generate a correct response in spite of not knowing the 
correct skill. For example, some ASSISTment items are multiple choice, so even a 
student with no understanding of the question could generate a correct response for those.  
The slip parameter acknowledges that even students who understand a skill can make an 
occasional careless mistake [3]. The learning rate parameter estimates the probability that 
student learns new knowledge that he has not known before. 

Prior Knowledge = Pr (K0=True) 
Guess = Pr (Cn=True | Kn=False)  
Slip = Pr (Cn=False | Kn =True)  
Learning rate  = Pr(Kn =True | Kn−1=False ) 

We used Bayes Net Toolkit for Student Modeling (BNT-SM [4]), which inputs data and a 
compact XML specification of a Bayes net model to describe causal relationships among 
student knowledge and observed behavior. BNT-SM gives us knowledge parameters, 
prior knowledge and learning as well as performance parameters, guess and slip. 

3 Results 

3.1 Knowledge tracing model per skill 
Based on self-discipline score, we divided students into three equal-sized groups having 
relatively high, medium and low self-discipline level. For each subgroup, we trained 
separate knowledge tracing models, and thus estimated knowledge and performance 
parameters that corresponded to each group.  We trained a knowledge tracing model for 
each of the 106 skills.  I.e. observe all the training data across all students for each skill 
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and derive a set of parameters (Prior knowledge, learning, guess, slip) for each skill.  
Then, for each self-discipline subgroup, we calculated the median values across all the 
skills (see Table 1). We report median rather than mean values to avoid unnecessarily 
weighting outliers.  However, in accordance with standard convention, our statistical 
analyses are based on the means rather than medians.   

Table 1: Knowledge and performance parameters for self-discipline groups 

 
High Medium Low 

Value 
P-value 

( vs. medium) 
Value 

P-value 
 (vs. Low) 

Value 
P-value 

 (vs. High) 

Prior 
Knowledge 0.56 4.96E-8 0.48 0.45 0.49 3.62E-6 

Learning 0.13 5.68E-6 0.17 0.001 0.14 0. 186 
Guess 0.38 0.015 0.36 2.38E-6 0.32 1.72E-8 
Slip 0.16 8.37E-18 0.20 0.591 0.21 1.09E-18 

From Table 1, we see that for prior knowledge, the high self-discipline students are 
statistically higher than the medium group, and the medium and low groups are 
statistically tied.  Meanwhile, high self-discipline students made more correct guesses 
and fewer slips relative to their lower self-discipline peers. A higher guess parameter 
should not be viewed as a bad thing.  Consider that guess means the ability to answer a 
question despite not having mastered the skill.  Consider two students with similar partial 
knowledge and one takes more care to figure the right answer while other quickly asks 
for help.  The model will treat this as a guess by the first student.  Such behavior seems 
related to self-discipline.  Similarly, students who are more careful and detail-oriented 
will make fewer slips (keep in mind that a “slip” is defined as making a mistake in spite 
of the skill being known).  The result shows that higher self-discipline students have 
more prior knowledge and they are more concerned and careful on their task.  

However, we received an inconsistent pattern in the learning parameter. The learning rate 
of the medium self-discipline group is higher than both the high and low groups. We 
were concerned with the possibility of overestimating the learning parameter in the 
medium group by giving the guess parameter less weight, while underestimating it in the 
high group by giving guess more weight. This concern is due to problems with estimating 
knowledge tracing parameters [8].  For example, a high “guess” parameter can result in 
students performing well, but allegedly having little knowledge.  Since student 
knowledge is not directly observable, it is hard to validate the parameter estimates and we 
are left trusting our model that two groups could perform equally well but one group 
knows less (see [8] for a fuller discussion of the problems of underdetermined models).  
To guard against this concern, we also plotted student performance as a function of 
practice opportunity so that we can see the cumulative effect of the knowledge and 
performance parameters in students’ future performance for each level of self-discipline.  

By using the four parameters of each subgroup and the knowledge tracing equations 
listed below, we computed the theoretical performance curves for each of them. 
Specifically, we initialize knowledge to be K0. After each practice opportunity, we update 
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knowledge in formula I (below) as the new likelihood of the student knows the skill after 
the previous practice. Also we compute performance, the probability of the student will 
respond correctly in the current practice opportunity, by using formula II to combine the 
estimated knowledge with the slip and guess parameters. Intuitively, the probability of 
making correct response is dependent on student’s knowledge given that he does not slip 
and also on his probability to make right guess in absence of the knowledge. 

I:  Knowledge=previous knowledge + (1-previous knowledge)*learning rate 
II:  Performance=knowledge*(1-slip) + (1-knowledge)*guess  

 

Figure 2a.  Theoretic performance curve of 
three self-discipline groups 

 Figure 2b.  Real performance curve of three self-
discipline groups 

From the performance curve in Figure 2a, we see that the combined effects of the four 
model parameters result in higher self-discipline students performing better. The real 
performance curve in Figure 2b also showed a similar trend. One interesting observation 
is to examine the best-fit power curves for each group.  The high self-discipline students 
are performing more lawfully (i.e. higher R2) than those with low self-discipline, 
suggesting students with higher self discipline are more consistent. Simply looking at the 
learning parameters does not tell the whole story. High group students might be learning 
slower but they are better able to use their partial knowledge to perform better—at least 
that is what our model is suggesting.   

Based on all these findings, we built a causal model that unifies cognitive and non-
cognitive aspects of our students. While knowledge parameters like prior knowledge and 
learning are cognitive attributes, the performance parameters, guess and slip are more 
related to non-cognitive attributes.  This model accounts for the results in Table 1, and 
suggests the performance parameters might be an interesting avenue of research in their 
own right (typically the knowledge parameters are of more interest).  

3.2 Knowledge tracing model per student 
While training a KT model per skill is the regular approach, it is also possible to instead 
train one model per student by observing his responses in all questions across skills. The 
model then estimates a set of parameters (prior knowledge, guess, slip and learning) for 
each student which represents his aggregate performance across all skills.  We then 
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looked for a relationship between the student’s self-discipline score and his knowledge 
parameters (prior knowledge and learning). As seen in Table 2, self-discipline is 
positively correlated with student’s prior knowledge (K0), but again there is no 
statistically reliable correlation with the learning parameter. In the other words, students 
with higher self-discipline have more incoming knowledge than their lower self-
discipline classmates. However, self-discipline seems not to contribute student’s ability to 
learn more in each learning opportunity within the tutor.  Perhaps higher self-discipline 
results in having more learning opportunities rather than learning more from each one? 

 

Figure 3: Causal model of cognitive and non-cognitive attributes for academic performance 

Table 2: Correlation of self-discipline and knowledge parameters 

Correlation of self-discipline with Correlation P-value N 

Prior knowledge (K0) 0.29 0.001 134 

Learning 0.13 0.127 134 

We also found an interesting observation that self-discipline is highly correlated with the 
number of problems solved. We were then confronted with two possibilities: either 
higher self-discipline students are more on task and solve more problems, or students 
with higher self-discipline have higher knowledge and so need less help and solve 
problems more quickly. When we did partial correlation within these three variables, as 
seen in Table 3, we found evidence for the latter possibility.  Once we account for prior 
knowledge, there is no relationship between self-discipline and number of problems 
solved.    

We built a causal model, Figure 4, based on the finding that the higher self-discipline 
students in fact solved more problems as they were equipped with more knowledge and, 
perhaps surprisingly, not because they were on task more.  The direct correlation between 
self-discipline and knowledge is 0.29, and between knowledge and number of problems 
solved is of 0.55.  The partial correlations are more interesting.  The partial correlation of 
self-discipline and number of problems, partialing out knowledge was only 0.11.  Thus, 
there is not a direct relation between the two.  The partial correlation of knowledge and 
number of problems solved, partialing out self-discipline is 0.52, i.e. the correlation is 
relatively unaffected.  Thus, knowledge appears to be the direct causal link for number of 
problems solved, and self-discipline is causally upstream of knowledge. 

Non-cognitive 
attributes 

Cognitive attributes 
Performance 

Guess & Slip 

Prior Knowledge Learning 
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Table 3: Partial correlation of self-discipline, prior knowledge and # of problems solved 

Correlation p-value 

# of problems solved vs. Self-discipline (prior knowledge as control) 0. 11 .22 

# of problems solved vs. prior knowledge 
(Self-discipline as control) 

0. 52 .000 

F 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  Causal model of self-discipline, knowledge and number of problems solved 

3.3 Model validation 

KT model parameters can be sensitive to erroneous factors like wrong priors, insufficient 
data, etc. Therefore, we were curious to try some validation of our model parameters with 
external data. 

To validate our model, we used results from a pretest and posttest on the same set of 
students. The pretest consisted of a 33-item algebra quiz on the subset of knowledge 
components that we are using in our models. After a month, the students were presented 
with posttest with exactly the same questions as in the pre-test. The pretest was 
performed when the students started using the tutor, and the student’s score is used to 
indicate the amount of incoming knowledge before using ASSISTment.  Therefore it 
works as a standard against which to validate student prior knowledge (K0) that we 
estimated in our models.   

Also, we calculated students’ estimated performance after 8 practice opportunities (P8) as 
they practice 8 times on average for each skill during the one month period.  We estimate 
performance from prior knowledge, learn, guess and slip parameters as given by 
knowledge and performance equations mentioned in 3.1. The correlation of P8 with post-
test can be a measure of validation of the other three parameters. 

There is strong positive correlation between the student pretest scores and model’s 
estimation of their prior knowledge. P8 and posttest scores are also reliably correlated 
even when we partial out initial knowledge (K0).  I.e. our performance measure is 
capturing student learning, not just the student’s overall level of knowledge.   In addition, 
Figure 5 shows student learning between pretest and posttest. 

The gains in Figure 5 are consistent with our KT model results. The high self- discipline 
group has higher incoming knowledge than both groups and their final performance is 
also highest. But when it comes to learning, the medium group appears to have the 

r=0.55** 
Self-

discipline r=0.29** Knowledge Number of 
problems 
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r = 0.11 (partialing for knowledge) 
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highest gain. So, we considered some possibilities for the explanation of lower learning 
in high group. One reason for lower learning in high group could be due to the fact that 
they already have high knowledge and it is harder to have more gain when we start from 
higher value.  For example going from 50 to 60 is easier than going from 80 to 90. 

Table 4: Correlation of prior knowledge (K0) and P8 vs. pre and post-test respectively 

  Correlation p-value N 

K0 vs. Pretest 0.80 3.80E-31 134 

P8 vs. Posttest 0.77 2.57E-25 123 

P8 vs. Posttest (partialing out K0) 0.34 1.58E-15 123 

 

Figure 5:  Comparison of learning gain 

To test this possibility, we divided pre-test scores into three bins and performed an 
ANOVA.  We treated pretest and self-discipline as factors in our model since we did not 
necessarily expect a linear effect (as would be implied by treating them as covariates). 
Table 5 shows the estimated marginal means of gain score for each level of the factors. 

Table 5: ANOVA analysis gains by pretest and self-discipline 

Pretest Self-
discipline Mean gain Std. Error 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

 (>80%) 
High 0.03 0.03 -0.03 0.10 

medium 0.06 0.07 -0.07 0.19 
low -0.03 0.05 -0.14 0.08 

 (40-80%) 
high 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.13 

medium 0.15 0.02 0.10 0.20 
low 0.12 0.03 0.07 0.18 

 (<40%) 
high 0.15 0.05 0.04 0.25 

medium 0.25 0.05 0.16 0.34 

low 0.05 0.04 -0.03 0.13 

From the result in Table 5, we see that medium group has higher learning in all bins (i.e. 
they are learning faster no matter what their starting level in pre-test is). Therefore, it 

Self discipline 
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appears that the medium group indeed has higher learning and maybe having a balance of 
self-discipline and some spontaneity helps in having better learning gains. However, their 
lower incoming knowledge makes the idea of a higher learning rate difficult to reconcile. 
We choose to leave this as an open discussion for further experimentations in future. 

4 Contributions 

Psychosocial studies have been based on performance measures like report cards, GPA, 
income, college admission, etc. [1,8,9].  But, our fine grained model gives us the tools to 
measure their performance and also latent attributes like knowledge, learning, and even 
guess and slip.  We have found that the impact of self-discipline on students using 
computers is complex, and appears to influence knowledge and performance while using 
the tutor.  We have constructed a causal model of the impacts of cognitive and non-
cognitive attributes on performance within an ITS, and showed that the variability in 
performance is not only dependent upon cognitive attributes, but also on other non-
cognitive aspects like carefulness and self-discipline.   

We modified the regular approach to train KT model with data per skill and instead 
estimated per-student parameters.  Although a per-student model trained on prior users is 
not useful to ITS designers (since it does not apply to new students using the system!), 
performing parameter estimation at the individual level can open new ways to make 
different analyses with other individual characteristics. With this new approach, we were 
able to make correlations of students’ pre-test and post test with their knowledge and 
performance estimations, thus validating the model parameters. 

5  Future work and conclusions 

Our current method of estimating self-discipline relies upon a self-reported survey 
administered once. There can be problems of both over- and under-reporting. We could 
take advantage of the continuous data students generate, and construct a more robust 
estimate of self-discipline.  It may also be possible to consider self-discipline a latent 
construct, similar to what we do for knowledge in knowledge tracing, and simultaneously 
estimate both parameters.  Broadening the stream of ITS information to include 
observable measures like homework submission, attendance, usage of tutor, opinion of 
teachers and parents, etc. would make this possible.   

In conclusion, high self-discipline students have higher incoming knowledge, as 
substantiated from both KT model parameters and pre-test score. However, the impacts 
do not appear to be substantial, and tutor designers probably do not have to explicitly 
account for self-discipline. The higher self-discipline group makes better guesses and 
makes fewer slips, which implies that the higher self-discipline group is more careful and 
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detail oriented. The cumulative effect of learning, slip and guess makes the performance 
of higher self-discipline students better than that of their peers.     
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to investigate the consistency of students' 

behavior regarding their pace of actions over sessions within an online course. 

Pace in a session is defined as the number of logged actions divided by session 

length (in minutes). Log files of 6,112 students were collected, and datasets were 

constructed for examining pace rank consistency in three main situations: 

day/night sessions, beginning/end (for both situations, sessions of the same 

learning mode were taken), and a comparison between sessions from different 

learning modes. For each dataset, students were ranked twice, according to their 

pace in the two sub-groups, and these ranks were correlated. Results obtained 

with this study's data suggest that pace is sometimes not consistent, hence might 

not be considered as a characterizing measure for the whole learning period. A 

discussion of this study and further research is provided. 

1 Introduction 

Log files are the essential basis for many Data Mining research, however raw data from 

these files are usually being transformed into variables on which algorithms and 

statistical tests might be applied. In EDM research, all levels of aggregation into variables 

should be considered: keystroke level, answer level, session level, student level, 

classroom level, and school level [3]. While discussing individual differences between 

users (i.e., aggregating or estimating in student level), a question might arise: Do 

variables taken into consideration indeed characterize the learner (even regarding the 

limited context of domain and environment)? Not only that such a variable (e.g., session 

length, response time, intense of activity, preferred tasks) might introduce a large 

variance when repeatedly measured for the same student, there is also a possibility that 

this inconsistency represents a non-trait measure, hence this variable does not and should 

not represent a student. 

In this study, we chose to examine the pace of actions within a Web-based learning 

environment. It is a time-related variable occasionally being calculated in the student 

level. However, in configurations where students have the freedom to choose when, 

where and what/how to learn, and while their sessions might extend over a long period 

(days or weeks) – it is not clear that a student has a "characterizing pace", and that we can 

try to compare students by their pace. 

Moreover, pace measuring is just one example from a large set of variables often being 

used in student models, and an important purpose of this study is to shed light on some 

obstacles for using such variables. 

2 Background 

Logged data for calculating pace of activity in a learning environment, was studied – 

probably for the first time – almost twenty years ago in a Computer-based Instruction 
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(CBI) configuration [7]. The results suggested that "students exhibit a characteristic rate 

of responding or way of approaching CBI activities". Although this conclusion treats 

pace as measuring response or approach to activities, it seems that the basic definition of 

pace, as the researcher had defined it - number of activities completed, divided by total 

time on task – tend to be more cognitive than behavioral. 

In fact, pace (also referred as speed, rate) is somehow a slippery term in EDM research, 

as it might relate to two different phenomena: a) Pace of learning – measured by 

completion rate per time-unit [7] or by time taken to complete a task – e.g., in [10, 16] 

(notice the difference in units between these two measures); b) Pace of action – measured 

by number of actions per time-unit [13, 14]. These two measurement are, of course, not 

independent, as pace of action might affect pace of learning, and vice versa: If we take, 

for example, two students with the very same cognitive skills needed for a given task but 

with different values of pace of action, the student which is more speedy has an 

advantage in completing the task quicker; on the other hand, student's pace of action 

might be affected by learning occurred or knowledge application needed between 

consecutive actions. 

Although pace (in either interpretation) might change noticeably between tasks, it is 

sometimes being treated as characterizing the student for the whole learning period. 

Therefore, parameters measuring pace are being averaged over multiple sessions (as was 

previously done by the authors in [13]) or being calculated on the whole learning period 

level in the first place [8]. 

Considering pace as representing students might lead to a calculation of relative pace. For 

example, Beck's disengagement model [4] has a student-specific parameter of reading 

speed, for accounting inter-students variability; this parameter fine-tunes the model by 

considering the student's speed relative to the class' average, and is calculated and applied 

across all question types. Another relative calculation of time-related measuring is 

presented in [18], where student's working time was calculated as the ratio between the 

student's completion time for a given task divided by the class' average completion time. 

Both these studies rely on the hidden assumption that student's rank, regarding her or his 

activity's speed or time, is consistent over tasks and/or over time. The examination of that 

hidden assumption is the core of this research. 

3 Methodology 

To determine whether pace of action does characterize learners, we examined consistency 

of pace ranking, i.e., of students' ranking by their pace. If pace does characterize students, 

pace ranking is expected to be consistent (to a certain measure) over different situations. 

The following three situations were examined: 

a) Day/night – median pace for each student is considered for calculating her or his 

rank in day/night sessions within the same learning mode 

b) Over time – pace ranks are based on pace measures for beginning and last 

sessions within each learning mode. Second session was chosen to represent the 

beginning, since pace in first session might be greatly biased 
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c) Across learning modes – median pace in each mode serves as the basis for pace 

ranks. 

In addition, we examined another situation, which is quite more technical: Pace ranks are 

based on median pace in two randomly-divided groups of sessions for each student (first, 

in general, and then within each learning mode). 

Different datasets were constructed for each of the above situations, as will be described 

in section  3.4. Following is a description of the learning environment, the log file, the 

data collection and preprocessing, and the datasets construction. 

3.1 The Learning Environment 

A simple yet very intensive online learning unit was chosen as the research field. This 

fully-online environment focuses on Hebrew vocabulary and is accessible for students 

who take a face-to-face preparatory course for the Psychometric Entrance Exam (for 

Israeli universities). The online system is available for the participants from the beginning 

of the course and until the exam date (between 3 weeks and 3 months in total). 

The system includes a database of around 5,000 words/phrases in Hebrew and, offers the 

students with a few learning modes: a) Memorizing, in which the student browses a table 

of the words/phrases along with their meanings; b) Practicing, in which the student 

browses the table of the words/phrases without their meaning. The student may ask for a 

hint or for the explanation for each word/phrase; c) Gaming; d) Self-testing, in the same 

format of the exam the students will finally take; and e) Searching for specific 

word/phrase. The first two modes (Memorizing, Practicing) have a very similar interface 

of a multi-page table in each row of which there is a word/phrase; while in the 

Memorizing mode, the meaning of that word/phrase is shown, in the Practicing mode it is 

hidden and will be revealed only upon the student's request. 

3.2 Log File Description 

The researched system logs the students' activity, thus each student is identified by a 

serial number. Each row in the log file documents a session, initiated by entering the 

system and ended with closing the application window. For each session, the following 

attributes are kept: starting date, starting/ending time, ordered list of actions and their 

timestamps; actions documented are every html/asp page in the system, not including 

actions within Java/Flash applets. 

3.3 Data Collection and Preprocessing 

For examining the research hypothesizes, we used logged data from April 2006 – May 

2007. The original data included 181,111 sessions of 11,068 students. Cleaning was done 

for keeping only the following: a) active sessions – session that lasted at least one minute 

and less than one hour, and that had at least five documented actions; b) active students – 

students who had at least three active sessions. The cleaned log had 64,700 (active) 
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sessions of 6,112 (active) students. Pace for each session was calculated as the number of 

actions in the session, divided by the session length (in minutes). 

Next, we mapped and coded the actions within each session to one of the four learning 

modes: Memorizing, Practicing, Self-testing, Searching; gaming was not coded because 

most of the gaming-related pages are implemented in Java, and therefore they were not 

documented. Then, each session was coded into one of the four modes if at least 60% of 

its actions were of that same mode. It turned out that about 30% of the sessions were 

coded as "Memorizing", 20% were coded as "Practicing", only about 1% of the sessions 

were "Searching", and only a few sessions were "Self-testing"; the rest were not 

categorized to any of the modes (i.e., they were mixed sessions). Therefore, our study is 

focused only in the two eminent modes. 

3.4 Constructing the Datasets for Testing the Hypotheses 

Eight different datasets were constructed, in order to investigate the consistency of pace 

rank between day/night sessions, between beginning/end sessions, across learning modes, 

and among random divisions of the sessions. A detailed description is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Description of the datasets for investigating pace rank consistency 

Dataset Learning 

Mode(s) 

Sessions Were Included 

for Students With… 

Total 

Students 

Total 

Sessions 

Pace 

calculation 

for student-

group 

Dataset1M  

Day/night 

Memorizing at least 3 sessions in each 

group of day/night sessions 

 

331 3,823 Median 

Dataset1P 

Day/night 

Practicing at least 3 sessions in each 

group of day/night sessions 

 

285 4,389 Median 

Dataset2M 

Beginning/end 

Memorizing at least 3 Memorizing 

sessions 

 

2,650 16,724 One sample 

Dataset2P 

Beginning/end 

Practicing at least 3 Practicing 

sessions 

 

 

1,358 11,409 One sample 

Dataset3 

Across modes 

Memorizing 

+ 

Practicing 

at least 3 sessions of each 

mode (Memorizing, 

Practicing) 

 

768 12,593 Median 

Dataset4A 

Random division 

All no limitations 

 

 

6,112 64,700 Median 

Dataset4M 

Random division 

Memorizing at least 3 sessions in each 

of two randomly divided 

sub-groups of the sessions 

758 8,445 Median 

Dataset4P 

Random division 

Practicing at least 3 sessions in each 

of two randomly divided 

sub-groups of the sessions 

526 7,739 Median 
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For each dataset, we sorted the students twice, according to their pace in the relevant sub-

groups (the student with the highest pace was ranked as "1", the student with the second-

highest pace was ranked as "2", and so on). These two ranks were correlated using 

Spearman's rho (ρ) and Kendall's tau (τ), two common alternatives for non-parametric 

correlation coefficients ([-1,1]) which are often being compared, however without a sharp 

recommendation towards neither of them [9, 12, 17]; it is known that the Kendall's 

coefficient is usually lower than the Spearman's. 

4 Results 

Day/Night Consistency 

Results for Dataset1M and Dataset1P, in which day/night situation was examined in the 

two learning modes, are given in Table 2. It might be concluded from the results that 

there is a significant relatively high correlation between pace ranks between day and 

night in both modes. It was also found that there is a significant difference when 

comparing means of pace values between day and night groups: Mean pace over night 

sessions was higher than the mean pace over day sessions; t values were 2.11
*
 (df=330) 

for Dataset1M, and 2.33
*
 (df=284) for Dataset1P. 

Table 2. Day/night consistency of pace rank 

Dataset N 

(Students) 

Mode Group 1 Group 2 ρρρρ ττττ 

Dataset1M 331 Memorizing Day Night 0.59
**

 0.43
**

 

Dataset1P 285 Practicing Day Night 0.53
**

 0.39
**

 

 *
 p<0.05, 

**
 p<0.01 

Beginning/end Consistency 

Results for Dataset2M and Dataset2P, examining consistency of pace ranks over time, are 

given in Table 3. As might be seen, correlation coefficients are pretty low. On average, 

beginning and last sessions are differed by pace of action within them: Students tend to 

work faster at the end, as shown by t values of 3.33
**

 (df=2,649) for Dataset2M, and 

3.64
**

 (df=1,357) for Dataset2P. 

Table 3. Over time consistency of pace rank 

Dataset N 

(Students) 

Mode Sample 1 Sample 2 ρρρρ ττττ 

Dataset2M 2,650 Memorizing 2
nd

 session Last session 0.26
**

 0.18
**

 

Dataset2P 1,358 Practicing 2
nd

 session Last session 0.20
**

 0.14
**

 

 **
 p<0.01 
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Another way of looking at these results is to scatter plot a two-dimension representation 

of the students according to their ranks in both groups, and to look at the four quadrants 

formed by the median lines. If pace rank is consistent, it is anticipated that the faster 

students will be faster in both dimensions, and same for the slower students, hence 

quadrants I (top-right) and III (bottom-left) should be occupied with most of the dots 

(students). 

For example, let's take a look at such a scatter plot for Dataset2P, which relates to the 

beginning/end situation for the Practicing learning mode. The examination of pace rank 

consistency for this dataset showed a low yet significant correlation (ρ=0.20
**

). The 

scatter plot for this example is presented in Figure 1. According to our calculations, the 

first and the third quadrants each holds 30% of the dots, which means that the second and 

fourth quadrants hold together 40% of the students. 

 

Figure 1. Scatter plot of pace ranks at the beginning (x) and the end (y) for Dataset2P 

(Practicing learning mode), N=1,358 
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Across Modes Consistency 

Results for Dataset3 are given in Table 4, representing the examination of pace rank 

consistency across learning modes. Correlation coefficients are relatively low for this 

situation. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between the means of the two 

groups: On average, Memorizing sessions were faster than Practicing sessions with 

t(767)=7.99
**

. 

It is a good point to recall the similarities and differences between the two learning modes 

being discussed here. While Memorizing and Practicing modes share a very similar GUI, 

and work according to the same principle (browsing over pages each consisting of a 

10-row table of words/phrases), the main difference is that the Memorizing tables show 

the meaning of the term, while the Practicing tables hide it. As suggested by the results, 

students spend more time on Memorizing pages than on Practicing pages, and pace ranks 

across modes have a low correlation. This might imply that pace of action is affected by a 

set of skills needed for progressing in either of the modes. 

Table 4. Across modes consistency of pace rank 

Dataset N 

(Students) 

Group 1 Group 2 ρρρρ ττττ 

Dataset3 768 Memorizing Practicing 0.34
**

 0.23
**

 

 **
 p<0.01 

Random Division Consistency 

Results for Dataset4A, Dataset4M and Dataset4P are given in Table 5. These three 

datasets relate to a more technical situation than the previous ones: random division of 

each student's sessions to two groups, and examination of pace rank consistency between 

these two groups. While Dataset4A takes into consideration all the sessions from the log 

file, Dataset4M and Dataset4P relate only to Memorizing and Practicing sessions, 

accordingly. 

 Table 5. Random division consistency of pace rank  

Dataset N 

(Students) 

Mode Group 1 Group 2 ρρρρ ττττ 

Dataset4A 6,112 All Random Random 0.36
**

 0.25
**

 

Dataset4M 758 Memorizing Random Random 0.62
**

 0.45
**

 

Dataset4P 526 Practicing Random Random 0.56
**

 0.41
**

 

 **
 p<0.01 
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It might be seen that for the general case – correlation is relatively low, however when 

examining pace ranks within the same learning mode, correlation is resulted with 

relatively high values of coefficients. Also, no significant difference was observed in the 

means between the two groups within each of the datasets. 

To conclude the results of this study, there were only two situations in which pace rank 

was found to be consistent with relatively high values of correlation coefficients: a) 

Day/night division within the same learning mode; and b) Random division of each 

student's sessions within the same learning mode. In all the other situations - namely: 

over time, across modes, and all-inclusive random division - pace rank consistency was 

found to be relatively low, with correlation coefficients (ρ) between 0.20
**

 and 0.36
**

. 

5 Discussion 

Many EDM studies often handle fine-grained data in the action/session level, like pace 

measures. However, when examining the student level, mainly since vector variables are 

not easy to cope with while applying data mining algorithms, scalar measures of these 

variables are often being used (e.g., average or median pace over different sessions). 

Time-related variables (usually describing the time taken for answering a question or for 

completing a task) are quite common in EDM research [1, 8, 11], but others are also often 

being averaged, for example: attempts for answering a question [1, 11], hint/help usage 

(usually per question) [1], and intense of activity (usually in terms of number of actions 

per session or frequency of certain activities) [6, 15]. While doing this, a hidden 

assumption – regarding the variable in question being a trait – is lying behind the 

calculations. It is our obligation to deeply investigate the consistency of each variable 

before projecting it on a 1-dimensional measuring scale and assuming it is of a trait type, 

as was clearly presented by Baker [2]. 

This is why we choose a rather primitive variable, namely pace of actions, in order to 

study its consistency. As the results obtained with our data suggest, correlation between 

pace ranks in different situations was sometimes very low. The minimal correlation 

coefficient (for Dataset2P) was 0.20
**

, which is almost a zero correlation. The maximal 

correlation coefficient (for Dataset4M) was 0.62
**

, which is relatively high but still quite 

far from a perfect correlation. 

To be honest, these results was, at first, very surprising, as we expected to see much 

higher correlation values. The fact that for one situation (beginning/end consistency, 

Practicing mode) 40% of the students were located at the second and fourth quadrants of 

the pace ranks scatter plot (Figure 1) – indicating they were above the median rank in the 

beginning and below it in the end, or vice versa – is thought-provoking, and explicitly 

shedding light on the questionability of the assumption of pace rank consistency. 

Furthermore, the surprisingly low correlations might imply that our choice of pace was 

not at all of a simple variable as we first thought, as pace of actions depicts different 

kinds of processes in which the online student is involved while learning, e.g., reading, 

memorizing, recalling previous knowledge, thinking, processing, typing, and navigating. 

Besides the clear effect of different learning components on learning time/pace, 
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individual components also heavily affect it, such as ability to understand instruction or 

quality of instruction events, as was seminally proposed by Carroll [5]. Considering that 

pace measurement embodies different task-related and/or student-related components 

(and potentially others), it is clear that replicating this study with different learning 

systems and/or with different pace metrics is necessary before generalizing any 

conclusion regarding the consistency phenomenon. 

In general, many educational studies investigate all kinds of students' attributes; however, 

EDM researches often analyze data drawn from relatively long periods of time, therefore 

our hand on the reduction trigger is likely to be more itchy. Further research and a deeper 

investigation is needed in order to better understand which behavioral attributes in online 

learning are indeed students' traits and which are heavily situation dependent. 
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Abstract.  Most of the emphasis on mining online assessment logs has been to identify content-
specific errors. However, the pattern of general “consistency” is domain independent, strongly 
related to performance, and can itself be a target of educational data mining.  We demonstrate that 
simple consistency indicators are related to student outcomes, and suggest how consistency might 
be used in an online assessment framework to provide scaffolding to help students in need.  

1  Introduction 

Online assessment systems have the potential to supply detailed information about how 
students interact with them, which can be used to provide useful feedback. Much of the 
effort in mining this data has focused on identifying student misconceptions and partial 
understandings, in an effort to build upon their existing knowledge and direct them 
towards corrective interventions. However, there is a more general type of information 
available from such systems that may be valuable to assess, which we call student 
consistency. Specifically, we refer to the ability of a student to self-appraise his or her 
performance while, in our context, interacting with a computer to complete some untimed 
task or assessment. For example, a student is inconsistent when he or she executes a 
command, obtains a result that differs from what students are told to expect, and takes no 
further action to resolve the problem. The evidence indicates that the student made a 
mistake, but the student does not acknowledge this through his or her actions. Because 
markers of consistency do not necessarily require pedagogical content models, they may 
be easier to define than sequences of logged actions that describe a certain 
misconception. They be used to give students helpful feedback or scaffolding, without 
detailed pedagogical content models.  
 
This paper outlines a set of consistency markers developed in the context of a laboratory 
exercise conducted in a college-level course:  Artificial Intelligence for Nonmajors. We 
demonstrate that consistency is related to outcomes, both specifically to the score 
obtained on the laboratory exercise, and more generally to performance on the final 
exam. We suggest how consistency markers might be used to provide formative feedback 
to the student.  

2 Background 

2.1 Consistency 

Cognitive consistency was an important area of research in the 1950’s and 1960’s that 
sought to understand how people would behave as a function of the dissonance caused 
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when an individual simultaneously held two conflicting cognitions (e.g. beliefs, 
opinions). Theories posited that the conflicting cognitions would cause a quantifiable 
tension that the individual would seek to resolve in some way, recreating a consistent 
view. Unfortunately, consistency theories failed to fully explain behavior – individuals 
varied greatly in their ability to tolerate dissonance and their behavior was usually highly 
situation dependent [1]. 
 
Nevertheless, the idea of consistency is an important subtext in education. Teachers 
assume that student knowledge is consistent and that challenging their incorrect 
knowledge will cause students to attempt to reconcile the dissonance and learn. To this 
end, it is recommended that teachers should check the extent to which students hold 
erroneous concepts throughout instruction, ideally to deliver personalized feedback to 
students. This process is called “formative assessment” and feedback intended to help 
learners improve their performance is called “formative feedback”.  This approach 
usually requires a detailed model of the content domain and the ways in which students 
interact with it correctly and incorrectly. Constructing these models is time-consuming 
and difficult. Furthermore, there is little consensus on what constitutes appropriate 
formative feedback [2]. Complex, unspecific, or confusing feedback can have a negative 
effect on learning[3]. 
 
One reason feedback may be confusing may be that when students have not achieved 
mastery of a topic, their understanding is inconsistent. This was Sleeman’s hypothesis for 
why addressing algebraic misconceptions was no more effective than reteaching (which 
is a simpler approach) [4]. Indeed, mathematical models that align specific errors to a 
linear ability scale find that groups of errors are “clustered”, corresponding to a specific 
level of mastery [5]. Within each cluster of errors, students vary in the specific error they 
display. For example, a student at a relatively low level of mastery of graph reading may 
be equally likely at different times to interpret a straightforward graph of speed versus 
time with a constant positive slope as “the object is getting faster” (higher is faster) or 
“the object is getting slower” (higher is slowing down, as in up a hill).  
 
Consistency itself is related to ability. This idea has been exploited to develop consensus-
based assessments, where the correct response is defined as the one that most people 
agree on, and an individual score is measured as a distance from the consensus response. 
This approach has been used both to score people on situational judgment tests, and to 
measure intelligence [6]. When United States Military Academy students were asked to 
respond to a survey about their political beliefs (ranging from liberal to conservative) it 
was found that their consistency in these responses correlated with their SAT or ACT 
scores [7]. In research on physics misconceptions, we found that students who held any 
concept consistently, whether correct or incorrect, had higher math ability than students 
who were inconsistent [8]. The underlying logic for a relationship between ability and 
consistency is simple; a consistent response is one that many people can share by using 
similar underlying reasoning processes, but errors in reasoning and knowledge yield 
inconsistent, differing, responses.  Furthermore, a consistent reasoning strategy requires a 
significant amount of knowledge about the topic and an ability to reconcile situations 
where one’s beliefs do not match those of others (e.g., people who attempt to explain 
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other’s dissenting beliefs by creating for themselves a clear explanation of the opposing 
view are likely to converge on consistent reasoning than those who dismiss alternative 
points of view). 
 
Therefore, in this paper we conducted a study to examine how consistency, which 
requires no complex models of pedagogical content knowledge to measure, is domain-
independent, and is easy to identify, is related to performance on online activities and 
assessments. We describe the implications that inconsistency has on the kind of feedback 
that might be appropriate in an online assessment system. 

2.2  The PixelMath Software.  

PixelMath is an educational image processing system.  It was developed as a web-
oriented successor to the “Pixel Calculator” program that, in turn, was developed by 
Tanimoto and associates as part of the NSF-funded project “Mathematics Experiences 
Through Image Processing” [8].  The purpose of PixelMath is to empower students to 
manipulate digital images using a mathematics-oriented, rather than an artist-oriented, 
interface.  It provides special affordances that reveal the mathematical structure of each 
image and that can interpret mathematical formulas as image transformations and 
syntheses.  PixelMath also provides a scripting facility using Python, making it possible 
to teach and learn programming in an authentic, “on-demand” context.  PixelMath is both 
a tool for teaching and learning and a tool for educational research. It is hosted within an 
online learning environment called INFACT, which serves in part to collect activity data 
from students as they are learning using online tools.  Whenever a student performs an 
operation in PixelMath, such as selecting a menu item, zooming in on the image, or 
running a mathematical formula to transform an image, a description of the operation is 
sent to the INFACT server, and it is stored in a database together with the user ID of the 
student and the time and date of the event.  This makes it possible to perform formative 
assessment and/or data mining for the student activities without having the students take 
tests. 

3 Method 

We describe the research method used in this study. 

3.1  Subjects 

Subjects were students in one of the authors’ Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (for 
nonmajors) course at the University of Washington in Winter quarter 2008. The 
University of Washington is highly selective, admitting approximately 100 students into 
the major each year, so there is a huge demand for courses for non majors from 
overlapping departments. We asked students to give consent to link INFACT log files 
from a laboratory exercise with course grades. Of the 40 students in the class, 34 
completed the laboratory exercise. Thirty of those who completed the laboratory 
consented to participate in the study.  Three did not submit the laboratory worksheet. 
Therefore, the final sample consisted of 27 students, including 2 females and 25 males of 
college age. This highly skewed gender distribution is typical among engineering classes. 
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The majority of these students were majors in the Applied and Computational Math 
Sciences program (N=17) or Electrical Engineering majors (N=5) and the remainder were 
divided among varied other non-computer science majors.  

3.2  Procedure 

Students were instructed to work individually, in a laboratory classroom with individual 
computers, to complete a series of exercises using PixelMath to understand some key 
concepts of image processing. These activities covered concepts of sampling, histograms, 
thresholding and morphology. They were allowed to ask questions of the instructor, 
which were answered individually, and to talk to each other. The lab was intended to take 
approximately an hour to complete. We observed little unrelated activity (e.g. web 
browsing or messaging) once students began working on the laboratory. The laboratory 
exercises included very specific instructions, including formulas to use to accomplish 
critical goals and to use as starting points for inquiry. Students were given participation 
points for turning in a completed worksheet. The laboratory session was held at noon on a 
Friday and students were given until Monday afternoon to turn in their work. Most 
students turned in their assignments by the end of the hour. 

3.3  Data Logging and Coding  

PixelMath logs a variety of timestamped activities, including file manipulations, image 
cloning, mouse clicks (zoom operations), and transformation formulas that students enter. 
From this data we extracted variables related to the amount of time students spent using 
PixelMath, errors made, and student consistency. The time variables were total time 
spent, number of logged events, and average time between events. Parse errors were 
totaled for each student to create a count of errors. 
 
We identified seven Boolean consistency indicators that we categorized in three groups 
as follows:  

• Matches worksheet (2 indicators)  
At various points, students were asked to write in a response on the worksheet and use 
that value in a subsequent calculation, or to try to accomplish some task and then report 
some value that they found. For example, in the sampling activity, students are asked to 
determine the minimum number of pixels required, theoretically, to represent a long, 
white, picket fence. They are then asked to use this number of pixels to create a 
downsampled image. (Figure 1 is a screen shot that shows the original image in one 
window, the isolated picket fence in another, and the downsampled picket fence in a 
third; the PixelMath calculator is also visible.) Later, students are asked to report the 
sampling factor that resulted in the minimum number of pixels necessary to view the 
picket fence with minimum loss of pixels. We record a Boolean flag for each of the two 
worksheet responses: true if the worksheet matches a corresponding command (at any 
place in the log), and false if it does not. Note that “matching” does not indicate 
correctness; students often had matching consistency for incorrect answers in the log and 
worksheet. 

• Logical consistency (1 indicator)  
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Students are given a formula to downsample an image and are asked to revise it so that 
they can view the image using the minimum number of pixels. Increasing the scaling 
factor reduces the number of pixels, and decreasing the scaling factor increases the 
number of pixels. Therefore, an ideal searching behavior would converge upon the ideal 
scaling factor (ideally obtained through calculation) by moving in subsequently smaller 
steps around the goal. Inconsistent behavior would be represented by repeatedly trying 
identical scaling factors and/or taking repeated steps in the incorrect direction. Repeated 
behavior is defined as 2 or more times. We code this sequence as true if the student is 
consistent and false if they are not, or if they do not attempt the exercise. 

• Recognized expected outcome (5 indicators)  
In several places, the student is instructed to execute a specific command, such as to open 
a specific file or to perform some image transformation. If the student does not execute 
this command correctly, the output will not be expected and subsequent instructions will 
not make any sense. This is a consistency error of failure to reconcile the differing 
information. Ideally, the student should recognize this inconsistency and re-execute the 
command, or ask a fellow student or the instructor for help and re-execute the command 
correctly. We coded failure to do so at any point in the lab as a false and a correct 
execution as true. 

3.4  Outcome measures 

We defined three outcome measures. The first was the grade on the worksheet. This was 
a score of 1-3 where 1 indicated an incomplete assignment (some questions were 
unanswered), 2 indicated some partial understanding of the key concepts, and 3 indicated 
a solid understanding of the concepts.  
 
The second outcome measure was performance on questions related to image processing 
on the final exam for the course. The final exam consisted of a multiple choice section 
(Final Part 1) and an open ended section (Final Part 2) with three questions. The first 
question (Final Part2.Q1) was a direct analogue to the first activity involving sampling. 
The second question (Final Part2.Q2) was more difficult and required a deeper 
understanding of the concepts. The third question (Final Part2.Q3) was an in depth 
question on unrelated material. The final exam was administered 2 weeks after the 
laboratory session.  
 
The third outcome measure was a metric reflecting general performance in the class. We 
obtained this measure by doing an unrotated principal components factor analysis on the 
subscores of all parts of the final. Two factors had eigenvalues over 1, resulting in a two 
factor solution that accounted for 70.37% of the variance in scores. The first factor loaded 
.89 on the score for Final Part2.Q1, .83 on the score for Final Part2.Q2, and .56 on the 
Final Part 1. The second factor loaded .96 on Final Part2.Q3. This pattern of loading 
suggests that the first factor represents general knowledge gained in the course, separate 
from the format of the exam (e.g., open-ended questions versus multiple choice). We use 
the first factor as an outcome measure of general class knowledge. 
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4  Results 

Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation for the outcome measures, measures of 
time spent completing the laboratory exercise, and the consistency measures. There was 
clear variation among the students on all measures, including the consistency measures 
that may seem obvious (for example, writing the same response on the worksheet that 
was used in the exercise). This variation is particularly substantial considering that these 
students are highly selected into a competitive state university, and are expected to have 
developed skills that would result in higher consistency measures than the population as a 
whole. 
 
There is also significant variation in scores on the final exam. We note that the average 
score on Final Part2.Q2, the more difficult of the two questions dealing with image 
processing, is lower than the average score of Final Part2.Q1. This suggests that the 
questions were difficult enough to avoid ceiling effects.  
 

Table 1. Summary statistics for outcome measures, general logfile measures, and consistency 
measures. Maximum score or range of scores is given, where appropriate, in parentheses following 

the measure. 

Measure Mean (SD) 
Outcome measures 

Worksheet Score (1-3) 2.57 (.69)
Final Part 1 (50) 30.60 (7.01)

Final Part2.Q1 (10) 6.97 (3.64)
Final Part2.Q2(10) 5.87 (4.17)
Final Part2.Q3(10) 7.67 (2.63)

Other Logfile Measures 
Number log events 273.60 (262.87)

Average time between 
events (in minutes) .21 (.08)

Number parse errors 2.13 (2.33) 
 
Consistency measures 

Matches worksheet (2) 1.48 (.64)
Recognized expected 

outcome (5) 4.13 (1.66)

Logical consistency (1) .37(.49)
 
To examine the differences in outcome measures based on consistency, we split the 
students by the median sum score of consistency (7) forming two groups. We call these 
the low consistency group (N=14) and the high consistency group (N=13). We conducted 
a one-way ANOVA to determine whether outcome measures differ across the two 
groups. Results are summarized in Table 2.  
 
On average, the high consistency group scored higher on all outcome measures (though 
not all differences were significant). The high consistency group obtained significantly 
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greater worksheet scores (p=.002). The difference in scores is particularly noteworthy, 
because the consistency measures do not measure correct or incorrect responses, whereas 
the worksheet scoring does. Furthermore, the high consistency group scored marginally 
significantly higher on the Final Part2.Q1 (p=.083) and significantly higher on the Final 
Part2.Q2 (p=.049). These two questions of the final were designed to measure the same 
concepts covered by the worksheet, and were administered two weeks afterward. The 
high consistency group also scored significantly higher on the class knowledge measure 
extracted from the midterm scores (p=.018). The effect size (measured by Cohen’s d) was 
quite large.  
 
Differences in consistency cannot be attributed solely to “carelessness” or greater or 
lesser time spent on the assignment. The high consistency group logged fewer events (not 
significant) with more parse errors (marginally significant, p=.062). The average time 
spent between logged events was virtually identical among the two groups.  
  
 

Table 2. Analysis of variance. 

 
High Consistency 

(N=13) 

Low 
Consistency 

(N=14)   

 

  Mean SD Mean SD F Sig. 
Cohen’s 

d 
Worksheet Score 2.92 .28 2.21 .80 9.12 .006 1.02
Number Log 
Events/Student 198.31 82.55 326.71 357.81 1.59 .219 

Average Time Between 
Events (minutes) .23 .08 .20 .09 .71 .409 

Number Parse 
Errors/Student 3.15 2.82 1.43 1.70 3.81 .062 

Final Part 1 (50) 33.23 6.09 29.43 7.00 2.26 .146 
Final Part2.Q1 (10) 8.46 2.26 6.14 4.07 3.27 .083 
Final Part2.Q2(10) 7.92 3.62 4.79 4.21 4.28 .049 0.86
Final Part2.Q3(10) 8.15 1.52 7.93 2.53 .08 .783 
Class Ability Measure 
(Factor extracted from 
Final Subtests) 

.56 .58 -.28 1.04 6.46 .018 0.84

 

5 Implications for Feedback 

We have proposed some rough indicators of consistency and shown that the low 
consistency students perform worse on several important class outcomes than the high 
consistency students. It is particularly remarkable that we find such variation in 
consistency in such a highly selected population.  
 
We do not know the reasons why students are inconsistent, and we have not 
demonstrated whether higher consistency results in higher performance or whether it is a 
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side-effect of something else (e.g., low level of engagement or interest in the class). This 
is a topic for future research. However, the inconsistencies that we have coded are rather 
blatant. When a student repeatedly types in the wrong command and does not recognize 
discrepancies in the results or attempt to reconcile them, it is reasonable to believe that 
such events may provide a learning opportunity. Furthermore, the needs of this student in 
this circumstance are not based on a model of how the student interacts with the 
pedagogical content of the assignment.  

We suggest that consistency across several dimensions may be dynamically monitored 
and used to adaptively control scaffolding (additional guidance) for the student. 
Scaffolding involves (a) reducing the number of steps required to solve a problem by 
simplifying the task (b) keeping the student motivated (c) marking discrepancies between 
actions taken and the desired solution (d) controlling frustration and (e) demonstrating an 
idealized version of the task [9]. It is a technique used primarily when students are 
learning new material, and cannot handle complex problems. Graesser et al showed that 
use of scaffolding, including good questions and answers, could promote deep inquiry, 
which students tended to avoid without prompting [10].  

For example, suppose students did not follow the directions on the worksheet correctly 
and did not realize it. An ideal student would have recognized that “something was 
wrong” and taken some action to resolve the cognitive dissonance, checking the last 
command executed or re-entering the command. If still confused, the student could ask a 
classmate or the instructor for help. As part of an online assessment system, we wish to 
encourage such behavior. An appropriate first step would be to emphasize the cognitive 
dissonance. In the assignment in the experiment, expectations are outlined in the text, 
e.g., by writing “Apply a formula that makes a monochrome image in which the cedar 
foliage is white and everything else is black” before providing the formula. However, the 
discrepancy could be highlighted further by showing an image of the expected result and 
asking the student, “Does your image look like this?” before proceeding.  

In the extreme case when the same error is repeated, we can assume that the mistake is 
not inconsistency but represents some higher order misconception. For example, in the 
PixelMath interface there are buttons for common functions, such as XOR. Other 
functions can be typed in the window. One command asked students to apply the BXOR 
formula to exclusive-OR two images on a bit-by-bit basis, and many incorrectly applied 
the XOR function. It is possible that students who do not correct their error with 
appropriate scaffolding may not understand the difference between bitwise-exclusive-OR 
and straight exclusive-OR, or may not realize that they can type equations directly into 
the PixelMath formula area without clicking buttons. This might require specific 
formative feedback that reteaches these concepts to the student.  

A common misconception about image processing systems such as PixelMath is that the 
formula tells where to move each pixel of the source image.  In reality, the formula 
describes, for each destination pixel location, where or how to get its value.  This “push-
instead-of-pull” notion is exhibited by students asked to come up with a formula to, say, 
reduce the size of an image by a factor of two.  Instead of writing Source1(x*2, y*2) 
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which is correct, they write Source1(x/2, y/2). Similarly, to shift an image 5 pixels to the 
left, they should write Source1(x+5, y), but they put down Source1(x-5, y).  After seeing 
a consistent pattern of such incorrect formulas, an automatic feedback system could 
provide scaffolding to specifically address the “push-instead-of-pull” misconception. 

6 Conclusions 

We have identified a dimension of student performance, consistency, that is content 
independent, easily mined from educational logs, and that is related to performance 
outcomes. We suggest that because consistency is an assumption that underlies many 
educational interventions, the significance of lack of consistency may be overlooked as a 
potential opportunity to provide scaffolding. We give some suggestions for how an 
adaptive learning system might exploit consistency measures to scaffold instruction, and 
to identify when consistency of incorrect responses suggests moving to an intervention 
based on more sophisticated models of the learner, content, and their interaction. 
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Figure 1. The background window contains the original image used by students for 
the laboratory activity. The fence has been extracted into another window (above, 
and zoomed out by a factor of 2) and downsampled into another (below). The 
PixelMath calculator can also be seen here with the correct formula for the 
downsampling: Source1(5*x, 5*y). 
 

 
Figure 2. Detail within the downsampled picket fence showing the effect of sampling 
at the Nyquist rate. Also, PixelMath’s display of the RGB values of each pixel can be 
seen. 
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Abstract.  This paper proposes a novel method for recommending books to 
pupils based on a framework called Edu-mining. One of the properties of the 
proposed method is that it uses only loan histories (pupil ID, book ID, date of 
loan) whereas the conventional methods require additional information such as 
taste information from a great number of users which is costly to obtain. To 
achieve this, the proposed method solves the book recommendation problem as 
a problem of loan date prediction, relying solely on loan histories. Experiments 
show that the proposed method achieves an accuracy of 60% and outperforms 
the method (weighted slope open collaborative filtering) used for comparison. In 
addition to the performance, the proposed method has the following two 
advantages: (i) it is inexpensive compared to the conventional methods and (ii) 
reading level is adjustable. 

1 Introduction 

Reading is one of the most essential intellectual activities for pupils. Librarians in school 
libraries play an important role in facilitating the activity by recommending proper books 
to them. However, it is often the case that there are not enough librarians in school. 
Besides, it is impossible for a librarian to remember all the book information and the 
preferences of every single pupil in a school. 

To solve the problem, there has been work on automatic book recommendation. 
Whichbook [7] is a book recommendation system that helps the reader find books based 
on mood and style parameters, such as happy or sad, s/he specifies. A drawback of the 
system is that it requires collecting training data to tune mood and style parameters, 
which is costly and time-consuming. Besides, it is questionable whether or not pupils or 
even teachers can find proper books that have good educational effects by using the 
system since it has more than 100 parameter settings. 

Another way is collaborative filtering [1]. Collaborative filtering is a general way of 
recommending items including books [3], movies [2], news articles [5], and music 
albums [6]. However, collaborative filtering is also costly in that it normally requires 
collecting taste information from a number of users. In book recommendation, readers 
have to rate books they have read. This becomes especially problematic when readers are 
pupils as in our task. Pupils are not capable of rating books properly in some cases. As an 
example, imagine a situation where a teacher recommends a book that is a bit difficult for 
a pupil in order to give him/her a chance to read books of a higher reading level. S/he will 
be likely to rate the book as not-good or not-interesting because it is a bit difficult for 
him/her even if it has good effects on his/her intellectual development. 

In view of this background, this paper proposes a novel method for recommending books 
to pupils based on the Edu-mining framework [4] which favors inexpensive methods (See 
Nagata et al. [4] for the details of Edu-mining). The proposed method relies solely on 
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loan histories to recommend books. Here, a record of a loan history consists of triples: 
user ID (ID for a pupil), book ID (ID for a book that the pupil borrowed), and date of 
loan. A loan history consists of the triples for all books a pupil borrowed. Normally, loan 
histories are registered in a database in the school library. Thus, there is no need for 
collecting training data or taste information in the proposed method, which means that the 
proposed method is much more inexpensive than the conventional methods.  

Given loan histories, the proposed method solves the book recommendation problem as a 
problem of loan date prediction. In other words, it predicts when the target pupil will 
borrow the books that s/he has not borrowed yet from loan histories. This solution yields 
further two advantages. One is that the proposed method can estimate the reading levels 
of books it recommends. This means that reading levels are adjustable depending on the 
target pupil in the book recommendation of the proposed method. The other is that the 
preferences of pupils are implicitly included in the recommendation results. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the basic concept of 
Edu-mining. Section 3 introduces the basic idea of the proposed method. Section 4 
describes the proposed method. Section 5 describes experiments conducted to evaluate 
the proposed method. Section 6 discusses the experimental results.         

2 Edu-mining 

Edu-mining [4] is based on data mining and text mining but differs from them in the 
following three points. First, the target data are peculiar to education. A good example of 
this is the writing of pupils where the distributions of words, mechanics, and style are 
quite different from those of adults. These differences affect the performance of tools 
such as a morphological analyzer that is often used in text mining to extract words, and 
thus they provide poor information on the data. Another example can be seen in our task. 
As already mentioned, collaborative filtering predicts user preferences based on previous 
user preferences (taste information). In the book recommendation for pupils, taste 
information is not as reliable as that of adults; pupils are not capable of rating books 
properly in some cases as exemplified in Section 1. These facts imply that Edu-mining 
has to solve the problems that arise from the differences between educational data and 
normal data in its own scheme.  

Second, it prefers simple and inexpensive techniques. It should be implemented at 
moderate cost since it mainly aims at the use in school. Also, the target users of Edu-
mining are mainly teachers and/or students (including pupils). If the used techniques are 
simple, the target users are likely to use them easily. Besides, they may sometimes be 
able to give feedback on the techniques. 

Third and finally, whereas data/text mining aims at improving the quality of the mined 
knowledge, it is not necessarily the case in Edu-mining; its ultimate goal is to achieve 
good educational outcomes. In case of normal book recommendation, the ultimate goal is 
to find and recommend books that the user wishes to read (and probably to purchase). By 
contrast, in case of our task, this is not the ultimate goal; the ultimate goal is to facilitate 
their intellectual development by recommending proper books. 
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This is the basic concept of Edu-mining. The next section describes the basic idea of the 
proposed method based on Edu-mining.     

3 Basic Idea 

So far, we have seen the basic concept of Edu-mining and its relation to book 
recommendation for pupils. This section describes the basic idea of the proposed method 
based on Edu-mining. In book recommendation for pupils, the peculiarity of the data is 
that taste information obtained from pupils may be unreliable as Section 1 describes. The 
proposed method overcomes the problem by not using taste information. Instead, it solves 
the book recommendation problem as a problem of loan date prediction. It uses a simple 
and intuitive way to predict loan dates.  

Before describing the basic idea of the proposed method, let us introduce a new loan date 
called absolute loan date. Loan date normally has the form of date, month, and grade of 
the pupil (e.g., 1st Sep. 1st grade). This form of loan date is not suitable for the 
calculation used in the proposed method as we will see below. So, absolute loan date is 
used instead of the normal loan date. Absolute loan date is a simple mapping of the 
normal loan date. The first day of the first grade is the base date and mapped to 0. Other 
loan dates are simply mapped to the corresponding absolute loan dates of which distance 
from the base date is given by the number of days from the first day of the first grade. For 
example, a month later from the first day is mapped to 30 (or 31), the first day of the 
second grade is mapped to 365, and so on. Figure 1 illustrates the mapping between 
normal loan dates and absolute loan dates.  

 

Absolute loan date 

Normal loan date 

 1st day, 2nd grade 1st day, 1st grade 
 a month later 

365 0 30 

Figure 1.  Mapping between normal loan date and absolute loan date 

Here, it is worthwhile to note that absolute loan dates roughly correspond to reading 
levels. Namely, first grade pupils tend to borrow books of low reading levels whereas 
upper grade pupils tend to borrow books of higher reading levels. This implies that if one 
can predict absolute loan dates, s/he can also estimate reading level. This is why reading 
level is adjustable in the recommendation of the proposed method.  

Now let us describe the basic idea of the proposed method. The proposed method solves 
the book recommendation problem as a problem of loan date prediction as already 
mentioned. This is equivalent to saying that the proposed method predicts absolute loan 
dates from loan histories.  Once it predicts absolute loan dates, it can easily recommend 
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books to the target pupil because it knows when s/he will borrow the books s/he has not 
borrowed yet. Simply, it recommends books which are predicted to be borrowed at the 
day of the recommendation or near the day. Or, if one wishes to recommend a book of a 
higher reading level, it can recommend books which are predicted to be borrowed some 
days (say, a half year later) after the day of the recommendation; the opposite can also be 
done.   

To see how the proposed method predicts absolute loan dates, suppose that we have loan 
histories shown in Figure 2 where loan dates are expressed by absolute loan dates. Figure 
2 shows, for example, that pupil A borrowed book A on the absolute date 365 
(equivalently, the first day of the second grade). Further suppose that we are predicting 
the absolute loan date of book B for pupil A (the question mark in Figure 2 denotes that 
pupil A has not borrowed book B yet). If we look at the loan history of pupil B, we will 
notice that s/he borrowed book B 370 days after book A. Based on this, it is natural to 
predict the absolute loan date of book B for pupil A to be 370 ( ) days after 

Similarly, based on the loan history of pupil C, it is natural to
date of book B for pupil A to be 725 ( 365 710 350 ). To obtain the final 
prediction, we take the average of the two absolute loan dates, that is, 735 725 /2  

730 (equivalently, the first day of t
average of the differences between the loan dates to the loan date of the base book gives 
the same result. For instance, 730 = 365 + {(670 - 300) + (710 - 350)}/

670 300
the loan date 365 of book A for pupil A, or equally 735 ( 365 670 300 ). 

 predict the absolute loan 

he third grade). It should be noted that adding the 

2.      

 

Although the loan histories in Figure 2 i
illustration purpose, actual loan histories often involves far more pupils and books. 
Therefore, the average is take relevant pupils in actual 
use. A rough definition of rel s as follows (the next 

d 
ok 

Book A 

Pupil A 
365 ? 

Book B

Figure 2.  E of loan historixample es 

nvolves only three pupils and two books for 

n over the relevant books and the 
evant pupils and relevant books i

section will describe the strict definition). A relevant pupil is those who have borrowe
the following two books: (a) one of the books the target pupil borrowed and (b) the bo
of which absolute loan history is to be predicted. A relevant book is the book that is 
borrowed by (i) the target pupil and (ii) one or more of the relevant pupils.   

Book A B

Pupil B 
300 670

ook B370 days

Book A 

Pupil C 
350 

Book B360 days

710
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This is the basic idea of how the proposed method predicts absolute loan dates from loan
histories. The next section describes the prediction method in detail. 

4 Proposed Method 

 

symbol ,  to 
e pupil  borrowed the book ; if the pupil  has 

t, then ,  is set to 1. 

f re nt 

     (1) 

where  denotes one of the books the target pupil borrowed. Also, a relevant book is a 

,

Using Equation (1) and Equation (2), absolute loan dates are predicted by 

,

∑ ∑ , , ,,  ,

∑ | , |,

To formalize the prediction method, we will use the symbol  and  to denote a pupil and 
a book, respectively, in the given loan histories. We will also use the 
denote the absolute loan date when th
not borrowed the book  ye

Now, let  be the target pupil (target for book recommendation) and  be the book of 
which absolute loan date is to be predicted.  Then, a relevant pupil is those who have 
borrowed both  and one of the books the target pupil borrowed. Thus, a set o leva
pupils is defined by 

, , 1, , 1

book that satisfies the following two conditions: (i) a book that the target pupil borrowed, 
and (ii) a book of which relevant pupil exists1. Using Equation (1), a set of relevant 
books is defined by 

, 1, | , | 0  .   (2) 

.   (3) 

Here, d d d  corresponds to the simple prediction of absolute loan 

s; in the case of the same example, the sums correspond to 725
730. The denominator is the number of simple predictions. Hence, Equation (3) gives the 
average of the simple predictions. In case of  | , | 1 
meaning that the proposed method cannot predict the absolute loan date. 

ilar, in terms 
of the topic, to the books that the target pupil borrowed because the average is taken over 
the relevant books and relevant pupils; the average is taken over the relevant pupils who 
have borrowed some of the same books as the target pupil and over the books that the 
relevant pupils have borrowed. In other words, the book preferences of the target pupil 
are implicitly included in the prediction through the relevant pupils and the relevant 

                                                

, , ,
dates discussed in the basic idea in Section 2 (for instance, 365 670 300 ). The 
sums in the numerator are the total sum of the simple predictions over the relevant pupils 
and the relevant book

0 for any , ,  is set to 

Intuitively, books whose absolute loan date is given by Equation (3) are sim

 
1 Note that a relevant book is not a book borrowed by the target pupil and anyone who borrowed the book . 
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books. rity of each relevant book is considered in Equation (3). 

,
, , ,,,

∑ | , |,

 Furthermore, the simila
This can be seen by noting that Equation (3) can be rewritten as 

∑ , ∑
. 

itten version of Equation (3), the base date , (the first term in the 
numerator) is weighed by the factor | , | which denotes the number of pupils that 
borrowed both  and . It is reasonable to think that th
the mo  similar the two are, and in turn it is reasonable to give a higher weight to s
pair in the prediction. Equation (3) exactly does this. 

In the rewr

e more pupils borrow two books, 
re uch a 

recommendation or near the day; here ( 5 or 10, for example). Or, if a teacher 
wishes to recommend (or the target pupil wishes to read) books of a higher reading level, 
it recommends books which are predicted to be borrowed some days after the day of the 
recommendation. If one wishes the opposite, it recommends books which are predicted to 

nda ays can 
 Rec date is 

rmal loan

Also, it should be noted that the denominator can be regarded as the credibility of the 
prediction because it denotes the number of relevant pupils and relevant books involved 
in the prediction. The prediction is not reliable if it is made based on few relevant pupils 
and few relevant books. Considering this, predictions whose ∑ | , |,  
where  denotes a certain threshold are discarded in the book recommendation.  

Once absolute loan dates are predicted for the books that the target pupil has not 
borrowed yet, the proposed method recommends books to the target pupil as follows. It 
recommends  books which are predicted to be borrowed at the day of the 

be borrowed some days before the day of the recomme tion. The amount of d
be chosen by an intuitive way to specify reading level. all that absolute loan 
simply the one to one mapping of no  date. If one sets the amount to 365 days 
after, it corresponds to specifying a one-grade-higher reading level.  

5 Evaluation 

For evaluation, we collected loan histories of pupils in an elementary school where the 
grades range from first to sixth. Table 1 shows the statistics on the loan histories. 

Table 1.  Statistics on the loan histories used for evaluation 

Term of collection Number of pupils Total number of loaned books
30th Aug. 2007 to 1st Sep. 2008 619 14383 

 

In the evaluation, we conducted two experiments. In the first, we evaluate how accurately 
pil the proposed method can recommend books similar to the books that the target pu

borrowed, which is described in 4.1. In the second, we evaluate the capability of the 
proposed method in estimating reading level, which is described in 4.2.  
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5.1 Experiment on Book Recommen on cy 

The experimental conditions and procedures are as follow. First, we randomly selected 10 
target pupils (two for each grade, from first to fifth grade) from the loan histories; pupils 
in sixth grade ware not included in the experiment because of the limitation of the 
proposed method which will be discussed in Section 5. Second, we predicted absolute 
loan dates for the target pupils using the proposed method; the threshold , which was 
discussed in Section 3, was set to five. Third, we selected five most difficult books and 
five easiest books for each pupil according to the predicted loan date.

dati Accura

 Then, the 10 books 
were shown to two elementary school teachers together with the corresponding loan 

 two teachers separately rated each book as similar (to one or more of 
the books in the loan history in terms of its topic), not-related, or unknown referring to 

 

total number of books 

history. Finally, the

the corresponding loan history. The performance of the proposed method was measured
by accuracy. Accuracy was defined by  

total number of books rated as 
. 

Fo ed the weigh
hich had been shown to be effective in item recommendation. To fully implement the 

weighted collaborative filtering, we need taste information for each book as described in 

 
 so, 

 books are 
 recommended books and 
s measure by accuracy as 

posed 

s 

r comparison, we implement ted slope one collaborative filtering [2], 
w

Section 1. However, normal loan histories such as the ones used in this evaluation, do not 
contain taste information. For this reason, we implemented the weighted collaborative
filtering with the loan histories in which an equal rating was given to all books. Doing
it can recommend related books but cannot rank recommended books; all
equally favored. So, 10 books were randomly chosen from the
shown to the two teachers for evaluation. The performance wa
in the proposed method. 

Table 2 shows the results. It shows that the proposed method achieves an accuracy of 
0.600. This means that on average, six out of the 10 books recommended by the pro
method are related to the books that the target pupil borrowed. It seems to be not so 
difficult for teachers or even pupils to select related books from the recommended book
which are actually related 60% of the time.  

Table 2.  Evaluation on book recommendation accuracy 

Method Accuracy 
Proposed method 0.600 

Slope one collaborative filtering 0.435 
 

Table 2 also shows that the proposed method outperforms the weighted slope one 
collaborative filtering. Indeed, the difference between the two is significant (normal 
approximation to the binomial test, 0.01).  The performance of the weighted slope 
one collaborative filtering implies that its recommendation may confuse teachers and 
pupils because more than half of the recommended books are not relevant.  
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5.2 Experiment on Reading Level Estimation 

The experimental conditions and procedures are as follow. First, we made five pairs of 
books by randomly selecting a book from the five most difficult books and a book from 
the five easiest books which the proposed method recommended to each target pupil 
pairs in total). Second, we randomly labeled the two books in each pair as A and B. Third
four human raters (undergraduate students) separately determined which book in each 
pair was more difficult by

(50 
, 

 referring to a book search system that retrieves book 
information including the title, the author(s), the number of pages, the picture(s) (if 

ely 

r 

ore difficult. If the sum is 2 or2, the first 
and second authors joined the four hum

1, 1, or 0. If the ), then A (B) is 
determined to be more difficult; otherwise, indistinguishable.  Also, if the sum is between  

1 and 1, the pair is e indistinguisha

s the results, 34 uishable in f the reading level. For 
e 34 pairs, the predictions of the proposed method agreed with the decisions of the 

the 
ters, 

s effective in recommending books 
e reason is that the proposed 

e 

st  
e.  

available), the reading level (if available), and the synopsis (if available). They separat
gave each pair either 1, 1, or 0 meaning A is more difficult, B is more is difficult, and 
indistinguishable, respectively.  Then, we merged the results. If the sum is equal to o
greater than 3, then A is determined to be more difficult. Similarly, the sum is equal to or 
smaller than 3, then B is determined to be m

an raters in the evaluation giving newly the pair 
 new sum is equal to or greater (smaller) than 3 ( 3

 det  to bermined ble.   

A
th

 out of 50 pairs were disting terms o

human raters 62% of the time (21 Out of 34 pairs). Although the results show that 
predictions of the proposed method roughly agree with the decisions of the human ra
the agreement is not as high as we expected.  We will discuss the reason in the next 
section. 

6 Discussion 

The evaluation has shown that the proposed method i
related to the books that the target pupil borrowed. Th
method predicts absolute loan dates from the relevant books and the relevant pupils.  

The effects can be seen in the results of the recommendation. The proposed method is 
capable of recommending books in series as Table 3 shows.  As underlined, the proposed 
method recommended Astronomical observation 1, 4, and 9 to the pupil who borrowed 
Astronomical observation 8. Information about books in series is useful for 
recommendation since teachers or book database systems do not necessarily have th
information. More importantly, the results show that the proposed method is effective in 
recommending related books. For instance, it recommended Constellation observation 1, 
which is highly related to A ronomical observation 8, The wonder of the Earth, The birth
of the great telescope Subaru, and Journey in the space. Table 4 shows another exampl

By contrast, the performance of the proposed method concerning reading level is not as 
high as we expected. As already described in the previous section, the differences in 
reading level were indistinguishable in 32% of the 50 pairs. For the rest, the predictions 
of the proposed method agreed with those of the human raters 62% of the time. One of 
the major reasons is that we used loan histories whose term is one year in the evaluation 
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(or should w at  
reading level is a one-grade higher or lower at most and often much less than one-grade. 

Considering ding level prediction with 
longer term loan histories. Another reason is related to the problem of evaluation. It is not 

  

Borrowed Books Recommended Books 

e say we could only collect that amount?). This means th  the difference in

This explains why 32% of the 50 pairs were indistinguishable in terms of reading level. 
 this, the proposed method will improve in the rea

so easy to accurately evaluate reading level. It was sometimes difficult for the human 
raters to determine which book was more difficult by only referring to the book search 
system. It is possible to take another way of evaluation, which will be our future work.

Table 3.  Example of book recommendation (books in series) 

Astronomical observation 8: Sun and stars Astronomical observation 1: Spring constellation  

Let's do experiments about air  Astronomical observation 4: Winter constellation 
Wonderful science for pupils 10 Astronomical observation 9: Earth, moon, and planets  
Journey to the West, vol. 1  Constellation observation 1: Find spring constellations  
The wonder of the Earth Wanamuke the Witch  
The birth of the great telescope Subaru  Seton's Wild Animals 8 
Questions about earthquakes 1 Football 

Experiments about the light and the sight Brother Bear 

Science games The great maze of Triceratops 
Journey in the space Zorori and a mysterious, magical girl 

 

Table 4.  Example of book recommendation (related books) 

Borrowed Books Recommended Books 
Kon and Aki Wonders of bats
The wonder of cold Stag beetle 
Invisible man Samgury in the Zokuzoku village Mantis 
The wonder of brain  Bat 
Big feet of Mr. alligator   Mickey mouse: The sorcerer's apprentice  
Questions for body functions  Kenta and rabbit  
Swallowtail Zorori: The great operation of ghost  
Morning glory What and what questions from 100 pupils in first grade 

Ladybug Penguin patrol party 
Oh, Grandma!  Mrs. Cat's guest 
The wonder of teeth and mouth 
Deko-chan 
Firefly 
Cabbage white butterfly 

 

This section has discussed the effectiveness of the proposed method in book 
recommendation. the proposed 
method. One of the limitations is that the proposed method is not effective in 
recommending books to pupils during the last days of school. It is often impossible to 
take the differences of absolute loan dates in 

Here, it is also worthwhile to discuss the limitations of 

in Equation (3) because there are no pupils 
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higher grades. This is why we excluded pu
Another limitation is that the proposed me  
th  other syst e 
lim hers or especia rly recommend such 
bo hi

7 

This paper proposed a novel method for book recommendation based on Edu-mining. It 
as three advantages over the conventional methods: (i) it is inexpensive, (ii) it can 

recommend books related to the books that 
level is adjustable eves an accuracy 
of 60% in recommending related books and outperforms
collabo n also rev
proposed method roughly agrees with the re ined by human raters. 

F  investigate how the prediction of reading level can be evaluated 
m lso investigate ho  
to  

R
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Abstract. In educational research, a fundamental goal is identifying which skills stu-
dents have mastered, which skills they have not, and which skills they are in the
process of mastering. As the number of examinees, items, and skills increases, the
estimation of even simple cognitive diagnosis models becomes difficult. We adopt a
faster, simpler approach: cluster acapability matrixestimating each student’s individ-
ual skill knowledge to generate skill set profile clusters of students. We complement
this approach with the introduction of an automatic subspace clustering method that
first identifies skills on which students are well-separated prior to clustering smaller
subspaces. This method also allows teachers to dictate the size and separation of the
clusters, if need be, for practical reasons. We demonstrate the feasibility and scalabil-
ity of our method on several simulated datasets and illustrate the difficulties inherent
in real data using a subset of online mathematics tutor data.

1 Introduction

One of the most important classroom objectives in educational research is identifying stu-
dents’ current stage of skill mastery (complete/partial/none). A variety of cognitive diag-
nosis models address this problem using information from a student response matrix and
an expert-elicited assignment matrix of the skills required for each item [10, 13]. However,
even simple models become more difficult to estimate as the numbers of skills, items, and
students grow [10]. Faster methods that scale well with large datasets and provide immedi-
ate feedback in the classroom are needed. In addition, these methods also need to be able
to incorporate practical information from and be interpreted by classroom teachers.

In previous work [1], we introduced acapability matrixshowing for each skill the propor-
tion correct on all items tried by each student involving that skill (extending the sum-score
work of [4,8]) and applied two standard clustering methods to identify students with similar
skill set profiles. This approach gives faster, comparable results to common cognitive diag-
nosis models, scales well to large datasets, and adds flexibility in skill mastery assignment
(allowing for partial mastery). However, the use of clustering algorithms usually requires
assumptions about the number, size, and shape of the clusters which may be unknown.
Moreover, standard techniques do not allow for easy incorporation of user-specified sepa-
ration and size thresholds.

In this paper, we complement our previous work by proposing an alternative approach, an
automatic conditional subspace clustering algorithm that takes advantage of obvious group
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separation in one or more dimensions (skills). Users do not need to specify a number of
clusters nor a particular cluster shape. The method only requires a separation threshold (i.e.
how far apart groups of students should be before they would be considered different) and a
size threshold (i.e. what size would warrant the implementation of an additional strategy).

After describing the use of the capability matrix (Section 2), we introduce an algorithm in
Section 3 that identifies skills with clearly separated groups of students (if any) and corre-
spondingly partitions the feature space. In Sections 4, 5, we demonstrate the approach on
simulated data from a common cognitive diagnosis model as well as data from the Assist-
ment Project [7], an ongoing IES funded online mathematics tutor development research
project. Finally we conclude with comments on current and future work in Section 6.

2 Skill Set Profile Clustering

After estimating the students’ skill knowledge via the capability matrix (or other appro-
priate estimate), we use clustering methods to partition the students into similar skill set
profiles. In recent cognitive diagnosis clustering work, hierarchical clustering, k-means,
and model-based clustering have all been utilized. We do not detail the methods here (see
e.g. [5, 6] ) but instead briefly define and highlight strengths/weaknesses. Also, this paper’s
focus is the description of an automatic conditional subspace clustering algorithm; detailed
comparisons of estimates’ and algorithms’ performances are elsewhere [2].

2.1 The Capability Matrix

The capability matrix is constructed using an item-skill dependency matrixQ and a student
response matrixY. TheQ-matrix, also referred to as a transfer model or skill coding [3,
13], is aJ × K matrix whereq jk = 1 if item j requires skillk and 0 if it does not,J is
the total number of items, andK is the total number of skills. TheQ-matrix is usually an
expert-elicited assignment matrix. This paper assumes the givenQ-matrix is known and
correct. Student responses are assembled in aN × J response matrixY whereyi j indicates
both if studenti attempted itemj and whether or not they answered it correctly andN is the
total number of students. If studenti did not answer itemj, thenyi j = NA (i.e. Iyi j,NA = 0).
If studenti attempted itemj (Iyi j,NA = 1), thenyi j = 1 if they answered correctly (0 if not).

In [1], we define anN × K capability matrix B, whereBik is the proportion of correctly
answered items involving skillk that studenti attempted,

Bik =

∑J
j=1 Iyi j,NA · yi j · q jk
∑J

j=1 Iyi j,NA · q jk

whereyi j andq jk are the corresponding entries from the response matrixY andQ-matrix.
The vectorBi estimates studenti’s skill set knowledge and then maps studenti into a K-
dimensional hypercube. For each dimension, zero indicates no skill mastery, one is com-
plete mastery, and values in between are less certain. The 2K hypercube corners correspond
to the true skill set profilesCi = {Ci1,Ci2, ...,CiK },Cik ∈ {0, 1}. This skill knowledge esti-
mate accounts for the number of items in which the skill appears as well as for missing data.
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If Bik = NA, we impute an uninformative value (e.g., 0.5, mean, median). Exploring this
choice is ongoing. Here we assume the data are complete or correctly imputed. Similarly
to [4,8], we find groups of students with similar skill set profiles by clustering theBi.

2.2 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HC) “links up” groups in order of closeness to form
a tree structure (dendrogram) from which a cluster solution can be extracted. The user-
defined distance measure is most commonly Euclidean distance. Briefly, all observations
begin as their own group. The distances between all pairs of groups are found (initially
just the distance between all pairs of observations). The closest two groups are merged; the
inter-group distances are then updated. We alternate the merging and updating operations
until we have one group containing all observations. The results are represented in a tree
structure where two groups are linked at the height equal to their inter-group distance. The
algorithm requiresa priori how to define the distance between two groups. Here we use
the common complete linkage method. Complete linkage defines the distance between two
groups as the largest distance between a pair of observations, one from each group, i.e.
d(Ck,Cl) = maxi∈Ck, j∈Cl ‖(xi − x j)‖

2. It tends to partition the data into spherical shapes.

Once constructed, we extractG clusters by cutting the tree at the height corresponding
to G branches; any cluster solution withG = 1, 2, ...,N is possible. In [4], extraction of
G = 2K clusters is suggested. This choice may not always be wise. First, if not all skill set
profiles are present in the population, we may split some profile clusters incorrectly into
two or more clusters. Moreover, ifN < 2K (a reasonable scenario for many end-of-year
assessment exams), we will be unable to extract the desired number of skill set profiles.

2.3 K-means

K-means is a popular iterative descent algorithm for dataX = {x1, x2, ..., xn} ∈ RK. It
uses squared Euclidean distance as a dissimilarity measure and tries to minimize within-
cluster distance and maximize between-cluster distance. For a given number of clusters
G, k-means searches for cluster centersmg and assignmentsA that minimize the criterion
minA

∑G
g=1

∑

A(i)=g ‖xi − x̄g‖
2. The algorithm alternates between optimizing the cluster cen-

ters for the current assignment (by the current cluster means) and optimizing the cluster
assignment for a given set of cluster centers (by assigning to the closest current center) un-
til convergence (i.e. cluster assignments do not change). It tends to find compact, spherical
clusters and requires the number of clustersG and a starting set of cluster centers.

A common method for initializing k-means is to choose a random set ofG observations as
the starting set of centers. In our hyper-cube, another natural set of starting cluster centers
could be the 2K skill set profiles at the corners. If students mapped closely to their profile
corners, k-means should easily locate the nearby groups. Again,G = 2K has been suggested
[4]. However, again if we are missing representatives from one or more skill set profiles in
our population, forcing 2K clusters may split some clusters into sub-clusters unnecessarily.
In [1], this issue was addressed by allowing k-means to have empty clusters.
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2.4 Model-Based Clustering

Model-based clustering (MBC) [5, 11] is a parametric statistical approach that assumes:
the dataX = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, xi ∈ RK are an independently and identically distributed sample
from an unknown population densityp(x); each population groupg is represented by a
(often Gaussian) densitypg(x); andp(x) is a weighted mixture of these density components,
i.e. p(x) =

∑G
g=1 πg · pg(x; θg) where

∑

πg = 1, 0 < πg ≤ 1 for g = 1, 2, ...,G, and
θg = (µg,Σg) for Gaussian components. The method chooses the number of components
G by maximizing the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and estimates the means and
variances (µg,Σg) via maximum likelihood. While it may assume Gaussian components, its
flexibility on their shape, volume, and orientation allows student groups of varying shapes
and sizes. MBC also often fits overlapping components in an effort to improve fit; users
are not able to specify cluster separation information and are also required to give a range
of possible numbers of clusters. If multiple students map to the same hypercube location,
MBC may overfit the data by using spikes with near singular covariance in these locations.
To alleviate this concern (and improve visualization), we jitter theBi a small amount (0.01).
The effect on our results is minimal.

In all three cases, the algorithm returns a set of cluster centers and an assignment vector
mapping eachBi to a cluster. A cluster center represents the skill set profile for that subset
of students. Note that cluster centers are not restricted to be in the neighborhood of a
hypercube corner (although they could be assigned to one). Returning cluster centers rather
than their closest corners gives more conservative estimates of skill mastery (vs. 0/1).

As a small illustrative example, we use a subset of 26 items requiring three skills from
the Assistment System online mathematics tutor [7]. TheQ-matrix is unbalanced; Skill 1
(Evaluating Functions) appears in eight items (six single, two triple), Skill 2 (Multiplica-
tion) in 20 items (18 single, two triple), and Skill 3 (Unit Conversion) in two items (both
triple). Overall, 551 students answered at least one item. Figure 1 shows the corresponding
3-D cube, each corner one of eight true skill set profiles. Since Unit Conversion appears in
only two items,BiUC ∈ {0, 1

2, 1}; students are mapped to three well-separated planes.
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Figure 1:Cluster Assignments: a) HC, CompleteG=8; b) K-meansG=8; c) MBCG=14
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Figures 1a-c) show the clusters found by HC (complete), k-means, and MBC respectively.
We setG=2K=8 for both HC and k-means; MBC searched overG=1 to 25, choosing 14.
Only MBC separated the students in the three Unit Conversion planes (BiUC=0:1-4, 6, 9-
14; BiUC=0.5: 5; BiUC=1: 7, 8). Both HC and k-means combined students with (arguably
very) different Unit Conversion capability across planes into clusters. In contrast, MBC
assigns one cluster to the students withBiUC=0.5 and two clusters to those withBiUC=1.0
(the corner cluster contains multiple students). In all three solutions, theBiUC=0 students
are split among several clusters defined by theirBEF andBM capabilities. In the HC and
k-means results, these clusters include one to three students withBiUC=0.5.

Updating the clusters with new items, skills, etc requires minimal computational time; for
example, MBC required≈ 21 seconds. Classroom teachers can quickly see the changes in
the students’ skill knowledge over time. However, none of the three solutions seems the
obvious winner. In addition, the user was only able to dictate the number of clusters (and
somewhat restrict shape); no guarantees were made about their separation and size.

3 Conditional Subspace Clustering or “Valley-Hunting”

In general, clusters are chosen according to a criterion or measure of closeness. Often the
user has to define the number of clusters in advance which could be useful to a teacher
with fixed resources. For example, he/she might ask for three groups of students clustered
on their skill knowledge. However, three clusters may not represent the class well. There
may be more or fewer unique skill set profiles. Moreover, the three clusters might be very
similar or very different sizes (which both may be impractical). A more useful definition
of a cluster might be a well-separated group of students larger than some size threshold.

While any skill’s marginal distribution will always have a finite number of unique values,
the marginal distribution of some skills may show very well-separated groups of students.
We can take advantage of these skills by partitioning the hypercube along their marginal
separations. This subsetting alone may be enough to divide students into appropriate clus-
ters. However, it may be the case that there is multivariate cluster structure not detectable
by examining the marginal distributions. As such, we advocate using this algorithm either
alone or as a dimension reduction tool for other clustering methods. That is, we could first
use the marginal distributions to select skills with obvious group structure and then cluster
(if needed) the resulting subspaces. Reducing the dimensionality prior to clustering can
greatly improve efficiency and/or results [11]. While the Figure 1 hyperplane separation
is clear, it could be very difficult to identify obvious separations in a higher dimensional
hypercube with noisier marginal distributions. A method to automatically find candidate
skills for partitioning (and alert teachers to skills that separate the class) is more desirable.

Akin to the nonparametric clustering notion that a density’s mode corresponds to a group
in the population [6] and the discretization of continuous variables, we condition on a skill
if its marginal distribution contains one or more “significant valleys”, a non-trivial area of
low density between two high density areas. This decision is made by investigating the
marginal distribution’s contours. Scanning from zero to one, the low density area must be
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preceded by a descent and followed by an ascent, both of gradient larger than a specified
depth threshold (cluster size), and must be wider than a specified width threshold (cluster
separation). There are at least two ways in which low density areas might occur. A skill
only occurs in a few items and so has few possibleBik values, or theBik might be centered
around only a few values. If one or more significant valleys are found, we partition the
hypercube at the minimum density point of each significant valley. (Other choices could
be made, e.g. the halfway point between the two peaks.) In practice, we initially search
for significant valleys in all skills’ marginal distributions to select skills for partitioning (if
any). The resulting subspaces consisting of dimensions (skills) without obvious separations
are then clustered if desired; the results can be combined into one final clustering solution.

Let τd, τw be the respective depth and width separation thresholds (user-specified). These
thresholds can be constant or differ over skills (τdk, τwk). For computational ease, we use
histograms to represent each skill’s marginal distribution. The user may also choose a
histogram bin width. The automatic subspace partitioning algorithm is as follows:

For each skillk:
Calculate the probability histogram for the given bin width. Letλi = height of Bini.
Define the gradientγi,i+1 as the difference in the percent of students in binsi, i + 1.
Let γN = λi − λ j be the total descent gradient from a peak (Bini) to a valley (Bin j).
Let γP = λi − λ j be the total ascent gradient from a valley (Bini) to a peak (Binj).
Let Lm be the location of the mode preceding the current valley (scan’s startpoint).
Let Lv be the location of the lowest height of the current valley.
Initialize Lm = Lv = Bin 1.

1) Scanγi,i+1 until γi,i+1 < 0.
If no such gradient exists, there are no remaining valleys.

2) Else, scanγi,i+1 until γi,i+1 ≥ 0 (end of valley) or out of bins; computeγN.
If |γN| > τd, have found a “significant” descent. SetLv = Bin i + 1.
3) Scanγi,i+1 until γi,i+1 < 0 (end of peak) or out of bins; computeγP.

If |γP| > τd, we have found a “significant” ascent. Find valley widthw.
If w > τw, significant valley; store mode locations. Else, do not store.
In either case, setLm = Lv = Bin i + 1. Scan for next valley(return to 1) .

Else, have not found significant ascent.
Scanγi,i+1 until γi,i+1 ≥ 0 (end of next valley) or out of bins.
If λi+1 < λLv, current valley is lower than valley atLv.

SetLv = Bin i + 1. (return to 3)
Else, current valley is higher than valley atLv; have “hiccup mode”.

(return to 3)
Else, have not found a significant descent.

Scanγi,i+1 until γi,i+1 < 0 (end of next peak) or out of bins.
If λi+1 > λLm, current peak is higher than peak atLm.

SetLm = Bin i + 1. Scan for next valley(return to 1) .
Else, current peak is lower than peak atLm; have “hiccup mode”.(return to 2)
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Figure 2:Marginal Skill Distributions: Illustrative Example, Three Assistment Skills

The spirit of our algorithm is similar to mode-hunting (e.g. [12]) excepting that we only
want to identify modes that are separated by a valley of substantial depth and width. In a
sense, we are “valley-hunting”. For example, if while searching for a descent of substantial
depth we find a “hiccup mode” where the marginal distribution slightly increases and then
continues to decrease, the algorithm does not view that small valley to be important. (A
“hiccup mode” might similarly be found when searching for a substantial ascent.) Figure
2a contains an example marginal distribution of Skillk, a histogram with bin width= 0.10.
For example, say a teacher will only adapt classroom strategies for groups of students
who are at least 10% of the class and whose capability values are separated by at least
20%. Givenτd = 0.1, τw = 0.2, we start at Bin 1 and immediately find a descent of 0.14
(1.5 · 0.10− 0.1 · 0.10). We know that there is at least one bin in the preceding mode with
at least 10% of the students (our depth threshold). We continue scanning to find a total
ascent of 0.135 (1.45 · 0.10− 0.1 · 0.10) at Bin 4, evidence that the next mode also has at
least 10% of the students. As both gradients exceedτd, we check that the valley is wide
enough by measuring the distance between the two modes (0.0, 0.3). Since 0.3 > 0.2 = τw,
both modes are separated by at least 20% capability, and we have identified a “significant
valley”. Continuing to scan, we find another descent and valley at Bin 6. In this case,
the descent is not large enough yet to indicate a well-separated group (Bin 7 is a “hiccup
mode”). A large enough descent is eventually found between Bin 4 and Bin 8, followed by
a significant ascent. The next significant valley is then from Bin 4 to Bin 10. We partition
the skill at Bin 2 (0.15) and Bin 8 (0.75) to create three groups of students of size at least
10% of the class separated by at least 20% capability on Skillk. If our thresholds were
τd = .045, τw = 0.10, four groups would have been found (cutpoints: 0.15, 0.55, 0.75).

Figure 2 also includes the three Assistment skill marginal distributions. While Unit Con-
version (Figure 2d) has three well-separated peaks, given reasonable depth/size thresholds,
our algorithm would not partition this skill since two non-zero bin counts are very small
(i.e. modes of trivial mass). We also would likely not partition the skewed Multiplication
distribution. Givenτd=0.1, τw=0.2, we do partition Evaluate Functions at 0.15, 0.75 for
three groups of students and cluster the three subsequent two-dimensional subspaces. Fig-
ure 3 shows the methods’ respective results. There is less cross-plane clustering in HC and
k-means without partitioning Unit Conversion (Figures 3a,b). MBC again chose 14 total
with similar results; however, the subspace clustering (including both finding the partitions
and clustering the subspaces) took≈ 6 seconds (vs. 21) for computational savings of 71%.
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Figure 3:Cluster Assignments: a) HC, CompleteG=3 · 22; b) K-meansG=3 · 22; c) MBC G=14

4 Recovering the True Skill Set Profiles

In this section, we simulate data from the DINA model, a common educational research
model, to compare the methods’ ability to recover the students’ true skill set profiles. The
deterministic inputs, noisy “and” gate model (DINA) is a conjunctive cognitive diagnosis
model used to estimate student skill knowledge [10]. The DINA model item response
form is P(yi j = 1 | ηi j , sj, g j)= (1− sj)ηi j g

1−ηi j
j whereαik = I

{Studenti has skillk} andηi j =
∏K

k=1 α
qjk

ik indicates if studenti has all skills needed for itemj; sj= P(yi j=0 | ηi j=1) is the slip
parameter; andg j= P(yi j=1 | ηi j=0) is the guess parameter. If studenti is missing any of
the required skills for itemj, P(yi j = 1) decreases due to the conjunctive assumption. Prior
to simulating theyi j , we fix the skills to be of equal medium difficulty with an inter-skill
correlation of either 0 or 0.25 and generate true skill set profilesCi for each student. In our
work thus far, only a perfect inter-skill correlation has a non-negligible effect on the results.
These parameter choices evenly spread students among the 2K natural skill set profiles. We
randomly draw our slip and guess parameters (sj ∼ Unif(0,0.30);g j ∼ Unif(0,0.15)). Given
the true skill set profiles and slip/guess parameters, we generate the student response matrix
Y. Then, using a fixedQ matrix, we calculate and cluster the correspondingB matrix.

For the first three methods, no partitioning is done (HC, k-means:G = 2K; MBC: searches
from 1 toG > 2K). In conditional subspace clustering, we initially useτd= 0.1, τw= 0.2
and then cluster the resulting subspaces (if any). To gauge performance, we calculate their
agreement to the true profiles using the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), a common measure
of agreement between two partitions [9]. Under random partitioning, E[ARI]= 0, and the
maximum value is one. Larger values indicate better agreement.

Table 1 presents selected simulations forK = 3, 7, 10 for varyingJ,N. In the Cond (MBC)
column, the first ARI corresponds to the partitioning alone, the second to the clustering of
the partitioned subspaces (with MBC). We also vary the Q-matrix design to include only
single skill items, only multiple skill items, or both. In addition, the Q-matrix was balanced
(bal) or unbalanced (unbal). If balanced, all skills and skill combinations occur the same
number of times. Unbalanced refers to uneven representation of or missing skills (miss).
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Table 1:Comparing Clustering Methods with the True Generating Skill Set Profiles via ARIs
Selected

K J N Q Matrix Design HAC K-means MBC Cond (MBC) Skills
3 30 250 Single 1.000 1.000 0.970 1.000 3
3 30 250 Both, bal 0.792 0.615 0.939 0.531 (0.402) 2
3 30 250 Both, unbal, uneven 0.541 0.625 0.703 0.241 (0.641) 1
3 30 250 Both, unbal, miss 0.582 0.578 0.707 0.249 (0.713) 1
3 30 250 Multiple, bal 0.414 0.419 0.416 0.222 (0.495) 1
3 30 250 Multiple, unbal, uneven 0.350 0.504 0.515 — 0
3 30 250 Multiple, unbal, miss 0.235 0.242 0.194 — 0
7 40 300 Single 0.746 0.553 0.987 0.982 7
7 40 300 Both, unbal, miss 0.333 0.308 0.386 0.290 3
10 100 2500 Single 0.876 0.786 0.062 0.958 10

Excepting the multiple unbalanced design, the subspace algorithm selected one or more
skills for partitioning (in some cases, all skills were correctly selected). In almost all sim-
ulations, MBC was comparable to or better than HC and k-means for true skill set profile
recovery. The partitioning method coupled with using MBC on the reduced subspaces
gave comparable or better results in all cases except the balanced single and multiple skill
design. In addition, subspace partitioning/MBC was always faster than MBC alone.

Table 2:Comparison of Depth, Width Thresholds
τd τw Cond (MBC) Selected Skills
0.1 0.2 0.249 (0.713) 1
0.1 0.1 0.249 (0.713) 1
0.05 0.2 0.569 (0.510) 2
0.05 0.1 0.569 (0.510) 2
0.025 0.1 0.629 (0.694) 3

In addition, for the fourthK= 3, J= 30 Q matrix design, we vary the depth and width
thresholds. Smaller values ofτd, τw will find narrower, shallower separations; in addition,
smaller isolated clusters will be found. In this particular example, we found that as we
decreased the depth threshold, more skills were (correctly) selected, and the performance of
the partitioning by itself improved. While the parameters are designed to be user-specified,
we are currently exploring their behavior in order to make good default suggestions.

5 Thirteen Skill Assistment Example

Finally, we briefly look at a higher dimensional Assistment example withK=13 skills,
N=344 students, andJ=135 items. This data set included multiple skill items and a large
amount of missing response data. HC and k-means are not appropriate choices; finding
213=8192 clusters is unreasonable (without, say, allowing for empty clusters as in [1]);
MBC will largely depend on choosing an appropriate search range. The conditional sub-
space clustering algorithm, however, searches the space for obvious separation and parti-
tions 9 of the 13 skills for a total of 221 subspaces (1 sec). All subspaces contained≤ 13
students and so could likely be used alone or as subspaces for further clustering if needed.
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6 Conclusions

Wepresented a conditional subspace clustering algorithm for use with the capability matrix
(or similar skill knowledge estimate). The method selects skills that separate students well
and reduces dimensionality for subsequent clustering. Our work so far shows that for most
Q-matrix designs, the recovery of true skill set profiles is comparable or better than other
clustering methods while also including skill selection. Since the true profiles in the Assist-
ment examples are unknown, we cannot judge their recovery. However, visual inspection
indicates that the partitions and skill selection seem sensible. To our knowledge, work in
this area has not adequately addressed the need to analyze high-dimensional Q-matrices.
The approach presented, while allowing for real time estimation of student skill set profiles,
can handle large numbers of skills as well as incorporate practical user specifications.
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Abstract. Researchers who make tutoring systems would like to know which 
sequences of educational content lead to the most effective learning by their 
students. The majority of data collected in many ITS systems consist of answers 
to a group of questions of a given skill often presented in a random sequence. 
Following work that identifies which items produce the most learning we 
propose a Bayesian method using similar permutation analysis techniques to 
determine if item learning is context sensitive and if so which orderings of 
questions produce the most learning. We confine our analysis to random 
sequences with three questions. The method identifies question ordering rules 
such as, question A should go before B, which are statistically reliably beneficial 
to learning. Real tutor data from five random sequence problem sets were 
analyzed. Statistically reliable orderings of questions were found in two of the 
five real data problem sets. A simulation consisting of 140 experiments was run 
to validate the method's accuracy and test its reliability. The method succeeded 
in finding 43% of the underlying item order effects with a 6% false positive rate 
using a p value threshold of <= 0.05. Using this method, ITS researchers can 
gain valuable knowledge about their problem sets and feasibly let the ITS 
automatically identify item order effects and optimize student learning by 
restricting assigned sequences to those prescribed as most beneficial to learning. 

1 Introduction 

Corbett and Anderson style knowledge tracing [3] has been successfully used in 
many tutoring system to predict a student’s knowledge of a knowledge component after 
seeing a set of questions that used that knowledge component.  We present a method that 
allows us to detect if the learning value of an item might be dependent on the particular 
context the question appears in. We will model learning rates of items based on what item 
comes immediately after it. This will allow us to identify rules such as; item A should 
come before B, if such a rule exists. Question A could also be an un-acknowledged 
prerequisite for answering question B. After finding such relationships between 
questions, a reduced set of sequences can be recommended. The reliability of our results 
is tested with a simulation study in which simulated student responses are generated and 
the method is tasked with learning the underlying parameters of the simulation. 

We presented a method [5] that used similar analysis techniques to this one, where 
an item effect model was used to determine which items produced the most learning. 
That method had the benefit of being able to inform Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) 
researchers of which questions, and their associated tutoring, are or are not producing 
learning. While we think that method has much to offer, it raised the question of whether 
the learning value of an item might be dependent on the particular context it appears in. 
The method in this paper is focused on learning based on item sequence. 
                                                 

1 National Science Foundation funded GK-12 Fellow 
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1.1 The Tutoring System and Dataset 

Our dataset consisted of student responses from The ASSISTment System, a web based 
math tutoring system for 7th-12th grade students that provides preparation for the state 
standardized test by using released math items from previous tests as questions on the 

system. Figure 1 shows an example of 
a math item on the system and tutorial 
help that is given if the student answers 
the question wrong or asks for help. 
The tutorial helps the student learn the 
required knowledge by breaking the 
problem into sub questions called 
scaffolding or giving the student hints 
on how to solve the question.  

The data we analyzed was from 
the 2006-2007 school year. Subject 
matter experts made problem sets 
called GLOPS (groups of learning 
opportunities). The idea behind the 
GLOPS was to make a problem set 
where the items in the problem set 
related to each other. They were not 
necessary strictly related to each other 
through a formal skill tagging 
convention but were selected based on 
their similarity of concept according to 
the expert. We chose the five three item 
GLOPS that existed in the system each 
with between 295 and 674 students 
who had completed the problem set. 
Items do not overlap across GLOP 
problem sets. Our analysis can scale to 
problem sets of six items but we 

wanted to start off with a smaller size 
set for simplicity in testing and 

explaining the analysis method. The items in the five problem sets were presented to 
students in a randomized order. Randomization was not done for the sake of this research 
in particular but rather because the assumption of the subject matter expert was that these 
items did not have an obvious progression requiring that only a particular sequence of the 
items be presented to students. In other words, context sensitivity was not assumed. We 
only analyzed responses to the original questions which meant that a distinction was not 
made between the learning occurring due to answering the original question and learning 
occurring due to the help content. The learning from answering the original question and 
scaffolding will be conflated as a single value for the item. 

Figure 1. An ASSISTment item
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1.2 Knowledge Tracing 

The Corbett and Anderson method of “knowledge tracing” [3] has been useful to many 
intelligent tutoring systems. In knowledge tracing there is a set of questions that are 
assumed to be answerable by the application of a particular knowledge component which 
could be a skill, fact, procedure or concept. Knowledge tracing attempts to infer the 
probability that a student knows a knowledge component based on a series of answers.  
Presumably, if a student had a response sequence of 0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1 where 0 is an 
incorrect first response to a question and 1 is a correct response, it is likely she guessed 
the third question but then learned the knowledge to get the last 6 questions correct. The 
Expectation Maximization algorithm is used in our research to learn parameters from data 
such as the probability of guess.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Bayesian network model for question sequence [2 1 3] 

Figure 2 depicts a typical knowledge tracing three question static Bayesian 
network. The top three nodes represent a single skill and the inferred value of the node 
represents the probability the student knows the skill at each opportunity. The bottom 
three nodes represent three questions on the tutor. Student performance on a question is a 
function of their skill knowledge and the guess and slip of the question. Guess is the 
probability of answering correctly if the skill is not known. Slip is the probability of 
answering incorrectly if the skill is known. Learning rates are the probability that a skill 
will go from “not known” to “known” after encountering the question. The probability of 
the skill going from “known” to “not known” (forgetting) is fixed at zero. Knowledge 
tracing assumes that the learning on a piece of knowledge is independent of the question 
presented to students, that is that all questions should lead to the same amount of 
learning.  The basic design of a question sequence in our model is similar to a dynamic 
Bayesian network or Hidden Markov Model used in knowledge tracing but with the 
important distinction that the probability of learning is able to differ between 
opportunities. This ability allows us to model different learning rates per question which 
is essential to our analysis. The other important distinction of our model is the ability to 
model permutations of sequences with parameter sharing, discussed in the next section. 

2 Analysis Methodology 

In order to represent all the data in our randomized problem sets of three items we must 
model all six possible item sequence permutations. If six completely separate networks 
were created then the data would be split into six which would degrade the accuracy of 
parameter learning. This would also learn a separate guess and slip for each question in 

S S S

2 1 3

0 0 1 

Question sequence: 

Responses: 

0.08 0.12 

Skill node with    
prior 

Skill learning rates: 
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each sequence despite the questions being the same in each sequence. In order to leverage 
the parameter learning power of all the data and define an individual question’s guess and 
slip values we will use parameter sharing2 to link the parameters across the different 
sequence networks. This means that question one as it appears in all six sequences will 
share the same guess and slip conditional probability table (CPT). The same will be true 
for the other two questions. This will give us three guess and slip parameters total and the 
values will be trained to reflect the questions' non sequence specific guess and slip 
values. In our item order effect model we also link the learning rates of item sequences. 

2.1 The Item Order Effect Model 

In the model we call the item order effect model we look at what effect item order has on 
learning. We set a learning rate for each pair of items and then test if one pair is reliably 
better for learning than another. For instance, should question A come before question B 
or vice versa? Since there are three items in our problem sets there will be six ordered 
pairs which are (3,2) (2,3) (3,1) (1,3) (2,1) and (1,2). This model allows us to train the 
learning rates of all six ordered pairs simultaneously along with guess and slip for the 
questions by using shared parameters to link all occurrences of pairs to the same learning 
rate conditional probability table. For example, the ordered pair (3,2) appears in two 
sequence permutations; sequence (3,2,1) and sequence (1,3,2) as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Reliability Estimates Using the Binomial Test 

In order to derive the reliability of the learning rates fit from data we employed the 
binomial test3 by randomly splitting the response data into 10 by student. We fit the 
model parameters using data from each of the 10 bins separately and counted the number 
                                                 

2 Parameter sharing was accomplished in the Bayesian network model using equivalence classes from Kevin Murphy’s Bayes 
Net Toolbox, available at: http://bnt.sourceforge.net/ 

3 The binomial test was run with the MATLAB command: binopdf(successes, trials, 1/outcomes) 

S S S

1 3 2

S S S

3 2 1

Item Pair (3,2) Learning Rate 

Skill was 
known before 

Prob. that skill is 
known now 

T 1.00 (no forget) 

F 0.14 (learning) 

Question 3 CPT 

Skill is 
known 

Prob. of correct 
answer 

T 0.91 (1-slip) 

F 0.18 (guess) 

The Question 3 Conditional 
Probability Table (CPT) is shared by 
the question 3 node as it appears in 
these two sequences as well as the 
other four sequence permutations 

Item pair (3,2)'s learning rate is the 
probability that if the skill was not 
known at question three it will be 
known at question two. This is the 
probability of learning the skill

Questions one and two have their own 
shared CPTs as well 

The five other item pairs have their 
own CPTs in the full network 

Figure 3. A two sequence portion of the Item Order 
Effect Model (six sequences exist in total) 
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of bins in which the learning rate of one item pair was greater than its reverse, (3,2) > 
(2,3) for instance. We call a comparison of learning rates such as (3,2) > (2,3) a rule. The 
null hypothesis is that each rule is equally likely to occur. A rule is considered 
statistically reliable if the probability that the result came from the null hypothesis is <= 
0.05. For example, if we are testing if ordered pair (3,2) has a higher learning rate than 
(2,3) then there are two possible outcomes and the null hypothesis is that each outcome 
has a 50% chance of occurring. Thus, the binomial test will tell us that if the rule holds 
true eight or more times out of ten then it is <= 0.05 probable that the result came from 
the null hypothesis. This is the same idea as flipping a coin 10 times to determine the 
probability it is fair. The less likely the null hypothesis, the more confidence we can have 
in the result. If the learning rate of (3,2) is greater than (2,3) with p <= 0.05 then we can 
say it is statistically reliable that question three and its tutoring followed by question two 
better help students learn the skill than question two and its tutoring followed by question 
three. Based on this conclusion it would be recommended to give sequences where 
question three comes before two. The successful detection of a single rule will eliminate 
half of the sequences since three comes before two in half of the sequence permutations. 
Strictly speaking the model is only reporting the learning rate when two comes directly 
after three however in eliminating half the sequences we make the pedagogical 
assumption that question three and its tutoring will help answer question two even if it 
comes one item prior such as in the sequence (3, 1, 2). Without this assumption only the 
two sequences with (2,3) can be eliminated and not sequence (2,1,3). 

2.3 Item Order Effect Model Results 

We ran the analysis method on our problem sets and found reliable rules in two out of the 
five problem sets. The results below show the item pair learning rate parameters for the 
two problem sets in which reliable rules were found. The 10 bin split was used to 
evaluate the reliability of the rules while all student data for the respective problem sets 
were used to train the parameters shown below. 

Table 1. Item order effect model results 

  Learning probabilities of Item Pairs  
Problem Set Users (3,2) (2,1) (3,1) (1,2) (2,3) (1,3) Reliable Rules

24 403 0.1620 0.0948 0.0793 0.0850 0.0754 0.0896 (3,2) > (2,3) 
36 419 0.1507 0.1679 0.0685 0.1179 0.1274 0.1371 (1,3) > (3,1) 

 
 As shown in Table 1, there was one reliable rule found in each of the problem 
sets. In problem set 24 we found that item pair (3,2) showed a higher learning rate than 
(2,3) in eight out of the 10 splits giving a binomial p of 0.0439. Item pair (1,3) showed a 
higher learning rate than (3,1) also in eight out of the 10 splits in problem set 36. Other 
statistically reliable relationships can be tested on the results of the method. For instance, 
in problem set 36 we found that (2,1) > (3,1) in 10 out of the 10 bins. This could mean 
that sequence (3,1,2) should not be given to students because question three comes before 
question one and question two does not. Removing sequence (3,1,2) is also supported by 
rule (1,3) > (3,1). In addition to the learning rate parameters, the model simultaneously 
trains a guess and slip value for each question. Those values are shown below in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Trained question guess and slip values 

 Problem Set 24 Problem Set 36 
Question # Guess Slip Guess Slip 
1 0.17 0.18 0.33 0.13 
2 0.31 0.08 0.31 0.10 
3 0.23 0.17 0.20 0.08 

3 Simulation 

In order to determine the validity of the item order effect method we chose to run a 
simulation study exploring the boundaries of the method’s accuracy and reliability. The 
goal of the simulation was to generate student responses under various conditions that 
may be seen in the real world and test if the method would accurately infer the underlying 
parameter values from the simulated student data. This simulation model assumes that 
learning rates have distinct values and that item order effects of some magnitude always 
exist and should be detectable given enough data. 

3.1 Model design 

The model used to generate student responses is a six node static Bayesian network as 
depicted in Figure 2 from section 1.2. While the probability of knowing the skill will 
monotonically increase after each opportunity, the generated responses (0s and 1s) will 
not necessarily do the same since those values are generated probabilistically based on 
skill knowledge and guess and slip. Simulated student responses were generated one 
student at a time by sampling from the six node network. 

3.2 Student parameters 

Only two parameters were used to define a simulated student, a prior and question 
sequence. The prior represents the probability the student knew the skill relating to the 
questions before encountering the questions. The prior for a given student was randomly 
generated from a distribution that was fit to a previous year’s ASSISTment data [6]. The 
mean prior for that year across all skills was 0.31 and the standard deviation was 0.20. In 
order to draw probabilistic parameter values that fit within 0 and 1, an equivalent beta 
distribution was used. The beta distribution fit an α of 1.05 and β of 2.43. The question 
sequence for a given student was generated from a uniform distribution of sequence 
permutations. 

3.3 Tutor Parameters 

The 12 parameters of the tutor simulation network consist of six learning rate parameters, 
three guess parameters and three slip parameters. The number of users simulated was: 
200, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 10000, and 20000. The simulation was run 20 times for each 
of the seven simulated user sizes totaling 140 generated data sets, referred to later as 
experiments. In order to faithfully simulate the conditions of a real tutor, values for the 12 
parameters were randomly generated using the means and standard deviations across 106 
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skills from a previous analysis [6] of ASSISTment data. Table 3 shows the distributions 
that the parameter values were randomly drawn from and then assigned to questions and 
learning rates at the start of each run.  

Table 3. The distributions used to generate parameter values in the simulation 

Parameter type  Mean  Std  Beta dist α  Beta dist β 
Learning rate  0.086  0.063  0.0652  0.6738 

Guess  0.144  0.383  0.0170  0.5909 
Slip  0.090  0.031  0.0170  0.6499 

 

Running the simulation and generating new parameter values 20 times gives us a 
good sampling of the underlying distribution for each of the seven user sizes. This 
method of generating parameters will end up accounting for more variance than the real 
world since standard deviations were calculated for values across problem sets as 
opposed to within. Also, guess and slip have a correlation in the real world but will be 
allowed to independently vary in the simulation which means sometimes getting a high 
slip but low guess, which is rarely observed in actual ASSISTment data. It also means the 
potential for generating very improbable combinations of item pair learning rates. 

3.4 Simulation Procedure 
The simulation consisted of three steps: instantiation of the Bayesian network, setting 
CPTs to values of the simulation parameters and student parameters and finally sampling 
the Bayesian network to generate the students’ responses.  

To generate student responses the six node network was first instantiated in 
MATLAB using routines from the Bayes Net Toolbox package. Student priors and 
question sequences were randomly generated for each simulation run and the 12 
parameters described in section 3.3 were assigned to the three questions and item pair 
learning rates. The question CPTs and learning rates were positioned with regard to the 
student’s particular question sequence. The Bayesian network was then sampled a single 
time to generate the student’s responses to each of the three questions; a zero indicating 
an incorrect answer and a one indicating a correct answer. These three responses in 
addition to the student’s question sequence were written to a file. A total of 140 data files 
were created at the conclusion of the simulation runs, all of which were to be analyzed by 
the item order effect detection method. The seeded simulation parameters were stored in 
a log file for each experiment to later be checked against the method's findings. An 
example of an experiment’s output file for 500 users is shown in Table 4 below. 

Table 4. Example output from data file with N=500 

Simulated User Sequence identifier 1st Q 2nd Q 3rd Q  
1 5 0 1 1 

...
 

...
 

...
 

...
 

...
 

500 3 1 0 1 

Each data file from the simulation was split into 10 equal parts and each run 
separately through the analysis method just as was done in analysis of real tutor data. 
This analysis step would give a result such as the example in Table 5 below. 
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Table 5. Example output from item order effect analysis 
 (3,2) (2,1) (3,1) (1,2) (2,3) (1,3) 

Split 1 0.0732 0.0267 0.0837 0.0701 0.0379 0.642 

...
 

...
 

...
 

...
 

...
 

...
 

...
 

Split 10 0.0849 0.0512 0.0550 0.0710 0.0768 0.0824 

In order to produce a p value and determine statistical reliability to the p < 0.05 
level the binomial test is used. The method counts how many times (3,2) was greater than 
(2,3) for instance. If the count is greater than eight then the method considers this an 
identified rule. Even though there are six item pairs there is a maximum of three rules 
since if (3,2) > (2,3) is a reliable rule then (3,2) < (2,3) is not. In some cases finding two 
rules is enough to identify a single sequence as being best. Three rules always guarantee 
the identification of a single sequence. The method logs the number of rules found and 
how many users (total) were involved in the experiment. The method now looks "under 
the hood" at the parameters set by the simulation for the item pair learning rates and 
determines how many of the found rules were false. For instance, if the underlying 
simulated learning rate for (3,2) was 0.08 and the simulated learning rate for (2,3) was 
0.15 then the rule (3,2) > (2,3) would be a false positive (0.08 < 0.15). This is done for all 
140 data files. The total number of rules is three per experiment thus there are 420 rules 
to be found in the 140 data files.  

3.5 Simulation Results 

The average percent of found rules per simulated user size is plotted in Figure 2 below. 
The percentage of false positives is also plotted in the same figure and represents the 
error. 

 

Figure 4. Results of simulation study 
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Figure 4 shows that more users allows for more rules about item order to be 
detected. It also shows that the false positive rate remains fairly constant, averaging 
around the 6% mark. From 200 users to 1,000 users the average percentage rules found 
was around 30% which would correspond to about 1 rule per problem set (0.30 * 3). This 
percentage rises steadily in a linear fashion from 500 users up to the max number of users 
tested of 20,000 where it achieves a 69% discovery rate which corresponds to about two 
rules per problem set on average. The error starts at 13% with 200 users and then remains 
below 10% for the rest of the user sizes. The overall average percent of rules found 
across users sizes is 43.3%. The overall average false positive rate is 6.3% which is in 
line with the binomial p value threshold of 0.05 that was used and validates the accuracy 
of the method's results and dependability of the reported binomial p value. 

Limitations and Future Work 

One of the limitations of this permutation analysis method is that it does not scale 
gracefully. The number of network nodes that need to be constructed is exponential in the 
number of items. For a three item model there are six nodes per sequence and six 
sequences. For a seven item model there are fourteen nodes per sequence and 5,040 
sequences (70,560 nodes). One potential optimization would be to only construct 
sequences for which there is data, which will be at most the number of students. 

 The split 10 procedure has the effect of decreasing the amount of data the method 
has to operate on for each run. A more efficient sampling method may be beneficial, 
however, our trials using resampling with replacement for the simulation instead of 
splitting resulted in a high average false positive rate (>15%). A more sensitive test that 
takes into account the size of the difference between learned parameter values would 
improve reliability estimates. The binomial accuracy may also be improved by using a 
Bonferroni correction as suggested by a reviewer. This correction is used when multiple 
hypotheses are tested on a set of data (i.e. the reliability of item ordering rules). The 
correction suggests using a lower p value cut-off. 

There is a good deal of work in the area of trying to build better models of what 
students are learning. One approach [1] uses a matrix of skill to item mappings which can 
be optimized [2] for best fit and used to help learn optimal practice schedules [7] while 
another approach attempts to find item to item knowledge relationships [4] such as 
prerequisite item structures using item tree analysis. We think that the item order effect 
method introduced here and its accompanying paper [5] have parallels with these works 
and could be used as a part of a general procedure to try to learn better fitting models. 

Contribution 

This method has been shown by simulation study to provide reliable results suggesting 
item orderings that are most advantageous to learning. Many educational technology 
companies [8] (i.e. Carnegie Learning Inc. or ETS) have hundreds of questions that are 
tagged with knowledge components. We think that this method, and ones built off of it, 
will facilitate better tutoring systems. In [5] we used a variant of this method to figure out 
what items are causing the most learning. In this paper, we presented a method that 
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allows scientists to see if the items in a randomly ordered problem set produce the same 
learning regardless of context or if there is an implicit ordering of questions that is best 
for learning. Those best orderings might have a variety of reasons for existing. Applying 
this method to investigate those reasons could inform content authors and scientists on 
best practices in much the same way as randomized controlled experiments do but by 
utilizing the far more economical means of investigation which is data mining. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a novel method to create a quantitative model of 
an educational content domain of related practice item-types using learning 
curves. By using a pairwise test to search for the relationships between learning 
curves for these item-types, we show how the test results in a set of pairwise 
transfer relationships that can be expressed in a Q-matrix domain model. 
Creating these Q-matrices for various test criteria we show that the new domain 
model results in consistently better learning curve fits as shown by cross-
validation. Further, the Q-matrices produced can be used by educators or 
curriculum designers to gain a richer, more integrated perspective on concepts in 
the domain. The model may also have implications for tracing student 
knowledge more effectively to sequence practice in tutoring/training software. 

1 Introduction 

Because of the complexities involved in curriculum design, and because of the possibility 
of expert blind spots in the design of curricula [1], an alternative to human sequenced 
curricula  might be desirable. One way to achieve this goal is to create a model that 
explicitly captures the pairwise knowledge component (KC, which may refer to skills, 
procedures, concepts or facts) relationships between item-types in the domain, what 
might be called a “transfer model”. While a model that captures transfer may have many 
forms, here the transfer model we will investigate maps to a Q-matrix, which is a matrix 
in which rows represent item-types and columns represent KCs. In such a matrix, a 1 
value indicates the item-type uses the KC, while a 0 indicates the KC is not involved in 
the item-type performance. Such a model is desirable because it allows us to make 
determinations about the optimal order of problems (sequence of repetition and 
presentation) since it allows prediction of which item-type will cause learning of KCs 
that transfer to the other item-types most efficiently. (Throughout this paper we use the 
term item-type to signify a collection of practice items that are either identical or only 
slightly different, e.g. instantiated with different numbers of the same relative magnitude 
but involving the same numerical operations or concepts.) 

Many others have worked on such models of domains using testing data results [e.g. 2, 
3]; however, this paper attempts to broaden the problem by simultaneously addressing the 
issue of what learning data results imply for the domain model found. It seems that a 
solution to this problem would have to propose some sort of “transfer function” that 
captures how the learning and performance of item-type A causes effects on the learning 
and performance of item-type B. Indeed, learning transfer function models already exist 
(logistic regression models that predict item-type B as a function of prior practice of 
either A and/or B) and have been used with human generated KC sets for the purpose of 
refining the model of individual KCs [4, 5]. A similar issue regarding domain structure 
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and learning curves has been addressed by others who have looked at how to use human 
derived domain structures to combine learning curves to modify adaptive instruction so 
that feedback is based on combined KCs rather than the individual KCs [6, 7].  

By combining these two approaches (machine derived domain modeling with learning 
curve analysis of transfer) we hope to produce a technique that both avoids the need for 
possibly error-prone, time-consuming human labeling of the domain and avoids the 
problems inherent in proposing an automatic domain model using observations that are 
non-static (i.e. they change with time as a function of learning). For this paper we will 
constrain our focus to explaining our pairwise-method of transfer testing, and how this 
can be used to automatically determine an overall linked (transfer) model of a domain 
using learning curves. We will then compare this linked model (with various criteria for 
linkage) with an unlinked model. Cross-validation will be used to establish the 
superiority of the linked model at various linkage criteria. 

1.1 POKS and LiFT (Learning Factors Transfer) 

This work is conceptually similar to work with knowledge spaces using the partial order 
knowledge structure (POKS) method [8]. In both cases we construct a partial order 
directed acyclic graph using pairwise tests to determine linkages and their directionality. 
In POKS the relationship between 2 item-types (A and B) is written AB, and allows 
inferences of the type "if A is known, then B must be known" and "if B is unknown, then 
A is unknown". In contrast, in the Learning Factors Transfer (LiFT) test a directional 
relationship is expressed in set notation so an analogous link is written A⊃ B and 
expresses the inference that the KCs required for A are a proper superset of the KCs 
required for B. For instance, in the dataset we examine, item-type A might be “What is 
1/1 in percent? (Answer: 100%)”, which requires an understanding of whole number 
fractions and the percent conversion procedure, whereas item-type B is “What is 1/1 in 
decimal? (Answer: 1)” and only requires the understanding of whole number fractions. 
Because this example represents the superset relationship, it encodes a situation where 
learning of item-type B transfers fully to A, but where learning of item-type A transfers 
only partially to B. This example describes a model with 2 KCs for A and 1 KC for B. 
Thus, practice of B benefits A partially, while practice of A benefits both A and B.  

The POKS test is not fully applicable to repeated practice opportunities for a specific 
item-type because it requires single observations for each item from each subject to 
compute in standard form (the test assumes that observations are independent). In 
previous work we showed how it was possible to use the average performance rather than 
a single observation to compute implication relationships using POKS [9]. While this 
POKS analysis provided interesting information about the domain, like many previous 
works describing domain structure, the result necessarily abstracted over learning effects 
which the LiFT test explicitly analyzes. This inclusion of the effect of learning is a key 
advantage of our new method, since the LiFT test (assuming it shows transfer between 2 
item-types) should therefore allow us to better answer questions such as which item-type 
should be practiced first and how much it should be practiced before it is optimal to 
switch to the other. For example, in some cases the quantitative model (Section 2.1) will 
predict, given A⊃ B, that B should be practiced because initial performance of A will be 
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poor without some practice of B first. In other cases, A might be easy enough or the prior 
learning of B might be strong enough that A should be practiced first. Additionally, it 
seems plausible to suggest that if our test function does not include a learning component 
then a domain search using it will be less accurate when our data contain significant 
amounts of learning.   

2 Learning Factors Transfer (LiFT) Analysis 

LiFT analysis takes the form of a basic pairwise test that establishes the likelihood that 
any pairwise relationship is better represented as a transfer relationship, or whether it 
appears the item-types are unrelated. While the results of the pairwise test may be useful 
for human curriculum designers to consider, the LiFT test can also be employed to mine 
large datasets with many item-types being learned simultaneously. We will describe how 
this algorithmic usage can be performed, and compare the model fit for the transfer 
relationships discovered at various criterion settings with 3 alternative models: a single 
item/KC model, a independent item/KC model, and a random transfer models with the 
number of links in the Q’ matrix yoked to the LiFT found transfer models, but placed at 
random. Because transfer is a within-subject effect, occasionally we will see it occur due 
to general correlation among item-types caused by latent variables such as motivation, 
general intelligence, or generally better prior learning. This possibility may be minimized 
by setting a strict criterion for our transfer test. 

2.1 PFA Item-type model 

The model equation we will use here is similar to a model equation that has been recently 
described and shown to fit better than either the standard logistic regression equation 
used in LFA (Learning Factor Analysis) or the standard version of Bayesian knowledge 
tracing [10]. For this paper we have made a slight modification which specifies that prior 
learning parameters are assigned at the item-type level rather than the KC level. The 
model equation, which can be referred to as the Item-type PFA equation, is a logistic 
regression model of performance on each trial that includes a parameter to capture the 
initial strength for each item-type and 2 parameters that track the learning and 
performance with each KC. The PFA Item-type equation is shown in Equation 1, where 
m is a logit value representing the accumulated learning for a student i on one item-type k 
using one or more KCs j. The easiness of the item-types is captured by the β parameter 
for each item-type. The effect of learning and performance is captured by s, which tracks 
the prior successes for the KC for the student and f, which tracks the prior failures for the 
KC for the student. The 2 parameters γ and ρ scale the effect of these observation counts 
for each KC as a function of the s or f of prior observations for student i with KC j. 
Equation 2 is the logistic function used to convert m strength values to predictions of 
observed probability. It is useful to note that the model always assumes that each item-
type has a “base KC” that matches to each item-type and the LiFT test tries to go beyond 
that base KC to propose other KCs that might be transferred to the item-type to better 
model performance.  
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  (1) 

        (2) 

The assignment of KC’s to item-types is described by a Q-matrix which describes which 
KC’s influence which item-types. To represent an independent component for each item-
type we have specified that each KC is matched to a specific item-type. Therefore, our Q-
matrix will be a square matrix with item-types as rows and matched KCs as columns. 
Since every item-type has its matching KC, the diagonal will be all 1s, indicating that 
each KC is present in its corresponding item-type. To distinguish this kind of Q-matrix 
(square where every item-type is assigned at least 1 KC) from the larger set of standard 
Q-matrices, henceforth we will refer to it as the Q’-matrix. 

2.2 LiFT test 

The LiFT test takes as input the sequence of practice data for 2 item-types in a tutor (their 
learning curves) and computes the relative likelihood that they have an overlapping KC 
by comparing the weights of the likelihood difference of alternative models. In the 
version we are presenting here, we considered the 2 alternative models, A⊃ B and A~B 
(where A and B do not share a KC) for each order pair of item-types (thus pair (X, Y) is 
distinguished from (Y, X) and the test is run on both pairs). While we consider these 2 
models, there are other transfer assumptions that might be tested but these are beyond the 
scope of this paper. The A⊃ B model asserts that the A item-type is controlled by the 2 
KCs, while the B item-type is only controlled by 1 KC (the 2x2 Q’-matrix is filled with 
1’s on the diagonal and the upper right corner is also filled with a 1 to indicate item-type 
A shares the same KC as item-type B). In contrast, the A~B model supposes that each 
item-type is independent (the Q’-matrix is only filled with 1’s on the diagonal since each 
item-type has a single KC). 

When this test is computed it determines whether we can get an improvement in model fit 
by proposing that learning for one item-type transfers to the performance of the other 
item-type. At the same time as it determines whether the item-types share a KC, the 
directionality of the test determines which of the two item-types contains an additional 
independent KC, thus indicating that it contains a superset of the skills required relative 
to the other item-type. To compute the test, we fit these 2 models (each with 6 
parameters) and compared them according to their BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) 
weights to determine the evidence ratio in favor of A⊃ B. (Because model complexity 
was equal, this was equivalent to using AIC weights or likelihood ratio.) This evidence 
ratio gives us the likelihood of A⊃ B expressed as a probability. This use of BIC weights 
to compute evidence ratios has been described in detail previously [11]. Because the BIC 
weight test requires observations to be independent, we minimized BIC using the average 
loglikelihood for each subject rather than for each observation. This procedure is 
conservative since it overcompensates for the only partial dependence between 
observations within a single subject. 

m( )i j∈�KCs, k∈� Items, s, f, = βk ∑�
j∈�KCs

( )γ jsi,j ρ j f i,j +  + 

p( )m =
1

1 e m + 
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2.3 LiFT algorithm 

Many possibilities exist for how this test could be applied to a dataset to determine the 
relationships between item-types. For this first attempt we did an exhaustive search for 
pairwise relationships, accepting those BIC weight test results that resulted in 
improvements above a probability criterion. Acceptance of the result of any pairwise test 
meant that the superset transfer implication was added to the Q’-matrix. For example, 
imagine that the criterion is .43 and we test A⊃ B and get a probability value of .32. In 
this case we have not passed criterion and we do not alter the Q’-matrix row for item-type 
A. However, if the A⊃ B test arrived at a result of .87 (thus passing the criterion), we 
would enter a 1 in the Q’-matrix at item-type row A and KC column B. 

This LiFT test is applied to a multi-item-type dataset according to the following steps. 

1. Create diagonal matrix with 1’s on the diagonal assuming rows and columns 
equal the number of item-types. 

2. Compute the pairwise test for all non-diagonal entries, entering a 1 in the matrix 
for any tests that pass. 

3. Use the Q’-matrix from step 2 and maximize the likelihood of the entire dataset. 

Because we wanted to get a perspective on what was an effective criterion, we tested 
criteria from 0 to 1 in .01 increments. We used 10 fold cross validation of the mean 
absolute deviation averaged by subject to compare the full models we tested. In applying 
this algorithm we used the following dataset. 

3 Data 

The dataset we used was gathered from a middle school in Florida which uses the Bridge 
to Algebra Cognitive Tutor by Carnegie Learning Inc. As part of a larger investigation 
we had supplemented the tutor with 9 problems sets each with 34 item-types. These 
supplemental units were closely matched to the tutor units that followed them, and future 
analysis will look at the potential for transfer into the Bridge to Algebra tutor from the 
supplemental units. For this investigation we choose 1 of these supplemental units (Unit 
5, Fraction, Decimal and Percent Conversions) to investigate how our algorithm would 
work to improve the predictions of the model by filling in the Q’-matrix. The item-types 
were ideally sequenced for an analysis of this sort since they were randomized into a 4 by 
2 within subjects design where there were 4 levels of practice (0, 1, 2 or 4 repetitions) 
and 2 levels of spacing (3 or 15 intervening trials). These conditions (with a few buffer 
trials) resulted in total of 64 practices for each supplemental lesson. 361 students 
produced valid data. The data for each subject took the form of sequential lists of which 
item-type was practiced and whether the result for that practice was correct or incorrect. 
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4 Results 

Figure 1 shows the size of the resulting Q’-matrices found by the LiFT algorithm run on 
Florida dataset. At a criterion of 0, every BIC weight test passes and the matrix is 
saturated with 1 values. In this case the algorithm fits a model with 34 item-type 
parameters (β) and 34 γ and ρ parameters which are identical for every KC because they 
are shared across every item-type (a square Q’ matrix filled with 1s). As the criterion is 
made more stringent, Figure 1 shows how fewer and fewer links are proposed until at a 
criterion of 1, none of the BIC weight tests pass, and the algorithm proposes 34 item-
types, each with an associated KC, each represented by its own β, γ, and ρ (a diagonal Q’ 
matrix of 1s).  

 

Figure 1. Number of total links and number of bidirectional links A⊃ B found with pairwise BIC 
weight test. 

Figure 2 shows 10 fold cross validated estimates of mean absolute probability deviation 
(averaged by subject) for the model fit at each criterion. For comparison, the 3 alternative 
models are also presented on this figure. The 1 KC/item model comparison is a 3 
parameter model which assumes that all of the 64 practices for each student are actually 
best modeled as a single item-type with one KC. The no transfer model comparison is a 
102 parameter model with 34 KCs/items and is represented by a diagonal Q’-matrix 
which assigns 1 KC to each item-type (equivalent to criterion = 1). The yoked random 
control comparison is a model calculated with a random square Q’-matrix yoked to the 
number of links in the LiFT found Q’-matrix at that criterion, but with those links placed 
randomly. Note: Just as with the found Q’-matrices, we began with the assumption that 
each item-type was associated with at least a single KC. The yoked random control is an 
important comparison since it helps to establish that selection using the LiFT test is 
causing the advantage seen, rather than it being caused merely by the presence of links in 
the Q’-matrix. 

The result shown in Figure 2 establishes that the transfer model (LiFT found Q’) fits the 
data better than the 1 KC/item, no transfer, or yoked random Q’-matrix models. Further, 
the cross validated comparison establishes that the result is likely to generalize to similar 
populations. Of some interest for further research is why the improvement in fit is 
relatively large even when using an extremely liberal BIC weight test value criterion. It 
seems likely that averaging of multiple low criterion transfer relations (multiple 1s in a 
Q’-matrix row) causes a reduction of the error compared to the pairwise test models. 
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Figure 2. 10-fold cross-validated fit of the model and yoked random control across the range of BIC 
weight test criterion values. 

4.1 Interpretation of Results 

In explaining the LiFT test, we provided an example where the two item-types showed an 
hypothetical subset relationship with one item-type requiring 1 KC and the other 
requiring that KC plus an additional KC. However, we did not find any clear superset 
relationships when we looked at the results. In contrast to this theory, our results were 
more varied but showed several specific patterns. We examined these patterns at a few 
test value criteria finding quantitative but not qualitative differences. The following 
description is given for a criterion of 0.6 on the BIC weight test. 

Group 1 (4 item-types) was the smallest item-type group where item-types were left 
completely unlinked. Because these item-types were unlinked, the found Q’-matrix 
models of these item-types (determined by β, γ, and ρ and Equation 1) is identical to the 
no transfer model of these item-types. This set includes questions that are relatively 
difficult for most students (a low β parameter). However, these item-types also tend to 
have high learning and performance parameters (a high γ and ρ). Based on these results 
we might suppose that the problems are badly worded, tricky, or beyond the level of the 
average student. For instance, the item-type (instantiated with different numerals in 6 
versions that were randomly selected from with replacement) “If we are given that 4% of 
y is 1, one fraction of our proportion is 4/100 and the other is what? (Answer: 1/y)” was 
found to be in this category. Compared to other item-types it is wordy and highly 
complex involving fraction KCs, percent KCs, and proportion solving KCs. 

Group 2 (15 item-types) was similar to Group 1 in that these item-types did not share 
their KC component with any other item-types. Unlike Group 1 however, these item-
types had between 2 and 10 input KC’s that other item-types shared with them. As we 
will see, Group 3 provides these inputs KCs. Group 2 item-types are distinguished by 
being primarily repetition based vocabulary practice item-types. Further, we see less 
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fundamental conversions (“What is 1/1000 in percent? (Answer: 0.1%)” and “What is 
10/1 in percent? (Answer: 1000%)”) are included in this group, perhaps because their 
performance and ability to be learned depends on understanding more fundamental 
frequency conversions (e.g. 1/10 in decimal), while the converse is less true. 

Group 3 (15 item-types)  was composed of item-types that were strongly connected with 
other item-types both by sharing their matched KC with between 2 and 22 item-types and 
by receiving KC input from between 3 and 11 item-types. Group 3 is composed of item-
types that start out at moderately higher βs (logit greater than 0, i.e. >50% initial 
performance) and have much lower γ and ρ parameters for their matched KCs. These 
item-types appear to describe 3 conceptual categories that can be distinguished by the 
dominant sharing of inputs and outputs within each category. Essentially what has 
happened in each case is that inputs and outputs form loose conceptual categories by 
sharing that is primarily within category. Category 3a includes two item-types “What is a 
ratio of the amount of decrease to the original value, written as a percent? (Answer: 
percent decrease)” and the corresponding question about an increase. This category 
seems to depend on the general form of the question (identical) which allows direct 
transfer of the solution pattern. Category 3b is similar, but has to do with 3 questions that 
required the partial solution of proportions (e.g. “Given the proportion 1/y = 3/4, what is 
the product of the extremes? (Answer: 4)”) One of these questions also interacted heavily 
with category 3c. Category 3c can most closely be aligned with a fundamental 
proficiency in the domain, or with general intelligence, since these item-types all shared 
their KC with at least 13 item-types and received inputs from at least 8 item-types. While 
each of these item-types had its own β parameter, this extensive sharing means that 
learning and performance change for these item-types occurs nearly as a unit. 8 of these 
item-types involved simple place value problems such as “What digit is in the 10s place 
in the number 25046.37189? (Answer: 4)“ and “What is 1/10 in decimal? (Answer: 0.1)” 
Also in this category was a simple pre-algebra problem: “What is y in the equation 3 × y 
= 9? (Answer: 3) (with 6 versions). Finally, the item-type “If 54 can be completed in 10 
hours, what is the amount completed in 1 hour (as a decimal)? (Answer: 5.4)” (with 6 
versions) appeared to be part of both 3b and 3c, which seems consistent, since it involves 
aspects of both proportions and place value (the set of item-types always required a 
power of ten calculation). 

The three groups found show that understanding the model has interesting implications 
for the curriculum designer. First, it appears that item-types in Group 1 need to be 
improved in some way. While we cannot tell for sure what the problem is, the lack of 
connections to the other groups establishes that these item-types are either in a different 
domain, too complex to relate to the more simple item-types in the set, or badly worded 
so that students cannot transfer in related knowledge. Group 2, items on the other hand 
receive KC from Group 3 item-types, so we can surmise that they are at least marginally 
related to the domain. The fact that these questions did not share their KCs might have 
more to do with the limitations of the question set overall (which did not require much 
application of these mostly vocabulary-based item-types in other questions) or the model 
(see Discussion) rather than any specific lack in the items themselves. Finally, Group 3 
items are useful to consider because the model here suggests that the 3 conceptual 
categories (3a, 3b and 3c) are each better modeled as single units rather than as 
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independent skills. Knowing these item-type clusters are closely related allows 
curriculum designers to have more information as they make curriculum design 
decisions. 

5 Discussion 

In general, the results were a qualified success because the model found produced a better 
fit that generalized and because the model structure provided other reflections on the 
content subdivisions in the domain of item-types studied. Despite this, there were 
problems with the current logistic regression model. Specifically, because of the way the 
equation uses the Q’-matrix to share KCs as whole units, the parameter magnitudes 
changed as a function of whether or not each item-type shared KCs with other item-types. 
Item-types that shared their KC’s (especially when they provided their KC to many other 
item-types) had lower performance parameter values (γ and ρ) than when they were fit in 
the no transfer model. The reason for this is simply that when the probability is 
determined from multiple inputs each input must be scaled down so the total growth still 
resembles the situation with one KC. However, one unfortunate consequence of this is 
that the model is then insensitive to repetition effects for a single item-type and therefore 
predicts much slower growth when the same item-type is repeated. This is because the 
item-type is no longer being controlled by a single KC, but rather has become tied to a 
collection of KCs that control it. One solution to this problem in future work may be to 
take a knowledge decomposition approach that does not insist on this KC sharing through 
the Q’-matrix [12]. Such an approach might instead propose that the magnitude of 
transfer for each KC is different depending on what item-type the KC transfers to. While 
this would add parameters to our model, it might also greatly improve the fit of the 
model. 

This work may apply directly to the educational problem of sequencing item-types to 
maximize learning because the resulting model captures learning, is adaptive to 
performance, and captures the domain structure together in a single model. Unlike other 
automatically determined domain models, which determine performance dependencies 
and might be used for ordering practice, our model explicitly tracks learning also. By 
adding learning to our domain model, our model has the potential to answer not just the 
question of what item-type is best next, but also the question of how much more should 
the current item-type be practiced. 
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Abstract.  This paper presents a model which can automatically detect a variety 

of student speech acts as students collaborate within a computer supported 

collaborative learning environment. In addition, an analysis is presented which 

gives substantial insight as to how students’ learning is associated with students’ 

speech acts, knowledge that will significantly influence how this model is 

utilized by running learning software. Within Piagetian theory, the cognitive 

conflict of ideas between students is seen as beneficial for learning. Which sorts 

of interpersonal behaviors lead to most effective learning, however, is open to 

debate, with some researchers arguing that cooperation is most effective and 

others arguing that interpersonal conflict is a natural part of collaborative 

learning. We find that, in fact, interpersonal conflict is associated with positive 

learning, a finding that must be taken into account, in designing interventions 

that rely upon detectors of students’ speech acts in CSCL environments.  

1 Introduction 

In recent years, there has been a substantial increase in the use of Computer Supported 

Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments to promote learning of key educational 

concepts and skills, in a variety of domains. During collaboration, students engage in a 

wide variety of collaborative and learning behaviors, which impact each students’ 

learning in a variety of ways [5, 14, 19]. Bringing collaboration online creates the 

possibility of automatically detecting differences in students’ collaborative behavior and 

responding automatically to differences in students’ behaviors [9]. 

However, adapting appropriately depends on achieving three key sub-goals. First, we 

need to know which collaborative behaviors merit intervention. Second, we have to know 

how to intervene appropriately in those cases. Third, we have to be able to accurately 

detect those behaviors so that we can respond to them. In this paper, we present work that 

makes a contribution to the first and third of these goals. We study the learning associated 

with a set of four theoretically interesting collaborative behaviors, within an ecologically 

valid CSCL environment for fractions. We then present a machine-learned model, 

developed within TagHelper [20], which can accurately distinguish a set of collaborative 

behaviors, and performs especially effectively within categories previously determined to 

be of interest. We conclude with a discussion of how the study findings impact how the 

detectors we have developed should be used, to adapt to students’ behavior during CSCL. 
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1.1 Cognitive and Social Conflict in CSCL 

Within this paper, we focus on cognitive and social conflict within computer supported 

collaborative learning, categories found to have relevant impacts on student learning 

within non-computer-mediated collaborative learning.  

Studies from the 1970’s have shown that cognitive conflict promotes cognitive 

development [11,13,21,23,25], in line with Piaget’s [16] writings on the equilibration 

process. Piaget claimed that one source of progress in the development of knowledge is 

found in the imbalance that forces a subject to seek new equilibrium through assimilation 

and accommodation.  

Many researchers have found results indicating that cognitive conflict and learning 

emerges from the process of collaboration, when students mutually engage to co-

construct shared knowledge [5,14,19].  In fact, Moshman and Geil [12] and Kruger [10] 

have argued that the conceptualization of cognitive change as either a process of conflict 

or a process of cooperation is a false dichotomy, claiming that productive cognitive 

conflicts take place solely within a cooperative context, and not via competition or 

interpersonal conflict. In Moshman and Geil’s view, productive cognitive conflict does 

not emerge from students arguing in favor of their own views, but from co-constructing a 

consensus solution. Similarly, Howe [7] suggested a separation between types of conflict 

that involves transactive [3] dialogues (e.g. cognitive conflict) and interpersonal conflict 

that involves aggression. These studies argued that these two types of interaction occur in 

distinct groups, depending on students’ gender and temperament.  

However, other studies have provided evidence suggesting that cognitive conflict does 

not solely occur in purely collaborative and consensus-based process. For example, 

Arsenio and Lover [2] and Shantz [22], give evidence that the conflict of ideas often 

leads to interpersonal conflict.  

Hence, it appears to still be an open question whether productive cognitive conflict, and 

the learning that emerges from it, only occurs when students show collaborative 

behaviors, or whether it still occurs in conjunction with interpersonal conflict.  

This question is especially relevant within the context of online collaborative learning. 

Online learning has different affordances than the face-to-face learning settings where 

much prior collaborative learning research has taken place – in particular, online 

collaboration, due to the anonymity potentially afforded, is prone to a very high rate of 

insults, often called “flaming” in the online collaboration literature (e.g. O’Sullivan & 

Flanagin [15]).  To investigate these questions, we consider the relationship between 

learning and the different behaviors students display in anonymous online collaborative 

learning, focusing on the insults indicative of interpersonal conflict. Our hypothesis is 

that the cognitive conflict which occurs in online learning is highly likely to produce 

interpersonal conflicts, demonstrated by insults; however the online medium may also 

reduces the social consequences associated with insults, meaning that insults may not 

impede learning gains.  
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2 Analysis of Learning Associated With Speech Acts 

2.1 Methods 

Twenty four sixth-grade students from a suburban elementary school near Pittsburgh, PA, 

participated in this study. The study was conducted in a genuine setting of learning, 

involving authentic learning materials. Because one of the students did not use the chat 

interface during the two lab days, that student was excluded from analysis (that student’s 

partner was still included in the sample because this student used the chat interface to 

discuss the problem solving and complain about his partner’s lack of interactivity), and 

the sample was reduced to 23 students. Each student made, on average, 84.3 utterances, 

for a total of 1940 utterances.  

Each student used a mathematics tutoring program covering problems on fraction 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division [9], in collaborative pairs mediated 

through TuTalk. TuTalk [8] is a collaborative problem solving interface that include two 

online panels: a chat, and a collaborative interface for the problem solving built in the 

CTAT authoring tool [1].  

 

Figure 1. Problem-solving interface [9]. 

The students worked in their school lab computer, in pairs, using TuTalk, with their chat 

dialogues and problem solving contributions (within the interface) logged for later 

analysis. The arrangement of the lab was designed so that the students could not easily 
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talk with their pairs outside of the chat interface, with the identity and the seat location of 

the collaborating pairs hidden from their partners.  

Each student individually took nearly isomorphic pre-tests and post-tests, covering 

knowledge of the material covered in the tutor, during a 30 minute period during on 

separate days from tutor usage. The students collaborated in learning fractions within 

TuTalk within two lab sessions, each lasting 45 minutes. This design enabled us to 

investigate the student’s knowledge gains based on the pre- and post-tests, and to analyze 

students’ collaborative and individual learning behaviors. 

2.2 Analytical Method 

In analyzing these dialogues, we divided student behavior into a selected number of 

categories relevant to our analyses. Cognitive communicative categories were split in 

accordance with Youniss and Damon’s [26] interpretation of Piaget’s views on social 

relations in the individual construction of knowledge, where cognitive conflict and 

knowledge construction can occur either through disagreement, where one student 

perceives a misconception or other error in his partner’s thinking and disagrees, 

attempting to express why it is wrong (called disagree with concept in our coding 

scheme).  Within this type of disagreement, a student is arguing in favor of his or her own 

views, an ultimately competitive act. In one example, one student said, “i dont think thats 

the common denominator”. By contrast, a student may also refine their partner’s ideas by 

expressing their perspective on an idea, and informing the partner as to their beliefs 

(called inform belief in our coding scheme), attempting to co-construct a solution – a 

more collaborative manner of expression. One example of this within our corpus is, “the 

common denominator is 54”.  

These two categories are shown in Table 1. The two categories do not form an exhaustive 

list of possible cognitive communicative acts, but are particularly relevant to the analysis 

presented here. A fuller taxonomy of speech acts is given in the first author’s doctoral 

dissertation [17]. 

Table 1. Description of the cognitive communicative categories 

Context Category Description  

More 

Cooperative 
Inform Belief 

The speaker informs his/her partner about his beliefs 

about the concept 

(the common denominator is 54) 

Less 

Cooperative 

Disagree with 

Concept 

The speaker disagrees with his partner’s belief about 

the concept.  

(i dont think thats the common denominator) 
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Table 2 Description of social communicative categories 

Offer 

collaborative 

act 

The speaker offers to do something for his or 

her partner towards the problem-solving 

goals 

i do the botttom now 

(student 2b) 

Insult 
The speaker insults his or her partner by 

calling them an obscene or offensive word. 

you loser (student 

14b) 

 

The offer collaborative act and insult categories are social communicative categories 

(Table 2). A student who offers collaborative act offers to do something to forward the 

problem-solving goals, generally without having specifically been asked to do so. As 

such, offer collaborative act is a reflection of the peers’ social collaboration. By contrast, 

an insult reflects interpersonal conflict within the dialogue, and is in contrast to social 

collaborative behavior.  

This set of four categories was coded by the first and sixth authors. Both authors coded a 

subset of 225 utterances made by students during collaborative learning. Cohen’s [4] 

Kappa was 0.80, indicating good inter-rater reliability. Afterwards, the protocol analyses 

were based on the first author’s codes for the entire corpus. We also developed a 

machine-learned model that was able to accurately code these categories, discussed later 

in the paper – however, for this analysis human coding was used, as a tractable gold-

standard. 

2.3 Results 

We analyzed the correlations between pre- and post-test learning gains and the frequency 

of each category of our coding scheme in each pair’s dialogue. The overall pattern of 

results is shown in Table 3. As can be seen, the number of inform belief speech acts a 

student made or received was not significantly correlated with learning gains, 

respectively t(22)=-0.31, p=0.75, t(22)=-0.10, p=0.92 (all tests reported are two-tailed). 

The number of offer collaborative act speech acts a student made or received also was not 

significantly correlated with learning gains, t(22)=0.00, p=0.99, t(22)=0.64, p=0.52, for a 

two-tailed t-test.) Hence, neither of the two cooperative behaviors coded were associated 

with significantly higher learning gains.  

By contrast, the two non-cooperative behaviors were associated with positive learning – 

but only in the student being non-cooperative. The amount a student disagreed with 

concept was associated with statistically significantly higher learning gains for the 

disagreeing student, r=0.53, t(22)=2.93, p<0.01, but not for their partner, t(22)=-0.38, 

p=0.70. The disagree with concept act has the intention to alter the peer’s reasoning with 

conflicting ideas, but appears to have been more of a marker of the disagreeing student’s 

learning than a learning opportunity for their partner.  
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Interestingly, the amount a student made insults was also associated with significantly 

higher learning gains, r=0.70, t(22)=4.53, p<0.001, but receiving insults from another 

student was not associated with higher learning gains, r=0.26, t(22)=1.26, p=0.21. 

Hence, students who acted in ways that create or indicate interpersonal conflict appeared 

to have higher learning gains in this study. Students who behaved in a more cooperative 

fashion did not appear to have higher gains. However, the mechanism explaining this 

result is not clear. Did students learn more because they allowed cognitive conflict to 

move into interpersonal conflict, or did students engage in interpersonal conflict because 

they had learned more than their partner, and were impatient with them? It is possible, in 

particular, that the anonymity of the online learning system facilitated students who had 

just learned the material in choosing to insult their partner rather than help them.  

Table 3. The relationship between learning gains and different dialogue acts (p values shown). 

Statistically significant results (p<.05) in boldface.  

Context 

Cognitive  Social  

S H Category S H Category 

More 

Cooperative 
0.8 0.9 inform belief 0.9 0.5 

Offer 

collaborative 

help 

Less 

Cooperative 
0.008 0.2 

disagree with 

concept 
0.0001 0.2 insult 

  S – Speaker, H - Hearer 

 

3 Development of Collaboration Behavior Detectors 

Having coded a significant number of utterances, the next step was to determine whether 

it would be possible to develop a machine learned model that could automatically detect 

these four categories. Such a detector could be used to drive automated interventions by 

the CSCL environment. (Possible interventions will be discussed in the discussion 

section). 

These four categories were combined with additional data coded with twenty-eight other 

categories, representing a wide span of possible dialogue acts within collaborative 

learning. The full coding scheme is discussed in detail in the first author’s doctoral 

dissertation [17]. In total, there were 170 utterances coded with the 4 speech acts 

discussed above, and a total of 1940 utterances coded with the full set of 32 speech acts.  

Rosé et al’s [20] TagHelper tool kit was used to develop a machine learned model that 

could identify the set of speech acts in students’ utterances. TagHelper provides text 

classification services, designed for use with several languages, and access to a variety of 

metrics for validating model goodness. It also automatically distills features previously 
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found to be useful for linguistic analyses, such as bigrams and the presence of “stop” 

words. We used TagHelper to develop models, and to quantify our success in terms of 

agreement with the hand-coded gold standard corpus. The Naïve Bayes classification 

algorithm was selected, and applied to the 32 speech acts on the dialogue data. The 

Kappa [4] statistic was used, in combination with 10-fold cross validation, to assess 

reliability of the model’s coding. Non-stratified cross-validation was used, under the 

assumption that multiple utterances by a single student on a single topic are unlikely to be 

highly correlated to each other (as opposed to other types of behavior, where a student’s 

responses may be more characteristic), especially when all students are discussing the 

same mathematical topics. For instance, terms used to discuss fractions, or to disagree 

about fractions, are likely to be similar between students. 

The model was successful at classifying student utterances. Within the whole set of 32 

speech act categories, kappa was a respectable 0.65. Within the set of four utterances that 

were previously thought to be particularly relevant for modeling and understanding 

learning (two were indeed found to be statistically significantly associated with learning), 

kappa was an excellent 0.91. This was better than our human judges’ degree of 

agreement, suggesting that the model was highly successful.  

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

In the previous section, an automated detector of a variety of speech acts was presented 

and shown to be reasonably effective at distinguishing between a variety of speech acts, 

including the four categories discussed in detail in this paper: inform belief, disagree with 

concept, offer collaborative act, and insult. With Kappa values between 0.65 (all 

categories) and 0.91 (categories discussed in this paper), it seems quite feasible to use the 

model for detecting and responding to different types of speech acts.  

However, using the model to drive appropriate interventions depends on understanding 

the implications of each type of speech act, which leads to a need for analyses such as the 

one presented here. In the analysis in section 2 of this paper, learning gains were 

correlated with speech acts. Understanding this gives us an important first piece in the 

puzzle of deciding how a CSCL system should respond to those acts.  Developing a full 

understanding of what prompts different speech acts will help us even further.  

Within this study, learning gains were positively related to interpersonal conflict. Arsenio 

and Lover [2] and Shantz [22] previously found, in face to face collaboration, that the 

conflict of ideas can lead to aggressive behavior, including the types of interpersonal 

conflict observed here. In those studies, the aggressive behavior harmed students’ 

interpersonal relationships. However, the anonymity of communication in our study may 

have enabled students to insult each other with lower interpersonal cost, eliminating one 

of the negative factors associated with aggressive behavior in collaborative learning. In 

broader usage of such a CSCL system, this anonymity could persist within internet usage 

while not persisting in classroom usage (because over time, students can determine who 

they are collaborating with in a classroom, eliminating anonymity). 
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This does not mean, however, that insults are to be encouraged. Insults are clearly 

perceived as problematic in online communication (e.g. O’Sullivan and Flanagin [15]), 

and may be associated with the abandonment of usage of online learning environments 

(cf. Reinig et al. [18]). 

In general, this work supports the hypothesis that positive cognitive conflict can coincide 

with interpersonal conflict. It is not at all clear from our results that the interpersonal 

conflict had a positive impact on cognitive conflict or learning – for instance, it may have 

been a side-effect of one student’s greater learning, with no positive impact on the other 

student. Studying this issue in richer depth will require a combination of methods, 

including time series analysis on a significantly larger corpus of data, and perhaps 

experimentally manipulating interpersonal conflict via not transmitting students’ insults, 

in order to determine insults’ causes and impacts on learning.  

One clear implication of our results is that insults and interpersonal conflict play a 

prominent role in collaborative learning, which cannot be safely ignored. An overly harsh 

response to student insults may also interfere with the positive learning that insults appear 

to be associated with. One approach may be to attempt to develop designs which guide 

students in moderating their comments to others, without disrupting the cognitive conflict 

which insults appear to be associated with. However, if insulting another student 

produces pleasure for the insulting student and increases the insulting student’s desire to 

persist in the use of a learning environment [cf. 24], it may be feasible for a CSCL 

environment to automatically strip out insults from the text the insulted student actually 

receives. Further research on how software that supports CSCL can optimally handle 

insults and other interpersonal conflict behaviors, given the ability to detect those acts, 

appears to be warranted.  
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Abstract.  Student modeling is a widely used approach to make inference about a 
student’s attributes like knowledge, learning, etc. If we wish to use these models 
to analyze and better understand student learning there are two problems.  First, 
a model’s ability to predict student performance is at best weakly related to the 
accuracy of any one of its parameters.  Second, a commonly used student 
modeling technique, knowledge tracing, suffers from having multiple sets of 
parameters providing equally good model fits.  Furthermore, common methods 
for estimating parameters, including conjugate gradient descent and expectation 
maximization, suffer from finding local maxima that are heavily dependent on 
their starting values.  We propose a technique that estimates Dirichlet priors 
directly from the data, and show that using those priors produces model 
parameters that provide a more plausible picture of student knowledge. 
Although plausibility is difficult to quantify, we employed external measures to 
show the parameter estimates were indeed improved, even if our model did not 
predict student behavior any more accurately. 

1 Introduction 

The goal of student modeling is to take observations of a student’s performance and use 
those to estimate the student’s knowledge, goals, preferences, and other latent 
characteristics.  In general, student models are used to adapt instruction and are evaluated 
by how well they predict the student’s behavior.  However, with the advent of 
educational data mining, it is becoming more common to use model parameters to answer 
scientific questions (e.g. [1]).  Unfortunately, just because a model is an accurate 
predictor of student behavior, that does not mean we are justified in interpreting the 
model’s parameters to make claims about student learning.  This paper focuses on 
examining this issue, investigates techniques for finding more plausible model 
parameters, and proposes methods for evaluating parameters for plausibility.  First, we 
provide some background into our student modeling framework, knowledge tracing, and 
the statistical approach we use to bias model fitting, Dirichlet priors.   

1.1 Knowledge tracing model 
Knowledge tracing [2], shown in Figure 1, is an approach for taking student observations 
and using those to estimate the student’s level of knowledge. There are two parameters 
slip and guess, which mediate student knowledge and student performance. These two 
parameters are called the performance parameters in the model. An assumption of the 
model is that even if a student knows a skill, there is a chance he might still respond 
incorrectly to a question that utilizes that skill. This probability is the slip parameter. 
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There are a variety of reasons for an incorrect response, for example, the student could 
have made a simple typo (e.g. typed ‘12’ instead of ‘21’ for “7 x 3”). 

 

Figure 1.  Knowledge tracing model 

Prior Knowledge = Pr (K0=True) 
Guess = Pr (Cn=True | Kn=False)  
Slip = Pr (Cn=False | Kn =True)  
Learning rate = Pr (Kn =True | Kn−1=False ) 
Conversely, a student who does not know the skill might still be able to generate a correct 
response. This probability is referred to as the guess parameter. A guess could occur 
either through blind chance (e.g. in a 4- choice multiple choice test there is a ¼ chance of 
getting a question right even if one does not understand it), or the student being able to 
utilize a weaker version of the correct rule that only applies in certain circumstances. 

In addition to the two performance parameters, there are two learning parameters. The 
first is prior knowledge (K0), the likelihood the student knows the skill when he first uses 
the tutor. The second learning parameter is learning, the probability a student will acquire 
a skill as a result of an opportunity to practice it. Every skill to be tracked has these four 
parameters, slip, guess, K0, and learning, associated with it. 

1.2 The problem 
One issue is how to estimate the model parameters.  One approach is to use the 
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to find parameters that maximize the data 
likelihood (i.e. the probability of observing our student performance data).  However, in 
EM, we have to start with some initial value of the parameter, and final parameter 
estimations are sensitive to those initial values.  Furthermore, one flaw of a knowledge 
tracing model is that it has multiple global maxima. That is to say, there can be more than 
one set of learning/performance parameters that fit the data equally well.  

Consider the three sets of hypothetical knowledge tracing parameters shown in Table 1, 
the knowledge model reflects a set of model parameters where students rarely guess. The 
guess model assumes that 30% of correct responses are due to randomness. This limit of 
30% is the maximum allowed in the knowledge tracing code used by the Cognitive 
Tutors [2]. The third model has parameters similar to data from Project Listen’s Reading 
Tutor [3].  

Student 
Knowledge (K0) 

Student 
Performance (C0) 

Student 
Knowledge (K1) 

Student 
Performance (C1) 

Student 
Knowledge (Kn) 

Student 
Performance (Cn) 

Prior Knowledge 

Guess/ Slip 

Learn 
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By using the four parameters and the knowledge tracing equations, we can compute the 
theoretic learning and performance curves for each model. Specifically, we initialize 
P(know) to be K0.  After each practice opportunity, we use formula I to update P(know) 
as the new likelihood of the student knows the skill after the previous practice. Also we 
compute P(correct), the probability of the student will respond correctly in the current 
practice opportunity, by using the knowledge tracing formula to combine the estimated 
knowledge with the slip and guess parameters shown in formula II.  

P(know) = P(know) + (1 – P(know)) * learning     (I) 

P(correct) = P(know) * (1-slip) + (1 – P(know)) * guess.      (II) 

For example, the knowledge model’s prior knowledge (K0) is 0.56. At the second practice 
opportunity the knowledge model would have a P(know) of 0.56 + (1 – 0.56) * 0.1 = 
0.604.  Furthermore, the likelihood for the student making a correct response would be 
0.604 *(1-0.05) + (1-0.604) * 0.00 = 0.574.  As seen in Figure 2, the three models have 
identical student performance (in the left graph), but their estimates of student knowledge 
(right graph in Figure 2) are very different. 

Table 1.  Parameters for three hypothetical knowledge tracing models 

Parameter 
Model 

Knowledge Guess Reading Tutor 

Prior Knowledge 0.56 0.36 0.01 

Learning 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Guess 0.00 0.3 0.53 

Slip 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Given the same set of performance data, we have presented three knowledge tracing 
models that fit the data equally well, i.e. all three sets of estimated parameters have 
equally good predictive power. Unfortunately, for drawing conclusions about student 
learning, they make very different claims. Statistically there is no justification for 
preferring one model over the others, since all three of the sets of parameters fit the 
observed data equally well. This problem of multiple (differing) sets of parameter values 
that make identical predictions is known as identifiability [4]. 

1.3 Proposed solution: Dirichlet priors 
Dirichlet prior is an approach used to initialize conditional probability tables when 
training a Dynamic Bayesian network. Dirichlet distributions are specified by a pair of 
numbers (α,β).  Figure 3 shows an example (the dashed line) of the Dirichlet distribution 
for (9,6).  If this sample distribution were of K0, it would suggest that few skills have 
particularly high or low knowledge, and we expect students to have a moderate 
probability of mastering most skills. Conceptually, one can think of the conditional 
probability table of the graphical model being as seeded with 9 instances of the student 
knowing the skill initially and 6 instances of him not. If there is substantial training data, 
the parameter estimation procedure is willing to move away from an estimate of 0.6. If 
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there are few observations, the priors dominate the process. The distribution has a mean 
of α/(α+β). Note that if both α and β increase, as in the solid curve in Figure 3, the mean 
of the distribution is unchanged (since both numerator and denominator are multiplied by 
3) but the variance is reduced. Thus, Dirichlets enable researchers to not only specify the 
most likely value for a parameter but the confidence in the estimate. 

   

Figure 2 performance & learning curve 

 

Figure 3.  Sample Dirichlet Distributions demonstrating decreasing variance 

Dirichlets provide bias towards the mean of the distribution.  Since we estimated a set of 
parameters for each skill, for models with few training data, the parameter estimates can 
get wacky, since sparse data provide few constraints on the parameters. Hence, those 
parameters are sometimes estimated as extreme values. In this situation, we prefer to 
have parameters which are more similar to other, better-estimated, skills. With Dirichlet 
priors, the observations for each case are weighted against prior α, β values, i.e. models 
with few data are more influenced by the priors towards the mean. Therefore, we expect 
those estimates will be become more reasonable.  

It is important to note that researchers can use Dirichlets to set confidence on priors. If 
the variance is less, we are surer about the priors, whereas if the variance is high, we are 
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less sure about the priors.  Each of the four parameters will not only have different mean 
values, but different degrees of certainty.  Suppose, in a group of students if they start 
with similar incoming knowledge but have variable learning. Then Dirichlet prior will set 
higher confidence in students’ prior knowledge (e.g.: α, β = 20, 34) but lower confidence 
in students’ learning (e.g.: α, β = 1, 4). As a result, prior knowledge parameter estimation 
will be more biased towards prior or distribution’s mean whereas learning will have more 
tendency to move away from prior value. 

2 Methodology 

There are several sources of setting Dirichlet prior values.  One approach is using 
knowledge of the domain [e.g. 4]. If someone knows how quickly students tend to master 
a skill or the likelihood of knowing a skill, that knowledge can be used to set the priors. 
One complaint is that such an approach is not necessarily replicable as for different 
domains and different subjects, different experts may give different answers.  

2.1 An automatic approach for selecting priors 
To compare estimations from fixed and Dirichlet prior models, we trained two KT 
models initialized with fixed and with Dirichlet priors. We used the following approach: 

1. Initialize EM with fixed priors from our rough estimates of the domain. Then use EM 
to estimate the model parameters for each skill in the domain  
2. For all four parameters (guess, slip, K0, learning) 

• Compute the mean (μ) and variance (σ2) of the parameter estimates 
• Weight the mean and variance by the number of cases (n) of each skill. 

Specifically, for each parameter P of skill i, 
• weighti =   √ni 
• μ’ = ∑ Pi * weighti /∑ weight 
• σ2’ = ∑ weighti * (Pi – μp)

2/∑ weight 
• Select α and β to generate a Dirichlet with the same mean and variance as the estimates 

Specifically, solve for α and β such that: 
• α  =  (μ’2 / σ2’) * (1‐ μ’) ‐ μ’ 
• β = α *((1/ μ’)‐1) 

3. We now have one Dirichlet distribution described by (α, β) for each of the four 
parameters 
4. Reestimate two kinds of knowledge tracing models: a fixed prior model with initial 
value of µ' and Dirichlet prior model using the (α, β) pairs. 

We calculated the mean and variance of the data. Based on those two values, we 
calculated α, β parameters (using the equations in step #2).  However, simply calculating 
the mean gives all data points equal weight.  This can be problematic, since as we 
mentioned earlier, skills with few cases are susceptible to error: going to extreme values 
such as getting 0 as student’s learning parameter.  Therefore, we weight each estimate by 
the square root of the number of cases used to generate the estimate, since √N is how the 
standard error decreases. 
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2.2 Iterating the algorithm 
Rather than just stopping after step #4, it is possible to loop back to step #2.  We were 
interested to see how the parameter estimates change by iterating the algorithm with new 
prior values. We ran a number of iterations on both fixed and Dirichlet prior. 

Table 2.  Results of iterating automatic process approach for K0 and slip parameters 

 
Prior Knowledge (K0) Slip 

Iteration 
1 

Iteration 
2 

Iteration 
3 Iteration 1 Iteration 

2 Iteration 3 

Fixed 
Prior 

Mean,  
Variance 

0.473,  
0.025 

0.471, 
0.025 

0.468, 
0.025 

0.205,  
0.006 

0.205, 
0.006 

0.203, 
0.005 

Dirichlet 
Prior 

Mean,  
Variance 

0.478, 
0.019 

0.477, 
0.017 

0.476, 
0.016 

0.207, 
 0.003 

0.208, 
0.002 

0.208,  
0.002 

α, β 5.76, 6.3 6.66,7.3 6.86,7.55 11.21, 42.82 14.5, 55.2 16.63, 63.31 

As shown from Table 2 , the parameters do not change much across iterations, although 
the variance decreases.  The amount of bias towards the mean is proportional to how 
large α and β are, which is inversely related to the population variance. That is, if the 
population has a high variance then there is a small bias. Conversely, if a parameter value 
is already tightly clustered, there will be a strong bias towards the mean.  Therefore, at 
each iteration estimates will move towards the mean, and the values of α, β will increase.  
We discuss this problem further in the future work section.    

3 Validating the models  

For this study, we used data from ASSISTment, a web-based math tutoring system. The 
data are from 199 twelve- through fourteen- year old 8th grade students in urban school 
districts of the Northeast United States.  They were from two classes, each of which only 
lasted one month. These data consisted of 92,319 log records of ASSISTment during 
January 2009 to February 2009. Performance records of each student were logged across 
time slices for 106 skills (e.g. area of polygons, Venn diagram, division, etc). We split 
our data into training set and test set with the proportion of 2:1. 

Using our approach, we ran the fixed prior model and the Dirichlet prior model for a 
number of successive iterations and compared their predictive accuracy and parameter 
plausibility. 

3.1 Predictive Accuracy 
Predictive accuracy is the measure of how well the instantiated model fits the data. We 
used two metrics to examine the model performance on test set: AUC (Area Under 
Curve) and Summed Squared Error (SSE). 
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As seen in We also computed the SSE = Σ (observed performance – P (correct)) 2. We 
found the first iteration of the Dirichlet prior model shows a slightly better, but not 
meaningfully better SSE than the first iteration of fixed prior model: 8008 vs. 8016.  With 
more iteration, SSE marginally decreases for fixed prior whereas it increases in Dirichlet.  

Table 3, the AUC values don’t show any difference in performance of fixed prior model 
and Dirichlet prior model. The values remain unchanged even for successive iterations. 
We also computed the SSE = Σ (observed performance – P (correct)) 2. We found the 
first iteration of the Dirichlet prior model shows a slightly better, but not meaningfully 
better SSE than the first iteration of fixed prior model: 8008 vs. 8016.  With more 
iteration, SSE marginally decreases for fixed prior whereas it increases in Dirichlet.  

Table 3. Comparison of SSE and AUC 
  AUC SSE 

Fixed  Dirichlet Fixed  Dirichlet 

iteration #1 0.66  0.66  8016  8008 
iteration #2 0.66  0.66  8015  8010 
iteration #3 0.66  0.66  8015  8012 

These results show that predictive accuracy is not meaningfully better with Dirichlet 
priors and the accuracy does not seem to be improving with successive iterations.   

3.2 Parameter plausibility 
Predictive accuracy is a desired property, but EDM is also about interpreting models to 
make scientific claims. Therefore, we prefer models with more plausible parameters 
when we want to use those for scientific study.  Unfortunately, quantifying parameter 
plausibility is difficult since there are no well-established means of evaluation.  In our 
study, we explored two metrics for this analysis.  

For our first metric, we inspected the number of practice opportunities required to master 
each skill in the domain. We assume that skills in the curriculum are designed to neither 
be so easy to be mastered in three or fewer opportunities nor too hard as to take more 
than 50 opportunities. We define mastery as the same way as was done for the mastery 
learning criterion in the LISP tutor [5]: students have mastered a skill if their estimated 
knowledge is greater than 0.95. Based on students’ prior knowledge and learning 
parameters and knowledge tracing equations described before, we calculated the number 
of  practice opportunities required until the predicted value of P(know) exceeds 0.95. 
Then, we compared the number of skills with unreliable extreme values in both cases 
(fewer than 3 and more than 50). 

As seen in Table 4, fixed priors result in more extreme cases than Dirichlet priors. This 
result implies that Dirichlet prior model estimates more plausible parameters. . With more 
iteration, the extreme cases remain constant with fixed prior whereas the number slightly 
decreases with Dirichlet priors. The skills that are found implausible by Dirichlet are a 
subset of those found by fixed priors. Hence, Dirichlet is fixing the implausibility of fixed 
priors and is not introducing new problems of its own.   
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Along with this method, we had tried to make an evaluation based on the correlation 
between estimated the model’s K0 and the skill difficulty. We consulted two domain 
experts to rate skill difficulties. But their ratings were not consistent (correlation <0.4) 
with each other and so we abandoned this approach.  

Table 4.  Comparison of extreme number of practice until mastery 

  # of skills with # of 
practices >=50 

# of skills with # of 
practices <=3 

  Fixed Dirichlet  Fixed Dirichlet 
iteration #1 29 17 2 0 
iteration #2 29 16 2 0 
iteration #3 29 15 2 0 

 
Next, we tried to model students instead of skills since we it is easier to objectively rate 
characteristics of students rather than skills.  We trained KT model per student by 
observing his responses in all questions across skills. The model then estimated a set of 
parameters (prior knowledge, guess, slip and learning) for each student (rather than for 
each skill) which represents his aggregate performance across all skills.   

The students in our study had taken a 33-item algebra pre-test just before using the tutor.  
Taking the pre-test as external measure of incoming knowledge, we calculated the 
correlation between students’ prior knowledge (K0) as estimated by KT models and their 
pretest scores. In Table 5, we can see that the Dirichlet prior model produces slightly 
stronger, but not reliably so, correlations than the fixed prior. Neither method improves 
with more iterations.  

Table 5  Comparison of correlation between prior knowledge and pretest 

  Fixed prior model  Dirichlet prior model 
iteration #1 0.76  0.80 
iteration #2 0.73  0.81 
iteration #3 0.73  0.81 
iteration #4 0.72  0.81 

4 Contributions  

This paper extends prior work in automatically generating Dirichlet priors [6] in several 
ways.  First, this study has been scaled up both in terms of more students and more skills.  
Prior work found a small positive, but non-reliable, gain in predictive accuracy from 
using Dirichlets.  This paper provides evidence that the improvement was illusory.  We 
have also improved the estimation of the α and β parameters by weighting the parameter 
estimates by the number of observations  we have for the skill.  In this way we reduce the 
effect of skills that only have few estimates of skewing the mean and increasing the 
variance.   
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This paper also presents a new method for evaluating student models for parameter 
plausibility.  Although prior work [4,6] in this area proposed and used a variety of 
metrics, there is still a need for additional methods.  Our new method was to essentially 
swap the knowledge tracing problem, and estimate a set of model parameters for the 
students rather than the skills.  We then correlated the K0 parameter for each student with 
his pretest score.  There are many ways of estimating how much knowledge students 
have, and many research efforts will have approaches for doing this.  Therefore, we 
expect this technique to have broad applicability.   
Finally, we are able to extend the result that EM produces more predictive models than 
Conjugate Gradient Descent [8], the approach used to estimate parameter in the CMU 
cognitive tutors.  We are now able to say that EM + Dirichlet priors is better than EM 
alone.  Using Dirichlets we are not able to predict student behavior any better, but the 
parameters are generally more plausible than with fixed priors.  

5 Future work and Conclusions 
There are several interesting open issues regarding the estimation of Dirichlet priors.  
First, our method of weighting the parameter estimation process by √N, although inspired 
by the relative standard error of each skill’s parameters, could use more theoretic 
grounding.  Second, neither the current nor past attempt [6] at automatically extracting α 
and β values from the data have shown improvements in model predictive performance. 
However, the single attempt at human-generated Dirichlet priors [4] did show such gains.  
Perhaps people have useful knowledge to bring to bear on this task?  Some means of 
incorporating human experts, and perhaps combining their insight with computer-
suggested priors could be a positive step.   

The notion of iterating our process of fitting the data, estimating α and β, and refitting the 
data seems like it should work, and was in fact inspired by the expectation maximization 
recipe.  That it did not work was something of a disappointment, but we think we 
understand why:  at each iteration the population variance shrinks, increasing α and β, 
which further shrinks the population variance on the next iteration.  We need some 
mechanism of preventing α and β from increasing arbitrarily high, or some better metric 
that suggests what a “good” value of those parameters would look like. 

Finally, the assumption that we can estimate the shape of the Dirichlet distribution from 
which the parameters were drawn is certainly more relaxed than the standard assumption 
that we can correctly estimate the parameter values for each skill, however it is still 
somewhat naïve.  For example, consider the initial knowledge of a skill.  It is plausible 
that some skills will not have been covered in class by the students:  those skills could be 
described by a Dirichlet with a low average.  Other skills, that were covered in class, 
could be well described by a Dirichlet with a high average.  There is no single 
distribution that would handle both cases.  Therefore, it might be productive to consider 
mixtures of Dirichlets.   

This paper has shown that automatically generated Dirichlets are a method for generating 
more plausible parameters.  We found that, with Dirichlets, fewer skills were estimated to 
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require too many or too few practice opportunities to master.  We have also introduced a 
new evaluation technique for evaluating parameter plausibility, and expect this technique 
to be widely applicable.   
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Abstract. In Cognitive Tutors, student skill is represented by estimates of student 
knowledge on various knowledge components. The estimate for each knowledge 
component is based on a four-parameter model developed by Corbett and 
Anderson [Nb]. In this paper, we investigate the nature of the parameter space 
defined by these four parameters by modeling data from over 8000 students in 
four Cognitive Tutor courses. We conclude that we can drastically reduce the 
parameter space used to model students without compromising the behavior of 
the system. Reduction of the parameter space provides great efficiency gains and 
also assists us in interpreting specific learning and performance parameters. 

1 Introduction 

Since their start over 15 years ago, Cognitive Tutors [9] have used Corbett and 
Anderson’s [4] knowledge tracing algorithm as a method for estimating student 
knowledge. The knowledge tracing algorithm models student understanding as a 
collection of knowledge components (also called skills). Task performance depends on 
whether students have the requisite knowledge and whether they are able to exhibit that 
knowledge within the task. Knowledge components are assumed to be either known or 
unknown, and the system’s task is to estimate the probability that each of the target 
knowledge components are known. The model uses two knowledge parameters: pinitial, 
the probability that the knowledge component was known prior to instruction within the 
software; and plearn, the probability than an unknown knowledge component will 
transition to the known state, given an encounter with a task requiring that knowledge. 
The model also incorporates two performance parameters, which are meant to explain 
why performance of a task does not exactly match the state of student knowledge. The 
two performance parameters are pslip, the probability that a student will make an error 
when the knowledge component is known; and pguess, the probability that the student 
will provide the correct answer when the knowledge component is unknown. 

At each opportunity to use a skill, pknown, the system’s estimate of the probability that a 
particular knowledge component is known, is updated as a Bayesian function of the four 
parameters (pinitial being the initial pknown). Since pknown at any point is dependent 
only on the prior pknown and the three other knowledge tracing parameters, this model is 
a variant of a hidden Markov model, and we can use various techniques to estimate the 
best-fitting parameters for each knowledge component [7]. 

The benefits of setting knowledge tracing parameters based on student data were 
empirically demonstrated by Cen et. al. [3], who fit knowledge tracing parameters based 
on data collected for one cohort of students, and used the new parameter settings within 
an optimized version of the tutor. Students using the optimized tutor were able to reach 
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mastery in 12% less time, relative to an identical system without the optimized 
parameters, while maintaining equivalent performance on both immediate and delayed 
post-tests. 

This result demonstrates the value of using educational data to improve the performance 
and efficiency of Cognitive Tutors. Our goal in this paper is to explore the sensitivity of 
the Cognitive Tutor to the particular parameters used to model students in order to see if 
we can reduce the search space of knowledge tracing parameters. In particular, we would 
like to determine whether we can achieve the benefits of setting learning and 
performance parameters from student data without exploring the full parameter space.  

There are several reasons for our interest in this topic. First, as a practical matter, we are 
collecting data on over 50,000 students from curricula containing thousands of skills. 
Although there are several good algorithms for optimizing the search through the 
parameter space [7], finding the best fit can be computationally expensive. Different 
methods will typically find different parameters, and so it is important to understand 
whether these differences are large enough to have practical effects on the system’s 
effectiveness. 

Sensitivity to particular parameter fits may also affect generality. If the behavior of the 
system is relatively insensitive to the particular parameters used, then we might expect 
relatively little variability in these parameters as we model different cohorts of students. 
On the other hand, if we found extreme sensitivity, we might benefit from exploring 
whether different parameter sets for different groups of students might be an appropriate 
method to refine our modeling. 

Areas of relative insensitivity within the parameter space can be used to reduce the 
variations in parameters that we consider. In the extreme case, if we were able to find a 
small number of parameter sets that provide good fits across a wide range of data, then 
we can exhaustively search through these parameter sets to find the best fit. Using a small 
number of parameter sets within the tutors, rather than searching a large space of 
parameters may also help us to more accurately estimate initial parameters for new units 
of instruction and more quickly adapt the system based on student data. 

Perhaps the most interesting reason to reduce the parameter space is that it has the 
potential to allow us to interpret the fits that we find. The knowledge tracing algorithm 
can simply be thought of as a Markov process with four parameters, but we do ascribe 
meaning to the parameters: one represents prior knowledge, one ease of learning, one 
ease of guessing the answer and one the probability of slipping. When we find that the 
best fitting parameter set for a particular skill has a high probability of being learned, 
there is a tendency to believe that the data tells us that the skill is easily learned. But that 
interpretation could be misleading. It could be the case that the second-best fit to the data 
indicates a relatively low probability of being learned (with a compensating high 
probability of being initially known, for example). Such a case would not be a concern if 
there is a large difference in the quality of fit between the two parameter sets, but in an 
insensitive parameter space, it is quite possible that the second-best fit is almost as good a 
fit as the first. If that is the case, then what basis do we have for saying that the skill is 
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easily learned (or is more difficult to learn)? If we reduce the search space, it is much 
easier to recognize whether there is a likely second-best fit for the skill that leads to a 
different interpretation. This inability to choose between parameter sets that more-or-less 
fit the data equally well has been called the identifiably problem [2]. 

Supporting interpretation of skill parameters brings us to the point where we can use 
parameter fitting for reasons other than optimizing knowledge tracing. For example, if we 
can depend on the interpretation of the plearn parameter, then we can identify skills that 
are not learned (or learned slowly) within the tutor, which gives us a metric for 
identifying particular skills or units of instruction that could be improved. 

2 Examining the parameter space 

Our data for these explorations comes from 8341 students who used at least one of four 
Cognitive Tutor courses (Bridge to Algebra, Algebra 1, Geometry or Algebra 2) in the 
2007-08 school year. Across these four curricula, there are 2400 skills. 

Our first step was to understand how the fitted parameters cover the knowledge tracing 
parameter space. 

Figure 1: Heat maps showing the distribution of parameters, based on best fits of 2400 skills without 
constraining pguess. Each graph shows the number of skills occupying a particular position in a two-
dimensional cut of the parameter space. Dark blue areas indicate regions of the space where no fits 
were found. Yellow and red show regions where a large number of parameter fits reside. 

Figure 1 shows the results of fitting parameters on all 2400 skills. Each graph shows a 
two-dimensional space, defined by two of the knowledge tracing parameters. Parameters 
were found using an exhaustive search of the space, assuming two decimal places for 
each parameter (i.e. there are 100,000,000 possible parameter sets for each skill). The 
color in the graph indicates how many skills have a best-fitting parameter set in that 
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region of the space. Dark blue spaces indicate areas with no skills. Yellow and red 
indicate areas with a large number of skills. 

Inspection of Figure 1 gives us a good sense of the general shape of the parameter space. 
For example, it is evident that pslip tends to be fairly low for all skills. Skills that are 
judged likely to be known prior to using the tutor (with high pinitial) tend to have 
particularly low pslip values. 

This result is promising for our goal of interpreting parameters. High values of pslip 
would be problematic for interpretation. If pslip exceeds 0.5, that means that the student 
has a greater than 50% chance of getting the item wrong, even if they know the answer. 
While this is logically possible, it would probably indicate a user interface where the 
student’s intent and the student ability to express that intent in the interface are seriously 
compromised. If we can trust the interpretation of these parameters, then the low values 
of pslip that we see may be an indication that users generally are able to follow their 
intentions within the user interface. 

Pguess, however, varies across the range. This is problematic. The meaning of pguess is 
the probability of being able to provide the correct answer, without having knowledge of 
the underlying skill. By this definition, it is hard to see how pguess could be greater than 
0.5, because the interface never presents a case where the correct answer can be guessed 
with greater than a 0.5 probability. The easiest-to-guess cases in the software are ones 
where the student is given a two-alternative choice (0.5 probability), and those are very 
rare. There may be other methods of coming to a correct answer without knowledge, but 
they either assume that the skill model is very poor or that students generally have access 
to a source of answers other than their own knowledge. Baker et. al [1] call models with 
large values of pguess or pslip “degenerate” and also take .5 as the maximum reasonable 
value for these parameters. In practice, when parameters are set initially (prior to student 
use), we tend to fix the pguess parameter based on the type of question the student is 
being asked, with a default setting between 0.2 and 0.3. 

Since part of our goal is to explore the semantics of knowledge tracing parameters, we 
decided to repeat this fit exercise, after constraining pguess to values less than 0.5. Figure 
2 shows the resulting parameter space. Constraining pguess this way amounts to 
searching a space with 1,000,000 possible points (100 values for each of three 
parameters). Despite the reduction in the search space, the parameters cluster even more 
tightly after constraining pguess (that, is, there is more empty deep blue space).  

The relationship between pinitial and plearn may be the most interesting, since those are 
the knowledge (as opposed to performance) parameters. In Figure 2, it is evident that the 
range of plearn values tends to increase as pinitial increases. At high values of pinitial, 
there are skills along the full range of plearn, and there are large clusters of skills at both 
very high and very low plearn values. This follows from the fact that high values of 
pinitial are associated with tasks that have very low error rates. If errors are infrequent, it 
is difficult to tell whether a particular skill is learned easily, since there are few 
observations of a student moving from an unlearned to a learned state. Thus, when 
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pinitial is high, plearn can vary widely. Another way to think about this is to say that 
when pinitial is high, we cannot get a reliable estimate of plearn. 

 

Figure 2: Parameter space with pguess and pslip constrained to be ≤  0.5 

It is also interesting to look at the relationship between pslip and the knowledge 
parameters. Although pslip is always low (as it was in the unconstrained fits), when 
pinitial is high, pslip tends to be particularly low. This finding makes sense under the 
assumption that skills which have been previously learned are well learned and thus 
relatively resistant to careless errors. Skills with both high and low plearn, in contrast, are 
in the process of being learned and thus may lend themselves more readily to slips, as is 
shown in the graph of the tradeoffs between those parameters.  

The fact that so much of the parameter space is not used gives us hope that we will be 
able to find good fits to the student data using a small cluster of parameters. 

3 Clustering 

Building on these preliminary investigations, we set out to find the smallest group of 
parameter sets that could model the data sufficiently well. As a practical matter, we 
wanted to find a small enough number of clusters that we could imagine giving them 
semantically meaningful names (e.g. “not previously known but easy to learn”, “hard to 
learn but easy to guess”, etc.). 
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This approach represents a different solution to the identifiability problem than using 
Dirichlet priors [2]. Instead of biasing our fits based on prior beliefs about reasonable 
parameters, we are fitting the data using only a small number of parameter sets that 
provide a good fit for a large number of skills. Our assumption is that there are likely to 
be only a small number of semantically distinct parameter sets and that we can fit the data 
well using only these few sets. 

In many forms of data analysis, it is assumed that a set of data was generated by some 
finite number of distinct processes (typically Gaussian). Clustering algorithms are a 
family of maximum likelihood estimation procedures for identifying these underlying 
processes from the set of data that they produce. The resulting model for the data consists 
of the set of parameters used to represent the clusters. In the current context, we are not 
attempting to identify the underlying generative processes (which in any event would 
involve complex psychological models), but rather groups of skills which behave the 
same with respect to the best knowledge-tracing representation. In terms of the algorithm, 
this turns out to mean that we are trying to identify groups of skills which project to the 
same regions of the p-parameter space. 

In order to accomplish this, we used a k-means clustering to the fitted skills. K-means [8] 
is an iterative expectation-maximization [5] procedure that represents each cluster as the 
mean point in the parameter space. In the expectation phase, each data point is assigned 
to the closest cluster center. Then, in the maximization phase, each cluster center is 
moved to the mean point of its assigned data points. Starting with k cluster centers 
initialized at random positions throughout the parameter space, k-means converges to its 
final cluster positions in approximately 200-400 iterations. We used a “strict” k-means 
algorithm, in which the assignment of skills to clusters is an all-or-nothing relationship. 
This has the advantage of having a clear stopping condition – if there are no further 
changes in skill-to-cluster assignment, then the cluster means will not change, and the 
model has converged. 

The K-means clustering minimizes the Euclidean distance, in the parameter space, 
between data points and cluster centers. This is differs from the fitting algorithm which 
minimizes the MSE of the predicted pknown, established by the model parameters, to the 
observed student data. Thus, it is possible to force skills into clusters that do not fit well, 
even though the skill is not far from the centroid of the cluster in parameter space. In 
theory it is possible to choose clusters that minimize the MSE to the data, rather than the 
distance in parameter space; in practice, however, this turns out to be computationally 
impractical. One avenue for future work we are looking at is ways to reduce this 
computational load. Since the Euclidean distance is continuous and monotonically 
decreasing everywhere, it is a good approximation so long as the MSE is at least locally 
smooth and decreasing. An informal examination of the MSE-space for a small sample of 
the skills indicated that this was the case, however a more in-depth examination is 
warranted. Using Euclidean distance has the further benefit of producing clusters that are 
non-disjoint in the parameter space. It would be much more difficult to justify the 
semantic relevance of a cluster comprised of two or more non-overlapping regions of the 
parameter space. 
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We initialized this process with k = 50, which converged to 23 distinct non-empty 
clusters. Since the assignment of skills to clusters in this particular variant of k-means is 
an all-or-nothing assignment, it gives the algorithm some freedom to “prune” away 
unnecessary clusters by assigning no data points to them. Essentially this gives the 
algorithm a degree of flexibility in estimating the best number of clusters needed to 
explain the data. Experiments with larger initial numbers of clusters (up to k = 100) also 
consistently resulted in between 20 and 25 non-empty clusters. Although the random 
initialization of cluster centers does introduce some variation in how the clusters 
converge, we found the resulting cluster centers to be very stable.  

4 Interpreting the clusters 

Figure 3 plots the 23 clusters that were found in the parameter space. Each cluster is 
represented by a circle, and the size of the circle is proportional to the number of skills 
that are contained in the cluster. The largest cluster contains 393 skills, and the smallest 
has only a single skill. 

 

Figure 3: Positions of the final 23 clusters in the parameter space superimposed over the heatmaps. 
Each cluster is represented by a circle. The size of the circle is proportional to the number of skills 

contained in the cluster. 

Using the best-fit parameters, the mean squared error (MSE) is 0.1204. Using clustered 
parameters increases MSE slightly, to 0.1245. MSE for the parameters delivered with the 
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software (only some of which were set based on fits to prior years’ data) was 
substantially higher, at 0.187. Clustering with only 23 clusters thus appears to provide a 
very good fit to the data, but it is difficult to understand whether even this small increase 
in MSE has significant effects on the behavior of the system. Since skills are bundled 
within problems, some skills may be presented to students even after the system has 
determined that the student is at mastery. For those skills, the difference between the best 
fit and the clustered fit may amount to nothing. 

Figures 1-3 show a large number of skills with high pinitial. This is not surprising, since 
many Cognitive Tutor sections build on previous work (copying portions of a task while 
adding some new objectives). In these sections, skills may be repeated, and these repeats 
count as new skills within our model. There is little adverse effect of having skills with 
high pinitial; students will be able to master them very quickly, and their ability to master 
sections of the curriculum that contain a large number of skills will depend on those skills 
that do not have high pinitial. This highlights the fact that skills that are mastered quickly 
have little influence on system behavior. The system should be particularly insensitive to 
the behavior of these skills, since problem selection and mastery does not often depend 
on them. 

For this and other reasons, Dickison et. al [6] developed a procedure for “replaying” logs 
of actual student behavior using fitted parameters. This algorithm takes into account skill 
bundling and the problem selection algorithm to determine how many problems each 
student in the dataset would have needed to do if the delivered parameters matched the 
fitted parameters.  Since our goal was to predict performance in the 2008 version of the 
software, we used the 2008 problem selection algorithm (which changed somewhat from 
2007). This necessitated dropping some sections that either incorporated changes to the 
skills tracked between 2007 and 2008 or that were dropped or renamed in 2008. We also 
excluded sections on which we had data from fewer than 10 students. For this reason, 
these analyses include 182 sections with a median of 177 students per section. 

In order to test whether the clustered parameter sets produced substantially different 
system behavior than the best-fit parameter sets, we compared the median number of 
problems that students would need to do under best-fit parameters to the number they 
would need to do under the parameter sets found through clustering. The median problem 
counts per section using best-fit parameters were highly correlated with those using 
clustered parameters (R2 = 0.977) suggesting that the changes in parameters made by the 
clustering process are negligible.  The most prominent effect of clustering was that the 
clustered parameters often slightly reduced the change in problem count in relation to 
delivered parameters.  The mean absolute change in median problem count (relative to 
the delivered parameters) was 1.95 for the fitted parameters and 1.63 for the clustered 
parameters. A paired t-test showed a significant difference: t(181) = 3.2, p < 0.01.  This 
may be due to the fact that clustering tends to move parameters away from extreme 
values, bringing them closer to delivered parameters, which generally avoid extremes. 

Another advantage of clustering is to avoid overfitting with smaller amounts of data. To 
test this, we developed 23 new clusters, using 1561 skills and 1312 students. We then 
found the best-fitting cluster for each of the 275 skills that were not used in developing 
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the clusters, using varying numbers of students. We also found best-fitting parameters for 
these 275 skills on the subsets of students and tested the fit with another set of 200 
students. As Figure 4 shows, when there are a small number of students contributing to 
the data, the clusters provide a substantially better fit to the data than the best-fit 
estimates. This provides evidence both that clusters developed with one set of skills will 
generalize to another set and that, with small amounts of student data, clusters can help 
prevent overfitting. 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of clustered vs. best-fit estimates with differing numbers of students 

5 Conclusion 

Previous work has shown that modeling student learning and performance parameters 
based on prior-year student data results in improved system efficiency. This paper 
explored the issue of how sensitive such effectiveness is to the particular sets of 
parameters used. Our results have shown that tutor performance is relatively insensitive 
to the particular parameter sets that are used. We were able to show that, using only 23 
sets of parameters, we could produce virtually the same system behavior as we would see 
if we had used parameters found through exploring the full parameter space. This result 
does not argue against fitting these parameters based on data; rather it suggests that a 
quick estimate of such parameters can be sufficient to produce near-optimal behavior. 

It is worth pointing out that the parameters we are setting act as population parameters, 
which would likely benefit from adjustment for individual differences [1]. Indeed, these 
results may suggest that a more profitable route to accurate student modeling is to focus 
on individual differences, rather than population characteristics. We see clustering as 
complementary to both the Dirichet priors approach [2] and the use of contextual guess 
and slip [1]. 

The fact that we can model student behavior with a very small set of parameters helps us 
to extend the knowledge tracing model beyond simply a mathematical model of student 
behavior; we now have a better chance to interpret individual parameters within the set. 
For any knowledge component, we could calculate the goodness of fit to the data for each 
of the 23 parameter clusters. If we only see a good fit to one cluster, and that cluster has a 
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high plearn parameter, then we can reasonably conclude that that the knowledge 
component is easily learned. Such a conclusion would be computationally expensive to 
reach in the full parameter space since, since we would need to explore a large part of the 
space before we could conclude that there is an almost-as-good fit to the data to be found 
with a low-plearn parameter set. 

Clustering parameters thus provides us a way to quickly examine knowledge components 
and determine which ones are problematic. Knowledge components with low plearn 
might suggest areas where we should refine our instruction. Ones with high pguess or 
high pslip might indicate areas where we need to reconsider the user interface. Ones with 
high pinitial might indicate areas where instruction is unneeded. We are optimistic that 
our work in reducing the parameter space for knowledge tracing will provide us with new 
ways to more quickly and confidently use knowledge tracing parameters to interpret 
student behavior. 
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Abstract. This paper presents several methods to automatically detecting 

students' mental models in MetaTutor, an intelligent tutoring system that teaches 

students self-regulatory processes during learning of complex science topics. In 

particular, we focus on detecting students' mental models based on student-

generated paragraphs during prior knowledge activation, a self-regulatory 

process. We describe two major categories of methods and combine each 

method with various machine learning algorithms. A detailed comparison 

among the methods and across all algorithms is also provided. The evaluation of 

the proposed methods is performed by comparing the prediction of the methods 

with human judgments on a set of 309 prior knowledge activation paragraphs 

collected from previous experiments with MetaTutor on college students. 

According to our experiments, a content-based method with word-weighting and 

Bayes Nets algorithm is the most accurate. 

1 Introduction 

This paper describes automatic methods for detecting students' mental models (MM) 

during interaction with MetaTutor [5], an intelligent tutoring system that teaches students 

self-regulatory processes during learning of complex science topics. At the beginning of 

their interaction with MetaTutor, students are given a learning goal, e.g. learn about the 

human circulatory system, and encouraged to use a number of self-regulatory processes 

that will eventually help with their learning. One of the important self-regulatory 

processes in MetaTutor is prior knowledge activation (PKA), which involves students 

recalling knowledge about the topic to be learned. 

During prior knowledge activation, students must write a paragraph which is assumed to 

reflect students’ knowledge with respect to the learning goal. Excerpts from PKA 

paragraphs corresponding to High (H) and Low (L) mental models with respect to the 

goal of learning about the circulatory system are given in Table 1. The paragraphs are 

reproduced as typed by students. Entire paragraphs are not shown due to space reasons. 

Table 1.  Examples of PKA paragraphs for High (H) and Low (L) mental models (MM). 

MM PKA Paragraph 

H 

Circulatory system is made up of 3 parts: heart, blood and blood vessels. The heart is a muscle  
which pumps blood in and out to the rest of the body. ... There are 3 types of blood vessels.  
Artery, veins and capillaries. The arteries carry blood away from the heart, veins to the heart. ... 

L 
I know that we all have hearts. The heart is the main source of blood. It is the strongest and  
most important muscle. I know that there are arteries going (coming) out of the heart. ... 
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Given such a PKA paragraph, the task is to infer the student mental model. We work with 

three qualitative mental models: low, medium, and high. We view the task of detecting 

the student mental models as a standard classification problem. The general approach is 

to combine textual features with supervised machine learning algorithms to automatically 

derive classifiers from expert-annotated data. The parameters of the classifiers will be 

derived using six different algorithms: naive Bayes (NB), Bayes Nets (BNets), Support 

Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), and two variants of decision trees 

(J48 and J48graft, an improved version of J48). These algorithms were chosen because of 

their diversity in terms of patterns in the data they are most suited for. For instance, naive 

Bayes are best for problems where independent assumptions can be made among the 

features describing the data. The assortment of the selected learning algorithms provides 

some diversity in terms of potential weighting and dependency patterns among the 

features used to model the task at hand, e.g. naïve Bayes assume total independence 

among features. 

In order to find a good method and algorithm for inferring student mental models based 

on PKA paragraphs, we have investigated two categories of methods and combined them 

with the above six machine learning algorithms. In one category of methods, called 

content-based, student-generated PKA paragraphs are automatically compared with 

various sources of knowledge describing the learning goal. The sources can be (1) a 

collection of pages that describe the goal, (2) a taxonomy that includes the major 

concepts related to the goal, or (3) ideal/expected paragraphs, written by human experts, 

describing the learning goal and its subgoals. The second category of methods, called 

word-weighting, maps student-articulated PKA paragraphs onto a set of features in which 

individual words act as features and the corresponding values are weights derived using 

distributional information of the words across a corpus of documents (in our case the 

PKA paragraphs). This latter method resembles traditional text classification models [14] 

in that it uses individual words as features (some classification models also use the 

position of the words in the documents). In addition to all the above methods, we also 

experimented with two baseline algorithms random guessing and uniform guessing, i.e. 

guessing all the time the dominant category in the training data. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Background presents the mental models in 

MetaTutor and previous work on automatic student input assessment. The subsequent 

section, Methods, describes in detail the methods we proposed whereas Experimental 

Setup and Results presents performance figures, lessons learned, and also outlines plans 

for the future. The Conclusions section ends the paper. 

2 Background 

MetaTutor is an adaptive hypermedia learning environment that is designed to detect, 

model, trace, and foster students’ self-regulated learning about human body systems such 

as the circulatory, digestive, and nervous systems [5]. Theoretically, it is based on 

cognitive models of self-regulated learning [1, 17]. The underlying assumption of 

MetaTutor is that students should regulate key cognitive and metacognitive processes in 

order to learn about complex and challenging science topics. The design of MetaTutor is 

based on extensive research by Azevedo and colleagues’ showing that providing adaptive 
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human scaffolding, that addresses both the content of the domain and the processes of 

self-regulated learning, enhances students’ learning about challenging science topics with 

hypermedia [2, 3, 4, 5, 10]. Overall, their research has identified key self-regulatory 

processes that are indicative of students’ learning about these complex science topics. 

More specifically, they include several processes related to planning (e.g., generating 

sub-goals), metacognitive monitoring processes (e.g., feeling of knowing, judgment of 

learning), learning strategies (coordinating information sources, summarization), and 

methods of handling task difficulties and demands (e.g., time and effort planning). 

2.1 Mental Models 

Mental models are mental representations that include the declarative, procedural, and 

inferential knowledge necessary to understand how a complex system functions. Mental 

models go beyond definitions and rote learning to include a deep understanding of the 

component processes of the system and the ability to make inferences about changes to 

the system. The acquisition of mental models of complex systems can be facilitated 

through presenting multiple representations of information such as text, pictures, and 

video in hypermedia learning environments [12]. Therefore, hypermedia environments, 

such as MetaTutor, with their flexibility in presenting multiple representations, have been 

suggested as ideal learning tools for fostering sophisticated mental models of complex 

systems [1, 8]. 

Detecting mental model shifts during learning is an important step in diagnosing 

ineffective learning processes and intervening by providing appropriate feedback. One 

method to detect students' initial mental model of a topic is to have them write a 

paragraph. Cognitively, this activity allows the learner to activate their prior knowledge 

of the topic (e.g., declarative, procedural, and inferential knowledge) and express it in 

writing so that it can be externalized and amenable to computational methods of analysis. 

A mental model can be categorized qualitatively, and depending on the current state (e.g., 

simple model vs. sophisticated model), is then used by the hypermedia system to provide 

the necessary instructional content and learning strategies (e.g., prompt to summarize, 

coordinate informational sources) to facilitate the student's conceptual shift to the next 

qualitative level of understanding. Along the way, students can be prompted to modify 

their initial paragraph and thereby demonstrate any subsequent qualitative changes to 

their initial understanding of the content. This qualitative augmentation is a key to an 

intelligent, adaptive hypermedia learning environment’s ability to accurately foster 

cognitive growth in learners. This process continues periodically throughout the learning 

session. 

2.2 Mental Models Coding 

Due to their qualitative nature, most researchers develop complex coding schemes to 

represent the underlying knowledge and most often use categorical classification systems 

to denote and represent students' mental models. For example, Chi and colleagues' early 

work [7] focused on 7 mental models of the circulatory system. Azevedo and colleagues 

[1] extended their mental models classification to 12 to accommodate the multiple 

representations embedded in their hypermedia learning environment. In this paper, we 
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have re-categorized our existing 12 mental models of the circulatory system (see [10] for 

the details) into 3 categories of low-, intermediate, and high-mental models of the 

circulatory system. The rationale for choosing the 3-category mental models approach 

was to enhance the ability of determining students' mental models shifts during learning 

with MetaTutor and because the 12 mental models approach would have been too 

detailed of a grain size to yield reliable classifications and thus to accurately assess 

"smaller" qualitative shifts in students' models. 

2.3 Previous Work on Evaluating Natural Language Student Input in 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Automated Essay Grading 

Researchers who have developed tutorial dialogue systems in natural language have 

explored the accuracy of matching students' written input to a pre-selected stored answer: 

a question, solution to a problem, misconception, or other form of benchmark response. 

Examples of these systems are AutoTutor and Why-Atlas, which tutor students on 

Newtonian physics [9, 16], and the iSTART system, which helps students read text at 

deeper levels [13]. Systems such as these have typically relied on statistical 

representations, such as latent semantic analysis (LSA; [11]) and content word overlap 

metrics [13]. LSA has the advantage of representing texts based on latent concepts (the 

LSA space dimensions, usually 300-500) which are automatically derived from large 

collection of texts using singular value decomposition (SVD), a technique for 

dimensionality reduction. More recently, a lexico-syntactic approach, entailment 

evaluation [15], has been successfully used to meet the challenge of natural language 

understand and assessment in intelligent tutoring systems. The entailment approach has 

been primarily tested on short student inputs, namely individual sentences. Both LSA and 

the entailment approach pose some challenges for evaluating the PKA paragraphs we 

have to handle. LSA requires the construction of a LSA space based on a large collection 

of documents from the domain of interest, i.e. the circulatory system. Collecting such 

tests is a time consuming task. Also, LSA suffers from the text-length confound which 

means using it for handling paragraph-length texts would lead to high similarity scores, 

probably resulting in many false positives. The entailment approach has been designed 

for sentence-to-sentence relation and thus it is not trivial to extend it to handle paragraph-

to-paragraph tasks as it requires the use of a syntactic parser which operates on one 

sentence at a time. We do plan to extend it to handle paragraph-to-paragraph textual 

relation detection using coreference resolution components that will link concepts across 

sentences for a paragraph-level meaning representation. For the time being, we opted 

instead for a set of methods that combine simple textual overlap features with machine 

learning algorithms to automatically infer student mental models. We take advantage of 

the goals and subgoals in MetaTutor when choosing the features to be used in our 

solution to the student mental model detection problem, as explained later. 

The problem of detecting student mental models from PKA paragraphs is related to the 

task of automated essay scoring (AES), i.e. automatically evaluating and scoring written 

texts. The purpose in AES is to improve time, cost, reliability and generalizability of the 

process of writing assessment. Dikli [19] gives a fairly comprehensive survey of AES 

systems. AES systems require training , i.e. human-scored written texts, and rely on form 

and content features to score written texts. They do not really understand the texts or 
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emulating the human scoring process. One difference between AES and MM detection is 

that the length of the input is different. Usually, in AES essay-long texts, which are 

comprised of many paragraphs, are considered while in our task of MM detection we 

work with smaller, paragraph-length texts. AES systems use the multi-paragraph 

structure of essays as part of the scoring algorithm while in the MM detection problem 

this structural information is less important. The content-based components of the AES 

systems could be used for the MM detection task. Some of our proposed methods 

resemble some of the content-based methods employed in AES systems (see the word 

weighting in the vectorial representation used in E-rater, which is described in [19]). 

3 Methods    

All the methods we implemented, except the baselines, have two major steps. The first 

step consists of data processing and feature extraction. The details of this step are specific 

to each method and will be described later. During a second step, we used machine 

learning algorithms to induce various classifiers for categorizing PKA paragraphs into 

high, medium, and low mental models. We experimented with the six machine learning 

algorithms mentioned earlier. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in detail these 

algorithms (see [14, 18] for details). We used the implementation of the algorithms from 

WEKA, a machine learning toolkit [18]. The algorithms were run with the default 

parameters, e.g. SVM was run with the polynomial kernel. There is a large parameter 

space for these learning algorithms and we plan to tweak these parameters in the future in 

order to further investigate their behavior for our problem. For this paper, the machine 

learning phase was used to check the effectiveness of the preprocessing phase and of the 

chosen set of features and methods. 

The performance of all the methods was evaluated using 10-fold cross validation. In k-

fold cross-validation the available data set is split into k folds. Then, one fold is kept for 

testing and the other (k - 1) are used for training. This process is repeated for each fold 

resulting in k trials. The reported performance is then computed as the average of the 

individual trials' performances. When k = 10 we have 10-fold cross-validation. To further 

increase the confidence in the estimated values of the reported accuracy, we have run 10-

fold cross-validation 10 times, each time with a different seed value, which is an input 

parameter to k-fold cross-validation evaluation. The seed value affects the way instances 

in the data set are selected for the individual folds. Thus, for each method and learning 

algorithm we compute 10 * 10 = 100 performance scores and then take the average. The 

advantage of running 10-fold cross-validation 10 times with different seed points is that 

each instance in the original data set is evaluated 10 times. By comparison, a 100-fold 

cross-validation would result in each instance being evaluated once. We also ran paired t-

tests among different methods and learning algorithms in order to check if differences in 

performance are statistically significant. We report performance in terms of accuracy and 

kappa coefficient. Accuracy is the percentage of correct predictions out of all predictions. 

Kappa coefficient measures the level of agreement between predicted categories and 

expert-assigned categories while also accounting for chance agreement. 
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3.1 Content-based Methods 

The methods in this category rely on the presence of key concepts related to the learning 

goal in the student-articulated paragraphs. The key concepts are specified in different 

ways for the three methods in this category and it is in this aspect that the methods differ. 

The key concepts are specified in the three methods using the following benchmarks, 

respectively: (1) expert-created domain taxonomy, (2) original pages of content, and (3) 

expert-generated ideal descriptions of the learning goal and its subgoals. 

For all three methods, 8 features are computed: one feature corresponding to the overall 

learning goal and one feature for each of the 7 subgoals. The value of each feature 

represents the percentage of words in the entire benchmark (for the feature corresponding 

to the overall learning goal) or parts of the benchmark corresponding to subgoals (for 

subgoal features) that are present in the student-generated PKA paragraphs. For instance, 

for the taxonomy-based method (tax in Table 2) a taxonomy of concepts is the 

benchmark. The overall goal, i.e. learn about the circulatory system, is the top node of the 

taxonomy (see Figure 1). The seven subgoals are the nodes in the ideal level in the Figure 

1. The parts of the taxonomy benchmark corresponding to subgoals are the subtrees 

below the subgoals nodes in the taxonomy. We use nodes in these subtrees to compute 

the values corresponding to the 7 subgoal-related features. The advantage of the 

taxonomy-based method is its simplicity and small computational costs as the taxonomy 

only includes several dozen concepts. The trade-off is the expert associated costs to build 

the taxonomy. In MetaTutor, the taxonomy was needed for assessing and feedback during 

another self-regulation process, subgoal generation, and thus there is no extra effort to 

build the taxonomy specifically for mental model detection. 

 

Figure 1. Partial Taxonomy of Topics in Circulatory System.  

N-grams methods are very similar to the taxonomy-based method. Instead of using the 

taxonomy to identify key concepts relevant to the learning goal or subgoals, we used the 

subset of content pages related to the overall goal or subgoals, respectively. The values 

for the features are computed as the percentage of N-grams, i.e. sequences of N 

consecutive words, in the benchmark, or parts of it for subgoal features, that are present 

in the PKA paragraphs. In this method, it is necessary to know which page is relevant to 

which subgoal. An expert mapped each individual page onto each subgoal. Also, to 

generate the N-grams the pages and PKA paragraphs are pre-processed: stop words are 

eliminated and the remaining words are lowercased and stemmed. Stop words are very 
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frequent words such as determiners, e.g. the. Stemming is the process of mapping all 

morphological variation of a word to its base form, e.g. hearts and heart are mapped to 

heart. We used both unigrams (uni) and bigrams (bi) to compute content overlap. We 

also experimented with a combined method in which both bigrams and unigrams are used 

(uni-bi). Bigrams have the advantage (over unigrams) of capturing some word order, i.e. 

syntactic information. The N-grams methods have the advantage of needing no extra 

structures, e.g. expert-built taxonomies, to generate the features. We simply used the 

original content pages about the circulatory system from Encarta, which are used in 

MetaTutor. On the other hand, there is need for an expert to specify which content page is 

relevant to which subgoal. The biggest disadvantage of the N-gram method is their use of 

too much content to compare against, e.g. bigrams from all the content pages for the 

overall goal feature, as opposed to a set of well-selected key concepts from a taxonomy 

as is the case with the taxonomy-based method. 

In the last method in this category, called expectation-based, we started by asking domain 

experts to generate ideal descriptions for each of the seven subgoals. These descriptions 

are short textual paragraphs comprising of 5-7 sentences. The collection of all paragraphs 

for the 7 subgoals is used to derive the eighth feature corresponding to the overall 

learning goal. The values of the features are generated using unigram and bigram overlap 

between the ideal paragraphs and the student PKA paragraphs. In this method (labeled ip 

- ideal paragraphs - in Table 2), there is no need for creating a crisp taxonomy of 

concepts and decide which concepts is directly related to which concept. The effort to 

create the ideal paragraphs is less compared to building a taxonomy for instance. 

3.2 Word-weighting Methods 

In this category of methods, we select from each paragraph all the words that have 

minimum 4 letters (when all words were used performance results were slightly worse), 

excluding the stop words. The selected words are then converted to lower case and 

stemmed. The resulting set of words is used to describe the paragraphs, i.e. they are the 

features. Each feature is weighted using tf-idf (term frequency-inverted document 

frequency), which captures the importance of the corresponding feature for a given 

paragraph. Inverted document frequency (idf) is computed as the inverse of document 

frequency, which is the number of documents a term occurs in from a collection of 

documents. In our case, document frequency is the number of prior knowledge-

paragraphs a term occurs in. Term frequency, tf, is the number of occurrences of a 

term/word in a document, i.e. a PKA paragraph. As a result, a total of 1038 features are 

extracted and used to describe each instance in data set. Other weighting schemes, 

besides tf-idf, could be used but the tf-idf proved to be successful in a number of other 

applications [6] which is the reason we chose it. 

4 Experimental Setup and Results 

4.1 The Dataset 

In this paper, we have experimented with an existing dataset consisting of 309 mental 

model essays collected from previous experiments by Azevedo and colleagues (based on 
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[2, 3]). The dataset consisted of entries from senior high school students and non-biology 

college majors. These mental model essays were classified by two experts with extensive 

experience coding mental models. Each expert independently re-coded each mental 

model essay into one of the three categories and achieved an inter-rater reliability of .92 

(i.e., 284/309 agreements) yielding the following new dataset for this paper: 139 low 

mental models, 70 intermediate mental models, and 100 high mental models. The coders 

included a nurse practitioner and a high school biology teacher. 

4.2 Results 

We report results for all combinations of methods and learning algorithms mentioned 

earlier. In Table 2, rows correspond to methods and columns to learning algorithms. An 

analysis of the results revealed that a tf-idf method combined with Bayes Nets leads to 

best overall results in terms of both accuracy and kappa values. The second best results 

were obtained using a combination of unigrams and/or bigrams with SVM or LR. Both 

SVM and LR are called function-based classifiers as they are both trying to identify a 

function that would best separate the data into appropriate classes, i.e. mental model 

types in our case. For the random baseline we obtained (accuracy = 31%, kappa = -0.06 - 

a kappa close to 0 means chance) based on averaging over 10 random runs while for the 

uniform baseline, i.e. predicting all the time the dominant class, which is the Low mental 

model class, we obtained (accuracy = 45%, kappa = 0). 

Table 2.  Performance results as accuracy(%)/kappa values 

Method NB BNets SVM LR J48 J48graft 

tf-idf 57.70/0.35 76.31*/0.63* 64.12*/0.42 54.21/0.28 68.22*/0.50* 71.19*/0.55* 

Tax 61.44/0.39 61.93/0.37 67.18*/0.44 69.61*/0.50* 62.23/0.40 62.65/0.40 

Uni 63.65/0.45 62.97/0.44 67.57/0.45 70.03*/0.52 64.65/0.43 64.52/0.43 

Bi 66.14/0.47 64.75/0.46 70.09/0.49 70.64*/0.52 63.40/0.41 63.56/0.41 

uni-bi 65.43/0.47 63.63/0.45 68.79/0.46 70.22/0.52 68.93/0.49 68.89/0.49 

ip-uni 66.39/0.48 66.14/0.48 67.83/0.45 65.62/0.44 65.85/0.47 65.88/0.47 

Ip-bi 61.42/0.38 65.18*/0.43 67.21*/0.44 67.05*/0.45 62.14/0.40 62.37/0.40 

ip-uni-bi 64.94/0.45 64.53/0.46 67.05/0.43 66.83/0.46 65.40/0.46 65.66/0.46 

Based on a more careful analysis of the results in Table 2, we found that given a method 

the choice of the machine learning algorithm is important. Looking at the results within 

each group of methods one can notice the relative large range of the performance figures. 

For instance, the accuracy values for the tf-idf method vary most from 57.70% for naive 

Bayes to 76.31% for Bayes Nets. For Bayes Nets the Weka’s default K-2 search 

algorithm was used. This variability indicates that this method is more sensitive with 

respect to the choice of the machine learning algorithm. We call such methods less stable. 

One possible explanation for the variability of the tf-idf method could be its large number 

of features used (1038) relative to the number of instances (309). This is not unusual for 

text classification as, for instance, a typical naive Bayes method [14] uses not only all the 

words in the documents to be classified but also their positions leading to a very large 

number of features. The last three groups of methods in Table 2 also show variability but 
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they seem more stable as the range of the values is somehow smaller. The most stable 

methods are the ideal paragraph-based methods and the unigram/bigram methods. As 

unigram/bigram methods provide better results than the paragraph-based methods we 

could say that the former offer the best of performance and stability across various 

machine learning schemes. We plan to conduct a study on the stability of the tf-idf 

method once more PKA paragraphs are available from future MetaTutor experiments. 

Given its best performance overall, if we can show that this method is also stable if more 

training data is available - as we suspect - it would be a very important finding. 

5 Conclusions 

We presented and evaluated several methods for detecting student mental models in the 

intelligent tutoring system MetaTutor. We have found that a tf-idf method combined with 

a Bayes Nets algorithm provides the best accuracy and kappa values. Bigram-based 

methods combined with Logistic Regression or Support Vector Machines provide 

competitive results. In addition, bigram-based methods seem to be less sensitive to the 

choice of the machine learning algorithm compared to the tf-idf method. It is believed 

that tf-idf methods would be more stable if more training data would be available. 
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Abstract. To make learning process more effective, the educational systems 
deliver content adapted to specific user needs. Adequate personalization requires 
the domain of learning to be described explicitly in a particular detail, involving 
relationships between knowledge elements referred to as concepts. Manual 
creation of necessary annotations is in the case of larger courses a demanding 
task. In this paper we tackle a concept relationship discovery problem that is 
a step in adaptive e-course authoring process. We propose a method of 
automatic concept relationship discovery for an adaptive e-course. We present 
two approaches based on domain model graph analysis. We evaluate our method 
in the domain of programming. 

1 Introduction 

Authoring an adaptive educational system consists of several steps and differs among 
particular methodology employed. Nevertheless, one step is common: underlying domain 
model creation. Its purpose is to describe the domain area that is the subject of learning. 
The description is most commonly provided in the form of a concept map [1]. Interlinked 
concepts resemble lightweight ontology (refer to Figure 1) where relationship types are 
limited to those relevant for educational process. Typical example is a prerequisity 
relationship determining that two concepts have to be learned in a given order. Similarly, 
a similar-to relationship represents the fact that concepts are similar to a certain extent 
(e.g., they represent topics that often appear together in learning objects). Concepts are 
also connected with educational material. A weighted relationship determines the degree 
of concept’s relatedness to (or “containess” in) a learning object – educational material 
portion. Learning objects are not limited to explanatory text (such as chapters or sections 
from books), but represent also exercises, examples, etc.   

Accurate identification of concepts and their relationships is crucial to adaptation quality 
(e.g., intelligent concept recommendation). However, when authoring a course, a suitable 
domain model is often not available. Although some standardized domain ontologies 
exist, they suffer from excessive generalization and only exceptionally fit to the author's 
needs at the desired level of granularity. In such cases the domain model has to be created 
“from scratch”. Unfortunately, manual construction is a tedious and time-consuming task 
even for small domains. If there are dozens of concepts identified, relations are counted 
by hundreds. Adaptive e-course authoring and maintainability complexity is a major 
bottleneck of adaptive educational systems. 
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Our research goal is to support teachers (content authors) in adaptive e-course authoring 
process. In this paper, we tackle automatic concept relationship discovery problem. We 
aim at concept similarity computation that is a core step in a relationship creation 
process. We propose two approaches based on graph algorithms processing underlying 
domain model portion. 

 

Figure 1.  E-course domain model. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss related work. 
Section 3 introduces the proposed method, while sections 4 and 5 provide its description 
in more detail. Section 6 provides evaluation details and the results of performed 
experiments. In section 7 we sum up our contribution and discuss future work. 

2 Related work 

The work related to concept relationship discovery in the area of adaptive e-learning is 
presented in [6]. Concept similarities are computed based on the concept domain 
attributes comparison. However, the meaning of concept in the terminology of Cristea is 
different from one described by Brusilovsky [1]. Although it contains domain attributes, 
it also holds textual representation. This should be considered an intentional description 
from the ontological point of view, but then the reusability of such concepts is arguable. 
We are not aware of any further evidence of (semi-)automatic concept relationship 
generation in the adaptive e-learning field. 

Finding relations between concepts is a subtask of ontology learning field [10]. The 
relations being created typically have taxonomic character (is-a). Considering text 
mining, related approaches mainly utilize natural language processing (NLP) techniques. 
Relations are induced based on linguistic analysis relying on preceding text annotation 
[2], incorporating formal concept analysis (FCA) [4] or using existing resources such as 
Wikipedia or WordNet [5]. The drawback of relationship discovery as an ontology 
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learning task (in relation to e-course authoring) is its dependency on precise linguistic 
analysis. Most of the approaches rely on lexical or syntactical annotations, the presence 
of powerful POS taggers, existing domain ontologies, huge corpuses or other external 
semantic resources (e.g. WordNet). As mentioned above, this knowledge is often not 
available during an e-course authoring. The solution for teachers should involve 
unsupervised approaches to unburden them from additional work. This need we address 
in the method we propose. 

The task of structuring the concept space is also present in the area of the topic maps. In 
this field, the elementary units – topics – we can view analogical to concepts. Authors in 
[7] generate relations between topics by analyzing the HTML structure of Wikipedia 
documents. The results indicate that learning objects representation structure should be 
considered when structuring the domain space. Categorization methods are used in [9] 
where similar topics are discovered by latent semantic indexing (LSI) and K-means 
clustering. Unsupervised methods serve as guidance in topic ontology building. Similar 
approach is missing in the area of adaptive e-learning. 

Our method is based on statistical unsupervised text processing and graph analysis related 
to actual knowledge about the domain. We explore generated or existing concept 
associations in order to reveal hidden semantic relationships. We were motivated by good 
results of graph analysis employment achieved in the area of Web search. Our method 
does not depend on external semantic resources allowing to be used in various domain 
environments. However, additional semantic connections need not to be excluded.  

3 Automatic concept relationship discovery 

The concept relations discovery is one of several steps in the adaptive e-course authoring 
process. Prior to this step we assume a teacher has already created (eventually reused) 
learning objects, put them into reasonable structure (e.g., hierarchical), identified domain 
concepts and assigned them to learning objects. Concept extraction can also be done 
semi-automatically as we show later. 

Our goal is to utilize the actual knowledge and discover relationships between concepts. 
As we represent a domain using a graph model, we conduct a graph analysis. We employ 
two alternative graph algorithms suitable to this task. Before the algorithms are applied 
we perform learning objects preprocessing. Because we are interested in e-learning 
domain, we consider several specifics when dealing with the knowledge discovery.  

Learning objects are present mostly in a textual form. Thus we employ text mining 
techniques. We suppose the number of learning objects is known. This enables us to 
compute inverse document frequency when building term vector-based learning objects 
representations. Moreover, the learning objects we process are related to one domain 
area. This fact reduces the concept ambiguity problem unlike when processing 
heterogeneous sources. Learning objects are often mutually interconnected. We usually 
know the hierarchical relationships between learning objects in the course or references 
to other course parts may exist. 
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Due to the specifics we are able to compose relatively accurate vector representation 
during the preprocessing. For example, we can employ bag-of-words model with tf-idf 
weights. Based on the weights we determine the degree of each concept’s relatedness to 
all learning objects. 

After the preprocessing step we apply concept relationship discovery method itself. Using 
selected graph analysis algorithm we (1) compute concept similarity scores and finally 
(2) create relationships between each concept and his top-k most similar neighbors. For 
graph analysis we employ two alternatives: spreading activation and PageRank-based 
approach. Both approaches are described in more detail in the following sections. 

In the second step, for each concept the most similar neighbors according to computed 
similarity are chosen. The top-k set we define as a set where the most similar neighbors 
sorted by score accumulate k% of all neighbor similarity values. For example, top-20 
neighbors accumulate 20% of sum of all neighbors’ similarities. We typically set 
coefficient k from <10; 20>. Between each concept and its top-k neighbors we create 
relationships. The relations’ weights are normalized with regard to the whole domain 
model.  

4 Spreading activation 

The principle of the spreading activation approach is to consider the domain model to be 
a contextual network. Contextual network is network where several types of nodes exist. 
We recognize two node types: learning object nodes and concept nodes. In contextual 
networks, the spreading activation method is often used for similarity search [3]. The 
queried node is activated with energy E that spreads to neighbor nodes via incident edges. 
Final energy distribution in the graph determines the similarity of nodes. We use this 
principle to compute the degree of the concepts’ similarity.  

Basic steps of the algorithm can be described as follows: 

For each concept ci: 
1. activate concept with initial energy E0, 
2. spread activation to entire graph, 
3. determine the degree of similarity to all concepts. 

In step 2 the energy spreads from an activated node to all neighbor nodes proportionally 
according to outgoing relationships weight. Weights derived from learning object vector 
representation determine concept relatedness to different learning objects (refer to 
example depicted in Figure 2). 

The crucial step is step 3. After activation spreading finishes, each concept in the network 
is activated with energy according to its relatedness to concept ci. The degree of 
similarity between concept ci and its neighbor cj is computed as follows:  

, ,log( )jsa
i j i j

kk

E
sim sd

E
=
∑

 (1) 
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where simsa
i,j is spreading activation similarity between concepts ci and cj, Ej is the energy 

of concept cj and sdi,j is the shortest distance between the concepts ci and cj in the 
contextual network graph. The purpose of the formula is to normalize the power-law 
distributed activation energy values. 

 
Figure 2. Example of a contextual network with two types of nodes: concepts and learning objects 
with the simplified vector representation. After activation spreading finishes, each concept in the 

network is activated with energy depending on the initially activated concept “print” (accumulated 
activation is visualized by the concepts’ border width).  

5 PageRank-based Analysis 

The graph representation of the domain model forms the basis for the second variant of 
concept-to-concept similarity computation. This approach builds on the algorithms for 
estimating relative importance in networks [12]. Such algorithms are used to compute the 
quantitative measure of node similarity with respect to a given node (or set of nodes). We 
employ PageRank with Priors in particular, successfully used in categorization systems 
[8]. We modify Diedrich’s and Balke’s core idea to allow for the inclusion of weights 
between learning objects and concepts. The approach principle lies in the propagation of 
actual domain model topology characteristics into the explicit links between concepts. 

The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

1. for each concept ci select concepts connected via exactly one 
learning object, 

2. for concept ci and selected neighbors compute relation weight owij, 
3. build a temporary domain graph where concepts are nodes and owi,j 

weights are assigned to edges, 
4. for each concept ci select the most related co-occurring 

neighbors, 
5. for each concept ci compute the PageRank scores biasing on the 

selected neighbors. 
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For owi,j computation in step 2 we use the following equation:  

, , ,

k

i j i k j k
lo LO

ow w w
∈

= ∑  (2) 

where owi,j is the relation weight between concepts ci and cj, and wi,k is the weight 
assigned to the association between the concept ci and learning object lok. The idea is that 
weights are considered to be probabilities that the concept is related to learning object. 
The resulting probability of concepts’ similarity is the mean of individual probabilities. 

After building a graph in step 3, the most related co-occurring neighbors are determined 
in step 4. The most related neighbors we consider neighbors that accumulate top-k % of 
the sum of all neighbors’ similarity scores to a given concept.  

In step 5 we use the PageRank analysis algorithm (concepts and temporal links in 
between are analogical to the Web) to adjust the graph and compute the prestige of nodes. 
PageRank scores represent similarity simprp

i,j towards a biased node set with regard to 
relations within the whole graph. The sorted set of all graph concepts is subject to top-k 
selection step in order to obtain only relevant relationships. 

6 Evaluation in the programming learning domain 

The proposed method we evaluated in the domain of programming learning. For an 
experiment we used Functional programming course being lectured at the Slovak 
University of Technology in Bratislava. The Functional programming course is a 
half-term course consisting of 70 learning objects on the functional programming 
paradigm and programming techniques in the Lisp language. The learning material is 
hierarchically organized into chapters and sections according to a textbook used in the 
course. Learning objects are represented using the DocBook markup language enabling 
easy processing. 

The method results we evaluated against manually constructed functional programming 
concept map. The course lecturer together with randomly chosen sample of 2007/08 
course students were involved. Manual creation of concept map comprised the 
assignment of weighted values to concept relationships. As assigning continuous values 
from interval <0; 1> is non-trivial task, possible weight values were limited to set {0, 0.5, 
1} implying: 

• 0 – concepts are not related to each other (no relation), 
• 0.5 – concepts are partially (maybe) related to each other (weak relation), 
• 1 – concepts are highly (certainly) related to each other (strong relation). 

There were 366 relationships created, 216 were weak relations while 150 were strong 
relations. 

In first step of experiment we preprocessed learning objects and composed their bag-of-
words term vector representation. The frequency of the terms presented as domain 
keywords in the textbook index was boosted. We extracted concepts as most frequent 
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terms and their normalized tf-idf values we used as weights for concept-to-learning object 
associations. Hereby we executed all necessary steps prior to concept relationship 
discovery.  

After preprocessing we separately applied both proposed method alternatives and 
obtained concept relationships. The relationships were compared to manually constructed 
reference concept map using well-known precision and recall measures and their 
harmonized mean, the F-measure. In order to gain more accurate evaluation, we extended 
the original recall measure to involve the manually constructed domain model 
relationship types:  

| ( ) |
*

| ( ) |

retrieved correctA correctB
R

correctA correctB retrieved
= ∩ ∪

∪ ∩
 (3) 

where R* is the extended recall measure, retrieved is the set of all relationships retrieved 
by the method, correctA is the set of manually created “strong” relationships with weight 
1.0 and correctB is the set of manually created “weak” relationships with weight 0.5.  

The purpose of equation (3) is to take into consideration the fact that “weak” 
relationships need not necessarily be the part of a domain model. Table 1 sums up the 
results of the performed experiments. 

Table 1.  Experimental results. The F* contains the harmonized mean using R* recall. 

Variant P R F R* F* 

Spreading Activation 0.544 0.443 0.488 0.784 0.566 

PageRank-based Analysis 0.501 0.569 0.532 0.741 0.652 

The results show that performance of PageRank-based approach is better than spreading 
activation. This result is evidence that PageRank-based analysis enables more precise 
processing of the underlying graph representation. 

The resulted F/F* measure we interpret as “completeness” of generated concept map. 
However, generated relationships not contained in the manually constructed concept 
space were all considered incorrect that should not reflect the reality. Though manual 
relationship creators made their best effort to match real-world relations, relationships 
retrieved automatically need not to be irrelevant. They might represent bindings, which 
were not explicitly realized even by the most concerned authors. As the proposed method 
goal is to serve as assistant to a teacher, the amount and accuracy of recommended 
relationships can be considered helpful. 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a method of automatic concept relationship discovery for an 
adaptive e-course. The method is applied as a step in the process of an adaptive e-course 
authoring and its goal is to help teacher and contribute to overall authoring automation. 
We proposed and evaluated two variants of the concept score similarity computation 
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representing two approaches to domain model graph processing. We found that our 
PageRank-based variant achieves better results and identifies more correct relationships 
against manually constructed concept map. 

The main contribution of this paper is a novel approach to adaptive e-course authoring 
automation. No similar approaches relying on domain model processing and yielding 
similar results (F*-metrics 65.2%) are applied in the field of adaptive e-learning. The 
method we propose is independent “component” of a course authoring process. It has 
clearly defined interface and does not depend on preprocessing techniques. Prior to 
relationship discovery the concept extraction and weight assignment techniques may 
vary: various IR methods can be employed or manual annotations can be used. Both 
approaches may be eventually combined, which seems reasonable especially when 
considering social and collaborative aspects of e-course authoring. The method addresses 
the specifics of e-learning domain and does not rely on external resource presence like 
similar approaches do. Moreover, it is not dependent on the language of an e-course. 

As the results of evaluation seem promising, we currently work on more complex 
evaluation in a real-world environment to obtain even more objective feedback on 
discovered relationships accuracy and relevancy during functional programming learning. 

The further advantage of our method is that although the variants are targeted at the 
e-learning domain, they are not limited to it – the presented computations are also 
applicable to different environments. A similar situation with acute “metadata” need is on 
the Web. Concept maps constructed over the Web pages should in first step serve as 
backbone for development of richer semantic descriptions. Involvement of social 
annotations or folksonomies shifts our method applicability even further. 
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Abstract. We seek to simplify the creation of intelligent tutors by using student 
data acquired from standard computer aided instruction (CAI) in conjunction 
with educational data mining methods to automatically generate adaptive hints. 
In our previous work, we have automatically generated hints for logic tutoring 
by constructing a Markov Decision Process (MDP) that holds and rates 
historical student work for automatic selection of the best prior cases for hint 
generation. This method has promise for domain-independent use, but requires 
that correct solutions be assigned high positive values by the CAI or an expert. 
In this research we propose a novel method for assigning prior values to student 
work that depends only on frequency of occurrence for the component steps, and 
compare how these values impact automatic hint generation when compared to 
our MDP approach. Our results show that the utility metric outperforms a classic 
MDP solution in selecting hints in logic. We believe this method will be 
particularly useful for automatic hint generation for ill-defined domains. 

1 Introduction 

Our goal is to simplify the creation of intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) by augmenting 
existing computer aided instruction (CAI) with intelligent behaviors, such as adaptive 
feedback and help, derived using educational data mining on CAI data. In our previous 
work, we have shown that we can successfully generate appropriate context-specific hints 
for a logic tutor using a Markov decision process (MDP) built from historical student data 
[2]. The core element of this work that makes automated hint generation possible is the 
assignment of relative values or “rewards” to each step in a problem solution. We have 
proposed that alternate assignment values may allow for hints tailored to specific student 
needs or readiness to learn. As in a recommender system that makes purchase suggestion 
based on frequent behaviors, we believe that hints generated based on the frequency of a 
particular step represent those that the majority of students would understand and be able 
to apply. Vygotsky’s theory of the zone of proximal development [19] states that students 
are able to learn new things that are closest to what they already know. Presumably, 
frequent actions could be those that more students feel fluent using. Therefore, paths 
based on typical student behavior may be more helpful than optimal or expert solutions, 
which may be above a student’s current ability to understand. 

Based on this idea, and the observation that our MDP method sometimes generates a hint 
that a typical student would not do, or one that is technically correct but was not 
necessary to the problem solution, we hypothesized that we may be able to generate hints 
based on “usefulness” and frequency for a particular step in a student’s attempt. 
Currently, when we construct our MDP, we connect all correct student attempts to a 
synthetic goal state, assign this state a high value and errors negative values, and rely on 
value iteration to assign high values to states that are close to the goal, and lower values 
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to those further away. Using this approach results in high values for expert-like solutions, 
which are short and have few errors. However, in a few instances our tutor gives hints 
that suggest a less popular path with additional, unnecessary steps. Close inspection of 
the MDP showed that the states derived from a single, error-free student’s solution could 
get higher values than a more popular route, but that had a significant number of errors. A 
metric that more heavily emphasizes frequency can mitigate this issue. 

The overall goal of our work is to derive domain-independent ways to add intelligence to 
tutors. However, our prior approach requires that we can label all data as correct or 
incorrect. In the logic proofs domain, this is simple but in other domains, especially ill-
defined domains, hand grading of all student solutions might be required. For example, it 
is often difficult to determine if a computer program is complete and correct, but it is 
possible to extract features that many attempts contain, such as variables or loop 
structures. It seems reasonable to propose that the more student attempts that contain a 
particular feature, the more likely it is that this feature is a necessary part of a correct 
program. To lay the foundation for hint generation in such ill-defined domains, we 
performed an experiment to verify that we could use an unsupervised utility metric to 
label and value states in an MDP for logic. We hypothesized that this metric would result 
in similar hints in the logic domain to those we derive using our MDP method. 

2 Background and Related Work 

The most successful intelligent tutors require the construction of complex models (of 
knowledge or constraints) that are applicable only to a specific tutorial in a specific field, 
requiring the time of experts to create and test. It takes between 100-1000 work hours to 
create 1 hour of content for an intelligent tutor [16]. In order to bring the benefits of 
intelligent tutors to a wider audience, we must find a way to simplify their creation. One 
approach is to use generalized authoring tools to simplify the creation of intelligent 
tutoring systems. Two of the most widely-known authoring tools, including CTAT [11] 
for building cognitive tutors and ASPIRE [15] for building constraint based tutors, have 
been used to successfully create and deploy new tutors. Yet, both of these authoring tools 
discount the tremendous amount of CAI that already exists and require the construction 
of new tutors. In our work, we have shown that it is possible to provide intelligent, 
context specific-hints through educational data mining, that allows us to augment existing 
CAI with the intelligent behaviors found in other tutoring systems. 

There are several ways that researchers have proposed to simplify the creation and 
improvement of intelligent tutors. CTAT has used demonstrated examples to learn 
production rules that are problem-solving models for cognitive tutors [1]. For CTAT 
example-based tutors, teachers work problems in what they predict to be frequent correct 
and incorrect approaches, and then annotate the learned rules with appropriate hints and 
feedback. This system has also been used with data to build initial models for an ITS, in 
an approach called Bootstrapping Novice Data (BND) [13]. However, in both of these 
approaches, considerable time must still be spent in identifying student approaches and 
creating appropriate hints. Machine learning has also been used not only to build but also 
to improve tutoring systems. In the ADVISOR tutor, machine learning was used to build 
student models that could predict the amount of time students took to solve arithmetic 
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problems, and to adapt instruction to minimize this time while meeting teacher-set 
instructional goals [5]. In the Logic-ITA tutor, student data was mined to create hints to 
warn students when they were likely to make mistakes using their current approach [14]. 

Our research uses past student data to generate Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) that 
assign numerical values to every state reached by past students solving a problem in an 
existing CAI. Using these values, we can estimate for any problem state what the “best” 
next step that any student has taken from the current problem state in the past. Our 
method of automatic hint generation using previous student data reduces the expert 
knowledge needed to generate intelligent, context-dependent hints [2], and allows for 
visualization of student approaches to problem solving [8]. The system is capable of 
continued refinement as new data is provided. In [2] we performed a feasibility study for 
hint generation using historical student data, and found that we could have made hints 
available for 71% of past student steps using one semester of past data. Our results 
indicated valuable tradeoffs between hint specificity and the amount of data used to 
create an MDP. In [3], we discussed how we added the method to existing CAI used to 
teach logic and reported the results of our initial pilot study. 

Ill-defined domains, such as medical diagnosis, computer programming and legal 
reasoning, pose particular problems for ITS developers [12]. In particular, it is difficult to 
generate feedback for environments where there are many possible ways to solve a 
problem. Sequential Pattern Matching (SPM) [17] is a data-mining method used in ill-
defined domains to extract frequent actions into plans. SPM has been used in a tutor to 
teach astronauts to use a robotic arm, where the tutor suggested a plan based on their 
current location in the problem. Like our approach, this method only uses good solutions 
and takes into account how often different actions occur, but this is specific to the robotic 
arm control domain. 

3 Method 

A Markov decision process (MDP) is defined by its state set S, action set A, transition 
probabilities P, and a reward function R [18]. For a particular point in a student attempt, 
our method takes the current problem features as the state, and the student’s input as the 
action. Therefore, each student problem attempt can be seen as a graph, or Markov chain, 
with a sequence of states (each describing the solution up to the current point), connected 
by actions. We combine all student solution graphs into a single graph, by taking the 
union of all states and actions, and mapping identical states to one another. Once this 
graph is constructed, it represents all of the paths students have taken in working a 
particular problem. Typically, at this step value iteration is used to find an optimal 
solution to the MDP. A large initial value is set for the goal state, penalties for incorrect 
states, and a transition cost for taking each action. Setting a non-zero cost on actions 
causes the MDP to penalize longer solutions. We apply value iteration to assign reward 
values to all states in the MDP [18]. Once this is complete, the optimal solution 
corresponds to taking a greedy traversal approach in the MDP [4]. The reward values for 
each state then indicate how close to the goal a state is, while probabilities of each 
transition reveal the frequency of taking a certain action in a certain state. 
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In our original MDP method, all paths which solved the problem were directed to a goal 
state which was given a high reward value. The use of a single goal state works well 
when we know whether each student attempt is correct. Our new utility metric determines 
the “goodness” of a state by based on the frequency of each component step in the state. 
Unlike our original method where the goal state was known, the utility method has no 
known goal states so all terminal states are treated as possible goals. Terminal states are 
defined as those that are not errors, where no subsequent student actions were taken. 

We derive our utility metric using techniques related to Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), 
which are used to search large databases of text documents [11]. In LSI, terms refer to 
words, while for logic proofs, we define a term, or feature, as the statement a student 
derives in a single problem-solving step. Therefore, each attempt is composed of a 
sequence of statements. As in LSI, we use a term-document matrix, as shown in Table 2, 
to show the occurrence of each statement or term in each student attempt, marking a 1 for 
terms that occur and 0 that do not occur. We then compute the frequency by summing the 
columns. We set a percentage frequency threshold such that all state features above the 
threshold had a good potential of being a part of the solution. Setting this threshold can 
be done automatically or with the help of a domain expert. We discuss selection of the 
threshold in this experiment in section 4.2. 

Once a list of frequent statements is determined, we calculate initial utility values for all 
terminal states (leaves) in the MDP, which are potential goal states. This replaces our 
original approach of creating a goal state with a single positive value. The utility value of 
a terminal state is the sum of the value for each statement (or feature) in the student 
attempt. The value of each step is positive if it was frequent and negative otherwise. Error 
states receive a high negative start value, and all other states start at zero. After the initial 
values are set, value iteration is applied until the state values become stable. 

4 Experiment 

We applied the utility method on a known dataset from CAI used to teach logic. This 
dataset had been used in previous research and had state values calculated using the MDP 
method. We compared the results of both methods paying special attention to states that 
had different best values. 

4.1 Data 

We have used the NCSU-Proof1 dataset in [2] and [4]. The data comes from four fall 
semesters of 2003-2006, where an average of 220 students take the discrete math course 
each year. Students attend several lectures on logic and then use the Proofs Tutorial to 
solve 10 proofs. Sixty percent of students used direct proof when solving proof 1. We 
extracted 537 of students’ first attempts at direct solutions to proof 1. An example 
attempt of proof 1 is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Sample student attempt to NCSU Proof 1 

The data were validated by hand, by extracting all statements generated by students, and 
removing those that 1) were false or unjustifiable, or 2) were of improper format. We also 
remove all student steps using axioms Conjunction, Double Negation, and Commutative, 
since students are allowed to skip these steps in the tutorial. After cleaning the data, there 
were 523 attempts at proof 1.  Of these, 381 (73%) were complete and 142 (27%) were 
partial proofs, indicating that most students completed the proof. The average lengths, 
including errors, were 13 and 10 steps, respectively, for completed and partial proofs.  
When excluding errors and removed steps, the average number of lines in each student 
proof is 6.3 steps. The validation process took about 2 hours for an experienced 
instructor, and could be automated using the existing truth and syntax-checking program 
in our tutorial.  We realized that on rare occasions, errors are not properly detected in the 
tutorial (less than 10 premises were removed).  

Table 1. Sample states derived from example student attempt in Figure 1 

State State Description Error Action Result State 

1 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d)  IM 2 

2 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), -~a v d  Yes  1 

1 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d)  IM 3 

3 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d  S 4 

4 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d, a  MP 5 

5 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d, a, b Yes  4 

4 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d, a  MP 6 

6 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d, a, b  S 7 

7 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d, a, b, -~d  MT 8 

8 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d, a, b, -~d, -~c  CJ 9 

9 a � b, c � d, -(~(a � d), a ^ -~d, a, b, -~d, -~c, b ^ -~c    

 

An MDP was created from this data using our MDP method resulting in 821 unique 
states. Table 1 shows the states created in our MDP for the student attempt shown in 
Figure 1. In the logic proofs domain, a step in the solution is considered to be a new 

 Statement Line Reason 
1. a � b     Given 
2. c � d  Given 
3. ¬ (a � d)  Given 
 ¬ a v d  3 rule IM (error)  
4. a ^ ¬ d 3 rule IM implication 
5. a   4 rule S simplification 
 b  4 rule MP (error) 
 b  1 rule MP (error) 
6. b   1,5 rule MP modus ponens 
7. ¬ d   4 rule S simplification 
8. ¬c   2,7 rule MT modus tollens 
9. b ^ ¬c 6,8 rule CJ conjunction 
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statement added to the previous state. For example, in state 2, the statement ~a v d is the 
next “step” in the problem, however, since it is an error detected by the software, this 
statement is deleted and the problem is returned to state 1. 

4.2 Utility Process 

If our data are labeled, we simply connect all valid solutions to a synthetic goal state. 
However, when goal states are unknown, we need a way to label or measure correct 
attempts. Our proposed utility metric is one way that assumes that frequent features are 
important in the problem solution. From our 523 attempts, we extracted 50 unique 
statements (including 3 given statements) and calculated their frequencies. A partial 
sample of the statement-attempts matrix is shown in Table 2. Note that only the first three 
attempts and only those statements appearing in those three attempts are shown. The 
complete statements-attempts matrix would contain all 50 statements in rows and all 523 
attempts in the columns. To determine statement frequency, we sum each column.  

Table 2. Sample matrix showing the occurrence of elements in student solution attempts.  

Terms 

 a � b c � d -(a � d) a ^ -d a b -d -c b ^ -c 

Attempt 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Attempt 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

Attempt 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

 

We then graphed the frequency of each statement, and the frequencies of statements 
(number 1-47) with more than 1 usage are shown in Figure 2. Statements 1-22 occurred 
only once in the data, while statements 43-47 occur in over 370 unique student attempts. 
Since there is variation in correct solutions, we set a low threshold frequency of 8 
attempts for statements we might consider “useful” in a proof, and this is true for 
statements 29-47 and higher. A logic instructor verified that all the statements 29-47could 
be expected to occur in correct student solutions, while those with fewer were not as 
useful. The threshold value could be chosen automatically using the frequency profile. 
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Figure 2. Frequency of Statements in Proof  1 
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Next we calculate the initial values for MDP states. For the possible goal states (valid 
terminal states), the initial value was a sum of the individual scores given to the 
component statements. Each statement score was +5 if its frequency was above the 
threshold and was -1 for those below. Error states received a value of -2, and all other 
states started at zero. Finally, after the initial values were set we ran a value iteration 
algorithm until the state values stabilized. Note that during value iteration, a -1 
transaction cost was associated with each action taken. 

4.3 Comparing Utility Method to MDP Method 

We use an MDP along with its state values to generate hints that provide students with 
details of the best next state reachable from their current state [3]. To compare the utility 
method to our traditional MDP method we compared the effects of state values on the 
choice of the “best” next state. Both methods create the same 821 states, of which 384 
were valid, non-error states. From the valid states, 180 states had more than one action 
resulting in new state. These 180 states are the ones that we focused on since these are the 
only states that could lead to different hints between the two methods. Comparing the two 
methods, they agree on the next best state in 163 states out of 180 (90.56%). For the 
remaining 17 states where the two methods disagreed, experts identified 4 states where 
the MDP method identified the better choice, 9 states where the utility method identified 
the better choice, and 4 states where the methods were essentially equivalent. These 17 
states can be seen in Table 3, with the highlighted cells marking the expert choice.  

Table 3. States where the methods disagree (17 total states) 

State State Description 
# of 
Possible 
Actions 

MDP 
next 
State 

MDP added 
Statement 

MDP 
Value 

Utility 
Next 
State 

Utility 
added 
Stmt 

Utility 
Value 

1 a>b,c>d,-(a>d) 14 53 -d>-c 49.91 2 -(-a+d) 10.57 
2 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-a+d) 9 238 b 98.00 579 (a*-d) 14.00 
3 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-a+d),a*-d 8 310 -(a*-b) 93.00 310 -(a*-b) 29.00 
4 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-a+d),a*-d,b 4 5 -c 87.72 119 -d>-c 38.74 
7 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-a+b 6 780 -d>-c 29.00 780 -d>-c 18.00 
8 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-a+b,-c+d 2 599 b+-c 99.00 10 -(-a+d) 18.02 

19 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-d>-a) 2 20 -(d+-a) 27.13 274 a*-d 7.67 
36 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-c+d,-(-a+d),a*-d 2 170 -c 24.33 186 b 6.04 
53 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-d>-c 5 460 -(-a+d) 96.00 684 -b>-a 21.00 
82 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),(a*-d),-c 3 84 b 99.00 320 -(a*-b) 14.00 
91 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-a+d),a*-d,-d>-c 3 92 (a*-d)>(b*-c) 99.00 473 b 19.33 

119 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-a+d),a*-d,b,-d>-c 3 773 -c+d 98.00 120 -c 42.71 
156 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-a+d),a*-d,-a+b 2 208 -d>-c 98.00 423 b 29.60 
228 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),a*-d,-d>-c 2 288 -c 76.20 619 b 14.00 
333 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),a*-d,-c+d 2 334 -a+b 99.00 785 -c 19.00 
337 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-a+b,-(-a+d),a*-d,b 2 646 -c+d 61.67 339 -c 20.20 
522 a>b,c>d,-(a>d),-(-a+d),a*-d,b,-c+d,-d>-c 2 766 -c 99.00 523 -c+d 30.00 

         

These results show that the unsupervised utility metric does at least as good a job as the 
traditional MDP method in determining state values even when it is not known if the 
student attempt was successful. In all cases, the hints that would be delivered with either 
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method would be helpful and appropriate. We believe that the utility metric provides a 
strong way to bias our hint selection toward statements derived by a majority of students, 
which may give students hints at a more appropriate level. 

Before we derived the utility metric presented here, we considered modifying MDP 
values by combining them in a weighted sum with a utility factor after value iteration had 
been completed. In our first attempt to integrate frequency and usefulness into a single 
metric, we analyzed all of our attempts to find derived statements that were necessary to 
complete the proof, by doing a recursive search for reference lines starting from the 
conclusion back through a student’s proof. For each attempt, this “used again” value was 
set to 1 if a derived statement could be reached backward from the goal, and zero 
otherwise. We summed the total times a statement was used again, and compared this 
with the total times a statement occurred in attempts. Table 4 shows the comparison of 
the frequency and used again values for all statements where used again was more than 1. 
The values have no real correlation, but most items that were used again had high (>7) 
frequencies, so we decided that frequency was a relatively good indictor of usefulness in 
the logic proof domain. The “used again” calculation is possible in the logic domain 
because students must provide a justification for the current statement using rules and 
references to prior statements. In other domains, this may not be possible but we believe 
that frequency of occurrence in student solutions indicates that a step is either needed, or 
is a very common step that will only skew state values in a consistent way. 

 Table 4. Comparison of frequency and used again 

Statement Number Statement  Frequency Used Again 

30 (a+c)>(b+d) 8 2 
31 -(a*c)+(b*d) 9 2 
32 -(d+-a) 9 7 
33 (a*-d)>(b*-c) 10 10 
34 -(-d>-a) 15 7 
35 -b>-a 16 5 
36 -(c*-d) 17 6 
37 (a*c)>(b*d) 20 4 
38 -(a*-b) 23 8 
39 (a*-d) 53 44 
40 -d>-c 93 71 
41 -a+b 145 69 
42 -c+d 155 80 
43 -(-a+d) 334 300 
44 -c 367 344 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

The most important feature of the MDP method is the ability to assign a “value” to the 
states. This allows the tutor to identify the action that will lead to the next state with the 
highest value. In this research we have shown that the utility metric that assigns values to 
terminal states based on the component steps in the state can be used to achieve hint-
source decisions as one that assigns a single value to all goal states.  
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The main contribution of this paper is to show how this new utility metric can be used to 
generate MDP values based on features of student solution attempts. Our results show 
that the utility metric could be used to achieve equivalent or better hints than our prior 
single-goal MDP approach. This is significant because the utility metric does not require 
a known goal state, so it can be applied in domains where the correctness of the student 
attempts is unknown, or difficult or costly to compute. We believe that this utility metric 
combined with our MDP method can be used to generate hints for a computer 
programming tutor. In this domain, it is difficult to say that a program is complete, but it 
is possible to say whether specific features are represented. The method of using a term-
document matrix to determine utility could also be extended into using more complicated 
LSI techniques which would be a natural fit for tutors using textual answers such as essay 
response questions. Text based answers are prevalent in legal reasoning and medical 
diagnosis tutors. 

In our future work, we plan to construct and compare traditional and utility-based MDPs 
for other proofs and for student work in other domains. We also plan to analyze our logic 
tutor hint data to see if the utility method would result in different hints. This will give an 
indication of how much the utility technique is needed for our logic tutor. We also plan to 
analyze log data compiled from a C++ programming course to determine what kind of 
features we might extract and how well we can calculate the utility of those features.  
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Abstract. This paper presents an agent-based educational environment to teach argument
analysis (ALES). The idea is based on the Argumentation Interchange Format Ontology (AIF)
using ”Walton Theory”. ALES uses different mining techniques to manage a highly structured
arguments repertoire. This repertoire was designed, developed and implemented by us. Our
aim is to extend our previous framework proposed in [3] in order to i) provide a learning
environment that guides student during argument learning, ii) aid in improving the student’s
argument skills, iii) refine students’ ability to debate and negotiate using critical thinking. The
paper focuses on the environment development specifying the status of each of the constituent
modules.

1 Introduction

Argumentation theory is considered as an interdisciplinary research area. Its techniques and results
have found a wide range of applications in both theoretical and practical branches of artificial in-
telligence and computer science [13, 12, 16]. Recently, AI in education is interested in developing
instructional systems that help students hone their argumentation skills [5]. Argumentation is classi-
fied by most researchers as demonstrating a point of view (logic argumentation), trying to persuade
or convince (rhetoric and dialectic argumentation), and giving reasons (justification argumentation)
[12]. Argumentation skill is extremely valuable in the educational field, and it reflects the student’s
abilities to outline a claim in a logical and convincing way and provides supportable reasons for the
claim as well as identifying the often implicit assumptions that underlie the claim. Although argu-
mentation skill is very important in the field of education, students’ main barrier is their inability to
follow the argument; highlighting the main points of a context [10]. The development of argumenta-
tion skills help students to develop their meta-cognitive and higher-order thinking abilities because
argumentation requires individuals to externalize and explicitly reflect on their own thinking.

In response to the importance of argumentation skills in education, different argument mapping
tools (e.g., Compendium, Araucaria, Rationale, etc.) have been developed [13]. These tools designed
to foster students’ ability to articulate, comprehend and communicate reasoning by producing dia-
grams of reasoning and argumentation. They provide a blackboard for students to record a graphical
trace of their arguments. The main drawback in these tools is the absence of an administrator to
constrict the argument diagram process. In other words, guiding the students to analyze arguments
based on scientific theories or evidence [15].

In this paper, we extend our framework proposed in [3] by developing a learning environ-
ment(ALES) that uses mining agent-based ITS for teaching argument analysis. ALES uses the highly
structured argument repertoire ”RADB” to expose expert knowledge. It also models the student’s
argumentation knowledge and skills then, based on this information, it presents a group of argu-
ments from which the user can choose one to work on. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the learning environment (ALES) architecture. Section 3 presents an illustrative example
for student-system interaction. Related work is presented in section4. Finally, conclusion and future
work are illustrated in section5.
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2 ALES Architecture

This section describes the architecture of the proposed learning environment(ALES) as shown in
Fig.1. The environment consists of four main parts: the domain model represented as a highly
structured argument repertoire, the Pedagogical model that contains three components: a parser, a
classifier agent, and a teaching model, the student model that keeps track of the student performance
and assists the pedagogical model in offering the individualized teaching, and finally the interface
model ”GUI”. Not only does ALES teach argument analysis, but also assesses the student and
guides him through personalized feedback. The next subsections illustrate the domain, student and
pedagogical models in detail.

Fig. 1. ALES architecture

2.1 The Domain Model

The domain model is represented in the form of the relational argument database (RADB), it has
been developed and implemented by us, see [2, 3] for more details and discussions, which summon a
huge number of arguments. These arguments were previously analyzed by experts based on Walton
theory using the AIF ontology [6, 11]. The domain model can semantically be represented as a
forest of a numerous directed free trees [7]. Each directed tree in the forest lays out a semantic
representation for a specific argument analysis. The domain model representation is general enough
to encapsulate multiple domains, it also enjoys the extendibility feature, where adding new schemes
is permitted. Fig.2 describes the various building blocks concerned with the RADB, using screen
shots of our implemented system, such that: (a) the table ”Scheme TBL” gathers the name and the
index for different schemes, (b) the table ”Scheme Struct TBL” assembles the details of each scheme
in ”Scheme TBL”, (c) the ”Data TBL” table contains the analysis of different arguments based on
different scheme structure and preserves the constraints of the AIF ontology [6] (s.t. no information
node(I-node) refines another I-node). The relation between those different basic tables is shown in
Fig.3.

2.2 The Student Model

The student model stores details about student’s current problem-solving state and long term knowl-
edge progress, that is essential for future student’s performance evaluations. The model considers
personal information, pre-test evaluation, and performance history. Personal information contains
personal data as name, ID, password, ..., etc. The pre-test evaluation permanently assesses the stu-
dent’s argument analysis skills and follows the student progress through learning process. Finally,
the performance history implicitly reflects how much the student has done and how well.
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Fig. 2. The main tables in RADB

Fig. 3. The relation between the main RADB’s tables

2.3 Pedagogical Model

The pedagogical model is responsible for reasoning about the student behavior according to the
student model, in order to: i) retrieve the most relevant results to both the subject of search and
the students’ background, ii) expose the corresponding argument to the selected result, iii) guide the
student analysis based on the pre-existing one. The pedagogical model as seen in Fig.1 consists of
three main components: a parser, a classifier agent, and a teaching model.

2.3.1 Parser
The parser as shown in Fig.4(b) receives a statement S from the student. This statement is divided
by the parser into tokens, and then the number of tokens is reduced. The tokens are reduced if they
belong to a look up table containing a set of all unnecessary words like { a, an, the, he, have, is,
him ..., etc }, otherwise it is added to the set of tokens to be sent to the classifier agent. Finally
the final crucial set of words { w1 w2... wn } is sent to the classifier agent. The importance of the
parser module lies in reducing the set of tokens into a set of significant keywords, which in turn will
i) improve the results of the classifier where combinations of unnecessary words vanish, ii)reduce the
number of iterations done by the classifier agent. The parser is already implemented as shown in
Fig.4(a).

2.3.2 Classifier Agent
The classifier agent gathers and controls different mining techniques in order to classify the retrieved
contexts based on student’s choices. The agent mines the RADB repository aiming to: (i) direct the
search process towards hypotheses that are more relevant to student’s subject of search; classifying
the analogous arguments in different ways based on students’ choice, seeking for the most relevant
arguments to the subject of search. (ii) add flexibility to the retrieving process by offering different
search techniques. The agent offers three search techniques: general search, priority search, and rule
extraction search. In the former, the general search classifies and retrieves the arguments based on
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Fig. 4. The parser model

the breadth first search technique. The priority search classifies the retrieved contexts based on the
maximum support number using an adapted version of the AprioriTid[4] mining technique. In the
latter, the rule extraction summarizes the retrieved arguments searching for hidden patterns that
are most relevant to the subject of search, then this patterns are exposed in the form of rules. Each
rule, for each retrieved argument, contains the affirmative ”+” and the negative ”-” parts relating
to the final conclusion of that argument.

Priority Search: The AprioriTid algorithm [4] has been implemented and embedded to the clas-
sifier agent as ”Priority Search”. The Priority search aims to retrieve the most relevant arguments
to the users’ subject of search and queuing them based on the maximum support number, such
that the first queued argument is the one that has more itemsets[3] related to the subject of search.
Although the AprioriTid algorithm has originally been devised to discover all significant association
rules between items in large database transactions, the agent employs its mechanism in the priority
search to generate different combinations between different itemsets [4, 3]. These combinations will
then be used to classify the retrieved contexts and queued them in a descending order based on its
support number. As a response to the priority search purpose, an adapted version of the AprioriTid
mining algorithm has been applied. This adapted version, as seen in Fig. 5, considers the single
itemset (1-itemset) size as well as the maximum support number usage, rather than k-itemset for
k≥2 and the minimum support number ”minsup” mechanism.

Fig. 5. An enhanced version of AprioriTid

For more clarification, the priority search mines specific parts of the pre-existing arguments based
on the users’ search criteria. This search criteria enables the student to seek the premises, conclu-
sions or the critical questions lying in the different arguments. For example, suppose the student
queries the RADB searching for all information related to ”Iraq war”. Simply, he may write ”the
destructive war in Iraq” as the search statement and can choose the conclusion as the search criteria.
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Fig. 6. The adapted AprioriTid mechanism

In this case, the classifier agent receives the set of significant tokens {destructive, war, iraq} from
the parser model. This set is considered as the single size itemset (1-itemset) C1={w1, w2, w3} that
contains the most crucial set of words in the search statement. Then, the agent uses the adapted
version of the AprioriTid algorithm to generate the different super itemsets C2≤k≤3, which are the
different combinations between different tokens. So, the generated super itemsets, as seen in Fig.6,
will be the 2-itemset C2={ w1w2, w1w3, w2w3 }, and the 3-itemset C3={ w1w2w3 }. Afterward,
the different conclusions in the different arguments trees will be mined seeking for the most relevant
set of arguments Ans={d1, d2, ..., dm } such that ∀ di∈D ∃ Ck∈{1,2,..,j}⊆ di . Finally, the results
will be queued in a descending order and exposed in a list, where the student can choose the argu-
ment name ”Argument 314” from the list to expose the associated context and analysis as in Fig. 10.

General Search: The system uses the breadth first [14] search in order to seek the different ar-
gument trees and retrieve the most relevant group. The revealed contexts are ordered based on the
number of nodes ”nodes cardinality” that contain any keyword, in a way where the first context is
the one which has more nodes related to the search statement. For example, suppose the user writes
”the destructive war in Iraq” as a search statement. The revealed contexts, as shown in Fig. 7, will
be ordered based on the nodes’ cardinality. The breadth first search seeks each tree in our RADB,
preserving the ancestor-descendant relation [7] by searching first the root, then the children in the
same level and so on. Finally, if the user picks one of the resulted search arguments, the associated
context and analysis are depicted as shown in Fig. 10.

Rule Extraction Search: Rule extraction mining is a search technique in which argument trees
are encountered to discover all hidden patterns ”embedded subtrees” [7] that coincide with the re-
lation between some objects. These objects express a set of the most significant tokens of the user’s
subject of search. Precisely, suppose the student wants to report some information about the relation
between the ”USA war” and the ”weapons of mass destruction”. At the beginning, the user’s search
statements are reduced to the most significant set of tokens by the parser [2][3][1]. Then, the differ-
ent argument trees, pre-existing in the RADB repository, are mined in order to fetch these different
tokens. Fig. 8(a) shows the analysis of an argument tree, where some enclosed nodes coincide with
the student’s search statements, while Fig. 8(b) shows the revealed embedded subtree. Finally, each
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Fig. 7. The General search representation form

(a) (b)
The main argument tree The resulted embedded subtree

Fig. 8. The tree Rule Extraction search

resulting subtree is expressed in the form of a rule as shown in Fig. 9, where ”+” indicates that this
node is a support to the final conclusion whereas ”-” is a rebuttal node to the final conclusion.

2.3.3 Teaching Model

The teaching model monitors the student actions, guides the learning process and provides the
appropriate feedback. However, In the mean time, it is still in the implementation phase. The model
starts its role when the classifier agent sends the document Di selected by the student. The teaching
model checks, according to the current student model, whether the student is in the learning or the
assessing phase. If the student is in the learning phase, the document is presented associated with
the corresponding analysis as the shown in Fig. 10. On the other hand, if the student is in the
assessment phase, the student is able to do his own analysis, and the teaching model will guide him
during analysis by providing personalized feedback whenever required. The feedback aims to guide
the student and refine his analysis and intellectual skills. Two kinds of feedback are provided by the
teaching model; partial argument negotiation and total argument negotiation.

– Case of partial argument negotiation: In this case, the student starts analyzing the argu-
ment context in the form of a tree in which the root holds the final conclusion of the issue of
discussion. The teaching pedagogy used in this case provides partial hints at each node of the
analysis tree. They are results of comparing the student’s current node analysis to the original
one in the argument database. These hints are provided before allowing the student to proceed
further in the analysis process; they aim to minimize the analysis error ratio, as much as possible,
for the current analyzed node. Generally, the teaching model guides with the student via the
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Fig. 9. The representation form of Rule Extraction search result

Fig. 10. The representation of the selected argument

partial hints at each node till the error of the current node is minimized to a specific ratio. After
then, the student is able to move to the next analysis step (i.e., node).

– Case of total argument negotiation: The total argument negotiation is similar to the partial
argument negotiation. However, the teaching pedagogy is different in that it provides hints only
at the end of the analysis process. In other words, after the student builds the full analysis tree
for the selected context, the system interprets and evaluates the student’s analysis comparable
to the pre-existing one and remarks the errors.

Generally, in the assessing phase, the teaching model presents the transcript of the chosen argument
associated with an empty tree skeleton and asks the student to start his own analysis. The student
starts the analysis by copy and paste text passages from the transcript or enter free text into the
nodes. The teaching model traces each node text and divides it into set of significant tokens, then
interprets and evaluates the errors ratios comparable to the pre-existing analysis underlying in the
RABD. Finally the model provides the feedback, partially or totally, based on the student choice
and records the student’s errors for the current transcript, which in turn will be used, by the student
model, to evaluate the performance and to follow progress of the student.

3 Illustrative Example

This example shows a complete run for the Total negotiation of the assessing phase. The system
interactions are written in normal font. The student’s actions are in bold. My illustrations to some
actions will be in capital letters.
SUPPOSE THE STUDENT IN THE ASSESSING PHASE CHOOSING THE TOTAL FEEDBACK
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PROPERTY. THE SYSTEM WILL GIVE THE STUDENT THE ABILITY TO SELECT SPE-
CIFIC SCHEME TO BE USED IN HIS ANALYSIS, AS SHOWN IN Fig. 11.
UserÀ ”Argument from Verbal Classification Scheme”.

Fig. 11. The total negotiation assessment form

THE WHOLE ARGUMENTS, THAT USE THE ”ARGUMENT FROM VERBAL CLASSIFICA-
TION SCHEME” IN ITS ANALYSIS, WILL BE LISTED SUCH THAT THE PRIORITY IS TO
THE CONTEXTS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN ACCESSED YET BY THE USER DURING THE
LEARNING PHASE.
SystemÀ [argument 214, argument 1, argument 600].
UserÀ picks up one of the listed arguments, [argument 214] as example.
SystemÀ presents the transcript of the chosen argument with an empty tree skeleton as in Fig. 11.
UserÀ start the analysis by copy and paste text passages from the transcript or enter
free text into the nodes then press advice.
SystemÀ divides each statement in each node into tokens, and compares these tokens with the ex-
pert analysis for the same node. Then calculates and records the errors ratio for the whole nodes.
SystemÀ shows out a declarative report that describes the mistakes of each node separately.

As SEEN IN Fig12 THE STUDENT ANALYSIS OF THE FINAL CONCLUSION NODE ”NODE0”
IS PARTIALLY CORRECT AND THE STUDENT HAS BEEN ADVISED TO USE THESE WORDS
IN HIS ANALYSIS {SADDAM, REGION,...}. ALSO IN ”NODE3” WHICH IS ON OF THE CRIT-
ICAL QUESTIONS, THE ANALYZED STATEMENT IS CORRECT HOWEVER THE TYPE OF
THE NODE (SUPPORT OR ATTACH) IS WRONG.

Fig. 12. The resulting report

UserÀ press OK.
AFTER THE USER FINISHES HIS ANALYSIS TO THE WHOLE CONTEXT, FILLING THE
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SUITABLE ANALYSIS FOR EACH NODE, THE SYSTEM WILL CALCULATES AND RECORDS
THE WHOLE ARGUMENT ANALYSIS RATIO FOR THAT ARGUMENT. THIS RATIOS RECORDS
WILL BE USED LATER TO EVALUATE THE PROGRESS OF THAT STUDENT.

4 Related Work

Early, the field of AI and education was very interesting to most of the researchers, where many
instructional systems have been developed to hone students argumentation skills. SCHOLAR and
WHY[8] systems are examples for these trials. However, these systems were mainly designed to engage
students in a Socratic dialog, which faces significant problems such as knowledge representations to
develop a Socratic tutor[8]. This mainly occurred in complex domains like legal reasoning, control
or preprocessing, and manipulate the natural language. Later, as a response to these difficulties,
a number of argument mapping tools[18, 10, 17, 13] have been developed to foster debate among
students about specific argument, using diagrams for argument representation. However, the data
mining and artificial intelligence influence, which needed to guide the student to understand the
relation between scientific theories and evidence, and refines his argument analysis ability, are missing
in these tools.

Recently, a number of mining weblogs[9] and case-based models[5] have been proposed to tackle
the mining and the artificial influence problem. The mining weblogs is considered as a classification
problem for the legal or informal reasoning considering law. Though, it mines the textual data that
is intractable to be processed. On the other hand, the case-based argumentation systems, such as
the CATO[5], use the case based reasoning method in order to reify the argument structure through
tools for analyzing, retrieving, and comparing cases in terms of factors.

Comparing CATO with our proposed application, both of them provides examples of specific issue
to be studied by the different students, as well as evaluates students’ arguments comparable to the
pre-existing one. Regarding to the search for arguments, both systems support students’ search for
the existing database, and retrieve the most relevant argument. However, CATO limits the students’
search by a boolean combination of factors. Also, in the full-text retrieval search, one can retrieve
documents, by matching phrases, which is not relevant to the search subject. On the other hand,
ALES provides different search criteria to tackle this problem, as seen in section 2, using different
mining techniques in order to: summon and provide a myriad of arguments at the student’s fingertips,
retrieve the most relevant results to the subject of search, and organize the retrieved result such that
the most relevant is the first rowed.

Finally, I. Rahwan presents the ArgDf system [6, 11], through which users can create, manipu-
late, and query arguments using different argumentation schemes. Comparing ArgDf system to our
approach, both of them sustain creating new arguments based on existing argument schemes. In
addition, the ArgDf system guides the user during the creation process based on the scheme struc-
ture only, the user relies on his efforts and his background to analyze the argument. However, in
our approach, the user is not only guided by the scheme structure but also by crucial hints devolved
through mining techniques. Accordingly, the creation process is restricted by comparing the contrast-
ing reconstruction of the user’s analysis and the pre-existing one. Such restriction helps in refining
the user’s underlying classification.

In the ArgDf system, searching existing arguments is revealed by specifying text in the premises
or the conclusion, as well as the type of relationship between them. Then the user can choose to filter
arguments based on a specific scheme. Whereas in our approach, searching the existing arguments
is not only done by specifying text in the premises or the conclusion but also by providing different
strategies based on different mining techniques in order to: refine the learning environment by adding
more flexible interoperability, guarantee the retrieval of the most convenient hypotheses relevant to
the subject of search, facilitate the search process by providing a different search criteria.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduced an agent-based learning environment (ALES) to teach argument analysis.
ALES extends the previous work done on building a highly structured argument repertoire (RADB)
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with managing tool [2, 3]. The main aim of developing this environment is to aid in improving the
student’s argument skills. ALES serves as a new trend in teaching arguments. The proposed archi-
tecture serves the educational process by allowing learning and assessing phases where personalized
feedback is provided. ALES guides the student during argument learning, analysis, and preprocess-
ing. In addition, ALES enjoys certain advantage over others, where a relevant and convenient result
is assured to be obtained especially when the search statement is in this form: ”the destructive war
in Iraq”. In the future, we intend to (i) integrate an NLP software to aid in polarity classification,
in which the underlying RADB arguments are classified into affirmative and rebuttal lists to the
issue of discussion, (ii) use the frequent tree mining techniques[7] in order to search for frequent
patterns in different arguments, and (iii) consider the interaction between the student model and the
pedagogical model, and how this is going to affect the abductive learning phase.
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Abstract. Data mining methods are successful in educational environments to 
discover new knowledge or learner skills or features. Unfortunately, they have 
not been used in depth with collaboration. We have developed a scalable data 
mining method, whose objective is to infer information on the collaboration 
during the collaboration process in a domain-independent way and to improve 
collaboration process management and learning in an open collaborative 
educational web environment. Thus, we used statistical indicators of learner’s 
interactions in forums as the data source and a clustering algorithm to classify 
the data according to learner’s collaboration. We showed the information on 
learner’s collaboration to the tutor and learners to help them with collaboration 
process management. The experimental results support this method. 

1 Introduction 

Collaborative learning is a useful strategy to solve the lack of social interaction in most e-
learning environments. However, the collaboration process has not been researched in 
depth [19]. We propose a data mining approach to reveal learner`s collaboration in open 
collaboration frameworks. We hypothesize that showing information on the collaboration 
process improves management and teaching in an open collaboration-learning 
environment. 

The educational context of our research is suitable for e-learning and collaborative 
learning because of the nature of students at UNED (The National Distance Learning 
University in Spain). These students are mainly adults with responsibilities other than 
learning. For this reason UNED’s students cannot be forced to collaborate in a typical 
CSCL (Computer Support Collaborative Learning) environment because of the time 
restrictions of these environments [8]. However, the collaboration learning is very 
suitable in the UNED’s educational context due to the isolation of these students. We 
solved the problems by providing learners with an open collaborative learning 
experience, where students could manage their own collaborative learning process. We 
designed a long-term collaborative learning experience with fourth-year Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and Engineering Based Knowledge students. This experience consisted 
of two main phases within a step-wise approach: the first phase was 3 weeks and the 
second phase was 10 weeks. It was enough time for students to complete the 
collaborative work and manage their collaborative process. 

Although collaboration environments have been researched, some works have focused on 
monitoring learner interaction and showing this to learners [10, 5], but they have not used 
any inferring method to reveal learner collaboration. Others have concentrated on 
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inferring information about the collaboration process [15], but the method used is not 
domain independent. We argue the need for inferring methods and the domain 
independence of these methods to be able to transfer the approach to other collaborative 
learning environments. 

Given our educational context and our proposed open collaborative learning 
environment, we needed to simplify and reduce conceptual problems in order to improve 
collaboration process management and transfer the ideas to other environments. We  
achieved this by developing an inferring method that aimed to: 1) reveal learner’s 
collaboration, 2) be domain independent, and 3) offer the information immediately after 
the process had finished. We applied the proposed approach to help students and tutors to 
manage the collaboration process by providing information on learner’s interaction and 
learner’s collaboration levels. 

We covered the objective by using the statistics of interactions in forums as the data 
source and a clustering algorithm as the inferring method. Forums are a very common 
service in a collaborative learning environment and the statistics from forums can be 
obtained just after the interaction has happened. Since the statistics from forums do not 
give any semantic information, they are domain independent. [6] researched the forums 
messages in an educational environment and they concluded that the forums analysis can 
reveal the collaboration of the learners and an analysis by data mining is advisable. The 
statistical indicators were selected in relation to the learners’ activity, initiative, regularity 
and promoting team-work [17]. That show, the method can be automated and the results 
are ready before the collaboration experience has finished. Those results provide 
information on the collaboration process to the tutor of the collaborative environment so 
that the tutor improved the teaching. Moreover, the same idea could be applied to 
learners. Thus we showed learner’s collaboration levels to both the tutor and learners. 

During the academic years 2006-07 and 2007-08 we researched the inferring method to 
reveal learner’s collaboration [1]. During the collaborative learning experience of the 
year 2008-09 we showed learners the results of the inferring method. We concluded that 
the inferring method reveals learner’s collaboration (more collaborative learners are more 
active and their activity encourages others to be more active) and the inferred 
representative collaboration indicators can be measured automatically. 

A short overview of methods already used in evaluating the collaboration process is 
given below. We describe the collaborative learning experience and the inferring method. 
Next we show the results obtained after applying the inferring method and we explain in 
detail how the inferring information was shown to learners. Finally, we conclude with the 
discussion and future works. 

2 Related Works 

[16] said that the knowledge extraction process is divided into three phases: pre-
processing, data mining and post-processing. In this section we describe research works 
that focus on collaboration process analysis and we explain the data acquisition method, 
the inferring or data mining method and the use of the results. 
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There have been various experiments to measure or identify the collaboration that takes 
place between system users. These experiments can be classified firstly the data 
acquisition method. We can identify three methods: 1) Qualitative [12]: where 
participants or experts are asked to evaluate the activities of the participants. 2) 
Quantitative [20, 15, 9, 3], which collects statistical information on the activities of the 
participants. 3) Mixed [4, 5, 10, 14]: where both methods are used simultaneously. 

When we talk about data mining, these systems can be characterized by the inferring 
method used to derive the value of certain features, such as the collaboration that has 
occurred or is occurring. The methods may include: a) analysis by an expert [12], b) 
comparison with a pre-existing model using machine learning methods [15], c) Different 
statistical techniques [7] or machine learning, such as clustering [20, 14], fuzzy logic 
[15], sequential pattern mining [14], and d) the systems can be characterized even by not 
using any inference system [3, 4, 5, 10]. 

Finally, the systems can be characterized by the data post-processing method, or by what 
they do with the results. According to [18], CSCL systems, and in this case the systems 
that we are analyzing can be characterized by what they do with the results: I) monitoring 
tools that automatically collect data from students on the interaction, and they show this 
information [12, 3, 4, 5, 10], II) metacognitive tools that show the information inferred in 
the mining process, as well as interactions [15, 20, 14], and III) guidance system that 
proposes remedial measures to help the student, once the right information has been 
inferred. [6] proved the analysis of the forums by data mining and text mining techniques 
provide with meaningful feedback about student’s performance and a view of the 
historical progress of a community of learners. We have followed the ideas but in a 
domain independence way. 

We propose the data mining method, whose acquisition method is quantitative because 
the data source is statistical indicators of learner interaction in forums. As an inferring 
method we use the clustering algorithm, whose objective is to classify learners according 
to their collaboration, which is disclosed from learner’s interaction. Finally, the proposed 
data mining method provides learners and tutors with metacognitive information on 
collaboration. The proposed data mining method is a metacognitive tool, which covers 
the research objectives. 

3 Collaboration experience 

We offered a collaborative learning experience to our learners with the objective of 
solving the common problems of distance learning and e-learning [10]. This research was 
carried out at UNED, where students are not typical university students. These students 
are mainly adults with responsibilities other than learning, who fit into the Lifelong 
Learning Paradigm, which supports the idea that learning should occur throughout a 
person’s lifetime, enabling the integration of education and work in a continuous process. 
This impacts on the time that students can use to learn, study or take part in a typical 
CSCL system. 
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Figure 1 shows the schema of the collaboration learning experience. It was offered at the 
beginning of the academic years 2006-07, 2007-08 and 2008-09, lasted around 3 months, 
and was divided into two phases. The 1st phase lasted 3 weeks and learners had to answer 
an initial questionnaire and do a mandatory task. The 2nd phase grouped learners who had 
done the mandatory task into three-member teams, and the teams had to follow 6 tasks. 
Figure 1 shows the number of learners that started the 1st phase and finished it, and 
finished the 2nd phase. The Figure 1 show the schema of the collaborative learning 
experience, where there were two phases and some tasks had to be done in a sequential 
order. 

 

Figure 1. Schema of the collaborative learning experience 

We provided a learning platform dotLRN (http://dotlrn.org/), which supports all learning 
experience activities, provides communications services such as forums, and stores all the 
interactions that take place on the platform in a relation database. During the 1st phase a 
general virtual environment was opened for all learners of the subject with common 
services (FAQs, news, surveys, calendar and forums). During the 2nd phase virtual 
spaces for each three-member team were opened, where the teams could perform the 
tasks. The specific virtual spaces include documents, surveys, news, a task manager and 
forums. 

4 Method 

We developed the inferring method with these objectives in mind: 1) the method should 
obtain information on learner’s collaboration; 2) the method should be domain 
independent; 3) the method should provide information on collaboration before the 
collaboration process finished. Thus, it is possible reusing and applying the approach in 
other e-learning environments. We were looking approaches that could be applied to 
others at UNED, where there are 4000 curses and over 190000 students enrolled. 
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The learners of the collaborative learning experience were encouraged to use the forums 
on the dotLRN platform as the main communication media. The platform stores the 
forum messages giving information on what thread the messages are in and what message 
the message has replied to. We focused on forum interactions, because they are a very 
common service in a collaborative learning environment and the statistics from forums 
can be obtained just after the interaction has happened and data mining analysis is 
possible with these indicators [6, 8]. Since the statistics from forums do not give any 
semantic information, they are domain independent. 

In line with the objectives explained above, we used statistical indicators of learner 
interaction in forums as a data source. According to [17], the features of collaborative 
learners in these environments are: activity, initiative, regularity and promoting team-
work. We proposed these attributes as indicators of the above features: number of threads 
or conversations that the learner started (num_thrd), and their average, square variance 
and the number of threads divided by their variance; the number of messages sent 
(num_msg), and their average, square variance and the number of messages divided by 
their variance; the number of replies in the thread started by the user (num_reply_thrd), 
and divided by the number of user threads; the number of replies to messages sent by the 
user (num_reply_msg), and divided by the number of user messages. The number of 
threads started and their associated indicators are related to learner initiative. The square 
variance of the number of threads is related to the regularity of the initiative. The number 
of messages sent and their associated indicators are related to learner activity and 
regularity of activity. The number of replies to messages sent and their associated 
indicators are related to the activity caused by the learner. 

We built datasets with the above statistical indicators from every year (2006-07, 2007-08 
and 2008-09). The characteristics of the datasets were: Dataset-06-07, 117 instances; 
Dataset-07-08, 122 instances; Dataset-08-09, 112 instances. Every instance is the 
statistical indicators of the interactions of one learner. We focused our research on the 
collaborative period, which started at the end of November and finished at the end of 
January. We collected the values of these statistical indicators in datasets during the 
whole collaborative period. 

We used a clustering algorithm as the data mining method. We used a clustering method 
because it classifies data collection without help from any expert, which delays the 
inferring process. We employed the EM clustering algorithm because of its good results 
when the method is applied in the learning environment to reveal collaboration. [20, 14, 
13]. 

We obtained a classification of the instances with the EM clustering algorithm. We used 
the WEKA data mining software [21] and the EM clustering algorithm [7]. We checked 
the relation of the classification obtained with collaboration. 

We needed to know student collaboration from another source to be able to compare their 
results and validate the approach as a collaborative inferring method. For this reason an 
expert identified student collaboration in the experiences. The expert read all the forum 
messages and labeled students according to their collaboration levels. Thus, we obtained 
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a list of most of the students labeled according to their collaboration level. The expert 
used a scale of 8 values (1, low collaboration level; 9, high collaboration level). 

Finally, the method finished by comparing the clustering classification of the learners 
with the labeled list of learner’s collaboration levels. The objective was to measure the 
average collaboration level of each cluster and to realize that the average collaboration 
level is different in each cluster. 

5 Results  

We have conducted this research during the last three years. In 2006-07 and 2007-08 we 
focused on the aforementioned inferring method in order to prove the usefulness of the 
method as a collaboration inferring method. During 2008-09 we applied the method to 
improve collaborative process management and learning. We proved that the clusters 
obtained from statistical indicators were related to learner collaboration in the last two 
years [1] and the data for 2008-09 support these conclusions. 

We classified the learners into 3 clusters, because the meaning of the classification is 
easier to understand in relation to collaboration. One cluster represents the low 
collaboration level, another cluster the medium collaboration level and the third cluster 
the high collaboration level. Then we run the clustering algorithm EM to obtain 3 cluster 
and we supplied with the datasets of every year (D-06-07, D-07-08 and D-08-09). These 
datasets collected the above statistical indicators for every learner. 

First of all, we note that the cluster algorithm classifies according to the interaction. One 
cluster (cluster-0 in the next table) collects learners with low interaction (low values in 
the statistical indicators), another (cluster-1) collects learners with a medium level of 
interaction, and the third (cluster-2) collects learners with high interaction (high values of 
statistical indicators). Then we measured the average collaboration level in each cluster 
(column “Level” of the next table).  

Table 1. Cluster collaboration level average 

Cluster-0 Cluster-1 Cluster-2 Dataset 
N_msg N_reply_

msg 
Level N_msg N_reply_

msg 
Level N_msg N_reply

_msg 
Level 

D-06-07 17.12 10.65 4.38 32.46 26.92 6.15 46.06 38.71 6.74 
D-07-08 8.86 6.03 4.79 22.45 17.63 5.61 44.78 39.38 6.11 
D-08-09 14.05 11.10 5.14 33.55 26.61 5.75 48.26 44.89 6.74 
 
Table 1 shows the average of the statistical indicator “num_msg” (number of messages 
sent to the forums), “num_reply_msg” (number of replies to the messages sent to the 
forums), and the average collaboration level (Level), which was supplied by the expert, in 
every cluster. The table shows just two statistical indicators because they define the 
clusters better, although the clustering algorithm EM used datasets with the 12 statistical 
indicators, which were explained above.  
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We concluded that the relation between collaboration (collaboration level supplied by the 
expert) and the clusters, and the statistical indicators is clear. Therefore, the most active 
learners (cluster-2), i.e., who sent more messages and whose statistical indicator 
“num_msg” is higher, and who caused more activity (statistical indicator 
“num_reply_msg” is higher) are the most collaborative learners. From this we can label 
learners according to their collaboration. Clusters-0 learners are labeled with low 
collaboration level, cluster-1 learners are labeled with medium collaboration level, and 
cluster-2 learners are labeled with high collaboration level. Considering the coverage of 
the evaluations performed over three consecutive academic years and the number of 
students involved, we can conclude that the relation between the collaboration level and 
the inferred representative collaboration indicators can be measured automatically, which 
was done this 2008-09. 

6 Result Management 

The year 2008-09 we used this method and learner collaboration levels were calculated 
during the collaborative period. The objective was not to calculate the exactly 
collaboration level. We argue that calculating the exact value of one variable in an 
environment, which is in imperfect scientific conditions, is very complicated. The method 
used offers rough information on the collaboration level, which can be used to improve 
learning. 

We thought that we could show the collaboration level to the tutor of the collaborative 
environment so that the tutor improved the teaching. The same idea, however, could be 
applied to learners. Thus we showed learner’s collaboration levels to the tutor and 
learners. 

We prepared different ways of showing the information to learners. 

• Statistical indicator portlet. We prepared a tool displaying the value of only 4 
statistical indicators (num_thrd, num_msg, num_reply_thrd and num_reply_msg) 
of every week during the collaboration period. The objective was to give 
information on the interaction during the collaborative process to team-members. 

• Collaboration level portlet. We proved that our data mining method reveals the 
rough learner collaboration level. This tool displays the collaboration level of 
team-members and the information was updated every week until the end of the 
collaboration process. The objective was to give information on the collaboration 
behavior of team-members. 

We offered these tools to 2008-09 students. The statistical indicator portlet was offered to 
6 teams (18 learners), the collaboration level portlet was offered to 8 teams (24 learners), 
and both portlets were offered to 6 teams (18 learners). The collaborative learning 
experience finished, but the academic year has not finished. We are currently analyzing 
learners’ answers to an opinion questionnaire and the collaboration learning experience 
results to prove the usefulness of the portlets. We offered these questionnaires to teams 
who had used some tool. The results are explained in the next table. 
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Table 2. Evaluation of tools 

Tools No. of learners who 
could use the tool 

No. of answers Average rank 
[0, 5] 

Statistical indicators 18 9 3.33 
Collaboration level 24 13 3 

Statistical indicators and 
collaboration level 18 12 3.08 

 

Half of the learners or more, to whom some tool was offered, answered the questionnaire 
and they had to rank the tools between 5 (highest value) and 0 (lowest). The average rank 
of every tool is not really high but it is always over half values (2.5). The results are 
positive but the poor number of answers means that we should be cautions on their 
analysis. To improve the analysis of the questionnaire we are comparing the above results 
with the marks and the collaboration period evaluation by the tutor. The aforementioned 
questionnaire will be contrasted with students' marks from tutors' evaluations and final 
exams. The latter will be available next June. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we have proposed a data mining approach to improve teaching and learning 
awareness on collaboration features in open collaborative learning frameworks. It infers 
learner collaboration levels and shows this information to tutors and learners. We thought 
that the data mining method covers the objective needed to improve the collaboration 
process. The objectives are: obtaining information on learner collaboration just after 
collaboration interactions have finished and guarantee domain independency. These 
objectives guarantee the data mining method can apply to others. 

This research focused on obtaining information on the collaboration process using 
statistical indicators of learner interaction in forums, machine learning technology as the 
inferring method, and showing the inferred information to tutors as the approach to 
improve the collaboration process. We have proposed statistical indicators, which are 
related to the activity: initiative, regularity of the learners and the activity caused by the 
learners. We think the above features explain the collaborative work [17]. An EM 
clustering algorithm classified the learner statistical indicators and learner collaboration 
levels, which were provided by an expert, were used to validate the clustering 
classification as a collaboration level classification. This research took place over three 
academic years 2006-07, 2007-08 and 2008-09, and more than 100 students took part in 
the collaborative learning experience each year (125 in 2006-07, 140 in 2007-08 and 115 
in 2008-09). During 2006-07 and 2007-08 the research focused on the inferring method 
[1] and this 2008-09 the results inferred were shown to learners and their usefulness 
measured. 

The results have proved that the data mining method could reveal representative 
collaboration indicators and help learners to improve collaboration learning management. 
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We have proved the clustering approach infers information on the learners’ collaboration, 
but we do not have any empirical conclusion claim that the clustering method is better 
than other machine learning methods, which can adapt itself to the problem. To clarify 
this issue we are carrying out parallel research where the inferring method relies on 
decision tree algorithms [2]. We are currently collecting results from the datasets so that 
we can subsequently compare the new results from the application of decision tree 
algorithms with the results reported in this paper. Another open issue is evaluating the 
tools offered. To date the evaluation has given satisfactions, but the tools could be 
improved. However, we must be cautions and wait until the results from the opinion 
questionnaire and the results from the exams and collaboration experience evaluation by 
the tutor are compared and analyzed. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a study of a large corpus of student logic
exercises in which we explore the relationship between two distinct measures
of difficulty: the proportion of students whose initial attempt at a given natural
language to first-order logic translation is incorrect, and the average number of
attempts that are required in order to resolve the error once it has been made. We
demonstrate that these measures are broadly correlated, but that certain circum-
stances can make a hard problem easy to fix, or an easy problem hard to fix. The
analysis also reveals some unexpected results in terms of what students find dif-
ficult. This has consequences for the delivery of feedback in the Grade Grinder,
our automated logic assessment tool; in particular, it suggests we should provide
different kinds of assistance depending upon the specific ‘difficulty profile’ of the
exercise.

1 Introduction

The translation of sentences in natural language (NL) into first-order logic (FOL) is a key
part of the logic curriculum; indeed, it can hardly be said that a student understands formal
logic if they are not able to carry out this translation task competently. For many students,
however, it is a difficult task. The difficulties students face are, at least in part, due to char-
acteristics of the natural language sentences themselves. For example, we would expect it
to be relatively easy to translate a natural language sentence when the mapping from natu-
ral language into logical connectives is transparent, as in the case of the mapping from and
to ∧, but more difficult when the natural language surface form is markedly different from
the corresponding logical form, as in sentences of the form A provided that B.

In this study, we aim to characterize translation tasks based on the student’s responses to
them. Rather than constructing a model of the student (as for example in [5]), we seek to
model the task, and to do so in an empirically grounded way, rather than based on intuitions
of the author of the exercise. This is in contrast with our past work, in which we focussed
on the nature of the errors that students make when performing translation tasks [1].
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1. If a is a tetrahedron then it is in front of d.
2. a is to the left of or right of d only if it’s a cube.
3. c is between either a and e or a and d.
4. c is to the right of a, provided it (i.e. c) is small.
5. c is to the right of d only if b is to the right of c and left of e.
6. If e is a tetrahedron, then it’s to the right of b if and only if it is also in front of b.
7. If b is a dodecahedron, then it’s to the right of d if and only if it is also in front of d.
8. c is in back of a but in front of e.
9. e is in front of d unless it (i.e., e) is a large tetrahedron.

10. At least one of a, c, and e is a cube.
11. a is a tetrahedron only if it is in front of b.
12. b is larger than both a and e.
13. a and e are both larger than c, but neither is large.
14. d is the same shape as b only if they are the same size.
15. a is large if and only if it’s a cube.
16. b is a cube unless c is a tetrahedron.
17. If e isn’t a cube, either b or d is large.
18. b or d is a cube if either a or c is a tetrahedron.
19. a is large just in case d is small.
20. a is large just in case e is.

Figure 1. The 20 sentences in Exercise 7.12.

We are interested in developing a richer understanding of what it is that makes a translation
exercise difficult. We identify two different measures of difficulty, and explore the relation-
ship between them; this allows us to characterize each translation problem in terms of its
difficulty profile, which in turn can be used to vary the kind of feedback provided.

Section 2 provides some background to the present study and introduces the corpus we use.
Section 3 introduces our two measures of difficulty; Section 4 then discusses the relation-
ship between these two measures, and what they reveal about the nature of the problems
students face. In Sections 5 and 6, we focus on two particular difficulty profiles, exploring
what they mean for our assessment tool. Finally, Section 7 provides some conclusions and
points to future work.

2 The Data

The corpus consists of student-generated solutions to exercises in Language, Proof and
Logic (LPL) [3], a courseware package consisting of a textbook together with desktop ap-
plications which students use to complete exercises.1 Students may submit answers to 489
of LPL’s 748 exercises online; the other exercises require that students submit their an-

1See http://lpl.stanford.edu.
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swers on paper to their instructors. The electronic submissions are processed by the Grade
Grinder (GG), a robust automated assessment system that has assessed approximately 1.8
million submissions of work by more than 46,000 individual students over the past eight
years; this population is drawn from approximately a hundred institutions in more than
a dozen countries. These submissions form an extremely large corpus of high ecological
validity.

For the work reported here, we focus on a specific exercise we selected from LPL; this is a
natural language (NL) to first-order logic (FOL) translation exercise of moderate difficulty,
i.e. one that psychometrically discriminates between students. Exercise 7.12 from Chapter
7 (which introduces conditionals) was selected because it has the highest proportion of
erroneous submissions of all translation exercises.

This exercise involves translating each of twenty English sentences into FOL. Our desktop
applications offer relatively little useful feedback for exercises of this type, so compared
to other exercise types, a higher proportion of submissions to the Grade Grinder contain
errors. A submission for Exercise 7.12 consists of a solution for all twenty sentences, and
is considered erroneous if the student makes an error on at least one of the solutions. For
this study we focus on the calendar year 2007, during which period a total of 2558 students
attempted this exercise. 14% got the exercise right without making a single error. The
high proportion of submissions containing errors is in part a reflection of the fact that the
exercises contains twenty translation tasks, all of which the student would have to have
correct first time to avoid being found erroneous. For this study, we examined the corpus
of erroneous submissions of Exercise 7.12, representing the work of a set of 2221 students.

A translation for a sentence (which we refer to here as a solution) is considered correct if
it is equivalent to a reference solution; there are infinitely many correct answers for any
sentence, so a theorem prover is employed to determine equivalence. The sentences from
Exercise 7.12 are presented in Figure 1. The reference solution for Sentence 1 in Figure 1
is Tet(a) → FrontOf(a,d).

The emphasis in the Grade Grinder is on self-remediation of errors. The Grade Grinder’s
response to an erroneous submission of the form FrontOf(a, d) → Tet(a), a common error,
takes the form:

*** Your first sentence, "FrontOf(a, d) -> Tet(a)", is not equivalent to any of
the expected translations.

This very uninformative, ‘canned’ feedback is typical of the Grade Grinder’s responses.
Students using the Grade Grinder may make as many submissions of a given exercise
as they need to obtain the correct answer. This means that the corpus contains repeated
submissions by the same student of the same task, and enables us to track their path to a
solution. A student’s work is reported to their instructor only when the student chooses,
typically because it is reported as correct or because their deadline has arrived. Further
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Figure 2. Proportion of students who get each sentence wrong (left), and average stickiness
values for the 20 sentences (right).

information on the Grade Grinder, and samples of feedback reports, can be found on the
GG website.2

3 Measuring Difficulty

How do we measure the difficulty of a translation exercise? Of course, the author of a
textbook uses intuitions about difficulty when preparing the exercises used in that textbook.
However, even when based on extensive experience, this invariably involves some degree of
subjectivity, and it fails to acknowledge that different students may find different problems
difficult to different degrees. Ideally we would like to determine the difficulty of an exercise
on the basis of empirical data, and further, be able to take account of the fact that different
students may face different problems.

We consider here two possible measures of difficulty based on the data we have available.

• First, we can look at the proportion of students who get a particular exercise wrong;
the assumption here is that the more students who get an exercise wrong, the more
difficult that exercise must be. We refer to this value as the sentence’s PSI (for ‘the
Proportion of Students who provide an Incorrect answer’.) Figure 2 (left) shows,
for each of the 20 sentences, the proportion of this sample whose initial attempt at
that sentence resulted in an incorrect answer. On this basis, we can observe, for
example, that Sentences 1 and 12 are relatively easy, whereas Sentences 5, 6 and 7
are relatively difficult.

2See http://ggww2.stanford.edu/GUS/gradegrinder.
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• A second measure can be obtained by considering how many attempts it takes for
a student to determine the correct answer once they have made their initial mistake.
We call this the stickiness of the error. Thus, every student has a stickiness value for
every sentence they get wrong; for any sentence they correct on their second attempt,
the stickiness value of that sentence for that student is 1. If we average this value over
all students, we obtain a stickiness measure for the sentence. Figure 2 (right) shows
the average stickiness values for the 20 sentences in the exercise based, for each
sentence, on the subset of the 2221 students in the sample that made an error on it.
This illustrates that Sentence 6 is much stickier—which is to say that it is ‘harder to
fix’, even given the Grade Grinder’s feedback—than Sentence 5 which with it shares
a high PSI.

Since we have both values for each sentence in the data, we can combine these to produce
a tuple we refer to as the difficulty profile of the sentence; this captures both the likelihood
of a student getting the sentence wrong, and the average number of attempts it takes to fix
the error.

4 Correlating the Dimensions

As noted above, 2221 students who made submissions to Exercise 7.12 made one or more
errors. For each of these students, a co-occurrence matrix was constructed for the 20 sen-
tences. Each cell of an individual student’s matrix coded the relationship between one
distinct pair of sentences. For example, if the student made an error on Sentence 3 and an
error on Sentence 12, then the cell at [3,12] would be coded 1 (co-occurrence of error), oth-
erwise zero. The individual subject matrices were summed to produce a combined matrix
for all 2221 subjects.

The summed matrix was input to the SPSS Proximities procedure to produce a similarity
matrix. The similarity matrix formed the input to the SPSS Cluster procedure, which was
used to compute a multilevel, agglomerative, hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward’s
method (see, e.g., [4]). The item clusters are arranged hierarchically with individual items
at the leaves and a single cluster at the root. Dendrograms provide a graphical display
of cluster analysis output. The dendrogram for all subjects’ data (Figure 3) shows the
sentence clusters. Bifurcations that are more distant from the leaf nodes mean that the
clusters are more dissimilar. For example, in Figure 3, the cluster of Sentences 1, 12, 3,
and 15 indicates that many students who made errors on, say, Sentence 3 also tended to
make errors on Sentences 1, 12 and 15. The primary branch at the root level indicates
two quite distinct major clusters and three somewhat less dissimilar subclusters within the
upper main branch (labelled 1–4 in Figure 3).

We then looked at where the individual sentences lay on a scatter plot of PSI against Stick-
iness; we noted that the dendogram clusters correspond to four distinct bands in Figure 4.
The figure makes it clear that there is not a direct correspondence between our two mea-
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Figure 3. Dendrogram representation of cluster analysis outputs. Leaf node numbers corre-
spond to Exercise 7.12 Sentences 1–20. Clusters labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to bands in
Figure 4.

sures of difficulty, although there is reasonable correlation in the case of many sentences
(Spearman’s ρ = .61, p = .004). We single out for particular attention two situations in-
volving outliers (and thus where our two measures of difficulty in some sense ‘conflict’):
sentences with a high PSI but a low stickiness, and sentences with a low PSI but a high
stickiness.

5 Hard to Get Right, But Easy to Fix

We can characterise sentences with a high PSI and a low average stickiness as being hard
to get right—many students get them wrong first time—but easy to fix: once you know
you’ve got it wrong, it’s easy to work out what the correct answer is.

The most salient examples of this category in our data are Sentences 19 and 20, repeated
here for convenience:

19. a is large just in case d is small.
20. a is large just in case e is.

Both of these use the natural language expression just in case, which translates into FOL

as the biconditional, ‘↔’. As we noted in [1], students find this expression particularly
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Figure 4. Scatterplot of the difficulty measures PSI and Stickiness. Data point labels indicate
Sentences 1–20 of Exercise 7.12 and the ‘bands’ correspond to the four clusters identified in
Figure 3.

difficult, perhaps because it is so rarely used (at least with this interpretation) in natural
language.3

The vast majority of students who get Sentence 19 wrong offer either of the following two
translations, reflecting the common misunderstanding of just in case as a bare conditional:

• Small(d) → Large(a)
• Large(a) → Small(d)

The analogous errors also occur very frequently for Sentence 20. In each case, we hypoth-
esise that the students realise that the translation involves some kind of conditional; if they
don’t get it right the first time, and incorrectly offer a conditional as in the cases above, the
most obvious next alternative is the biconditional, which is the correct answer. In effect,
there is a very small space of plausible alternative answers given the belief that some flavor
of conditional is required, and therefore a relatively low likelihood of making a second
error. This space of potential answers is further constrained by the simple nature of the
sentences: they are amongst the shortest sentences in the exercise. Sentence 19 mentions
only two objects (a and b) and two unary predicates (Large and Small).

3In everyday language, the expression just in case is most often used as an approximate synonym for ‘as
a precaution’. This is not what is meant when it is used by logicians or mathematicians, as is explicitly taught
in the LPL textbook.
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This suggests that stickiness is related to the extent to which each submitted (or re-submitted)
sentence translation by the student reduces the space of plausible solutions.

6 Easy to Get Right, But Hard to Fix

We can characterise sentences with a low PSI and a high average stickiness as being easy
to get right—most students get them right first time—but hard to fix: if you get it wrong,
it’s hard to work out what the correct answer is.

Sentence 8 represents a reasonable example of this phenomenon:

8. c is in back of a but in front of e.

The implication of the difficulty profile of this example is that most students know how to
translate but into FOL, but if a student doesn’t understand this, being told they are wrong
(the current feedback provided by the Grade Grinder) is not of any particular help. The
high average stickiness of this sentence suggests that students are at a loss as to what the
correct answer might be, perhaps even trying random variations on their initial solution to
see what works.

In contrast to Sentence 19, discussed in the previous section, students are less likely to
make errors on Sentence 8 and it is much stickier (Figure 2). That the PSI is low is probably
explained by the fact that the logical connective that translates but is the relatively simple
logical and (∧). This translation is introduced in an earlier chapter in LPL and may have
been internalized by many students by the time they attempt this exercise.

The surface structure of the NL sentence suggests many possible reasons to suppose that
students who err in their first attempt find this sentence sticky. Sentence 8 mentions three
objects (a, c, and e) and involves two binary relations (BackOf, FrontOf), and the NL sen-
tence contains an elided reference to c which has to be made explicit in the FOL translation.
Given the uninformative feedback from the Grade Grinder, we conjecture that students
do not know which of these features they have misunderstood. The situation is probably
compounded by the fact that this exercise appears in the chapter of the book devoted to
conditionals, but does not require a conditional in its translation.

7 Conclusions

What should the implications of the analysis presented here be? We have endeavoured
to demonstrate that a unidimensional estimation of difficulty based simply on how many
students get an exercise right or wrong masks important variations in the kinds of problems
students face. In the analysis presented here, we distinguish the proportion of students who
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get an exercise wrong as a measure from a measure of how easy it is for a student to correct
a wrong answer.

More broadly, we can identify four extremes that characterise individual problems:

Hard to Get Wrong, Easy to Resolve: Such problems may be of limited pedagogical value,
although they might serve to build a learner’s confidence.

Easy to Get Wrong, Easy to Resolve: These might play a role in encouraging care or
vigilance, and so might be appropriate for delivery to a careless student.

Hard to Get Wrong, Hard to Resolve: These probably don’t belong in the curriculum,
since they are likely to engender frustration in the student.

Easy to Get Wrong, Hard to Resolve: These are the most challenging problems, perhaps
best reserved only for those students who are on top of the curriculum.

None of these extremes are ideal; what we really want to do is use exercises that are more
or less balanced, perhaps with a bias towards difficulty in one or other dimension for par-
ticular pedagogical purposes. As a student works through the LPL exercise set, we may be
able to incorporate a measure of how they respond to exercises with different difficulty pro-
files into a student model. Ideally, appropriate examples should be dynamically generated
automatically in response to this measure as it is revealed.

We would like to exploit our richer conception of logic exercise difficulty to enhance and
enrich Grade Grinder’s feedback and to individualise LPL’s curriculum. To achieve this the
Grade Grinder requires representations of the characteristics of sentences (such as number
of predicates, number of constants, and arity). To this end we are currently developing
knowledge representations of stimulus features: this task involves characterizing each
LPL exercise in terms of its resources, represented as matrices of properties (for example,
number of constants in NL or FOL sentences, number of predicates, types of predicates,
their arity, number and types of connectives, and so on). Then we aim to derive, for each
sentence, the space of plausible alternative answers based on the number of terms in a sen-
tence, the number of predicates and their arities, etc. A large space of plausible alternative
answers suggests prima facie a more difficult exercise. We will be able to validate the
predictive difficulty measures by correlating them with PSI and stickiness, to determine
whether these are all of the (and the only) factors playing into students’ experiences with
the exercise, and which of the surface features are predictive of PSI and which of stickiness.

The sentence characteristics (including the two difficulty measures and the stimulus fea-
tures) could be encoded in a manner akin to q-matrices and used to represent students’ con-
cept states at different stages of learning [2]. Stimulus feature analysis of LPL’s resources
will also inform their decomposition into constituent sub-concepts and skills. Armed with
this knowledge we should then be able to track how many times a student has encoun-
tered each sub-concept to-date. We may also employ search algorithms and statistical
techniques (for example, multivariate logistic regression) to build models of each student’s
learning [5]. When the Grade Grinder detects that a student is manifesting a more-than-
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average number of errors, it can generate bespoke exercises for individual students using
methods akin to those used in AI-based adaptive psychometric item generation [6]. Such
approaches require, inter alia, rich representations of stimulus features, empirical data on
item difficulty, and the application of item response theory (IRT) [7]. The ultimate aim
is to generate exercises, judiciously adjusting the difficulty parameters and concepts they
contain for each individual student.
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Abstract.  This paper proposes a learning based method that can automatically 

determine how likely a student is to give a correct answer to a problem in an 

intelligent tutoring system. Only log files that record students’ actions with the 

system are used to train the model, therefore the modeling process doesn’t 

require expert knowledge for identifying domain specific skills that are needed 

to solve the problem or students’ possible solution methods etc. The model 

utilizes a set of performance features, problem features, time and mouse 

movement features and is compared to i) a model that utilizes performance and 

problem features, ii) a model that uses performance, problem and time features. 

In order to address data sparseness problem, a robust Ridge Regression 

algorithm is designed to estimate model parameters. An extensive set of 

experiment results demonstrate the power of using multiple types of evidence as 

well as the robust Ridge Regression algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Increasing trend in computers’ utilization for teaching has led to the development of 

many intelligent tutoring systems (ITS).  It has been shown that ITSs improve students’ 

learning by providing individualized guidance by means of modeling students’ cognitive 

skills while they solve problems [6, 11]. This approach, i.e. building a detailed model of 

students’ domain specific cognitive skills, and updating them accordingly as students 

proceed is known as “model-tracing” [1] and have been followed by several tutors such 

as ANDES [5], SlideTutor [7], PAT [10] etc.  For instance, the ANDES system utilizes a 

Bayesian network representation which is constructed from potential solutions of a 

current problem and is updated after each student action to determine when a student may 

need help or what method may potentially be used by the student to solve the problem. 

Building models that require construction of domain specific skills, and following 

students’ progress at the skill level is an accurate way of student modeling; however it is 

time-consuming and requires experts’ knowledge of the domain.  

Instead of explicitly modeling students’ cognitive skills with the help of a domain expert, 

it is possible to utilize the detailed low-level log data that ITS collect during the student-

tutor interaction, to help the decision making process of a tutor. Robinet et al. have 

recently proposed a method to discover high-level student behaviors from low-level 

traces of students in a problem solving environment [14]. Their system uses domain 

dependent context-action-outcome (CAO) triplets extracted from the low-level log data 

and clusters them into high-level abilities (HLA) that can later be used for generating or 

selecting sets of exercises. Although their CAO triplets are domain dependent, their 

method is at a higher level than the level of the student resolution.  Beck et al. note that it 

is not always obvious how to map the low level cognitive information to higher level 
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teaching actions and propose a machine learning agent that directly learns to predict the 

probability of whether the student’s response will be correct and how long it will take to 

generate that response [3].  They also note that it’s possible to explicitly model how 

students generate their answers but is time-consuming. Instead, they use 4 groups of 

model inputs describing the current state of a student  (using student, topic, problem, and 

context related features) and use linear regression to produce their two outcomes: i) 

whether the student will be able to solve the problem correctly, ii) how much time it will 

take him to solve it. They claim that any machine learning method doing function 

approximation will (in theory) work and what is important is the model inputs and 

outputs.  

To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior research on the automatic detection of 

whether a student will be able to correctly answer a question with a high-level student 

model (i.e. without using any expert knowledge of the domain), utilizing mouse 

movement data. Prior work mainly focuses on the model-tracing approach [5, 7, 10] 

which is a quite different task than high-level student modeling. De Vicente and Pain 

have human participants use mouse movement data as well as data from student-tutor 

interaction for motivation diagnosis [8]. In a recent work, Cetintas et al. [4] also utilize 

mouse movement data along with performance and time features to automatically detect 

the off-task behaviors of students while they work with the tutoring system. However 

both of these works focus on tasks that are also very different than predicting the 

correctness of problem solving via a high-level student model. The works that focus on 

high-level student modeling utilize only combinations of performance, problem, context, 

topic, action, outcome related features (that can all be extracted from the low-level logs 

of user-system interaction) but ignore mouse movement data [3, 14].  Although these 

features are quite important to improve the effectiveness of student modeling, mouse 

movement data is another important type of data that can also be incorporated into high-

level student modeling to improve the prediction accuracy. Similar to all other features 

that have been mentioned so far, mouse movement data can also easily be stored and 

retrieved from low-level user-system logs in every intelligent tutoring system. 

This paper proposes a machine learning method that can automatically predict whether a 

student will be able to correctly answer a problem in a problem solving environment by 

utilizing multiple types of evidence including performance, problem, time and mouse 

movement features that are extracted from the log files of students’ actions within 

tutoring software. To address data sparseness problem, the proposed model utilizes a 

robust Ridge Regression technique to estimate model parameters. The proposed model is 

compared to i) a model that utilizes performance and problem features; ii) a model that 

uses performance, problem and time features and iii) all models when data sparseness 

problem is not addressed (i.e. when model parameters are not learned with Ridge 

Regression). We show that utilizing multiple types of evidence as well as the robust 

Ridge Regression technique improves the effectiveness of the student model. 

2 Data 

Data from a study conducted in 2008 in an elementary school was used in this work. The 

study was conducted in mathematics classrooms using a math tutoring software (that has 
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been developed by the authors). The tutoring software teaches problem solving skills for 

Equal Group (EG) and Multiplicative Compare (MC) problems. These two problem types 

are a subset of the most important mathematical word problem types that represent about 

78% of the problems in a fourth grade mathematics textbook [12].  In the tutoring system; 

first, a conceptual instruction session is studied by a student followed by problem solving 

sections to test their understanding. Both of conceptual instruction and problem solving 

parts require students to work one-on-one with the tutoring software and if students fail to 

pass a problem solving session, they have to repeat the corresponding conceptual 

instruction and the problem solving session. Space limitations preclude discussing in 

detail but the tutoring software has a total of 4 conceptual instruction sessions and 11 

problem solving worksheets that have 12 questions each (4 for Equal Group worksheets, 

4 for Multiplicative Compare worksheets, 3 Mixed worksheets each of which include 6 

EG & 6 MC problems) and is supported with animations, audio (with more than 500 

audio files), instructional hints, exercises etc.  

In a problem solving worksheet, a problem is counted as correctly solved only if all 

question boxes for the problem are filled correctly. Question boxes for a problem check 

students’ ability to find the correct solution of the problem as well as to fulfill some 

partial skills that are needed for the solution of a problem when they can’t give a full 

answer. Such partial skills for a problem include answers to i) diagram boxes which 

Table 2. Details of the problems collected out of the problem solving sessions. Number of correctly 

solved problems for training, text splits can be seen under the # of Correctly Solved Problems column; 

number of incorrectly solved problems can be seen under the # of Incorrectly Solved Problems column 

and the total number of problems for training and test splits can be seen under the Total column. The 

percentages in the parenthesis indicate the ratio of positive and negative data for training and test splits 

as well as the total. 

 # of Correctly 

Solved Problems 

# of Incorrectly 

Solved Problems 

Total 

Training 713 (65.3%) 379 (34.7%) 1092 

Test 578 (66.6%) 290 (33.4%) 868 

Total 1291 (65.8%) 669 (34.1%) 1960 

 

Table 1. Details of the problem solving worksheets. The information of whether problems of a 

worksheet include i) diagram boxes can be seen under the Include Diagram Boxes column; ii) equation 

boxes can be seen under the  Include Equation Boxes column; iii) unknown number to be solved for can 

be seen under the Include Unknown "umber column. Shows Correct Answer column shows whether the 

correct answer to a question is shown to students after they submit their answer. 

Worksheet Includes 

Diagram 

Boxes 

Includes 

Equation 

Boxes 

Includes 

Unknown 

'umber 

Shows 

Correct 

Answer 

EG/MC Worksheet 1 Yes No No Yes 

EG/MC Worksheet 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

EG/MC Worksheet 3 No Yes Yes Yes 

EG/MC Worksheet 4 No Yes Yes No 

Mixed Worksheet 1 No Yes Yes Yes 

Mixed Worksheet 2 No Yes Yes No 

Mixed Worksheet 3 No Yes Yes No 
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check student’s mapping of the information given in a problem into an abstract model; ii) 

equation box which checks whether a student can form a correct equation from the 

information given in a problem; iii) final answer box which checks whether a student can 

solve the asked unknown in a problem correctly. Details about which worksheets include 

which groups of boxes are shown in Table 1. In some of the worksheets, after the student 

answers the question, the correct answer is also shown to the student after each question 

in the worksheet (regardless of whether the student’s answer is correct or not) to make 

the student learn from his/her mistake. Details about which worksheets show correct 

answers are also shown in Table 1. 

The study with the tutoring system included 8 students which include 3 students with 

learning disabilities, 1 student with emotional disorder and 1 student with emotional 

disorder combined with mental retardation.  Students used the tutor for several 30 minute 

class sessions (on average 18.1255 sessions per student with standard deviation of 3.4408 

sessions) during which their interaction with the tutoring system was logged in a 

centralized database. A total of 1960 problems that were solved, 1291 of which were 

correctly solved and 669 of which were incorrectly solved. The average number of 

correctly solved problems per student is 161.37 (with a standard deviation of 42.07) and 

the average number of incorrectly solved problems per student is 83.62 (with a standard 

deviation of 27.07). Data from 4 students were used as training data to build the models 

for making predictions for the other 4 students (who are used as the test data). Details 

about the training and test splits are given in Table 2. 

3 Methods: Least Squares and Ridge Regression 

Data sparseness is an important problem which is caused by using limited training data to 

learn parameters of a model and leads to the common problem of over-fitting [9]. Over-

fitting as the name implies is the problem of having an excellent fit to the training data 

which may not be a precise indicator of future test data especially in the case of data 

sparseness. Regularization is a technique to control the over-fitting problem by setting 

constraints on model parameters in order to discourage them from reaching large values 

that lead to over-fitting. We will briefly discuss the Least Squares technique followed by 

Ridge Regression technique that controls over-fitting [9]. 

The simplest linear model for regression involves a linear combination of input variables 

as follows: 

���,�� = �	 +���� +⋯+���� = ���               (1) 

where � = �1, ��, … , ���� is an instance of training data of D+1 dimensions and � =
��	, ��, … , ���� are model coefficients (�	 is the bias parameter). For such a model, the 

sum of squares error between predictions ����, �� for each data point �� and the 
corresponding target values �� is as follows: 
 

����� =
1
2���� − ����, ����
�

���
= 12���� −������

�

���
 

         (2) 
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which can be minimized with a maximum likelihood solution that gives the Least 

Squares solution of the model parameters as follows: 

��� = � � �!� "                 (3) 

where   is an N*D design matrix whose elements are given by  #$ = �#$ (i.e. jth 
dimension of the n

th
 training instance). Ridge Regression adds a quadratic regularization 

penalty of  �%��� = & '⁄ ��� to the data-dependent error (i.e. Eq. (2)) with which the 
total error function becomes: 

��)�*���� = ����� + +�%��� =
1
2���� −������
�

���
+ +2�

��   (4) 

where + is the regularization coefficient that controls the relative importance of data-

dependent error ����� and the regularization term �%���. The regularization coefficient 
in this work is learned with cross validation in the training phase (i.e. splitting the 

training data into smaller training and test datasets). The exact minimizer of the total 

error function can be found in closed form as follows: 

�-.�/0 = �+1 +  � �!� "                     (5) 

which is the Ridge Regression solution of the parameters of the model.  

4 Modeling Approaches 

This section describes the models that are used for evaluation: i) a model that considers 

performance and problem features, ii) another modeling approach that considers time 

features as well as performance and problem features, and finally iii) a more advanced 

model that incorporates mouse movement features with performance, problem and time 

related features. 

4.1 Performance and Problem Based Modeling (PerfProb_Mod) 

Using performance and problem based features has been shown to be a useful approach 

for student modeling in the prior work [3, 14]. The idea of using performance features is 

quite intuitive since students’ performance up to a certain problem is a good indicator of 

their performance for that problem. Similarly problem related features such as problem 

difficulty or number of sub skills (types of question boxes in this work) required etc., are 

very informative to see whether a current student can correctly answer a problem or not.  

In this work; 4 performance features are used. The set of 4 performance features are used 

as a measure of the probability that the student knew the skills asked in a question. The 

first feature is the # of correct answers so far in a problem solving worksheet. Each 

problem solving worksheet consists of 12 math word problems and a problem is counted 

as correct only if all question boxes for the problem are filled correctly. The number of 

correctly solved problems up to a current problem in a worksheet is a good indicator for 

student’s success for the current problem. Second, third and fourth performance features 
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help to assess student’s partial skills that are needed for the solution of a problem when 

they can’t give a full answer. Such partial skills for a problem include the abilities to give 

answers to, as mentioned before, i) diagram boxes which check student’s mapping of the 

information given in a problem into an abstract model; ii) equation box which checks 

whether a student can form a correct equation from the information given in a problem; 

iii) final answer box which checks whether a student can solve the asked unknown in a 

problem correctly. The corresponding features are percentage of correct diagram 

answers so far, percentage of correct equation box answers so far, percentage of final 

answers so far in a problem solving worksheet. They provide the percentage of correct 

answers given by a student for the associated partial skill boxes of all the solved 

problems of a current worksheet up to the current problem.  

In addition to the 4 performance features, 11 problem features are also used indicating 

which problem solving worksheet the current problem belongs to. In our model, there are 

11 binary variables corresponding to 11 worksheets. If a current problem belongs to 5
th
 

worksheet (i.e. MC Worksheet 1), then 5
th
 binary variable will be 1 and all others will be 

0. This encoding approach enables the model to associate each problem with the different 

characteristics of different worksheets. This encoding scheme is also mentioned in Beck’s 

work as “one hot” encoding [3]. 

Performance and problem based modeling in this work serves as the baseline for all other 

models and will be referred as PerfProb_Mod. 

4.2 Performance, Problem and Time Based Modeling (PerfProbTime_Mod) 

Performance and problem based modeling approach is useful in many situations however 

there are lots of other possible data that can be good indicators of students’ success for a 

current problem such as the time that a student spends while solving a problem. Although 

not all the prior work used time related features [14], it has been used as a feature by 

Beck [3].  

In addition to the 15 performance and problem features mentioned before, this modeling 

approach also incorporates the time feature for student modeling. The time feature in this 

work is defined as the time a student spends while solving a problem. 

Performance, problem and time based modeling approach will be referred as 

PerfProbTime_Mod. 

4.3 Performance, Problem, Time and Mouse Tracking Based Modeling 

(PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod) 

Incorporation of the time feature into the performance and problem based modeling is an 

effective way of improving student modeling; however there is still more room to 

improve. Both performance & problem based modeling and performance, problem & 

time based modeling approaches ignore an important data source with which students are 

almost always in interaction while they are solving problems in a problem solving 

environment: the mouse. As far as we know there is no prior research on student 

modeling that utilize mouse tracking data.  More details about the prior work on this 
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modeling approach as well as utilizing mouse movement data can be found in the 

Introduction section. 

In addition to the 4 performance related features, 11 problem related features and 1 time 

feature that have been mentioned; this modeling approach incorporates 3 more features as 

mouse tracking data. The first feature is the maximum mouse off time in a problem which 

provides the knowledge of the biggest time interval (in seconds) in which mouse is not 

used for a current problem. Second and third mouse tracking features are the average x 

movement and average y movement respectively. They basically assess average number 

of pixels the mouse is moved along the x and y axes in 0.2 second intervals.  

Performance, problem, time and mouse tracking based modeling that we propose will be 

referred as PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod. 

5 Experimental Methodology: Evaluation Metric 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the off-task behavior detection task, we use the common 

1F  measure, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall [2,13]. Precision (p) is 

the ratio of the correct categorizations by a model divided by all the categorizations of 

that model. Recall (r) is the ratio of correct categorizations by a model divided by the 

total number of correct categorizations. 

2� =
234
3 + 4                     (6) 

6 Experiment Results 

This section presents the experimental results of the methods that are presented in 

Methods section. All the methods were evaluated on the dataset described in Data 

section.  

 An extensive set of experiments are conducted to address the following questions: 

Table 3. Results of PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod method is shown in comparison to PerfProb_Mod and 

PerfProbTime_Mod methods for high level student modeling to detect whether a student can correctly 

solve a given problem. Note that the results for each model for the technique of least squares are shown 

under the Least Squares column, and the results for each model for the technique of Ridge Regression 

are shown under the Ridge Regression column. The percentages in the parenthesis show the relative 

improvements of each method with respect to the Least Squares version of the PerfProb_Mod model. 

The performance is evaluated by the 2� measure. 

Methods Technique 

Least Squares Ridge Regression 

PerfProb_Mod 0.4632 0.6749 (+45.70%) 

PerfProbTime_Mod 0.5090 (+09.89%) 0.6805 (+46.91%) 

PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod 0.5249 (+13.32%) 0.6894 (+48.85%) 
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• How effective is the PerfProbTime_Mod method that utilizes performance, problem 

and time features with respect to PerfProb_Mod method that utilizes performance 

and problem features? 

• How effective is the PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod method that utilizes mouse 

tracking data as well as performance, problem and time features with respect to 

PerfProb_Mod and PerfProbTime_Mod methods? 

• How effective is the approach of utilizing the Ridge Regression technique to 

estimate the model parameters? 

6.1 The Performance of Performance, Problem and Time Based Modeling 

(PerfProbTime_Mod) 

The first set of experiments was conducted to measure the effect of including the time 

feature in the PerfProb_Mod model. The details about this approach are given in detail in 

Section 4.1. 

More specifically, PerfProbTime_Mod model is compared with PerfProb_Mod and their 

performances are shown in comparison to each other in Table 3. It can be seen that the 

PerfProbTime_Mod model outperforms PerfProb_Mod model. The lesson to learn from 

this set of experiments is that time feature is helpful when it is combined with 

performance and problem related features for the task of predicting whether a student will 

be able to correctly answer a current problem. This explicitly demonstrates the power of 

incorporating the time feature into the performance and problem related based modeling. 

6.2 The Performance of Performance, Problem, Time and Mouse Tracking 

Based Modeling (PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod) 

The second set of experiments was conducted to measure the effect of including the 

mouse tracking data in the PerfProbTime_Mod model. The details about this approach 

are given in detail in Section 4.2. 

More specifically, PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod method is compared with the other two 

models and its performance is shown in comparison to the other two models in Table 3. It 

can be seen that the PerfProbTimeMouseT_Mod model outperforms both 

PerfProbTime_Mod and PerfProb_Mod models. This set of experiments show that mouse 

movement features are helpful when they are combined with performance and problem 

related features along with the time feature for high level student modeling. This 

explicitly demonstrates the power of incorporating the mouse tracking features into 

performance, problem and time based modeling. 

6.3 The Performance of Utilizing the Robust Ridge Regression Technique 

The last set of experiments was conducted to measure the effect of utilizing the technique 

of Ridge Regression for learning the model parameters for each of the models. The 

details about this approach are given in detail in Section 3. 
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More specifically, Ridge Regression learned models are compared to Least Squares 

learned models. The performance of Ridge Regression versions of each model is shown 

in comparison to Least Squares versions in Table 3. It can be seen that the Ridge 

Regression version of each model outperforms Least Squares versions with its 

regularization framework. This confirms that Ridge Regression models better solve the 

data sparseness problems in this application.  

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper proposes a novel machine learning method for high-level student modeling 

(that doesn’t require any expert knowledge of the domain to extract skills, or possible 

solutions that students may follow) to detect if a student can correctly solve a current 

problem in a problem solving environment while using an intelligent tutoring system. 

This model relies only on the low-level log data that is available from the log files from 

students’ actions within the software. The proposed model makes use of a set of evidence 

such as performance, problem, time and mouse movement features and is compared to i) 

a model that utilizes performance and problem related features, ii) a model that uses 

performance, problem and time features together. To address data sparseness problem, 

the proposed model utilizes a robust Ridge Regression technique to estimate model 

parameters. 

An extensive set of empirical results show that the proposed method that automatically 

detects whether a student will be able to correctly answer a problem substantially 

outperforms the model that uses performance and problem related features as well as the 

model that utilizes performance, problem and time features together. Furthermore 

empirical results show that the proposed model attains a better performance by utilizing 

the technique of Ridge Regression over the standard Least Squares Regression technique. 

There are several possibilities to extend the research. For example, different students 

have different types of characteristics for solving problems (e.g. using more or less time 

to solve the problems; having difficulties with particular types of questions and/or 

problems or different mouse usage types etc.). Therefore, personalized models tend to 

provide more accurate detection results than a single model for all students. Future 

research work will be conducted mainly in this direction. 
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Abstract. Representing domain knowledge is important for constructing 
educational software, and automated approaches have been proposed to 
construct and refine such models. In this paper, instead of applying automated 
and computationally intensive approaches, we simply start with existing hand-
constructed transfer models at various levels of granularity and use them as a 
lens to examine student learning. Specifically, we are interested in seeing 
whether we can evaluate schools by examining the grain-size at which its 
students are best represented. Also, we are curious about whether different types 
of students are best represented by different transfer models. We found that 
better schools and stronger students are best represented by models with a fewer 
number of skills. Weaker students and schools are best represented, for our data, 
by models that allow no transfer of knowledge in between skills. Perhaps 
surprisingly, to accurately predict the level at which a student represents 
knowledge it is sufficient to know his standardized test score rather than 
indicators of socio economic status or his school.   

1 Introduction 

The topic of representing domain knowledge is fundamental in the construction of 
intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). This representation is important not only because it 
denotes the language used in constructing the tutor (e.g. the level at which to construct 
hints), but also because it makes claims about the level at which students represent 
knowledge and transfer it between problems. For this reason, such models are sometimes 
called transfer models [7].    

Given the importance of transfer models, it is not surprising that their construction has 
been a major focus in the educational data mining (EDM) community. For example, 
Barnes has done considerable work with trying to induce transfer models, in this work 
called q-matrices [4], from data [1, 2].  Winters [16] has compared a variety of statistical 
approaches for constructing transfer models, including cluster methods such as k-means 
and dimensionality reduction such as non-negative matrix factorization. One common 
thread of this work is that it produces models that are typically more compact than those 
created by experts. This difference is both a source of strength (perhaps students learn 
differently than experts believe?) and a source of weakness (if the models are less 
understandable or make it harder to represent pedagogical knowledge why should we use 
them?). Although it would be an expensive undertaking, we are unaware of a controlled 
study showing that a tutor using automatically constructed model provides superior 
teaching compared to a tutor using to hand-constructed transfer model (or vice versa).  
Rather than inferring a transfer model from scratch, there is a hybrid approach called 
learning factors analysis (LFA) [9]. This technique starts with a transfer model, typically 
built by hand, and computationally tries various modifications to the model to better align 
it with student performance data (e.g. see [5, 6]). Although LFA is intuitively appealing, 
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it has not demonstrated any dramatic improvements in model fit. Although its potential to 
shed light on scientific questions, such as the level of knowledge that learners use to 
represent written words [11], is a great benefit, it is unfortunate that modifying hand-
created models does not result in substantially stronger1 models.  

Rather than trying to invent another complex and computationally intensive technique, 
we take an alternate view of the problem. We know from prior research that students of 
differing proficiency have somewhat different representations of the domain, with more 
skilled learners having a more compact (i.e. coarser) representation [11]. We also know 
that different tutorial interventions influence the representation that learners acquire, with 
better interventions causing learners to develop a more compact representation [10].  A 
common fallacy is the belief that finer-grain models will fit learner data better, or at least 
will fit better given sufficient training data, since they are able to represent subtler 
distinctions in the domain. This belief is incorrect since fine-grained models not only 
make subtle distinctions in skills, they (typically) also assert that skills are independent of 
each other. So practice in one skill does not help with another. If learners are able to 
transfer knowledge amongst skills, a coarser-grain model will better fit performance data. 
Given these results, perhaps it makes more sense to skip over automated techniques and 
simply start with transfer models at various levels of granularity and use them as a lens to 
examine student learning. In this way, we can still do interesting science with our large 
datasets but do not have to focus on complex machinery that might not be that helpful. 

The goal of this paper is a case study in hand-constructed models of various grain sizes in 
interpreting data collected from an ITS. Specifically, we are interested in whether models 
of different granularity better fit distinct subgroups, and, consequently, whether we can 
use this approach to evaluate schools by examining the grain-size at which their students 
are best represented. Given two schools where one is better predicted by a coarser 
transfer model, that school is probably the better one. This approach is different than 
simply looking at which school has the highest test score performance. If a weaker school 
changes its curriculum and its students have a better mental model of the domain and are 
transferring better, they might still lag a stronger school in raw knowledge and 
consequently in test scores. This approach can potentially detect such schools. We can 
validate this hypothesis in two ways. First, we have an idea of the quality of the schools 
we are evaluating (although the person interpreting the data did not). Second, instead of 
partitioning students by school, we can use their state assessment test score and partition 
them by math proficiency. If we see a trend for stronger students, it is reasonable to 
believe it applies to stronger schools.  

The advantage of this approach is that it is easy. Also, if one transfer model does a better 
job at a particular school, since that model is expert-constructed it should not be (any 
more) difficult (than usual) to construct tutorial content for the model; whereas automated 
models might not fit educators’ understanding of the domain. Also, since there are a 
                                                 
1 By “substantially stronger” we do not mean statistically reliably different. We acknowledge there have 
been changes in Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) scores that correspond to reliable improvements, but 
it would be difficult to distinguish such a tutor built with a revised transfer model from the one built with 
the original. 
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limited number of grain sizes for our model, there is a definite limit on the amount of 
content creation that is required. For this research, we use data collected as part of the 
ASSISTment project (www.assistment.org) as our testbed.   

2 The ASSISTment system 

The ASSISTment system [13] is a web-based system that presents math problems to 
students who range from approximately 12 to 16 year-olds. When a student has trouble 
solving a problem, the system usually provides instructional assistance to lead the student 
through by breaking the problem into scaffolding steps, or displaying hint messages on 
the screen, upon student request. Each ASSISTment question consists of an original 
question and a list of scaffolding questions. The original question usually has the same 
text as found in the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) test 
while the scaffolding questions were created through breaking the original question down 
to the individual steps by our content experts. A student is initially presented a question 
that usually has several skills needed to solve it correctly. If the student gets the question 
correct he can move on to next question, otherwise he is forced to go through a sequence 
of scaffolding questions (or scaffolds). Students work through the scaffolding questions, 
possibly with hints and buggy messages, until they eventually get the problem solved. 
Student actions and tutorial responses are time-stamped and logged into our database.  

3 Methods 

3.1 Construction of different grain sized transfer models 

A fine grained model was constructed during a seven hour long “coding session” in 2005 
at WPI where our subject-matter expert and the ASSISTment project director created a 
set of skills and used those skills to tag all of the existing 8th grade MCAS items. They 
imposed the limit that no one item would be tagged with more than three skills. Thus, 
many of our ASSISTment System questions had three scaffolding questions; we wanted 
the fine grainedness of the modeling to match the fine grainedness of the scaffolding. 
During the “coding session”, the subject-matter expert reviewed the problems and 
conducted a cognitive task analysis to identify what knowledge was needed to perform 
each task. When the coding session was over, we wound up with about a model of 106 
skills, called the WPI-106 model. To create the coarse-grained models, we used the fine-
grained model to guide us. We decided to use the same five broad strands that were used 
by the Massachusetts Department of Education to tag each MCAS item with exactly one 
strand. Since our mapping was inferred from the WPI-106, it was not the same as the 
state’s mapping. Therefore, it was named the WPI-5. Furthermore, we allowed multi-
mapping, i.e., allowing an item to be tagged with more than one skill. Similarly, we 
adopted the name of the 39 learning standards (nested inside the five strands) in the 
Massachusetts Curriculum Framework, associated each skill in the WPI-106 to one of the 
learning standards, and thus we created the model WPI-39. This process is illustrated in 
Table 1. After the students had taken the state tests, the state released the items in that 
test, and our subject-matter expert tagged up these items in all the transfer models.  
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The first column in Table 1 lists eight of the 106 skills in the WPI-106 model. For 
instance, equation-solving is associated with problems involving setting up an equation 
and solving it; while equation-concept is related to problems that have to do with 
equations in which students do not actually have to solve them. The two skills are nested 
inside of “Patterns, Relations and Algebra” in the third column which itself is one piece 
of the five skills that comprises the WPI-5 transfer model. The value of the fine grained 
model was shown in [14] by analyzing of data from over 1000 students’ two years usage 
of ASSISTment system. In [14], we presented evidence that, in general, the WPI-106 
model did a better job at tracking students’ knowledge and, thus, made a more accurate 
prediction of their end-of-year exam scores than the coarser grained models. 

Table 1. Hierarchical relationship among transfer models. 
WPI-106 WPI-39 WPI-5 WPI-1 
Inequality-solving 
Equation-solving 
Equation-concept 

Setting-up-and- 
solving-equations 

X-Y-graph Understand-line-slope-
concept 

Patterns, 
Relations, 
and Algebra 

Congruence 
Similar-triangles 

Understand-and-
applying-congruence- 
and-similarity 

Geometry 

Perimeter 
Area 

Using-measurement- 
formulas-and-
techniques 

Measurement 

Math 

3.2 Approach 

We have explained the nested hierarchical structure of our transfer models, and shown 
that the fine-grained model did the best overall at predicting student performance.  Now 
we will examine our results more closely to see how different transfer models fit different 
groups of students.  

3.2.1 Data  

The dataset we use was collected during 2004-2005 school year. It involves 495 8th- 
grade students (approximately 13 years old) from two middle schools who have used the 
ASSISTment system on at least 6 days, with an average of 9 days. The item-level MCAS 
test report is available for all students so that we are able to evaluate accuracy of our 
models at state test score prediction. Since the scaffolding questions show up only if the 
students answer the original question incorrectly, students who answer the original 
question correctly do not have a chance at scaffolding questions, and would only be 
credited for the original question in the data. In order to avoid this selection effect, we 
preprocess the data using a compensation strategy to mark all scaffolding questions 
correct if a student gets an original question correct. Also, because our transfer models 
allow multi-mapping (one question associated with multiple skills), we choose to use a 
simple credit-blame strategy where if a student succeeds in answering a question, we 
mark all associated skills as being correctly applied, while when a student answers a 
question incorrectly, we only blame the weakest skill of the student, i.e. the skill on 
which the student has shown worst performance. After preprocessing, the data set 
contains 147,624 data points, among which 45,135 come from original questions. On 
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average, each student answers 91 original questions. It is worth pointing out that during 
our modeling process, student response on original questions and scaffolding questions 
are used in an equal manner and they have the same weight in evolution.  

The first portion of this research involves partitioning students into groups to determine if 
different groups of students have different patterns for learning math skills. Naturally, the 
495 students can be separated by the schools they were in, with 312 from school F and 
183 from school W. We also try to separate them by their performance level at the 2005 
MCAS test. The high performing group includes the 128 students whose performance 
level is assessed by the state as “Advanced” or “Proficient”; the medium group includes 
the 154 students whose performance level is “Needs Improvement”, and the low 
performing group has the rest 213 students at performance level “Warning”. While these 
performance levels are somewhat specific to Massachusetts, they are at least criterion-
referenced and much more general than numbers extracted from a student model or raw 
scores on a test (what qualifies as “Proficient” in Massachusetts is probably similar to 
“Proficient” in Macedonia). Our hypothesis is that students from a stronger school, or 
higher performing group, would show more transfer in their knowledge acquisition than 
those from a weaker school, or lower performing groups. Therefore, for the stronger 
students and schools the coarser grained model will better describe their learning and 
provide more accurate prediction of their MCAS test scores.  

3.2.2 Modeling  

In order to track individual student’s development of skills over time and make 
predictions, we choose to fit mixed-effects logistic regression models [8]. A mixed-
effects model consists of both fixed effects, parameters corresponding to an entire 
population or repeatable levels of factors, and random effects, parameters corresponding 
to individual subject drawn randomly from a population. This approach takes into 
account the fact that responses of a student on multiple items are correlated. Moreover, 
the random effects allow the model to learn parameters for individual students separately. 
We use a logistic model because our dependent measure is dichotomous (0/1 for 
incorrect/correct). Regarding to the independent variables, for the fixed effects, we used a 
timing variable to represent the amount of time elapsed since the beginning of the school 
year, so that the model tracks the knowledge acquisition process longitudinally over time. 
Skills are included in the model as a factor to identify the skills associated with each 
response. Both the main effects of skills and an interaction term between the timing 
variable and skills are included in the model. Therefore, the model will learn an intercept 
(representing initial knowledge) and a slope (representing learning rate) for each skill 
separately. The timing variable is introduced as a random effect as well, in order to 
account for the learning rate variation of each individual student. The model is illustrated 
as below. To simplify the illustration, suppose TIME is the only covariate we care about 
in the model (skill can be introduced in a similar way). Thus, a 2-level representation of 
the model in terms of logit can be written as 
Level-1 model:                      

ijii
ij

ij TIMEbb
p

p
*]

1
log[ 10 +=

−
 

Level-2 model:                       
ii

ii
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000
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Where ijp  is the probability that student i gives a correct answer at the jth opportunity of 
answering a question; 
  TIMEij refers the jth opportunity when student i answered a question. In our data, 
it is a continuous value representing the number of months (assuming 30 days in a 
month) elapsed since the beginning of the school year.  

ii bb 10 , denote the two learning parameters for student i. ib0  represents the 
“intercept” or how good is the student’s initial knowledge; ib1 represents the “slope” that 
describes the change (i.e., learning) rate of student i.  
 10 ,ββ  are the fixed-effects and represent the “intercept” and “slope” of the whole 
population average change trajectory.  
 ii vv 10 ,  are the random effects and represent the student-specific variance from the 
population mean.  

We fit the mixed-effects logistic regression models with R (http://www.r-project.org/) 
using the glmer() function in the lme4 package [3], using “logit” as a link function. For 
simplicity, assuming knowledge was changing linearly (in logistic space) over time. One 
model is fit for each school and each performing group separately. Given a student’s 
learning parameters on different skills, the skill-tagging of each MCAS question, and the 
exact test date of MCAS, we can calculate the probability of positive response from the 
student to each MCAS test question. Then we sum the probabilities up as the prediction 
of students’ MCAS scores. Two prediction evaluating functions are chosen, mean 
absolute difference (MAD), and mean difference (MD), as below.  
      ∑

=

−=
n

i
ii predictionMCAS

n
MAD

1

1    ∑
=

−=
n

i
ii predictionMCAS

n
MD

1
)(1  

where MCASi is the actual MCAS score of the ith
 student, and predictioni is the predicted 

score from our model. Both measures are used since MAD gives a good estimate the 
closeness of the prediction to actual scores while MD allows us to see if a certain model 
has been overestimating or underestimating.  

3.3 Results and discussion 
The results for both school F and school W are summarized in Table 2. As shown in 
Table 2, school F has a flat error line across all four different transfer models. The MAD 
for the WPI-39 model is the lowest, and yet a paired t-test that compares the absolute 
pair-wise differences of individual students among all models suggested that there is no 
reliable difference. However, for school W, the line tilts: the MAD of the WPI-39 model 
is reliably lower than those of the WPI-1 and WPI-5 models, indicating school W is 
better predicted by a finer grained model than by coarser grained models. Note that we 
are not able to fit the statistical model for school W with the WPI-106 transfer model 
(there is a technical glitch we do not understand and are investigating). We encounter the 
same problem later in the paper, which admittedly bring up some caveats in interpreting 
our results. The second part of Table 2 shows the values of MD for each model. The 
results indicate that both schools are optimized at the WPI-39 model. In general, student 
performance on the state test is overestimated by our models except that the WPI-106 
model underestimates school F; and school W is even more overestimated than school F 
across known results from all the three models. As we know that, theoretically a one-skill 
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model assumes perfect transfer. Since that is unlikely to happen, it would tend to 
overestimate student performance. And for a weaker school, perfect transfer is even more 
improbable. Thus, the overestimation would be greater since students are probably 
learning a collection of 106 unrelated skills. The tendency of overestimate decreases as 
the granularity of transfer models increases, and a very fine grained model such as the 
WPI-106 model that assumes no transfer or very low transfer may even underestimate 
when there is actually some level of knowledge transfer. We can see that in Table 2, the 
MD goes from negative to positive when we use the WPI-106 model for School F. Given 
these results, based on our hypothesis we would predict school F is the stronger school. 
An examination of both schools’ MCAS performance reports (for current achievement) 
and information on their Annual Year Progress (AYP, for changes in performance) 
confirms our prediction.  

Table 2. Results for students grouped by schools 
Results School WPI-1 WPI-5 WPI-39 WPI-106 

School F 4.188 4.168 4.124 4.175 MAD 
School W 4.669 4.601 4.329 N/A 
School F 1.362 0.932 0.477 -1.000 MD 
School W 3.043 2.867 2.012 N/A 

Table 3. Results for students grouped by performance levels 
Results Performance Level WPI-1 WPI-5 WPI-39 WPI-106 

Advanced/Proficient 2.673 2.834 2.489 3.249 
Needs improvement 3.180 3.243 2.900 N/A 

MAD 

Warning 4.027 4.092 3.518 N/A 
Advanced/Proficient -1.726 -2.034 -1.210 -2.715 
Needs improvement 1.534 1.744 0.893 N/A 

MD 

Warning 3.023 3.136 2.212 N/A 

As mentioned in section 1, a second validation approach is that instead of partitioning 
students by school, we can use their state assessment test score and partition them by 
math proficiency. If we see a trend for stronger students, it is reasonable to believe it 
applies to stronger schools. Therefore, as reported in section 3, we split all the 495 
students into 3 groups based on their state test performance level, and fit a mixed-effects 
logistic regression model to each group separately for different transfer models. The 
values of MAD and MD are summarized in Table 3. We see a slight support with MAD: 
for the students at the high end, the WPI-39 does the best job at predicting their state test 
scores, reliably better than the other three models, while the WPI-106 model does reliably 
worse than the WPI-1 and WPI-5 models, suggesting there is certain amount of 
knowledge transfer happening with the high performing students. However, since we do 
not obtain results of the WPI-106 model for the other two groups, it is hard to draw a 
conclusion there. When it comes to the MD measure, we notice some support as well. 
Obviously, the advanced and proficient students have been underestimated by all models, 
and the amount of underestimation goes worst when the finest grained model, the WPI-
106 model, is applied. On the contrary, the medium and low performing students are all 
overestimated under all the models. Just as we hypothesize, the finer grained models 
overestimate less than the coarser grained models, and the better performing, stronger 
groups are less overestimated than the weaker groups. Therefore, weaker students are 
better represented by transfer models that are finer-grained. 
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Figure 1. Result of classifying in Weka 

3.4 A bottom-up aggregation approach  

Rather than starting with an a priori disaggregation, we now focus on treating students as 
individuals and discovering commonalities among students who are best-fit with a 
particular transfer model. We have collected demographic data about several properties 
of a student, such as which school he/she goes to, ethnicity, gender, etc.  Finding out the 
relation among these properties and which transfer model best fits this student is our goal. 
Our plan is to bring together model-fitting information and student characteristics, and 
then use a machine learning classifier to determine the best-fit model. This bottom-up 
aggregation is a strong alternative to proposing and testing disaggregation, and will scale 
nicely as we get more descriptors for each student. 

For this purpose, we first re-fit models for all the students as one group2 and identify 
which model best fits each individual student. The best-fit model information is then 
combined with other properties of the student in a new data set. Specifically, the 
properties we use are: gender, free-lunch status (indicative of family income), special 
education status, ethnicity, and state test performance level. These properties are picked 
because they are easy to access, and all of them have meanings to researchers working 
with other populations in other locations. In comparison, properties such as the school a 
student attends are much less useful to those in other locations. Given the new data set, 
we built a J48 (C4.5 revision 8) decision tree in Weka 3.6 [15]. The constructed J48 

pruned tree is show in Figure 1 that tells 
how the classifier uses the attributes to 
make a decision. The constructed tree is 
extremely simple with just 5 nodes. The 
WPI-1 model is overall the best fitting 
model for Advanced (A) and Proficient (P) 
students, and the WPI-106 is for “Needs 
improvement” (NI) or Warning (W) level 
students. The numbers in brackets after the 
leaf nodes indicate the number of instances 
assigned to that node, followed by how 
many of those instances is incorrectly 
classified as a result. In our case, the correct 

classification rates are relatively good for students at performance level of A, P, and W. 
Yet, for students at performance level of NI, even though the WPI-106 model is the best 
fit, it is not dominant with 76 out of 138 instances misclassified. It is encouraging that 
this simple decision tree can achieve a predictive accuracy of over 70% during stratified 
cross-validation. Although the decision tree only uses MCAS performance, it was 
provided with the variables described above but was unable to find a use for them. This 
result suggests the appropriate level of transfer model granularity really seems to depend 
on student knowledge, rather than on variables that may correlate with knowledge such as 
family wealth. Therefore, if tutor designers have students with rather different levels of 
knowledge, they might wish to use different levels of their skill hierarchy. This point 

                                                 
2 We had to reduce the number of students to 447 from 495 because of a memory limit of R.  
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does not contradict the use of evaluating interventions [10] and schools by model 
granularity: other properties certainly matter in how well knowledge transfers, but for our 
dataset they are not as predictive as the student’s knowledge.   

4 Contributions, Future work, and Conclusions 

The contribution of this paper lies in several aspects. First, automated techniques for 
revising transfer models for better knowledge representation have shown no huge 
improvements in accuracy but have addressed interesting scientific questions. Is there a 
way we can do interesting science on educational data sets and avoid the “irritating” 
automation step? Our answer is “yes,” if it is possible to build a hierarchy of transfer 
models with different granularity. Previous experience tells us that this is not a rare thing 
to have, and not very hard to think about. The hierarchy can be used for runtime benefit 
of intelligent tutoring systems such as the control of mastery learning or generation of 
feedback messages for students of various proficiency levels. It can also be used to 
evaluate schools and be validated via high stake test performance. Second, through the 
usage of a bottom-up aggregation approach, the problem is changed. Rather than trying to 
automate the model search, why don’t we automate seeing which student best fits which 
model? Third, we argue that hand-created transfer models and a bottom-up approach to 
aggregating students is a better use of human brains and computational power than 
approaches that focus search efforts on revising the domain model.  Better understanding 
what parts of the scientific enterprise can be best done by people and which are better 
done computationally is a major issue in EDM.  

A major open question of this work is whether just because a student is best modeled at a 
coarser grain size, shall we use such a model to drive tutorial instruction?  For example, 
even though strong students are best modeled by a single skill “Math,” it is not obvious 
how one would design hint messages in a system that only recognized one skill.  A 
hybrid approach would be to track student knowledge and drive mastery learning at a 
coarser grain size, but provide feedback using a finer-grained model. A second question 
is that, since student knowledge is changing over time, perhaps we should use different 
level models to represent a student at different points in his learning?    

In this paper, we start with existing hand-constructed transfer models at various levels of 
granularity, and use them as a lens to examine student learning. Specifically, we start by 
examining whether we can evaluate schools by determining the grain-size at which its 
students are best represented. We also examined what models best fit students at different 
levels of proficiency, and found some support for the idea of stronger students being 
better fit with coarser transfer models. The most interesting analysis was the bottom-up 
aggregation and using classification to find clusters of students who learn similarly. This 
analysis suggests transfer model granularity really seems to be about student knowledge.   
Finally, we argue that it is more productive to focus analytical effort on which students 
should use which transfer models rather than on automatically refining those models.   
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to empirically reveal strategies of students' 

organization of learning-related digital materials within an online personal 

information archive. Research population included 518 students who utilized the 

personal Web space allocated to them on the university servers for archiving 

information items, and data describing their directory hierarchies. Several 

variables for measuring folders size and depth were defined, and four of them 

were chosen as best representing different aspects of the user's archive structure. 

Then, as a result of cluster analysis of the students, four organization strategies 

emerged, refining the classical piling/filing classification: piling, one-folder 

filing, small-folders filing, and big-folder filing. Also, associations were found 

between the organization strategies and archive size, students' studies degree. A 

discussion of this study and further research is provided. 

1 Introduction 

Personal information management (PIM) is an emerging research field focusing on the 

activities by which a person keeps, saves and organizes information items in order for her 

or him to later retrieve them [4]. In the current knowledge age, PIM has a central role in 

learning processes, as students create and collect many information items, and organize 

them into personal information archives. During PIM activities, students construct 

knowledge regarding the subject matter as they collect, evaluate, choose, tag, sort, 

classify and name information items. The purpose of this study is to investigate students' 

organization strategies of personal archives using data mining techniques. 

Previous research have identified two main organizational strategies for PIM: Piling and 

Filing [14]. The pilers are those who tend to gather many items in the main documents 

directory (e.g., "My Documents" for files, "Inbox" for e-mails). The filers, by contrary, 

tend to sort the items into labeled folders, according to some categorization. The resulted 

structure of the personal information space reflects the user's organization strategy, hence 

examining students' archives might shed light on how they deal with PIM activities [2, 8]. 

Over the years, PIM studies have heavily relied on traditional data-collection 

methodologies which usually allow only a small number of participants, thus their 

external validity is limited. Recently, data mining methods have been suggested as 

enabling identification and measurement of PIM activities and personal information 

space structures for large populations [9, 11]. During this study, we have investigated 

online storage space used by university students using data mining techniques, in order to 

identify students' personal information space organization strategies. Applying data 

mining techniques on data drawn from online storage spaces presents PIM-related 

research with new and fascinating opportunities, and is the core of this research. 
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2 Background 

2.1 PIM and Learning 

The nature of information has dramatically changed in the digital era, as information is 

easily accessible, mostly distributed, presented in multiple formats, and hypertext-

oriented. While learning, students create personal information spaces, negotiating 

between the huge amount of available information - from various resources and 

environments - and their limited processing abilities at any given time. Students therefore 

need to acquire Personal Information Management (PIM) literacy in order to efficiently 

manage their own learning environment, which is normally associated with the nature of 

the subject matter and the assignment requirements [16].  

PIM literacy [16] is not just a set of practical actions of saving and retrieving information 

items; it is an integral and a centric part of the learning process, as through it, and by 

constructing an information archive, students construct knowledge. The constructive 

approach to learning emphasizes the fact that knowledge is constructed through a process 

in which learners actively integrate new knowledge with previous knowledge [7]. During 

the process of information seeking, students organize collected items into an information 

construction, by using cognitive skills, such as naming, sorting and categorizing [13]. 

Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives [5] presents six levels of cognitive skills: 

knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. The three 

main filing skills (i.e., naming, sorting, categorizing) might be related to different levels 

in Bloom's taxonomy: a) Knowledge "includes those behaviors […] which emphasize the 

remembering, either by recognition or recall of ideas, material or phenomena" (p. 62). By 

naming a folder, the student has to recall some basic knowledge about the files within it, 

or to recognize their main theme, in order to define and label it; b) Analysis is the 

separation of materials or concepts into component parts, during which the student "is 

required to determine their connections and interactions" (p. 145) and to recognize their 

organizational principles. When sorting materials, students select the related folder(s) for 

each of the new information items, hence explicitly identify the relationships among the 

items using the hierarchy; c) Synthesis is defined as "putting together elements and parts 

so as to form a whole" (p. 162). In order to construct a personal information space, many 

items are being combined together to form a hierarchical structure – a process which 

requires categorization skills. 

These PIM activities are part of a process of integrating new knowledge into previous 

constructed knowledge as any information item the student adds to her or his personal 

information space, is being connected to the other items by its location in the hierarchy. 

While information items are being connected, knowledge, analysis and synthesis skills 

are constantly being applied in a spiral process during which the personal information 

space is being formed and is continually evolving. Therefore, we believe that PIM 

activities have an inherent learning component. 
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2.2 PIM Organization Strategies 

Malone [14] was the first to classify Personal Information Management (in the context of 

office organization) into two types of strategies: Piling and Filing. The Piling style is 

characterized by papers being heaped on top of each other (latest papers are on the top of 

the heap), with the pile carries no label. Filing is characterized by papers being 

distributed into physical files, labeled according to a certain categorization (determined 

by the filer). Malone found that piles were useful for small collections, where the users 

could still remember the location of each paper within the pile, however as piles grew 

users could not keep track of their papers. 

The folder hierarchy is the standard mechanism for organizing personal information in 

digital environments. This mechanism allows users to create a personal classification 

scheme, based on categories and dimensions they see as relevant (e.g., role, project, 

time). In today's offices, papers are replaced by digital information items (e.g., files, e-

mails), filing is done into directories (folders) with labels referring to their category, and 

piling is typically done by heaping the information items in a root directory, such as "My 

Documents" for files and "Inbox" for e-mails. Previous research has shown that most of 

the users tend to employ a mixture of Piling and Filing [19]. 

The binary classification of Piling/Filing was refined by many other PIM classifications, 

and was extended mainly to describe different filing activities over time (i.e., when do 

users file their files?) [1, 6, 20]. In the context of learning, strategies were defined 

regarding the creation time of new folders: a) Pre builders - students who create new 

folders before they produce any items to put in them; b) Post builders, who prefer to 

create new folders after a set of new items is collected [8]. Our study is aiming on 

refining the Piling/Filing classification, based on empirical data describing personal 

online archives. 

2.3 Data Mining Methods in PIM Research  

Data describing how users organize their personal information space had been usually 

collected by means of traditional research methodologies, e.g., in-depth interviews, semi-

structured interviews, screen captures, and questionnaires [3, 6]. Over the last few years, 

data mining has been suggested as a promising methodology for PIM research, and 

several PIM studies have already demonstrated the strength of this approach [11, 18]. For 

example, Clustering algorithms were used for identifying groups of files (on desktop) 

having the same context, and for grouping together email messages according to their 

content [10, 15], demonstrating the collection and analysis of large datasets, which would 

not have been possible using traditional methods. 

The main purpose of this study is to empirically examine personal information space 

organization strategies in the context of learning processes on a large population of 

students, in order to refine the traditional piling/filing classification.  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Research Field 

Tel Aviv University enables each of its students to keep and manage personal information 

items on the Web, within the university's Learning Content Management System 

(HighLearn by Britannica Knowledge Systems Inc.), which serves about 26,000 students 

and comprises of over 4,300 courses [17]. Users of this environment can upload files, 

create folders, and retrieve files by navigating or searching. 

3.2 Research Population and Data File 

The study was conducted on data describing online archives of 2,081 undergraduate 

students, graduate students and staff who kept information items in their virtual personal 

directory. The data included the list of files and folders (full paths) for all the users, 

where each personal information space had a unique random identification. The raw data 

included more than 70,000 rows, each of which refers to one file or folder. Data were 

collected on August 2008. After excluding students with less than 10 files in their 

archive, a new data file for analysis was created, holding 48,744 rows of 518 students. 

3.3 Procedure 

In order to examine different strategies for personal information space organization, four 

variables describing the organization were chosen and computed for each student: 1) 

Files per folder – average folder size; 2) Largest folder – number of files in the largest 

folder, including root directory; 3) Pile rate – ratio between pile size (root directory) and 

archive size (total number of files); and 4) Inner-pile rate - ratio between the largest 

folder size (not including root directory) and archive size (total number of files). Files per 

folder and largest folder were transformed for having a maximum value of 30, and 100 

accordingly, in order to normalize their distribution. Then, Two-step Cluster Analysis of 

the students into k disjoint groups was applied (using SPSS), in order to classify students 

according to their personal information space organization strategy by the four variables. 

After several iterations, k=4 was chosen as resulting in the best fitting clustering.  

4 Results 

A short descriptive statistics of the data file is given in Table 1. On average, each student 

has 80.52 (SD=170.17) files and 13.58 (SD=45.33) directories. 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the four describing variables 

Variable Minimum Median Maximum Mean (SD) 

Files per folder 0.34 10.55 235 16.16 (23.06) 

Largest folder 1 16 339 27.15 (35.24) 

Pile rate 0 0.17 1 0.38 (0.40) 

Inner-pile rate 0 0.20 1 0.28 (0.28) 
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After clustering the students according to the four variables, we have calculated means 

and SD for each variable within each cluster; results are given in Table 2, where 

maximum and minimum values for each variable are bolded and italicized, accordingly. 

Table 2. Means (SD) of the four variables by which the clusters were formed 

Cluster N Files per folder Largest folder 

[# files] 

Pile rate Inner-pile rate 

1 141 17.78 (7.33) 22.71 (16.60) .97 (.08) .02 (.06) 

2 49 14.70 (7.49) 18.77 (8.53) .09 (.11) .86 (.13) 

3 262 6.10 (4.49) 14.52 (11.55) .18 (.20) .26 (.16) 

4 66 23.10 (7.67) 71.62 (28.00) .13 (.19) .48 (.27) 

All 518 12.26 (8.97) 24.42 (24.19) .38 (.40) .28 (.28) 

 

As might be seen from the table, Cluster 1 (n=141) is characterized by extreme values of 

two variables' means among clusters: Pile rate gets a maximum (0.97), and inner-pile 

rate gets a minimum (0.02). These results imply that in this cluster, most of the students' 

files are stored in the root directory (hence it is not surprising that the second largest 

folder is extremely small). These two extreme values of variables are typical for Piling 

organization strategy. 

In Cluster 2 (n=49), again the means of the same two variables as in Cluster 1 get to their 

extreme values, however in different direction. In this cluster, the mean of pile rate is 

minimal (0.09), and we may think that this is a non-piling strategy. However, the mean of 

inner-pile rate is relatively high (0.86), which indicates on the existence of a folder 

holding a large share of the archive. That means that the files were saved in one main 

folder out of the root directory – a strategy that we may call One-folder Filing. 

Cluster 3 (n=262) has minimum mean values for two variables: Files per folder and 

Largest folder, i.e., students in it have small folders on average (6.1), and their largest 

folder is also relatively small (14.52). This suggests that the cluster represents a Small-

folders Filing organization strategy. 

In Cluster 4 (n=66), the means of the same two variables as in Cluster 3 take their 

extreme values: Both files per folder (23.1) and largest folder (71.62) are maximal. By 

examining the mean value of pile rate (0.13), it might be concluded that about 87% of 

their files are filed, with one folder containing about half of their files (0.48). Therefore, 

this cluster, which we call Big-folder Filing, describes a mixture of filing and piling. 

According to this analysis of the clusters, we present the following classification of 

personal information space organization strategies: Piling, One-folder Filing, Small-

folders Filing, and Big-folder Filing. Table 3 shows the distribution of the four types in 

the research population. 
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Table 3. Personal Information Space Organization Strategies distribution 

Personal information space 

organization strategies (cluster number) 

N % of 

students 

Piling (1) 141 27 

One Folder Filing (2) 49 9 

Small Folders Filing (3) 262 51 

Big Folder Filing (4) 66 13 

 

For examining the association between the archive size and its organization strategy, 

mean values for archive size (total number of files) were compared between the clusters. 

Using Univariate ANOVA test, it was shown that the means are significantly different. 

As may be seen from Table 4, two strategies (Piling, One-folder Filing) have a small 

archive size on average (24.4 and 22.31, respectively), while the largest mean value for 

archive size (284.73) was found in the Big-folder Filing cluster. This indicates that larger 

archives are associated with strategies of filing into more than one directory. 

Table 4. Archive size in the different clusters 

Personal information space 

organization strategies 

(cluster number) 

N Archive size statistics 

Minimum Median Maximum Mean (SD) 

Piling (1) 141 10.00 17 155.00 24.40 (20.30) 

One-folder Filing (2) 49 10.00 18 52.00 22.31 (10.85) 

Small-folders Filing (3) 262 10.00 38 967.00 70.18 (101.04) 

Big-folder Filing (4) 66 42.00 144 2170.00 284.73 (369.04) 

 

5 Discussion 

The main purpose of this study was to empirically identify different types of personal 

information organization strategies, which are part of Personal Information Management 

(PIM), and to do so for a large population, using data mining methodologies. PIM is not 

only a coherent and integral part of the learning process in the digital era - it is a process 

through which students learn. Therefore, researching PIM in the context of learning is 

very important for having a broader understanding of the learning process. Applying data 

mining techniques for PIM research brings new and fascinating opportunities to this field, 

as was demonstrated in this study. 

Focusing on users' management of online personal archives, we were able to empirically 

identify four types of archiving strategies: a) Piling – most of the files are in the root 

directory; b) One-folder Filing – most of the files are located in one folder, under the root 

directory; c) Small Folders Filing – items are being divided into many relatively small 

folders (about 6 files per folder on average); d) Big-folder Filing – items are being 

divided into folders (about 23 files per folder on average) with about a half of them 
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located in one big folder. These four types refine the classical Filing/Piling binary 

classification [14]. As the results suggest, students who tend to be Big-folder Filers, 

manage the largest archives and have relatively many files per folder on average. In order 

to construct a hierarchy of large coherent folders of different items related to a certain 

context (represented by each folder's name), students are required to a meaningful 

integration and generalization processes regarding the subject matter. 

Our analysis showed that more than half of the participating students were categorized as 

Small-folders Filers. As this strategy is characterized by the use of small folders, this 

might imply that there are relatively many near-empty folders. Empty folders might 

indicate on a pre-building strategy, as was previously observed in the context of students' 

PIM [8]. Having many empty folders might increase PIM complexity, as well as having 

big folders. The strategy of Big-folder Filing was found in this study as associated with 

large archives, supporting previous findings [11]. 

In the context of learning, increasing PIM complexity is of special interest as PIM 

activities require cognitive skills. Bloom's cognitive taxonomy for learning objectives [5] 

enables us to analyze the three main PIM activities – i.e., naming, sorting, and 

categorization – in the light of three different levels of the taxonomy's cognitive skills: 

knowledge, analysis, and synthesis, accordingly. Regarding the four personal 

organization strategies found in this study, we might suggest different levels of reflected 

activities. In Piling strategy, the students neither name, sort nor categorize any 

information items. In One Folder Filing strategy, the students name only few folders and 

don't sort or categorize at all. In Small Folders Filing, the students name folder and sort 

information items into them, however they only do little categorization (since they join 

only few items into each folder). Only in Big-folder Filing strategy, students name, sort 

and categorize many items into folders. As the results suggest, managing bigger archives 

requires a wider range of cognitive skills. Replicating the process described in this article 

over several points in time might enlighten issues regarding changes over time of PIM 

strategies and their related cognitive activities. 

PIM is subjective and idiosyncratic, and because PIM research mostly uses qualitative 

data collection from relatively small populations, it might seem that there are as many 

PIM variations as there are researched users [12]. However, using a large research 

population and data mining techniques, unexpected patterns might arise, suggesting 

similarities between groups of users, as was shown in this study. To promote the creation 

of large datasets, Chernov et al. [9] have suggested building a repository of PIM activity 

log files; this then would serve the PIM research community. Since it is likely that there 

will be problems obtaining participants' consent to trace their PIM activity over time, it 

might be easier to collect structural data reflecting accumulating activity. 
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Abstract.  Students in introductory programming classes often articulate their 
questions and information needs incompletely.  Consequently, the automatic 
classification of student questions to provide automated tutorial responses is a 
challenging problem.  This paper analyzes 411 questions from an introductory 
Java programming course by reducing the natural language of the questions to a 
vector space, and then utilizing cosine similarity to identify similar previous 
questions.  We report classification accuracies between 23% and 55%, obtaining 
substantial improvements by exploiting domain knowledge (compiler error 
messages) and educational context (assignment name).   Our mean reciprocal 
rank scores are comparable to and arguably better than most scores reported in a 
major information retrieval competition, even though our dataset consists of 
questions asked by students that are difficult to classify.  Our results are 
especially timely and relevant for online courses where students are completing 
the same set of assignments asynchronously and access to staff is limited. 

1 Introduction 

Students often ask their questions and express their information needs incompletely.  
Consequently, the automatic classification of student questions, with the goal of 
ultimately providing automated tutorial responses, is a challenging problem. For 
example, the following are information requests from novice programming students: 

• “How do i [sic] return the file extension only?” 
• “I need help extracting a file extension from a filename.” 

Although phrased differently, both sentences indicate the same need, namely help with 
the file extension extraction problem; therefore, they should be classified the same way.   

This paper classifies student questions by matching them to previous questions with 
similar meanings but different phrasings.  We deployed a software system in an 
introductory computer science course for approximately one semester to collect 
ecologically valid data.  The system mediated and logged help requests between students 
and teaching assistants(TAs), capturing both the students’ natural language and the 
associated Java files.   The goal of this phase of the research is to quantitatively compare 
various approaches of classifying the questions that novice programming students ask.   
The ultimate goal is to be able to provide automated answers to free form student 
questions by recycling answers to similar previous questions. 

2 Prior Work   

The AutoTutor project has researched a number of different analytical approaches for 
processing student language in response to tutorial prompts.  They demonstrated that 
Latent Semantic Analysis(LSA)[8]  and cosine similarity with natural language were 
viable approaches to selecting text for intelligent tutoring dialog with human raters as the 
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gold standard[13, 14].  The PedaBot project followed a similar line of research with a few 
fundamental differences.  First, the PedaBot project matched student discussions to 
similar previous student discussion[7].  Because students are notoriously bad at 
articulating their discussion points, matching student input to student input is a more 
difficult problem than matching student input to expert-provided input.  Second, although 
the PedaBot approach did not require expert-provided answers, it did require a list of 
expert-provided technical terms.  The PedaBot project avoided generating these manually 
by automatically extracting them from a textbook or other authoritative, expert provided 
resource[7].   Like the AutoTutor group, the PedaBot group examined various techniques 
for calculating similarity of the discussions in the system, with the focus on LSA and 
cosine similarity[7].  

Together, these groups have demonstrated convincingly that LSA and cosine similarity 
are a promising direction for processing tutorial dialogue, but the general approach still 
has a number of serious weaknesses.  First, the research results are not as compelling as 
they could be.  The AutoTutor group reports correlations with r < 0.5[13], and the 
PedaBot group reports finding discussions of “moderate relevance” or discussions that 
rank three on a four point Likert scale[7].   Second, the approaches outlined require 
significant expert-authored resources, either in the form of a list of ideal answers in the 
case of AutoTutor or in the form of a list of technical terms for PedaBot, and matching 
these technical terms is critical to both approaches.  However, students (especially novice 
programming students), often do not use technical vocabulary in articulating questions.  
Third, the approaches seem to rely on students being unrealistically verbose in their 
interactions with the system.  In the AutoTutor dataset, the average length of student 
responses was 18 words[13], and in our dataset, after stop words are removed, the median 
length of a student question is six terms.  Literature in the information retrieval 
community has shown that longer queries are often more effective and robust[2], and 
LSA is most effective with between 300 and 500 terms in the final matrix[3, 13].   

By contrast, work in the information retrieval community has generally focused on the 
query or perhaps a question as the articulation of a user’s information needs.  A typical 
web query is between two and three words in length (e.g. [2]) which is quite a bit shorter 
than a discussion.  Although a typical factoid question is longer than two or three words, 
it is also quite short compared to a discussion. Providing automated answers to factoid 
questions extracted from community question answering services has been extensively 
studied as part of the Question Answering Track at Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) 
(e.g. [12]).  Later versions of the TREC competition utilized more difficult datasets and 
more difficult tasks.  Consequently, the scores in later years of the competition were often 
lower (e.g. [4]), and comparing TREC results across years is like comparing apples and 
oranges.  The relatively low TREC competition scores suggest that answering questions 
is a difficult task, even without the extra complications from student generated data.  

One of the best systems submitted to TREC-9, LCC-SMU, specifically mentions 
exploiting a technique called “answer caching” to provide answers to some questions that 
utilize different wordings to express the same information need[9].  Answer caching is a 
technique that matches an incoming question to a similar previous question (or group of 
questions with the same answer) in order to recycle an answer.  The original paper on 
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answer caching reports a 1-3% improvement on a dataset with well-formed, grammatical, 
well-spelled questions.  This paper reports a similar result on a more difficult dataset.   

Classifying the questions that students ask is a more challenging task than automatically 
answering factoid questions for several reasons.  First, most questions that students ask 
tend to be about assignments and exams(e.g. [6]) instead of factoids. Factoid questions 
can usually be answered with a word or a phrase, while questions about assignments and 
exams generally require answers with one or more sentences.  Thus, the space of correct 
answers for questions that students ask is much larger than the space of correct answers 
to a factoid question, and the larger space makes question classification more difficult.  
Second, questions asked by students in a class exist in an extensive educational context, 
so the question “How do I draw a pyramid?” has a very different meaning in an 
introductory programming class than it would in an introductory art class.  Third, 
questions asked in class are often of a more subjective nature, such as coding style, but 
factoid questions are often of a more objective nature.  Fourth, the questions students ask 
tend to be ungrammatical and contain typos and spelling errors. 

3 Data 

Questions asked in Introduction to Computer Science 1 (CS1410) at the University of 
Utah form the dataset for this paper.   Most students in Computer Science 1 are age 18-
22.  Computer Science 1 is the first required computer science course for computer 
science majors, with a strong emphasis on the Java programming language.  The course 
has long hours for novice programmers and typically high dropout, fail, and withdrawal 
rates.  The majority of students who take Computer Science 1 hope to major in computer 
science or a related field, but they must pass that class along with three others with 
sufficiently high grades to attain official status as a computer science major.  Although 
approximately 233 students were active in the course during the study period, only 63 of 
them asked questions while using the study’s logging software during the study period.   

The goal of this research is to classify the questions that students ask by automatically 
identifying similar previous questions.  To facilitate analysis of student questions, a 
proprietary software system logged the questions that the students asked and the 
accompanying source code during the study period.  The long term goal is to complete 
the analysis for a question in real time and exploit it for an instant tutorial intervention.  
In the interim, when a student asks a question, the system logs the student’s question and 
source code and passes it to a teaching assistant (TA) who can answer the question in 
person or remotely.  The TA then tags the question to indicate an answer category.   

We tagged all of the data by associating all questions that could be answered with the 
same response to the same, unique tag.  Then an undergraduate TA tagged approximately 
15% of the data, assigning tags from a set devised for that assignment.  The TA did not 
recode the other 85% of the data, but because the inter-rater reliability for the questions 
we sampled was better than 95%, we included all of the data in the final dataset.  This left 
a dataset of 411 questions from 13 different assignments covering a total of 136 answer 
categories or information needs.  Of the 411 questions, 275 of the questions (136 
subtracted from 411) were repetitive in nature, and had a similar previous question.  That 
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means that 66% of the questions were repetitive.   Excluding stop words, length of 
student questions ranged from 0 to 93 terms, with a median of six words and a mode of 
four words.  Approximately 2% of the questions had no terms after stop words were 
excluded.   More than 90% of the questions had 16 terms or fewer.  

4 Similarity Scoring 

We follow typical practice for processing the natural language in the questions that the 
students asked. The sentences were tokenized based on spaces and other special 
characters.  Stop words (e.g. “me”, “you”, and “the”) were excluded.  Then, a Porter 
stemmer[10] removed the word endings leaving just the word stem (e.g. the word 
“extension” became “extens”).  The word stems from each question then form a vector.  
Table 1 shows some sample student questions and the corresponding vectors of stems.   

Table 1: Sample Questions, Vector Stems, and Answer Categories 
 Natural Language Vector Stems Answer Category 
Q1 How do i return the file extension only? return file extens 

 
File extension 
extraction 

Q2 my variable for rectSideOne is suppose to be 
1/9, the program is returning a 0 for this 
calculation.  I have no idea why. 

Variabl rectsideon suppos 
1/9 
program return calcul idea 

Integer division 

Q3 I need help extracting a file extension from a 
filename. 

need help extract file extens 
filename 

File extension 
extraction 

Q4 program is not computing volume correctly Program comput volum 
correctly 

Integer division 

Q5 Im having trouble understanding why (1/9) 
equals 0.0 instead of  
0.111111 

trouble understand 1/9  
equal 

Integer division 

 

The word stems that remained for each question populated a frequency matrix fij, which 
gives the number of times word stem j appears in question i.  This matrix has 411 rows 
(one per question) and one column per unique word stem.  The questions were compared 
in the order they were originally asked by the students to all previously asked questions.   
Specifically, we used cosine similarity (Equation 1) to compare question i against each of 
questions 1 through i-1, using weights wij computed from the frequencies fij with standard 
term frequency, inverse document frequency (tfidf) weighting.  The tfidf weights were 
recomputed each time the algorithm advanced to the next question, which effectively 
enlarged the model by one question. 

The remainder of the analysis utilizes an online learning framework to identify similar 
previous questions.  Each question is compared to all previous questions, and the 
previous question with the highest cosine similarity score (as shown in Equation 1) when 
compared to this question is considered the most similar.  If the current question and the 
most similar question have the same answer category, the system earns a point for 
accuracy.  For example, in Table 1, Q2 would only be compared to Q1, and the system 
would not earn a point for accuracy.  However, Q5 would be compared to Q1, Q2, Q3, 
and Q4.  Of these, Q2 would be the most similar, and since Q2 and Q5 share an answer 
category, the system would earn one point for accuracy.   
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Equation 1: Cosine Similarity 

5 Analysis and Results 

5.1 Baseline Cosine Similarity 

As shown in Figure 1 and Table 2, we report accuracy scores with three different 
denominators.  In total questions, 411 is always the denominator.  In repetitive questions, 
either 275 or 204 is the denominator depending whether or not the data is disaggregated.  
Of these, only the repetitive questions bar could theoretically reach 100%.  In both cases, 
the numerator is the number of correct similar questions found(93).   As a baseline, 
cosine similarity is applied to the natural language of the students’ questions. With that 
baseline, the algorithm can classify approximately 35% of the repetitive questions or 23% 
the total questions.  For those questions, an answer to a previous question could 
theoretically be recycled to answer that question.     

Table 2: Classification Accuracy Counts and Percentages 

 Aggregated Disaggregated 
 Total Questions Repetitive Questions Total Questions Repetitive Questions 
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Figure 1 Classification Accuracy 
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5.2 With Error Messages and Answer Caching 

The classification techniques described so far are inherently domain independent.  
However, the low accuracy of question classification suggests room for substantial 
improvement.   One possible way to improve classification is to leverage some domain 
specific knowledge, specifically the error messages from the compiler.  Since more than 
40% of the questions were submitted with code that did not compile, the compiler error 
messages represent a source of substantial unused data.   

A naïve approach to incorporating compiler output would be to simply tokenize the errors 
and include them just as the natural language was included.  The problem is that errors 
such as missing import and capitalization will appear to be very similar because they 
contain four similar tokens (“cannot”, “find”, “symbol”, and “class”), and the algorithm 
will be unable to distinguish between them.  To remediate this problem, some of the most 
common compiler errors and code snapshots are processed by Java code that generates a 
brief description of the underlying error based on the code snapshot, and then the 
underlying error is incorporated into the model.  For example, the common error message 
“cannot find symbol- class Scanner” is processed and becomes “missingImport”, and the 
common error message “cannot find symbol –class string” becomes “capitalization”. 

Previous work has exploited a technique called “answer caching” to provide answers to 
some questions that utilize different wordings to express the same information need[10].  
Answer caching matches an incoming question to a similar previous question in order to 
recycle an answer.  The answer caching technique then leverages the additional language 
in the similar question to build a more robust language model of that information need.  
Specifically, answer caching merges the data from vectors that indicate a similar 
information need to form a single vector. Without answer caching, the five questions in 
Table 1 are modeled with five vectors.  With answer caching, they are represented with 
two vectors, one for “File extension extraction”(the sum of the vectors for Q1 and Q3) 
and one for “Integer division”(the sum of the vectors for Q2, Q4, and Q5).   

The original paper on answer caching reports a 1-3% improvement on a dataset with 
well-formed, grammatical, well-spelled questions.  Figure 1 demonstrates a similar 
improvement when incorporating both answer caching and the processed error messages, 
even though our data consists of student questions with typos and other complications.  
Interestingly, the processed error messages alone do not improve classification, and 
answer caching alone produces a minor improvement of less than 1%, but the 
combination of the techniques improves accuracy by 3% of the total questions.  The 
numerator in for the “With Answer Caching and Error Messages” method is 104, and the 
denominators are the same as they were in the baseline conditions, 411 for total questions 
and 275 for repetitive questions. 

5.3 Disaggregating by Assignment 

For a final improvement in classification accuracy, the data was disaggregated by 
assignment.  For example, assignment1 questions were compared only to other 
assignment1 questions and assignment5 questions were compared only other assignment5 
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questions.  As shown in Figure 1, this technique improved the numerator to 113 questions 
classified correctly or 27% of total questions and 55% of repetitive questions 

With the data disaggregated by assignment, incorporating answer caching and error 
messages reduced accuracy slightly(111 questions classified correctly). The lack of 
sufficient data to model different kinds of compiler errors is probably the cause of a drop 
in accuracy when answer caching and error messages are incorporated.  Because 
compiler errors are being reduced to a single term, several of them are necessary to boost 
the compiler error terms to a heavy enough weight to influence the similarity algorithm.  
Excluding error messages and answer caching returns the classification algorithm to a 
domain independent state.  Compiler error messages are a source of data that are only 
relevant in the computer science domain.  By contrast, natural language and assignment 
numbers are a data source that is available in virtually every educational domain.   

5.4 Discussion 

We have shown that the baseline algorithm can be improved by incorporating an answer 
caching/compiler error extension (an additional 4% of repetitive questions classified.)  
This improves on the earlier results on answer caching[9], and is especially noteworthy 
given that we obtained our results on a student-generated corpus. 

Most importantly, we have shown that the baseline algorithm can be improved by 
disaggregating by assignment (an additional 7% of repetitive questions classified.)  In 
fact, this percentage substantially understates the actual improvement that we observed. 
To facilitate comparison in the bar charts, we use the same denominators throughout.  
However, when comparing questions only within the same assignment, the number of 
repetitive questions is actually smaller (204).  Using that as the denominator yields a 
classification accuracy of 55% of repetitive questions. 

Classification accuracies of 55% are neither great nor terrible.  They are good enough 
that a desperate student who is working on an assignment at midnight might actually be 
able to find a useful bit of information when a human TA is not on duty.  In such a 
situation, a bad answer may be better than no answer.  However, they are low enough to 
raise concern that the system may not answer student questions correctly, and worse, the 
system might lead the student astray.   At least two alternatives are possible intermediate 
steps to deploying this in a real classroom.  First, the existing corpus could be leveraged 
as a starting point for designing common error detectors and appropriate interventions.  
Second, a human TA could supervise the classification algorithm, and override any 
incorrect decisions that it makes, until the number of incorrect decisions decreases.   

6 Limitations and Future Work 

6.1 Classification Schemes for Questions that Novice Programmers Ask 

Given a set of categories, classifying questions appears to be relatively straightforward 
for humans.  However, no widely accepted set of categories or taxonomy exists for the 
questions that novice programmers ask.  Previous work has suggested either 42, 88, or 
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226 different categories for compiler errors [1, 5, 11], and compiler errors only account 
for half of the questions in the data set presented in this paper.  Those papers are simply 
trying to classify compiler errors based on the compiler error message, not the underlying 
misconception the student has expressed. Furthermore, a single piece of code may have 
multiple issues. Ideally, students would request help at the point of a partial impasse, but 
students appear to frequently wait until they have reached a full impasse before 
requesting help.  The resulting code often has many problems.  In this study, such a 
question would have probably been assigned a label that encompasses a broad range of 
problems.  Work on classification schemes that allow free-response student-input to be 
assigned multiple, more-fine-grained designations would be applicable for question 
classification as well as other problems.  That research will probably also require work on 
partial parsing, and other approaches for handling poorly formed student input that 
cannot be parsed with readily available tools.   

6.2 Usability issues 

A number of usability issues on both the teacher and the student side must be resolved 
before an automatic question answering system can be deployed in a classroom setting.  
On the teacher side, training may be necessary to classify student questions correctly. 
Once automated interventions are added, the teacher will need to determine if the student 
still needs human help because the system classified the question incorrectly or because 
the automated intervention was ineffective.  On the student side, studies should 
investigate whether or not a drop-down menu of frequently asked questions can help 
students articulate their questions, and whether or not students accept automated answers 
to their questions, especially if they know that a human TA is on duty and available. 

6.3 Model of time spent 

The data collected for this study could be reanalyzed to build a model of how long it 
takes to answer a particular question taking into account factors such as the student 
asking the question, the question that was asked, and the teacher answering the question.  
Such a model could help answer questions about which factors are most important in 
predicting the amount of time it will take to answer a question.  Such a model may also 
allow the system to automatically perform triage, determining which questions are the 
quickest and most urgent to answer and suggesting that a teacher answer those first, thus 
reducing total student wait time.  However, some students who are accustomed to first in 
first out service might complain that such an approach is unfair. 

6.4 Improving the feature set and data set 

A larger dataset may support stronger claims and possibly allow interesting 
disaggregations in different dimensions. For example, with more data, the combination of 
disaggregating by assignment and including error messages and answer caching may be 
more accurate than disaggregating by assignment alone.  The feature set could be better.  
For example,  compound words are not well analyzed, so a question containing the words 
“monthly” and “payment” may not have any terms in common with a question containing 
the word “monthlyPayment” even though they are clearly semantically similar.  
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Additionally, many compiler errors and features that could be extracted from student 
source code, such as extra semicolons before the body of a loop, are ignored.   

7 Contributions and Conclusions 

We show that cosine similarity is a non-trivial baseline for experiments to improve 
accuracy in question classification.  We discuss previous results showing that answer 
caching can improve accuracy by 1-3% and extend previous work on answer caching by 
achieving similar improvement on a more difficult dataset and demonstrating that it is a 
valid approach for tutorial dialogue by utilizing an ecologically valid dataset.  We 
demonstrate that additional improvements in accuracy are possible by exploiting other 
sources of data beyond the natural language of student questions, and we demonstrate 
additional modest gains in accuracy using some compiler errors.  These techniques 
produce a 4-7% improvement in question classification accuracy, bringing total question 
classification accuracy to 28% of all questions or 42% of repetitive questions, or 56% of 
repetitive questions when disaggregated by assignment.  

Our classification methods work over half the time for student-generated questions, 
assuming that the questions can be separated by assignment.  Thus, our methods would 
work particularly well in a course in which the same assignments are used over and over, 
and our long-term goal of using a classification-based approach to automatically answer 
questions would be especially valuable in a course in which students have low access to 
course staff.  These two conditions are typical of online classes, which represent a fast 
growing segment of courses in higher education. 
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The ability to log tutorial interactions in comprehensive, longitudinal, fine-

grained detail offers great potential for educational data mining – but what data 

is logged, and how, can facilitate or impede the realization of that potential.  We 

propose guidelines gleaned over 15 years of logging, exploring, and analyzing 

millions of events from Project LISTEN’s Reading Tutor and its predecessors. 

1 Introduction 

There is presumably unanimous consensus in the EDM community that it is useful to log 

tutor data.  However, there is far from a consensus about which data to log, or how.  As a 

step toward this goal, this paper attempts to distill lessons from over fifteen years of 

experience in logging and mining data from Project LISTEN’s Reading Tutor [1] and its 

predecessor [2].  We cite relevant publications about that work, but work on logging tutor 

data in other projects is outside the scope of this paper and hence not cited here.  Rather 

we describe some guidelines we have developed along the way.   We do not claim they 

are the best possible way to log tutor data, only that we have found them sufficiently 

helpful in our project to recommend them in considering why, what, and how to log. 

The Reading Tutor uses speech recognition to listen to children read aloud, and helps 

them learn to read [3-8].  It logs its interactions with students throughout the school year 

in fine-grained, comprehensive detail, logging – and timestamping – every launch of the 

tutor, session with a student, story read in whole or part, text sentence displayed, multiple 

choice question and response, utterance by student or tutor, word recognized, keyboard 

input, and mouse click.  The Reading Tutor logs this data directly to a relational database. 

The school server then forwards the data overnight to an aggregated database in our lab. 

2 Why to log 

Project LISTEN illustrates multiple purposes that logging tutor data can serve. 

2.1 Tutoring 

Besides logging data for later analysis, a tutor can query logged data itself at runtime.  

The Reading Tutor queries 12 of the 32 database tables that it logs: 

 Enrollment and login use tables of classes and students. 

 Usage tracking queries tables of launches and sessions, e.g. to track how long the 

student used the Reading Tutor so far today, which it displays on the screen. 

 The database keeps the student’s place even if the student logs out or the tutor 

exits or crashes [9].  The story choice mechanism uses the table of story 
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encounters to bookmark the student’s position in a story, and to remember whose 

turn it is to pick a story next. 

 The tables for the student model determine which level of stories to pick, when to 

promote or demote the student based on oral reading fluency, which letter-sound 

mappings to teach, and which words to practice. 

2.2 Reporting 

A separate program used the database to generate various types of password-protected, 

web-accessible reports on demand.   A report for teachers summarized students’ usage 

and progress [10].  A report for technical support staff computed usage and reliability at 

each school, and flagged possible technical problems indicated by falloff in usage. 

2.3 Browsing  

Project LISTEN’s Session Browser [11, 12] enables researchers to find examples of 

tutorial interactions with specified characteristics, display them in human-understandable 

form, explore them in dynamically variable detail, and annotate them, as Figure 1 shows.   

 

Figure 1:  Event tree displayed by Project LISTEN’s Session Browser 

The event highlighted in the tree is a 9-second-long encounter of the sentence It was easy 

to find because it was bright yellow, 45 seconds after the previous sentence encounter, 

which lasted 19 seconds and occurred 3 minutes into a 6-minute encounter of the Level B 

(grade 2) story “Vicky’s Airport Visit, Part 2,” which the student picked 2 seconds after 

starting an 11-minute-long session at 1:33pm on January 1, 2006.  A human annotator 

later rated both sentences on a scale from 1 to 4 for four items of a fluency rubric [13].  

The second sentence encounter has been expanded here to reveal three utterances, the last 
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of which is expanded to show the text words was bright yellow aligned against the speech 

recognizer output.  The Session Browser derives the tree structure from the temporal 

relationships among the events stored in the database. 

2.4 Mining 

Researchers query Reading Tutor databases from different school years for educational 

data to mine.  These queries are shorter, faster to write, easier to understand, and less 

error-prone than the scripts used to analyze tutor log files [1]:  “For example, analysis of 

the preemptive assistance experiment was hampered by the absence of a single uniform 

log entry for the generic event “give help on a word.”  Instead, an ad hoc script had to 

recover this implicit event by aggregating over the more specific events logged for each 

specific type of help, and for the Reading Tutor’s spoken outputs.  This script is 

sufficiently complex to doubt its correctness.” 

3 What to log 

To put tutor data logging in perspective, it is helpful to think of the tutor and student as 

each sensing, thinking, and acting within the wider environment surrounding them – 

physically, socially, institutionally, culturally, and so forth.  This environment includes 

the machine on which the tutor runs, the classroom and school where it’s located, the 

student’s classmates and teacher(s), and so on. 

We can use this framework to characterize logged information.  To illustrate with 

authentic concrete examples, we use it to categorize database tables logged by the 2007-

2008 version of the Reading Tutor – as well as additional information that might be 

useful to log, but that we currently do not. 

3.1 Environmental data 

A “Candid Camera” analysis of video recorded by a camera mounted on a Reading Tutor 

monitor [14] showed that a tutor equipped with computer vision could potentially capture 

useful information about its physical and social context, such as whether a student is 

present or absent, looking at the screen or off-task, alone or with classmates, and working 

independently or interacting with a teacher.  However, at present a typical tutor has 

limited if any ability to observe its environment directly.   

In the absence of such observations, a tutor may input information about the student and 

context directly from the student, teacher, or other sources.  Information logged about the 

environment may be a static fact (seldom or never updated), a maintained value (updated 

more or less frequently), or a timestamped event (appended to the ongoing historical 

record of the interaction).  The 2007-2008 Reading Tutor’s static environmental data 

included listed 11 schools, 37 classes, and 540 users (446 with at least one session).  Its 

maintained data included 960 stories, updated when students added stories. 
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3.2 Raw input 

A tutor’s sensors are typically limited to keyboard, mouse, and microphone, enabling it to 

observe a subset of the student’s actions.  2007-2008 raw input included 458,984 mouse 

clicks, 491,095 oral reading utterances, and 9,188 free-form spoken responses. 

3.3 Interpreted input 

A tutor’s input observations go through layers of interpretation.  For instance, the 2007-

2008 Reading Tutor asked 105,223 multiple choice questions, of which 5,158 had a 

designated right answer.  It interpreted 3,988 of these 5,158 responses as correct, 1,009 as 

incorrect, and 161 as null due to timing out, logging out, or crashing. 

Similarly, the speech recognizer interpreted the 476,713 oral reading utterances as 

1,747,259 spoken words, against which the Reading Tutor aligned 3,550,641 text words 

to interpret them as read, misread, or omitted. 

Since the Reading Tutor’s speech recognizer is imperfect, we rely on later manual 

transcription when we want to know what the student actually said.  However, due to its 

cost, we transcribe only selectively.  For our research on teaching reading strategies, we 

transcribe only students’ free-form spoken responses to comprehension prompts [15]. 

Human interpretation of recorded speech is not restricted to transcribing it.  For instance, 

an expert reading teacher annotated the transcribed student answers with how she would 

have responded to each answer, and why.  Likewise, for an analysis of students’ oral 

reading prosody, two annotators independently rated a sample of 200 recorded oral 

reading utterances on a 4-point fluency rubric [13].   

3.4 Student model 

A tutor cannot observe students’ thinking directly, but may infer student models from 

observed student behavior.  Fine-grained models represent estimates of individual skills.  

The 2007-2008 Reading Tutor tracked exposure to vocabulary by maintaining 265,579 

counts of how many times 480 students saw or typed 16,932 distinct words.  It tracked 

individual phonics skills with knowledge tracing of students’ performance in word-

building activities where they clicked on letter tiles to spell out a word spoken by the 

Reading Tutor.  During 4,190 such activities, students built 26,562 words.  The Reading 

Tutor interpreted the student’s first attempt at each letter in a word as correct or incorrect.  

It accordingly made 78,069 updates to its estimates of students’ phonic skills. 

3.5 Tutor decisions 

A tutor’s observations guide layers of tutorial decision.  For instance, after classifying 

words in the current utterance (if any) as read, misread, or omitted, the Reading Tutor 

decides whether to wait, backchannel, prompt the student, give praise,  go on, read the 

sentence aloud, or give help on an individual word, and if so, what type of help.  The 

2007-2008 Reading Tutor logged 181,788 such decisions. 
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In analyzing such decisions, it is necessary not only to know the tutor’s observable 

actions and the decisions that led to them, but the alternative choices for each decision.  

The 2007-2008 Reading Tutor logged this information for some types of decisions.  For 

example, it logged not only its randomized decisions to backchannel or prompt the 

student, but also its decisions not to do so.  Logging this additional information is crucial 

for subsequent analyses of the randomized controlled experiments embedded in the 

Reading Tutor. 

Reading Tutor activities and interventions can set variables to record randomized 

decisions about which word to give which if any treatment, or outcomes in the form of 

what responses the student chose or typed.  It logged 175,978 such timestamped variable 

assignment events.  For example, it used this mechanism to log its randomized decisions 

about whether to explain a vocabulary word in depth, briefly, or not at all [16]. 

Without such logging the alternatives for each decision, it is necessary to reconstruct 

them.  For example, the Reading Tutor’s decisions about what type of decoding 

assistance to give on words are randomized, but are constrained by the types of help 

feasible and appropriate for a given word.  The Reading Tutor cannot give a rhyming hint 

for the word orange because no words rhyme with it.  It could sound words longer than 

four phonemes but refrains from doing so on grounds of inadvisability.  In analyzing the 

relative efficacy of different types of help, a “level playing field” comparison requires 

knowing which types were possible on a given word.  Otherwise, comparing the success 

of help based on the student’s later performance on the word will be biased in favor of 

help such as rhyming hints, which tend to be available only on easier words.  Proper 

analysis of help efficacy involved approximating this information based on lexical 

properties of the word and detailed knowledge of the Reading Tutor implementation [17].  

In retrospect, it would have been better to log the actual set of choices for each decision. 

Tutorial decisions go through layers of implementation to transform them into external 

behavior (acting).  For instance, the 2007-2008 Reading Tutor logged 41,177 decisions 

about how to intervene before a story, before a sentence, or after a story.  These 

interventions are specified in the same activity language used to represent stories as 

sequences of different types of steps, such as reading, listening, editing, and choosing. 

3.6 Tutor actions 

A tutor’s external actions are typically limited to graphical display and audio output.  The 

2007-2008 Reading Tutor logged 1,964,620 records of .wav files played in full or in part. 

We refrain from logging every individual graphical action because there are too many, 

nor does it seem useful to do so.  However, the text displayed by the Reading Tutor is 

generally logged as part of the action that displays it.  For instance, logging a sentence 

encounter includes the text of the sentence.  Likewise, logging a multiple choice question 

includes the displayed prompt and menu of choices. 
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3.7 Events 

Tutorial interaction can be described at different temporal grain sizes.  The 2007-2008 

Reading Tutor logged 3,184 launches, of which 71 ended in crashes with logged stack 

dumps, and 10,462 sessions, defined as starting when a student logged in, and ending by 

logging out, timing out, or crashing.  It logged 193,101 executions of scripts for logging 

in or out, picking a story or other activity, performing an activity, editing a story, and 

updating information about a class, student, or story.  The 21,580 story encounters logged 

included 357,630 sentences displayed.  The 310,375 logged steps included, among others, 

120,506 reading, 120,506 picking, 18,412 editing, 17,8891 timing out, 9,253 free-form 

speaking, 4,191 word building, 2,240 entering a password, and 861 “WordSwap” games 

comprising 11,728 sentences, each with one misread word to click on, and 19,581 clicks. 

3.8 Observing the tutor 

Reconstructing the exact appearance of the screen from logged tutor data is problematic. 

One reason is that the actual screen appearance at a given moment depends not only on 

what the tutor intends to display, but on what the operating system draws, and how 

promptly.  One approach to this problem is the ability to replay logged tutor sessions. 

This feature can be very useful, but is infeasible to add after the fact to the Reading 

Tutor, and might be impractical anyway due to its multimodal, mixed-initiative, 

overlapping, stochastic, time-sensitive nature.  Replay is much simpler for tutors limited 

to mouse and keyboard input and strict turn-taking, especially if their responses are 

deterministic and independent of student response time. 

Another problem is that graphical design evolves across successive tutor versions.  Old 

versions may not run as before (if at all), due to environmental changes such as updates 

to external content, upgrades to the operating system, and porting to faster computers.   

We have found over the years that the most reliable way to document the appearance and 

behavior of a given version is to videotape children using it.  However, this method is 

cumbersome and expensive to do well, and the result is inconvenient to use without the 

additional expense of indexing it to internally logged tutor data.  Programmable screen 

capture software, fast PCs, and cheap disk space enable tutors to record video or at least 

occasional screenshots of their interactions, which we plan to do in the future. 

We generally assume that tutor actions are observable by students.  This assumption can 

be false.  For instance, the display monitor may be turned off, broken, or maladjusted.  

Even likelier, the headset may be broken, disconnected, or plugged in to the wrong 

socket.  Unlike humans, whose motor actions are accompanied by sensory feedback, 

computers do not actually see and hear the same displays and audio as their users.  Screen 

capture is only a partial solution to this problem.  A full solution will require additional 

devices to sense how tutor output actually looks and sounds in the environment. 

4 How to log 

Our experience has led us to develop the following 10 guidelines for logging interactions. 
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4.1 Log directly to a database. 

Log files are easy to record, flexible in what information they can capture, (sometimes) 

human-understandable to read, and useful in debugging.  However, we have found them 

unwieldy to aggregate across multiple sessions and computers, and difficult to parse and 

analyze in ways not anticipated when they were designed [1]. 

Logging tutorial interactions directly to a suitably designed and indexed database instead 

of to log files eliminates the need to parse them – a time sink and error source in our past.  

Starting with the 2003-2004 school year, the Reading Tutor has logged its interactions to 

a database, making their analysis easier, faster, more flexible, less bug-prone, and more 

powerful than analyzing conventional log files.  This practice has enabled or facilitated 

nearly all the dozens of subsequent papers listed on Project LISTEN’s Publications page.  

Moreover, logging straight to a database supports immediate efficient access.  This 

capability is essential for real-time use of logged information – in particular, by the tutor 

itself.  The Reading Tutor’s student model relies on information logged to its database.  

In contrast, although the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center’s DataShop (located at 

pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu) uses a database, it generates the database only after the fact 

by parsing tutor logs in the form of XML files.  

Each year’s version of the Reading Tutor adds, drops, or modifies tables or fields in the 

database schema, and therefore has its own archival database.  This practice facilitates 

running a query on one school year’s data at a time.  Also, each Project LISTEN member 

has his or her own database to modify freely without fear of altering archival data. 

4.2 Include computer, student ID, and start time as standard fields.  

A key insight is that student, computer, and time typically suffice to identify a unique 

tutorial interaction of a given type.  Together they distinguish the interaction from those 

of another type, computer, or student.  (We include computer ID in case the student ID is 

not unique, and also because some events, such as launching the Reading Tutor, do not 

involve a student ID.)  There are two reasons this idea is powerful.  First, these fields 

serve as a primary key for every table in the database, simplifying both access and the 

learning curve for working with the data.  Second, nearly every tutor makes use of the 

concepts of students, computers, and time, so this recommendation is broadly applicable.   

4.3 Index event tables by computer, student ID, and start time. 

Database indices enable very fast retrieval even from tables of millions of events. 

4.4 Log end time as well as start time. 

This additional information makes it possible to compute the duration of a non-

instantaneous event, measure the hiatus between the end of one event and the start of 

another, and determine if one event starts before, during, or after another event – 

capabilities essential for the Session Browser [11, 12] described in Section 2.3 above, in 
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particular to infer hierarchies of events based on temporal relations among them.  

Logging the start and end time of an event in the same record requires the tutor to 

remember until the end of the event what information to log about it, such as when it 

began.  Logging start and end times to different records merely replaces this requirement 

with the messier task of matching them up after the fact.  Some tutors log start times but 

not end times.  For instance, logging the end time of an event may be problematic for a 

web-based tutor that doesn’t know when the student leaves a page or window.     

4.5 Include a field for the parent event start time. 

A field for an event’s parent makes joins easier to write and faster to execute.  For 

example, the sentence_encounter_start_time field of the record for a read word makes it 

easier and faster to find the sentence encounter containing the word than by querying for 

the sentence encounter that started before the word and ended after it. 

4.6 Log each school year’s data to a different database.  

Each year’s version of the Reading Tutor adds, drops, or modifies tables or fields in the 

database schema, and therefore has its own archival database.  This practice also 

facilitates running a query on one school year’s data at a time.  Also, each team member 

has his or her own database to modify freely without fear of altering archival data.  

Making it easy for researchers to create new tables and views that are readily accessible 

to each other is key.  This step enables “best practices” to propagate quickly, whereas if 

separate copies of the data are kept, “version skew” can become a problem. 

4.7 Design databases to support aggregation across sites.  

To merge separate databases from multiple schools into a single database, the MySQL 

server at each site sends each day’s transactions to our lab server, which simply re-

executes them on the aggregated database.  To make this solution possible, each table 

must be able to combine records from different sites.  Therefore the Reading Tutor uses 

student IDs unlikely to recur across different classes or schools, so as to distinguish data 

from different students.  Similarly, it uses computer, ID, and start time to identify events, 

instead of numbering them from 1 separately at each site. 

4.8 Name standard fields consistently within and across databases. 

Naming fields consistently in successive versions of a tutor makes them easier for the 

Session Browser to extract.  Thus most of the tables in a Reading Tutor database have 

fields named machine_name, user_id, start_time, and (for non-instantaneous events) 

end_time.  Timestamps in MySQL (at least the version we used) are limited to 1-second 

resolution, so tables that require higher resolution encode the milliseconds portion of start 

and end times in fields named sms and ems, respectively.  Adding new tables and fields is 

fine, but keeping the names of the old ones facilitates reuse of code to analyze tutor data. 
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4.9 Use a separate table for each type of tutorial event. 

Using a separate table for each event type (e.g. story, sentence, utterance, click) lets us 

include fields for features specific to that event type, such as the title of a story, the text 

of a sentence, the audio recording of an utterance, or the word the student clicked on. 

4.10 Logging the non-occurrence of an event is tricky. 

“Subjunctive logging,” or recording what could have happened but did not, is still an 

active topic of discussion in the EDM community.  But tutor designers and data miners 

should be aware that recording some non-events can greatly simplify later analyses.  For 

example, the Reading Tutor logs each word it hears the student read.  The time at which a 

skipped word wasn’t read is undefined, so the Reading Tutor logs its start and end time as 

null.  However, logging its (non-null) sentence_encounter_start_time, and the position in 

the text sentence where it should have been read, lets analysis queries and the Session 

Browser retrieve words as ordered in the sentence, whether or not they were read. 

5 Conclusion 

The goal of this paper is to provide useful advice for logging tutor data.  We discussed 

why to log tutor data, giving four examples from Project LISTEN – tutoring, reporting, 

browsing, and mining.  We discussed what to log, with examples from the Reading Tutor.  

Finally, we proposed ten concrete guidelines for how to log tutor data. 

Our guidelines exploit three simple but powerful ideas.  First, logging tutorial interaction 

directly to a suitably designed and indexed database instead of to log files eliminates the 

need to parse them, and supports immediate efficient access.  Second,  student, computer, 

and time interval suffice to identify a tutorial event of a given type.  Third, temporal 

relations among time intervals define a useful hierarchical structure of tutorial events. 

Evidence for our guidelines includes the dozens of publications they have enabled.  They 

helped us implement a flexible, efficient tool to browse tutor data in understandable form 

yet with minimal dependency on tutor-specific details.  A short vignette may best 

illustrate their power.  In a research talk, Dr. Vincent Aleven reported a partial correlation 

of students’ learning gains in his tutor with the rate at which they asked for hints, 

controlling for pretest scores.  The second author of this paper used the Reading Tutor 

database to replicate Dr. Aleven’s result – before he finished his talk. 
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Abstract.  Traditional data mining techniques have been extensively applied to 
find interesting patterns, build descriptive and predictive models from large 
volumes of data accumulated through the use of different information systems. 
The results of data mining can be used for getting a better understanding of the 
underlying educational processes, for generating recommendations and advice 
to students, for improving management of learning objects, etc. However, most 
of the traditional data mining techniques focus on data dependencies or simple 
patterns and do not provide a visual representation of the complete educational 
(assessment) process ready to be analyzed. To allow for these types of analysis 
(in which the process plays the central role), a new line of data-mining research, 
called process mining, has been initiated. Process mining focuses on the 
development of a set of intelligent tools and techniques aimed at extracting 
process-related knowledge from event logs recorded by an information system. 
In this paper we demonstrate the applicability of process mining, and the ProM 
framework in particular, to educational data mining context. We analyze 
assessment data from recently organized online multiple choice tests and 
demonstrate the use of process discovery, conformance checking and 
performance analysis techniques. 

1 Introduction 

Online assessment becomes an important component of modern education. It is used not 
only in e-learning, but also within blended learning, as part of the learning process. 
Online assessment is utilized both for self-evaluation and for “real” exams as it tends to 
complement or in some cases even replace traditional methods for evaluating the 
performance of students. 

Intelligent analysis of assessment data assists in achieving a better understanding of 
student performance, the quality of the test and individual questions, etc. Besides, there 
are still a number of open issues related to authoring and organization of different 
assessment procedures. In Multiple-Choice Questions (MCQ) testing it might be 
important to consider how students are supposed to navigate from one question to 
another, i.e. should the students be able to go back and forward and also change their 
answers (if they like) before they commit the whole test, or should the order be fixed so 
that students have to answer the questions one after another? Is it not necessarily a trivial 
question since either of two options may allow or disallow the use of certain pedagogical 
strategies. Especially in the context of personalized adaptive assessment it is not 
immediately clear whether an implied strict order of navigation results in certain 
advantages or inconveniences for the students. In general, the navigation of students in e-
Learning systems has been actively studied in recent years. Here, researchers try to 
discover individual navigational styles of the students in order to reduce cognitive load of 
the students, to improve usability and learning efficiency of e-Learning systems and 
support personalization of navigation [2]. Some recent empirical studies demonstrated the 
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feasibility and benefits of feedback personalization during online assessment, i.e. the type 
of immediately presented feedback and the way of its presentation may significantly 
influence the general performance of the students [9][10]. However, some students may 
prefer to have less personalization and more flexibility of navigation if there is such a 
trade-off. Overall, there seem to be no “best” approach applicable for every situation and 
educators need to decide whether current practices are effective. 

Traditional data mining techniques including classification, association analysis and 
clustering have been successfully applied to different types of educational data [4], also 
including assessment data, e.g. from intelligent tutoring systems or learning management 
systems (LMS) [3]. Data mining can help to identify group of (cor)related questions, 
subgroups (e.g. subsets of students performing similarly of a subset of questions), 
emerging patterns (e.g. discovering a set of patterns describing how the performance in a 
test of one group of students, i.e. following a particular study program, differs from the 
performance of another group), estimate the predictive or discriminative power of 
questions in the test, etc. However, most of the traditional data mining techniques do not 
focus on the process perspective and therefore do not tell much about the assessment 
process as a whole. Process mining on the contrary focuses on the development of a set of 
intelligent tools and techniques aimed at extracting process-related knowledge from 
event logs recorded by an information system. 

In this paper we briefly introduce process mining [7] and our ProM tool [8] for the EDM 
community and demonstrate the use of a few ProM plug-ins for the analysis of 
assessment data coming from two recent studies. In one of the studies the students had to 
answer to the tests’ questions in a strict order and had a possibility to request immediate 
feedback (knowledge of correct response and elaborated feedback) after each question. 
During the second tests student had a possibility to answer the questions in a flexible 
order, to revisit and earlier answers and revise them as well.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the basic 
process mining concepts and present the ProM framework. In Section 3 we consider the 
use of ProM plug-ins on real assessment data, establishing some useful results. Finaly, 
Section 4 is for discussions. 

2 Process Mining Framework 

Process mining has emerged from the field of Business Process Management (BPM). It 
focuses on extracting process-related knowledge from event logs1 recorded by an 
information system. It aims particularly at discovering or analyzing the complete 
(business, or in our case educational) process and is supported by powerful tools that 
allow getting a clear visual representation of the whole process. The three major types of 
process mining applications are (Figure 1):  

1) conformance checking - reflecting on the observed reality, i.e. checking whether the 
                                                 

1 Typical examples of event logs may include resource usage and activity logs in an e-learning environment, an 
intelligent tutoring system, an educational adaptive hypermedia system.  
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modeled behavior matches the observed behavior; 
2) process model discovery - constructing complete and compact process models able to 

reproduce the observed behavior, and 
3) process model extension - projection of information extracted from the logs onto the 

model, to make the tacit knowledge explicit and facilitate better understanding of the 
process model.   

Process mining is supported by the powerful open-source framework ProM. This 
framework includes a vast number of different techniques for process discovery, 
conformance analysis and model extension, as well as many other tools like convertors, 
visualizers, etc. The ProM tool is frequently used in process mining projects in industry. 
Moreover, some of the ideas and algorithms have been incorporated in commercial BPM 
tools like BPM|one (Pallas Athena), Futura Reflect (Futura Process Intelligence), ARIS 
PPM (IDS Scheer), etc. 

 

Figure 1. The process mining spectrum supported by ProM 

3 Case Studies 

We studied different issues related to authoring and personalization of online assessment 
procedures within the series of the MCQ tests organized during the mid-term exams at 
Eindhoven University of Technology using Moodle2 (Quize module tools) and Sakai3 
(Mneme testing component) open source LMSs. 

To demonstrate the applicability of process mining we use data collected during two 
exams: one for the Data Modeling and Databases (DB) course and one for the Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) course. In the first (DB) test students (30 in total) answered 
to the MCQs (15 in total) in a strict order, in which questions appeared one by one. 
Students after answering each question were able proceed directly to the next question 

                                                 

2 http://www.moodle.org 
3 http://www.sakai.org 
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(clicking “Go to the next question”), or first get knowledge of correct response (clicking 
the “Check the answer”) and after that either go the next question (“Go to the next 
question”) or, before that, request a detailed explanation about their response (“Get 
Explanations”). In the second (HCI) test students (65 in total) had the possibility to 
answer the MCQs (10 in total) in a flexible order, to revisit (and revise if necessary) the 
earlier questions and answers. Flexible navigation was facilitated by a menu page for 
quick jumps from one question to any other question, as well as by “next” and “previous” 
buttons. 

In the MCQ tests we asked students to also include the confidence level of each answer. 
Our studies demonstrated that knowledge of the response certitude (specifying the 
student’s certainty or confidence of the correctness of the answer) together with response 
correctness helps in understanding the learning behavior and allows for determining what 
kind of feedback is more preferable and more effective for the students thus facilitating 
personalization in assessment [3]. 

For every student and for each question in the test we collected all the possible 
information, including correctness, certitude, grade (determined by correctness and 
certitude), time spent for answering the question, and for the DB test whether an answer 
was checked for correctness or not, whether detailed explanation was requested on not, 
and how much time was spent reading it, and for the HCI test whether a question was 
skipped, revisited, whether answer was revised or the certitude changed.4  

In the remainder of this section we demonstrate how various ProM plug-ins supporting 
dotted chart analysis, process discovery (Heuristic Miner and Fuzzy Miner), conformance 
checking, and performance analysis [1][6] allow to get a significant better understanding 
of the assessment processes. 

3.1 Dotted Chart Analysis 

The dotted chart is a chart similar to a Gantt chart. It shows the spread of events over 
time by plotting a dot for each event in the log thus allowing to gain some insight in the 
complete set of data. The chart has three (orthogonal) dimensions: one showing the time 
of the event, and the other two showing (possibly different) components (such as instance 
ID, originator or task ID) of the event. Time is measured along the horizontal axis. The 
first component considered is shown along the vertical axis, in boxes. The second 
component of the event is given by the color of the dot. 

Figure 2 illustrates the output of the dot chart analysis of the flexible-order online 
assessment. All the instances (one per student) are sorted by the duration of the online 
assessment (reading and answering the question and navigation to the list of questions). 
In the figure on the left, points in the ochre and green/red color denote the start and the 

                                                 

4 Further details regarding the organization of the test (including an illustrative example of the questions and the EF) 
and the data collection, preprocessing and transformation from LMS databases to ProM MXML format are beyond 
the scope of this paper, but interested readers can find this information in an online appendix at 
http://www.win.tue.nl/~mpechen/research/edu.html. 
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end (passed/failed) of the test. Triangles denote the moment when the student submits an 
answer or just navigates to another question. Green triangles denote correct responses 
with low (LCCR – light green) and high (HCCR – dark green) certainty, red triangles 
correspondingly – wrong responses (light red – LCWR, dark red – HCWR), white 
triangles – the cases when the student navigated to the next question without providing 
any response. The blue squares show the moments when the students navigated from the 
list of the questions (menu) to a question of the quiz (or just submitted the whole test). 

 
Figure 2. Two dotted charts extracted from the test with flexible order navigation; (1) the overall 

navigation and answering of questions (left chart), and (2) the effects of changes (right chart) 

We can clearly see from the figure that most of the students answered the questions one 
by one, and provided more correct answers for the first questions of the test than for the 
last questions. They used the possibility to flexibly navigate mainly at the end of the test: 
students navigating to the list of the questions and then to the different questions from the 
list. It can be also clearly seen that only few students read and skipped some questions, 
not providing their answers first, and then returning to those questions back to provide an 
answer.  

In the figure on the right, we can see the when students revisited the questions.  Points in 
yellow correspond to the situations when correctness of the answers did not change, and 
points in red and green correspond accordingly to changes to wrong and correct answers. 
We can see that in a very few cases the correctness was changed, most changes do not 
affect correctness (e.g., a wrong answer was changed to another wrong answer). 
Moreover, changes from right to wrong or from wrong to write had similar frequencies, 
thus not significantly changing the end results. 

3.2 Process discovery  

In some cases, given a usage log we may have limited knowledge about the exact 
procedure of the assessment but want to discover it based on the data from the log. There 
exist several algorithms that can automatically construct a depiction of a process. This 
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process representation typically comes in form of a (formal) mathematical model 
supporting concurrency, sequential and alternative behavior (like, e.g., the model of Petri 
nets, Heuristic or Fuzzy miner). 

Figure 3 illustrates for the DB test a part (for the first 3 questions) of the discovered 
process (left) as a Heuristic net, and animation of the same part after conversion to the 
Fuzzy model (middle), and for the HCI test the complete Heuristic net (right), abstracted 
from the type of the answer, but from which it is clear which jumps between the 
questions were popular. From the visualization of the DB test process we can see what 
possibilities students had, and what the main “flows” were globally or at a particular time.  

 
Figure 3. Heuristic nets of strict order (left) and flexible order tests (right) 

3.3 Process analysis  

In some cases, the goal is not to discover the real learning process but to analyze some 
normative or descriptive model that is given a-priori. For example, the Petri net shown in 
Figure 4 (formally) describes the generic pattern of answering questions in the DB test 
allowing for answer-checks and feedbacks. Now it is interesting to see whether this 
model conforms to reality (and vice versa) and augment it with additional information 
learned from the event logs. The advantage of having the answering pattern represented 
as a Petri net is that this allows for many different analysis techniques. ProM offers 
various plug-ins to analyze Petri nets (verification, performance analysis, conformance, 
etc.). Models like the one in Figure 4 can be discovered or made by hand. It is also 
possible to first discover a model and then refine it using the tool Yasper (incorporated 
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into ProM). Figure 4 was constructed using Yasper and this was a one-time task for this 
test-type and in principle an authoring tool can be developed to facilitate an automatic 
translation of the multiple-choice tests with varying properties to Petri nets.  

As every question can be answered correctly or wrongly, and with either high or low 
confidence, there are four possibilities for the first step in the net from Figure 4. The 
transition HCCR, for example, denotes that the answer is given with high confidence and 
that it was correct; the other three starting transitions are similar. After answering the 
question the student can check his answer or just go the next question. The latter decision 
is modeled by an internal transition (painted in black) that goes to the final place of the 
net. In case the student has decided to check the answer, he can also ask for some 
feedback afterwards. 

 

Figure 4. A Petri net representing the question pattern 

To illustrate the many analysis possibilities of ProM, we show some results obtained 
using the Conformance checker and the Performance Analysis with Petri net plugin. 

The purpose of conformance analysis is to find out whether the information in the log is 
as specified. This analysis may be used to detect deviations, to locate and explain these 
deviations, and to measure the severity of these deviations. We are mostly interested in 
the notion of fitness which is concerned with the investigation whether a process model is 
able to reproduce all execution sequences that are in the log, or, viewed from another 
angle, whether the log traces comply with the description in the model (the fitness is 
100% if every trace in the log corresponds to a possible execution of the model). This 
notion is particularly useful for finding out whether (or how often) the students respected 
the specified order for answering questions (to discover frauds, for example).   

Figure 5 shows the result of conformance checking when applied on our log and the Petri 
net from Figure 4. In this, so-called log perspective of the result, each trace from the log 
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has all its mismatched events colored in orange. In our case, however, there are no orange 
events, therefore there are no mismatches between the specified answering pattern and 
the actual exam data. 

 

Figure 5. Result of conformance checking showing a 100% fitness 

Our next analysis is of a different kind. Instead of checking for the correctnes of the exam 
behavior, we provide a means to assess the performance of the answering process. The 
Performance analysis with Petri net plugin can extract the Key Performance Indicators 
from the log, summarizing them in an intuitive way, and graphically present them on a 
Petri net describing the process under consideration. For our purpose we apply the plugin 
with the exam data log and the answering pattern from Figure 6 (only for the first 
question of the test). 

 

Figure 6. Results of applying the Performance analysis with Petri net plug-in 
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The result of the analysis is shown in Figure 6. In the right panel different throughput-
type metrics are displayed; from there we, e.g., see that the average duration of the test 
was 64.41 minute. The central panel shows the answering pattern, colored and annotated 
with performance information. The numbers on the arcs represent probabilities. As 
shown, 35% percent of the students answered the first question right and had high 
confidence.  We could also see that almost all students checked their answers and asked 
for feedback afterwards. Places are colored with respect to their soujourn time, i.e., with 
respect to the time the process spends in this place. From the picture we can thus see that 
the answering time was short (the first question was easy), and that the students who 
answered with high confidence spent more time on the feedback (regardless on the 
correctness of the answer). 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 

Data mining techniques have been successfully applied to different types of educational 
data and have helped to address many issues by using traditional classification, clustering 
and association analysis techniques. Although the process perspective in educational 
domains has received some attention, most of the traditional intelligent data analysis 
approaches applied in the context of educational data mining do not consider the process 
as a whole (i.e., the focus is no data or simple sequential structures rather than full-
fledged process models). 

In this paper, we illustrated some of the potential of process mining techniques applied to 
online assessment data where students in one of the tests were able to receive tailored 
immediate EF after answering each of the questions in the test one by one in a strict 
order, and in the other test – to receive no feedback but to answer question in a flexible 
order. This data was of a sequential nature, i.e. it did not include concurrency. However, 
other educational processes have lots of concurrency and this can be discovered by ProM. 
Applying process mining techniques for other types of assessment data, e.g. grades for 
traditional examinations is therefore an interesting possibility. 

ProM 5.0 provides a plugable environment for process mining offering a wide variety of 
plug-ins for process discovery, conformance checking, model extension, model 
transformation. Our further work includes the development of EDM tailored ProM plug-
ins. On the one hand, this would help bringing process mining tools closer to the domain 
experts (i.e. educational specialists and researchers), who not necessarily have all the 
technical background. On the other hand, this will help to better address some of the 
EDM specific challenges related to data preprocessing and mining. Besides this, the 
development of the authoring tools for assessment modules with specialized ProM plug-
ins would allow to significantly simplify some of the processes for conformance analysis 
as e.g. a Petri net representing certain assessment procedure can be generated completely 
automatically. 
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Abstract.  Specifying the criteria of a rubric to assess an activity, establishing the 

different quality levels of proficiency of development and defining weights for 

every criterion is not as easy as one a priori might think. Besides, the complexity 

of these tasks increases when they involve more than one lecturer. Reaching an 

agreement about the criteria and the levels of proficiency might be easier taking 

into account the abilities students must achieve according to the purpose of the 

subject. However, the disagreement about the weights of every criterion in an 

assessment rubric might easily appear. This paper focuses on the automatic 

weight adjustment for the criteria of a rubric. This fitting can be considered as a 

global perception that the whole group of lecturers have about the accuracy of 

solving an activity. Firstly, each lecturer makes a proposal of weights and then, 

from a set of pairs of students he/she globally expresses who of each pair has 

solved better the activity for which the rubric was designed. Secondly, an 

approach based on the pairwise learning is proposed in this work to obtain 

adequate weights for the criteria of a rubric. The system commits fewer errors 

than the lecturers and makes them improve and reconsider some aspects of the 

rubric. 

1 Introduction 

Lots of changes are involved within the new process of convergence to a European Space 

of Higher Education [12]. The subjects are designed as a set of abilities students must 

reach. The process encourages a careful inclusion and integration of several 

methodologies which must point in the right direction in order to guarantee students 

reach such abilities. Especial emphasis has been made over transversal abilities, such as 

group working highly demanded by companies from university graduates [1]. Finally, 

this new paradigm makes new assessment strategies arise to provide reliable information 

about the skills students in terms of the abilities must reach.   

This paper focuses on developing a reliable mechanism to evaluate to what extent 

students acquire the abilities of a course when more than one lecturer with different 

perspective is involved in the assessment. Firstly, lecturers have to reach an agreement 

about what criteria are adequate to consider and then they have to establish minimum 

thresholds for them. A common strategy for this purpose consists in using evaluation 

rubrics, which have been increasingly gaining relevance in the last years. They are 

scoring guides that describe the requirements for various levels of proficiency in the 

development of certain activity.  The purpose is to find out the conditions of success and 

their degree of fulfillment [11]. 
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The contribution of this paper is a method which engages the variety of preferences every 

lecturer expresses to contrast and adjust weights to the criteria of a rubric. The challenge 

consists of including, reproducing and summing up as clearly as possible the global and 

different perception lecturers have about the achievement of the activities. The hypothesis 

of departure is that this method leads to reconsider some aspects in the design of a rubric. 

The approach is based on a pairwise learning system [7] based on Support Vector 

Machines (SVM). It feeds on information provided by making every lecturer decide 

between pairs of students who have solved an activity more satisfactorily. The fact that a 

system uses information of more than one expert (lecturer in this case) was successfully 

adopted before [2], [3]. 

2 Evaluation rubrics 

Evaluation rubrics [9] can be defined as explicit summaries of the criteria for assessing a 

particular activity and the different levels of potential achievement for each criterion. 

There are many features a rubric should fulfill in order to be effective and helpful both 

for students and lecturers. Then, although it is not an easy task, lecturers must make an 

effort to carefully design them. One of the requirements must be to reflect the most 

significant elements related to success in a learning task. Commonly, this expresses the 

basic skills a student must reach. But they have to provide more information than just a 

list of goals. It must also enable both students and lecturers to accurately and consistently 

identify the level of competency of development. This makes students know beforehand 

what lecturers expect from them and what the characteristics a quality work is required to 

have. In relation to these conditions, rubrics have to encourage self-assessment of 

students to become more aware of their own learning process. In this sense, students do 

not have to wait for the correction of the lecturer to know if the development of the 

activity is adequate or not [10]. Besides, it helps lecturers to adjust the marks for the 

activities of the students more accurately and fairly, avoiding discriminatory treatment 

and adding transparency to the assessment process.  

In any case, once the evaluation criteria have been established on the vertical axis of the 

rubric and the quality levels on the horizontal axis, the rubric must be completed in the 

sense referred to the weights of every criterion included in the final mark. Table 1 shows 

a general diagram of a rubric where Q means the quality levels, C corresponds to the 

criteria, W defines the weight, �i,j contains a description of what a student has been able 

to do in relation to the i criterion to reach the j level and wi is the weight of the i criterion. 

Table 1  General diagram of a rubric 

C 1 2 … Q W 

1st  �1,1 �1,2 … �1,q w1(%) 

… … … … … … 

pth  �p,1 �p,2 … �p,q wq(%) 
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The weights in the rubric must be comparative. The assignment of a weight to each 

criterion to obtain the final mark shows the relevance a lecturer grants to it, to which one 

is assigned more and less relevance and their effect on the final mark. 

3 Pairwise learning 

In the design of a rubric the marks lecturers grant to two students according to his/her 

global and comparative perception between both are likely to disagree with the marks 

resulting from the predefined weights of the rubric. This could happen, for instance, when 

both students reach a certain level in some criteria but one of them is better in one 

criterion, for example, in originality or in the degree of knowledge. Moreover, the rank 

could be reversed. Besides, if lecturers were perfect experts, then it would be possible to 

assume that a mark in an evaluation scale with regard to certain criterion has the same 

meaning for all lecturers when evaluating all the students, although not for all lecturers 

[5]. Hence, this means that there are different scales with different levels. But, in any case 

a perfect expert would be coherent and would have great ability to discriminate, even the 

degree of the uniformity of the teaching team. Unfortunately, lecturers are not perfect 

experts. A common effect is known as the batch effect, which often modifies the marks 

so that a student obtains a higher/lower mark when he/she is assessed together with other 

students who are clearly worse/better. 

Despite those discrepancies, the hypothesis that lecturers are able to decide who is better 

from two students in the execution of an activity can be regarded as reliable. Taking into 

account this principle, the goal is to obtain a global ranking of the resolutions of an 

activity from the partial ranking between members of a pair. If this is possible, and in fact 

it is, then it is not necessary for lecturers to agree on the marks, just to order them in 

pairs. 

The students' marks in each criterion according to the weights previously defined by 

lecturers are available and that information will be expressed by judgement preferences. 

Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the whole process. 

 

Criteria 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Preference 

learning 

system 

Averaged lecture’s weights 

System’s 

weighs 

Rubric 

Preferences 

of activities 

 

Fig. 1 Process of adjusting weights of the criteria of a rubric from preferences  

A preference judgment [4] is an ordered pair whose first element has been preferred to 

the second. Then, a set of positive preferences (the first element is preferred to the 

second) and a set of negative ones (the second element is preferred to the first) are built. 

The challenge is to obtain a ranking as coherent as possible to the preferences expressed 

by the lecturers about the students. This ranking must be able to establish a correct order 
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to other unknown items which could be introduced to the system in the future. Then, the 

target is to obtain a function from the set of solutions of an activity proposed by the 

students so that it satisfies the following rule for the majority of unknown students. 

 )()( vfufvtopreferredisu >↔  (1) 

For this purpose, one could think of applying a traditional regression method. However, 

these methods aim to find a function that minimizes the loss between the real and 

forecasted values, whereas in the preference learning model the target is to minimize the 

times the value that defines the ranking of a student is lower than the second one in each 

preference, taking into account that such student has been preferred to the other. Then, 

this guarantees that the marks are coherent with the preferences rather than produces an 

exact mark.  

The problem could also be reduced to find just a linear function, since the weights of the 

criteria are the same, regardless of the marks the students obtain in such criteria. For 

instance, if a student has the mark 7 in a criterion, the weight of this criterion is the same 

if such student had had the mark 9. An advantage of the linear case is the intuitive 

interpretation of the function, since each criterion will be weighted using its 

corresponding value. For instance, a null value means that this criterion does not have 

any effect over the final mark. Hence, the rule shown in (1) is expressed as the rules 

shown in (2) for positive and negative preferences respectively:    

 
0)()()(

0)()()(

<−↔<↔

>−↔>↔

vufvfufutopreferredisv

vufvfufvtopreferredisu
  (2) 

Therefore, the function will be positive if the first item is preferred to the second one and 

negative otherwise. This allows defining a training example as u-v with class +1 and u-v  

with class -1. 

Once the data set is defined, it is possible to learn a ranking function from the binary 

classification yield by a binary classifier that separate the classes depending on the sign 

returned. Among the different methods available to obtain such function, one might a 

priori think of using a machine learning system based on a decision tree. But even if the 

performance of that kind of models is high, it may not be as useful as expected, since 

such methods tend to use the minimum possible number of features. From the point of 

view of the weights of the criteria, this means that many criteria will have weights equal 

to zero. However, SVM maximize the margin between the model and the nearest 

examples, called support vectors and this makes them use all relevant features [8]. 

Imagine that most of the students obtain the same degree of fulfillment in two criteria. 

These criteria are redundant since it will be easy to obtain the degree of one of them in 

function of the other. In this case, a decision tree would choose one of the criteria since 

both have the same relevance, whereas SVM would give similar weights, which is the 

desirable situation in this case. Figure 2 compares a possible model obtained by the two 

approaches, where a positive example is labeled with class +1 and a negative one with 

class -. 
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Figure 2.  Representation of the model generated by two different binary separators. The decision 

tree model tries to use the minimum number of features, whereas SVM tries to generate a model that 

uses all relevant features. 

Particularly, SVM [13], [14], [15] is a good choice for performing pairwise learning to 

aggregate the knowledge extracted from a set of different experts (lectures in this case) 

[2]. The linear learned function passes through the origin of coordinates and it is then 

expressed by 

 ∑
=

==
p

j

jjuwuwuf
1

,)(  (3) 

where w is the vector that will defined the separation hyperplane, u is the representation 

of a student that will be the vector of marks in the criteria, uw,  denotes the scalar 

product of vectors w and z and p is the number of criteria. From a student u the function 

provides a value that quantifies the preference of such student against other students. The 

weights of the criteria are obtained from the vector that defines the separation hyperplane. 

In fact, it is only necessary to normalize and multiply it by the maximum mark a student 
could reach in the activity. Unlike SVM, a complex process would have been necessary 

to obtain the weights from the rules produced by decision tree method 

4 Experiments 

This section describes the data set and some experimental settings. It also includes a 

discussion of the results. 

4.1 Data set and experimental settings 

The data set comes from a core and compulsory course of second year of the Computer 

Science degree related to database design. Several activities were proposed during the 

year to perform continuous evaluation. Particularly, the lecturers of the subject agree in 
defining 10 criteria for Activity 1, 9 criteria for Activities 2 and 4 and 8 criteria for 
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Activity 9. The number of students for the experiments was 44 and the number of 

lecturers was 3.  

Two kind of judgement preferences were taken into account. The first group includes 

those preferences where one of the students of the pair has better mark in all criteria. In 

this case, the value of the preference is obvious, that is, it will be positive if such student 

is the first student of the pair and negative otherwise. All the preferences satisfying such 

condition were included in the data set. The preferences of the second kind are those 

whose students have better marks in some criteria and worse in others. In this case, just a 

large enough random sample of pairs of students (60 preferences) satisfying such 

condition was considered. Then, the sample was equally split in as many subsets as 
lecturers of the subject. Each sample set was presented to a lecturer who has had a look at 

the resolutions of every pair and has expressed his/her opinion about who solved the 

activity better within each pair. Obviously, lecturers have not take into account any 

weight of the criteria; they just express their own general impression about which one is 

better. Notice that taking into account all possible pairs means to compare about (n
2
-n)/2 

where n is the number of students (not all of them since the preferences of the first kind 

were removed from this group), what would be unapproachable. 

The experiments were performed using LibSVM [6] with default parameters together 

with the Spider Matlab toolbox [16]. The default parameters consist of choosing a linear 

kernel and of setting the trade-off between training error and margin to be 1. 

4.2 Discussion of results 

Five different experiments were compared for each activity. The first three consisted of 
checking in what extent the preferences of each of the three lecturers are coherent with 

the marks computed according to their own weights previously fixed. This is shown in 

the first three rows of Tables 2-5. The fourth experiment consisted of checking in what 

extent the preferences of all the lecturers together are coherent with the marks computed 

according to the weights obtained as the average of the weights of the three lecturers. 

This is shown in the fourth row of Tables 2-5. Finally, the fifth experiment consisted of 

checking in what extent the preferences of all the lecturers together are coherent with the 

marks computed according to the weights the learning process produces from the 

preference data. This is shown in the last row of Tables 2-5. Notice that the errors 

committed when the averages of the weights among the lecturers are considered are not 

necessary the averaged errors committed by each lecturer on their own. Besides, the 

number of preferences considered when the averages of the weights are computed and 

when the learning process is applied is the sum of the preferences of all the lecturers. 

 Table 2 shows that lecturers commit some errors when they express their global 

impression with regard to their own weights of the criteria in Activity 1. Particularly, they 

disagree between 5% and 15% of the preferences, whereas the system is able to 

accurately reproduce a summary of all them (0% of error). Notice that using the averaged 

weights does not lead to an improvement. It seems that this activity presents great 

difficulties when defining a set of weights, since the weights of the system in general are 

quite different from those previously defined by the lecturers. 
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Table 2.  Weights of the lecturers, weights averaged and weights of the system for Activity 1 

 Criteria weights Pairwise 

Lectures 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4º Errors 

1 2.5 2.5 1 1 1 1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 20 5% 

2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.25 0.25 20 15% 

3 2 3 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 20 15% 

Average 2.17 2.5 1 1 1 0.83 0.58 0.42 0.25 0.25 60 11.66% 

System 1.28 1.90 1.28 0.48 0.19 0.95 0.48 0.96 1.52 0.95 60 0% 

 

In case of Activity 2 presented in Table 3, lecturers seem to agree among them about the 

weights, but there are slightly high differences between the marks of these weights and 
their own preferences, since they commit between 20% and 35% of errors. In this case 

the proposed system produces 8.33% of error against 20% if the average of weights is 

used. The differences between the weights produced by the system and those of the 

lecturer are useful for the lecturers as a feedback to make them think about the relevance 

of the criteria. 

Table 3.  Weights of the lecturers, weights averaged and weights of the system for Activity 2 

 Criteria weights Pairwise 

Lectures 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4º Errors 

1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.5 20 35% 

2 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.5 20 20% 

3 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 20 20% 

Average 0.67 0.67 0.5 0.58 0.5 0.67 0.5 0.42 0.5 60 20% 

System 0.85 0.85 0.8 0.45 0.23 0.28 1.1 0.23 0.23 60 8.33% 

 

The results of Activity 3 shown in Table 4 are quite similar to those of Activity 2. Again 

the system is able to engage the information of the lecturer team to reduce the error. 

Table 4.  Weights of the lecturers, weights averaged and weights of the system for Activity 3 

 Criteria weights Pairwise 

Lectures 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4º Errors 

1 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.5 20 15% 

2 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75 1 0.75 20 30% 

3 1 0.5 0.25 1 0.25 0.75 1 0.25 20 25% 

Average 0.67 0.58 0.42 0.83 0.5 0.67 0.83 0.5 60 21.66% 

System 1.1 1.2 0.44 0.44 0.37 0.73 0.22 0.48 60 5% 
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Looking at Table 5 for Activity 4, criteria 8 and 9 is quite interesting. In this case lecturer 

1 does not take into account criterion 8 and lecturer 2 does not take into account criterion 

9, but lecturer 3 grants equal weight to both criteria. This is a conflictive case and the 

system according to the preferences of the lecturers agrees with lecturer 1 about the 

criteria 8 and with lecturer 3 about criteria 9. This proves that the system try to sum up 

the preferences of all lecturers, although it produces a bit more error than lecturer 1. 

Table 5.  Weights of the lecturers, weight averaged and weights of the system for Activity 4 

 Criteria weights Pairwise 

Lectures 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4º Errors 

1 1.5 1 2 1 0.5 1 2 0 1 20 0% 

2 0.5 2 2 1 0.5 1 2 1 0 20 25% 

3 1 2 1.5 1 0.5 1 2 0.5 0.5 20 25% 

Average 1 1.67 1.83 1 0.5 1 2 0.5 0.5 60 16,66% 

System 1.94 1.40 1.71 1.29 0.89 0.63 1.65 0 0.49 60 5% 

 

In general, the weights produced by the system differ from those granted by the lecturer 

before. Let us notice that the percentage of errors committed by the learning system are 

considerable lower that the rest ways of considering the weights. This means that this 
system is able to quite accurately reproduce the whole preferences of the lecturers. This 

also means that lecturers are not perfect experts because their own way of setting weights 

are not so coherent with their own preferences. Hence, the weights produced by the 
system make lecturers check their own incoherencies in order to change all or some 

weights which leads to establish a more accurate rubric. In fact, it helps to reach a 

consensus of the assessment process to encourage transparency and avoiding 

discriminatory treatment. 
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Figure 3.  The averaged marks over the students when they are obtained from the weights averaged 

over the lecturers and from the weights the system grants 
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Applying the weighs the system produces would benefit some students and damages 

others. But, the question is that if there would be a global benefit or damage. Figure 3 

shows the averaged marks of each activity together with the dispersion with regard to the 

use of averaged weights and to the use of the weights yield by the system. 

At sight of Figure 3, one can observe that the mean and the deviation hardly vary 

between using average weights and the weights of the system. This allows concluding 

that the global benefit or damage will be the same. The advantage is that the marks of the 

students will be more accurately with regard to the global impression of the lecturer team. 

Notice that this process is internal among the lecturers and can be transparent for the 

students. Hence, it is not necessary to provide information to the student about the way of 
defining the weights. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This work proposes a method based on preference learning to improve and adjust the 
weights granted to the criteria of an evaluation rubric according to the global impression 

of lecturers about pairs of activities solved by students when more than a lecturer is 

involved in the assessment process. The system proposed allows summing up the 

preferences of all the lecturers at the same time, and in fact, it reduces the errors between 

their own preferences and the original weights granted by every lecturer alone. Initially, 

lecturers give higher weight than the system yields from their preferences or vice versa. 

The tendency, unconsciously or not, of mixing criteria or taking into account other 

abilities such as transversal ones or those related to the attitude may be the cause of these 

disagreements. The results suggest lecturers must think about going more in depth into 

the design of the rubrics and about establishing more accurately the criteria and their 

relevance alone and together with their colleagues. Also, the weights the system grants 

benefit or damage the students the same with regard to consider the averages of the 

weights of all lecturers. 

A proposal for future work is to find out if either grouping or breaking down the criteria 

makes lecturers improve the design of the rubrics. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a collaborative educational data mining tool based on 
association rule mining for the continuous improvement of e-learning courses 
allowing  teachers  with  similar  course’s  profile  sharing  and  scoring  the 
discovered information. This mining tool is oriented to be used by instructors 
non experts in data mining such that, its internal operation is transparent to the 
user and the instructor can be focused in to the analysis of the results and make 
decisions about how to improve e-learning courses.

Introduction

Nowadays,  there  are  a  variety  of  general  data  mining  tools  and  frameworks.  Some 
examples  of  commercial  mining  tools  are  DBMiner  [1],  SPSS  Clementine  [2],  DB2 
Intelligent Miner [3], etc. And some examples of public domain mining tools are Weka 
[4],  RapidMiner  [5],  Keel  [6],  etc.  All  these  tools  are  not  specifically  designed  for 
pedagogical/educational purposes and it is cumbersome for an educator to use these tools 
which are normally designed more for power and flexibility than for simplicity. However, 
there are also an increasing number of mining tools specifically oriented to educational 
data  such  as:  Mining  tool  [7]  for  association  and  pattern  mining,  MultiStar  [8]  for 
association and classification, EPRules [9] for association,  KAON [10] for clustering and 
text  mining,  Synergo/ColAT  [11]  for  statistics  and  visualization,  GISMO  [12]  for 
visualization,  Listen  tool  [13]  for  visualization  and  browsing,  TADA-Ed  [14]  for 
visualizing and mining, O3R [15] for sequential pattern mining, Sequential Mining tool 
[16] for pattern mining, MINEL [17] for mining learning paths, Simulog [18] for looking 
for unexpected behavioral pattern. Moodle mining tool [19] for classification, clustering 
and association rule mining. All these tools are oriented to be used by a single instructor 
or course administrator in order to discover useful knowledge from their own courses. So, 
they don’t allow a collaborative usage in order to share all the discovered information 
between  other  instructors  of  similar  courses  (contents,  subjects,  educational  type: 
elementary  and  primary  education,  adult  education,  higher,  tertiary  and  academic 
education,  special  education,  etc.).  In this  way, the information discovered locally  by 
teachers could be joined and stored in a common repository of knowledge available for 
all instructors for solving similar detected problems.  

In  this  paper,  we describe  an educational  data  mining  tool  based  on association  rule 
mining and collaborative filtering for the continuous improvement of e-learning courses 
and it directed to teachers non experts in data mining. The main objective is to make a 
mining  tool  in  which  the  information  discovered  can  be  shared  and  scored  between 
different instructors and experts in education.
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Implementation of the collaborative data mining tool

We have developed a data mining tool with two subsystems: client and server application 
(Figure 1). The client application uses an association rule mining tool for discovering 
interesting  relationships  through  student’s  usage  data  in  the  form  of  IF-THEN 
recommendation rules. The server application uses a collaborative recommender system 
to share and score the previously obtained rules by instructors of similar courses with 
other instructors and experts in education.

Figure 1. Collaborative data mining tool

As we can see in  Figure 1,  the system is  based on client-server  architecture  with  N 
clients,  which applies an association rule mining algorithm locally  on students’ usage 
data. In fact, the client application uses the Predictive Apriori algorithm [20], because it 
does not require the user to specify parameters such as the minimum support threshold or 
confidence values. The only parameter is the number of rules to be discovered, which is a 
more intuitive parameter for a teacher non expert in data mining. The association rules 
discovered by the client application must be evaluated to decide if they are relevant or 
not, therefore the client application uses an evaluation measure [21] to classify the rules 
as  being  expected  or  unexpected,  comparing  them with  the  scored  rules  stored  in  a 
collaborative rules repository maintained on server side. Also, the expected rules found 
are then expressed in a more comprehensible format of recommendation about possible 
solutions to problems detected in the course. The teacher sees the recommendation and 
can  determine  if  it  is  relevant  or  not  for  him/her  in  order  to  apply/use  the 
recommendation.  On the other  side,  the server application allows managing the rules 
repository using collaborative filtering techniques with knowledge-based techniques [21]. 
The  information  in  the  knowledge  base  is  stored  in  form  of  tuples  (rule-problem-
recommendation-relevance) which are classified according to a specific course profile. 
The course profile is represented as a three-dimensional vector related with the following 
characteristic of his/her course: Topic (the area of knowledge, e.g. Computer Science or 
Biology);  Level  (level  of  the  course,  e.g.  Universitary,  High  School,  Elementary  or 
Special Education); and Difficulty (the difficulty of the course, e.g., Low or High). These 
similarities  between  courses  are  available  to  other  teachers  to  assess  in  terms  of 
applicability and relevance. A group of experts in online education from University of 
Córdoba,  Spain,  propose the first  tuples of the rule repository and also vote on those 
tuples proposed by other experts. On the other hand, teachers could discover new tuples 
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(in  the  client  application)  but  these  must  be  validated  by  the  experts  (in  the  sever 
application) before being inserted in the rule repository. 

1.1 Client application

As we mentioned before, the client application is used by instructors in order to find 
association  rules.  The  main  feature  of  the  client  application  is  its  specialization  in 
educational environments. Before applying our mining algorithm, the data have to be pre-
processed in order to adapt them to our specific data model. First, the teacher has to select 
the origin of the data to be mined. We have two different formats available for input data: 
1) the Moodle relational database,  for teachers that  work with Moodle as well  as the 
INDESAHC authoring tool [22], so all our attributes are used directly; or 2) a Weka [4] 
ARFF text file, for teachers that use other LMSs and, therefore, other attributes. Also, the 
teacher can restrict the search field, we have also added a few parameters related with the 
analysis depth. Firstly, the teacher must select the level of granularity to carry out the 
analysis:  course,  unit,  lesson or a specific  table  of the data  base such as course-unit, 
course-lesson, course-exercise, course-forum, unit-exercise, unit-lesson, lesson-exercise 
among others.

The rules repository (see Figure 2) is the knowledge database upon which the analysis of 
the discovered rules is based. Before running the algorithm, the teacher downloads from 
the server, the current knowledge database, according to his/her course profile.

Figure 2. Rules repository panel
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Finally, after downloading the rule repository and configuring the application parameters 
or using default values, the teacher executes the association rule algorithm. Then, client 
application shows the results obtained in a table (see Figure 3), with the following fields: 
rule (discovered IF-THEN rule), problem (detected by the rule), recommendation (about 
how to solve the problem), score (of experts and others instructors have set to the rule) 
and apply button (to use/apply the recommendation in his/her course). 

Figure 3. Results panel

We have distinguished between two types of recommendations: 1) Active, if it implies a 
direct modification of the course content or structure; or 2) Passive, if it detects a more 
general problem in the course or unit and it advices the teacher to consult more specific 
recommendations related with these didactic resources. Active recommendations can be 
linked to: modifications in the formulation of the questions (see Figure 3) or the practical 
exercises/tasks assigned to the students; changes in previously assigned parameters such 
as course duration or the level of lesson difficulty; or the elimination of a resource such 
as a forum or a chat room.
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1.2 Server application

The server application is used by experts and instructors. The experts in education insert 
the  tuples  and they explicitly  vote  for  them by indicating  degrees  of  preference  (see 
Figure 4). The teachers vote implicitly when they push the “Apply” button, in order to 
side-step one of the main problems for collaborative filtering systems, that  is how to 
encourage  teachers  to  vote  or  evaluate.  In  this  case,  if  teachers  apply  one  of  the 
recommendations to their course, they are implicitly voting for this specific tuple. 

Figure 4.  Vote panel

The server application is a web-based application for managing the knowledge database 
or tuple repository (see Figure 5). In order to access easily to all the editing options for 
the  repository,  a  general  course profile  was  created  which  is  the  profile  used by the 
experts in educational domain. These experts have permission to introduce new tuples 
into the rule repository and vote explicitly for existing ones (see Figure 4). In order to 
allow information exchange (tuples) between client and server, we have developed a web 
service for downloading/uploading the repository. Each time a client application updates 
its repository, all the tuples are reordered in the repository. 

Finally, we must mention that an evaluation of this collaborative data mining tool can be 
found in [21].
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Figure 5. Server application interface

2 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown a data mining tool that uses association rule mining and 
collaborative  filtering  in  order  to  make  recommendation  to  instructors  about  how to 
improve e-learning courses. This tool enables to share and score the discovered rules by 
other teachers of similar  courses. Currently,  the mining tool has been only used by a 
group of instructors and expert involved in the development of the own tool. So, in the 
future we want to test the tool with several groups of external instructors and experts in 
order to can test the usability of the tool with external users.
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Abstract.  The ability to predict a student's performance could be useful in a 
great number of different ways associated with university-level learning. In this 
paper, a grammar guided genetic programming algorithm, G3P-MI, has been 
applied to predict if the student will fail or pass a certain course and identifies 
activities to promote learning in a positive or negative way from the perspective 
of Multiple Instance Learning (MIL). Computational experiments compare our 
proposal with the most popular techniques of MIL. Results show that G3P-MI 
achieves better performance with more accurate models and a better trade-off 
between such contradictory metrics as sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, it 
adds comprehensibility to the knowledge discovered and finds interesting 
relationships that correlate certain tasks and the time devoted to solving 
exercises with the final marks obtained in the course. 

1 Introduction 

The design and implementation of the virtual learning environment (VLE) or e-learning 
platforms have grown exponentially in the last years, spurred by the fact that neither 
students nor teachers are bound to a specific location and that this form of computer-
based education is virtually independent of any specific hardware platforms [1].  These 
systems can potentially eliminate barriers and provide: flexibility, constantly updated 
material, student memory retention, individualized learning, and feedback superior to the 
traditional classroom, thus becoming an essential accessory to support both the face-to-
face classroom and distance learning.   

The use of these applications accumulates a great amount of information because they 
can record all the information about students’ actions and interactions in log files and 
data sets. Nowadays, there has been a growing interest in analyzing this valuable 
information to detect possible errors, shortcomings and improvements in student 
performance and discover how the student’s motivation affects the way he or she 
interacts with the software [2-4]. All previous studies have used traditional supervised 
learning to represent the problem. However, such representation generates instances with 
many missing values because the information about the problem is incomplete. Each 
course has different types and numbers of activities and each student carries out the 
number of activities considered most interesting, dedicating more or less time to resolve 
them. In this context, the Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) representation makes 
possible a more appropriate representation of available information. MIL stores the 
general information of each pattern by means of bag attributes and specific information 
about the student’s work on each pattern by means of a variable number of instances. 
This paper tackles the problem from a MIL perspective and presents a grammar guided 
genetic programming (G3P) algorithm, G3P-MI, to solve it. The most representative 
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paradigms in MIL are compared to our proposal. Experimental results show that G3P-MI 
is more effective in obtaining a more accurate model as well as in finding a trade-off 
between contradictory measurements like sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, it adds 
comprehensibility to the knowledge discovered, allowing interesting relationships 
between activities, resources and results to be obtained.   

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces multi-instance learning and 
section 3 presents the problem of classifying students’ performance from a multi-instance 
perspective. Section 4 reports on experiment results which compare our proposal to the 
most representative multiple instance learning paradigms. Finally, Section 5 summarizes 
the main contributions of this paper and suggests some future research directions. 

2 Multiple Instance Learning 

Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) introduced by Dietterich et al. [5] consists of 
generating a classifier that will correctly classify unseen patterns. The main characteristic 
of this learning is that the patterns are bags of instances where each bag can contain 
different numbers of instances. There is information about the bags because a bag 
receives a special label, but the labels of instances are unknown. According to the 
standard learning hypothesis proposed by Dietterich et al. [6] a bag is positive if and only 
if at least one of its instances is positive, and it is negative if none of its instances produce 
a positive result. The key challenge in MIL is to cope with the ambiguity of not knowing 
which of the instances in a positive bag is really a positive example and which is not. In 
this sense, this learning problem can be regarded as a special kind of supervised learning 
problem where the labeling information is incomplete.  

This learning framework is receiving growing attention in the machine learning 
community because numerous real-world tasks can be very naturally represented as 
multiple instance problems. If we go through them, we can find specifically developed 
algorithms for solving MIL problems [5,6,7] or, on the other hand, contributions which 
adapt popular machine learning paradigms to the MIL context, such as multi-instance 
lazy learning algorithms [8], multi-instance tree learners and multi-instance rule inducers 
[9], multi-instance neural networks [10], multi-instance kernel methods [11],  multi-
instance ensembles [12] and finally, a multi-instance evolutionary algorithm [13]. 

3 Predicting Students’ performance based on the e-learning Platform 

Predicting student’s performance based on work they have done on the Virtual Learning 
Platform is an issue under much research.  This problem shows interesting relationships 
that can suggest activities and resources to students and educators that can favour and 
improve both their learning and effective learning process. Thus, it can be determined if 
all the additional material provided to the students (web-based homework) helps them to 
assimilate the concepts and subjects developed in the classroom or  if some activities are 
not useful to improve the final results. 

The problem could be formulated as follows. A student could do different activities in a 
course to enable him to acquire and strengthen the concepts acquired in class. Later, at 
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the end of the course, there is a final exam. A student with a final score higher or equal 
than a minimum required passes a module, while a student with a mark lower than that 
minimum fails that lesson or module.  With this premise, the problem consists of 
predicting if the student will pass or fail the module considering the time dedicated, the 
number and type of activities done for the student during the course.  

The types of activities considered in this study are quizzes, assignments and forums. 
They have shown its effectiveness to strengthen the learning in a lot of studies. A 
summary of the information available for each activity in our study is shown in Table1. 

Table1. Information summary considered in our study 

ACTIVITY ATTRIBUTE 
NAME ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION 

numberAssignment Number of practices/tasks done by the user in the course.  
Assignment 

timeAssignment  Total time in seconds that the user has been in the assignment. 

numberPosts  Number of messages sent by the user forum. 

numberRead   Number of messages read by the user forum.  Forum 

timeForum Total time in seconds that the user has been in the forum. 

numberQuiz Number of quizzes seen by the user.  

numberQuiz_a  Number of quizzes passed by the user.  

numberQuiz_s Number of quizzes failed by the user.  
Quiz 

timeQuiz  Total time in seconds that the user has been in the quiz. 

3.1 MIL representation of the problem 

In this problem, each student can execute a different number of activities: a hard-working 
student may do all the activities available but, on the other hand, there can be students 
who have not done any activities. Moreover, there are some courses with only a few 
activities along with others with an enormous variety and number of them. MIL allows a 
representation that adapts itself perfectly to the concrete information available for each 
student, eliminating the missing values that abound when traditional representation is 
used. In MIL representation, each pattern represents a student registered in a course. Each 
student is regarded as a bag which represents the work carried out. Each bag is composed 
of one or several instances. Each instance represents the different types of work that the 
student has done. Therefore, each pattern/bag will have as many instances as the different 
types of activities done by the student. This representation fits the problem completely 
because general information about the student and course is stored as bag attributes, and 
variable information is stored as instance attributes.  

Each instance is divided into 3 attributes: type of Activity, number of exercises in that 
activity and the time devoted to completing it. Eight activity types are considered which 
are ASSIGNMENT_S, number of assignments that the student has submitted, 
ASSIGNMENT referring to the number of times the student has visited the activity 
without submitting finally any file. QUIZ_P, number of quizzes passed by the student, 
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QUIZ_F number of quizzes failed by the student, QUIZ referring to the times the student 
has visited a survey without actually answering it, FORUM_POST number of messages 
that the student has submitted, FORUM_READ number of messages that the student has 
read  and FORUM  that refers to the times the student has seen different forums without 
entering them. In addition, the bag contains three attributes, student identification, course 
identification and the final mark obtained by the student in that course. A summary of the 
attributes that belong to the bag and to the instances is presented in Table2. 

Table2. Information about bags and information about instances 

BAG INSTANCE 

User-Id Student identifier.  TypeActivity Type of activity which represents the 
instance. The type of activities considered 
are eight: FORUM read, written or 
consulted, QUIZ passed or failed and 
ASSIGNMENT submitted or consulted. 

Course  Course identifier.  timeActivity Time spent to complete the tasks of this 
type of activity. 

FinalMark Final mark obtained by 
the student in this course.  

numberActivity Number of activities of this type 
completed by the student. 

4 Experimentation and Results 

Experiments compare the performance of G3P-MI to other MIL techniques. All 
experiments are carried out using 10-fold stratified cross validation and 10 different runs 
for each partition are executed to measure the performance of evolutionary algorithm. 
First, the problem domain is described briefly. Then, the results are shown and discussed. 
Finally, the comprehensibility of the rules generated by G3P-MI will be shown. 

4.1 Problem domain used in Experimentation 

This study employs the students’ usage data from the virtual learning environment at 
Cordoba University that makes use of Moodle platform[14]. The research includes the 
information for 7 courses with 419 students. The details about the 7 e-Learning courses 
are given in Table 3.  For the purpose of our study, the collection of data was carried out 
during an academic year from September to June, just before the Final Examinations. All 
information about each student for both representations is exported to a text file using 
Weka ARFF format [15]. 

         Table3. General information about the courses 

COURSE IDENTIFIERS ICT-29 ICT-46 ICT-88 ICT-94 ICT-110 ICT-111 ICT-218 
Number of Students 118 9 72 66 62 13 79
Number of Assignments 11 0 12 2 7 19 4
Number of Forums 2 3 2 3 9 4 5
Number of quizzes 0 6 0 31 12 0 30
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4.2 Multi-Instance Grammar Guided Genetic Programming 

G3P-MI is an extension of traditional GP systems, called grammar-guided genetic 
programming G3P [16]. G3P facilitates the efficient automatic discovery of empirical 
laws providing a more systematic way to handle typing by using a context-free grammar 
which establishes a formal definition of syntactical restrictions. The motivation to include 
this paradigm is that it retains a significant position due to a flexible representation using  
solutions of variable length and the low error rates that it achieves both in obtaining 
classification rules, and in other tasks related to prediction, such as feature selection and 
the generation of discriminant functions. 

We follow an approach where an individual represents IF-THEN rules that add 
comprehensibility to the discovered knowledge  and the fitness function to evaluate the 
rules obtained will be sensitivity *specificity. These measurements allow us to consider 
both successes in the positive and negative class assigning a value of 0 when no example 
of one class is classified and value of 1 when both classes are full classified. 

The main steps of our algorithm are based on a classical generational and elitist 
evolutionary algorithm. Initially, a population of classification rules is generated. Once 
the individuals are evaluated with respect to their ability to solve the problem, the main 
loop of the algorithm is composed of the parent selection using a binary tournament 
selector, then recombination and mutation processes [16] are carried out with a 
probability of 90% and 10% respectively, and finally, the population is updated by direct 
replacement with elitism, that is, the offspring replace the present population and the best 
individual in the population is included. The procedure is repeated until de algorithm 
reaches a maximum number of one hundred generations or the best individual in the 
population achieves a full classification (a value of 1 in fitness function). 

4.3 Comparison with Multiple Instance Learning techniques 

The most relevant proposals based on MIL presented to date are considered to solve this 
problem and compared to our proposal designed in JCLEC framework [17]. The different 
paradigms compared included, Methods based on Diverse Density: MIDD, MIEMDD 
and MDD; Methods based on Logistic Regression: MILR; Methods based on Support 
Vector Machines: MISMO uses the SMO algorithm for SVM learning in conjunction 
with an MI kernel; Distance-based Approaches: CitationKNN and MIOptimalBall; 
Methods based on Supervised Learning Algorithms: MIWrapper using different learners, 
such as Bagging, PART, SMO, AdaBoost and NaiveBayes; MISimple using PART and 
AdaBoost as learners and MIBoost. More information about the algorithms considered 
could be consulted at the WEKA workbench [15] where these techniques are designed. 
The average results of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are reported in Table 4.  

G3P-MI obtains the most accurate models. Also, this approach achieves a trade-off 
between the contradictory measurements of sensitivity and specificity. If we observe the 
results of the different paradigms, it can be seen how they optimise the sensibility 
measurement in general at the cost of a decrease in the specificity value.  This leads to an 
incorrect prediction of which students will pass the course. This classification problem 
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has an added difficulty since we are dealing with a variety of courses with different 
numbers and types of exercises which make it more complicate to establish general 
relationships among them.  Nonetheless, G3P-MI in this sense is the one that obtains the 
best trade-off between the two measurements, obtaining the highest values for sensitivity. 
Moreover, G3P-MI obtains interpretable rules to find pertinent relationships that could 
determine if certain activities influence the student’s ability to pass, if spending a certain 
amount of time on the platform is an important contribution or if there is any other 
interesting link between the work done and the final results obtained.  

Table 4. Results for multiple instance learning algorithms 

 Algorithm Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

PART  0.7357 0.8387 0.5920 Methods Based on 
supervised learning 
(Simple) AdaBoostM1&PART 0.7262 0.8187 0.5992 

Bagging&PART  0.7167 0.7733 0.6361 
AdaBoostM1&PART  0.7071 0.7735 0.6136 
PART  0.7024 0.7857 0.5842 
SMO 0.6810 0.8644 0.4270 

Methods Based on 
supervised learning 
(Wrapper) 
 
 NaiveBayes  0.6786 0.8515 0.4371 

MIOptimalBall 0.7071 0.7218 0.6877 Methods Based on 
Distance CitationKNN 0.7000 0.7977 0.5631 

DecisionStump 0.6762 0.7820 0.5277 
Methods Based on Boost 
 RepTree 0.6595 0.7127 0.5866 

logistic regression MILR 0.6952 0.8183 0.5218 

MIDD  0.6976 0.8552 0.4783 

MIEMDD 0.6762 0.8549 0.4250 
Methods Based on 
Diverse Density 

MDD 0.6571 0.7864 0.4757 

Evolutionary algorithm G3P-MI 0.7429 0.7020 0.7750 

 

4.4 Comprehensibility in the knowledge discovery process 

Our system has the advantage of adding comprehensibility and clarity to the knowledge 
discovery process. G3P-MI generates a learner based on IF-THEN prediction rules. 
These rules are simple, intuitive, easy to understand and provide representative 
information. In continuation, we show an example of the rule generated: 

 

 

 

 According to this rule, we can determine that passing the course requires at least three 
passed quizzes, or doing between three and eight activities dedicating between 2554 and 

IF ( (NumberOfActivities  ≥  3) AND (TypeOfActivity EQ QUIZ_P) )  OR   
     ( (NumberOfActivities IN [3-8]) AND (TimeOfActivity IN [2554. 11602]) )  OR 
     ( NumberOfActivities [6-8]) )  
THEN 

The student passes the course 
ELSE 
 The student fails the course 
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11602 seconds to solve them, or finishing from six to eight activities of any type. We can 
conclude that the most relevant activity is the quizzes that do not require dedicating a 
certain time and require completing less number of tasks. On the contrary, the rest of the 
activities imply handing in more tasks and spending more time to get similar results.  

5 Conclusions and Future Works 

This paper describes the use of G3P-MI to solve the problem of predicting a student’s 
final performance based on his/her work in VLE from MIL perspective. To check 
effectiveness, the most representative paradigm of multiple instance learning is applied to 
solve this problem, and the results are compared. Experiments show that G3P-MI has 
better performance than the other techniques at an accuracy of 0.743 and achieves a 
trade-off between sensitivity and specificity at values of 0.702 and 0.775. Moreover it 
obtains representative information about the problem that is very useful to determine if 
all the additional material provided to the students (web-based homework) helps them to 
better assimilate the concepts and subjects developed in the classroom or what activities 
are more effective to improve the final results. 

The results obtained are very interesting. However, there are still a few considerations to 
improve them. For example, the work only considers if a student passes a course or not. It 
is would be interesting to expand the problem to predict students’ grades (classified in 
different classes) in an e-learning system. Thus, more interesting relationships could be 
found between the work done by the student and the precise mark obtained. Another 
interesting issue consists of determining how soon before the final exam a student’s 
marks can be predicted. If we could predict a student’s performance in advance, a 
feedback process could help to improve the learning process during the course. 
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Abstract.  Identification of significant differences in sets of data is a common 

task of data mining. This paper describes a novel visualization technique that 

allows the user to interactively explore and analyze differences in mean values 

of analyzed attributes. Statistical tests of hypotheses are used to identify the 

significant differences and the results are then presented using Hasse diagrams. 

The presented technique has been tested on real data coming from pedagogical 

tests focused on evaluation of mathematical skills of secondary school students 

in Czech Republic. The results show that the proposed tool provides 

comprehensible representation of the data.   

1 Introduction 

Knowledge discovery from databases (also known as Data Mining) is a methodology for 

extraction of non-trivial, previously unknown, and potentially useful knowledge from 

data [4]. It is broadly used in a commercial sector, research and other domains. 

A characteristic feature of Data Mining methods is an intensive utilization of computers 

for difficult computations and testing of large amount of combinations. 

The objective of this paper is to present the results of application of a data mining method 

on data coming from educational tests of secondary school students. In the concrete, a 

technique for identification of statistically significant differences among mean values is 

described. 

Such method together with the novel visualization technique described here allows the 

analyst to explore data and view significant differences among mean values of groups of 

students. The process is on-line: the attributes used to partition the data into groups are 

set interactively by the user. The results are immediately presented in a graphical form 

and the user is allowed to change settings in order to allow him or her to iteratively 

explore the data and find some useful knowledge. 

1.1. Related work 

An extensive amount of research has been done on data exploration and data mining. Let 

us focus on visualization techniques related to the main objective of this paper only. 

Eick in [3] presents three interesting techniques, where 3D bar chart, scatterplot and a 

combination of para-boxes, bubble plots and box plots allow to visually analyze values of 

quantitative attributes. 
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Authors of [5] describe a visualization of hypothesis tests in multivariate linear models by 

representing hypothesis and error matrices of sums of squares and cross-products as 

ellipses, implemented for R, an open-source statistical software [10]. 

Two prevailing approaches to visualize association rules [1] are compared in [11]. First 

approach uses two-dimensional matrix to view support and confidence of the rules. 

Another approach is to use directed graph. The nodes of the graph represent items, and 

the edges represent the associations. Paper [6] experiments further with animation of the 

edges to depict the associations. 

The co-author of this paper has discussed concept lattices and the approach that utilizes 

Hasse diagram with negative edges. In [2], these two techniques are compared. 

2 Original data 

To evaluate performance of the presented analytic tool, a database consisting of 

educational data has been used. The database comes from research realized at more than 

90 secondary schools in the Czech Republic. All the schools are located in Moravia-

Silesian region. During the original research, about 8000 students were tested in 

mathematics, native language (Czech), foreign language (English or German) and general 

study pre-requisites [7]. 

The secondary schools engaged in the research can be split into nine categories 

depending on their orientation and specialization. The categories are as follows: 

• Economic (ECO), 

• Grammar school - gymnasium (GRA), 

• Lyceum (LYC), 

• Social and health studies (SAH), 

• Natural science (NAT), 

• Trade and service (TAS), 

• Social science (SOC), 

• Technical (TEC), 

• Art studies (ART). 

Another data attributes about the students are sex, age, and city. After cleanup, data about 

7 906 students (males and females together) have been obtained. Table 1 shows 

distribution of students depending on the type of the school. 

For the need of our actual research presented in the article, only the mathematical skills 

have been analyzed. During realization of the original research, each student had to 

answer 61 mathematical questions. The correctness of each answer has been then 

encoded into a binary value. The correct answer is represented by value 1, while the 

wrong answer is represented by value 0. 
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Table 1. Number of students depending on the type of school and sex 

Type of school Number of males Number of females 

ECO 212 522 

GRA 807 1 279 

LYC 309 491 

SAH 47 589 

NAT 102 143 

TAS 224 713 

SOC 8 101 

TEC 1 965 319 

ART 18 60 

TOTAL 3 692 4 214 

 

The test questions have been specially prepared in cooperation with pedagogical experts 

so as to cover eight important mathematical skills. They can be characterized as follows: 

• Understanding of the number as a concept expressing quantity (skill1); 

• Numerical skills (skill2); 

• Understanding of mathematical symbols and signs (skill3); 

• Orientation and work with table (skill4); 

• Graphical reception and work with graph (skill5); 

• Understanding of plane figures and work with them, spatial imagination (skill6); 

• Function as a relation between quantities (skill7); 

• Logical reasoning (skill8). 

In the next step of data preparation, each of the eight mathematical skills presented above 

has been evaluated depending on the corresponding answers. For each student, the skills 

have been evaluated separately. Each of the skills has been characterized by a percentage 

(0-100) representing the level of the skill. The evaluation strategy has been prepared 

again in cooperation with pedagogical experts. So, at the end, each student has been 

represented by a vector of eight values corresponding to eight skills (attributes). 

3 The method 

On the above described data, a method for searching statistically significant differences 

among mean values has been applied. We have been searching for significant differences 

among the means (averages) of mathematical skills. 

To identify significant differences, a statistical test of hypotheses could be used. For our 

purpose, a two sample Student’s t-test for testing the equality of means has been used [9]. 

The test statistic is: 
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degrees of freedom. Thus, for sufficiently high |t|, say |t| > Tf(1-0.05), where Tf is a 

cumulative distribution function of the Student’s distribution with f degrees of freedom, 

we can reject the hypothesis of equal means, that is, we can consider X  and Y  to be 

statistically significantly different. 

This way we can test each combination of mean values. Consider e.g. data in the 

following table: 

Table 2. Table shows aggregated data representing skill1. (Variance is a square of stdev) 

 ART ECO GRA LYC NAT SAH SOC TAS TEC 

average 66.02 66.5 77.24 70.37 62.32 62.66 65.83 63.03 69.59 

stdev 16.52 16.55 14.16 15.96 15.59 16.5 15.83 17.1 16.52 

count 78 734 2086 800 245 633 109 937 2284 

 

By testing each pair of the mean values, we can obtain the following inequalities that 

represent statistically significant differences:  

ART < GRA; ART < LYC; NAT < ART; SAH < ART; ART < TEC; ECO < GRA; ECO < LYC;  

NAT < ECO; SAH < ECO; TAS < ECO; ECO < TAC; LYC < GRA; NAT < GRA; SAH < GRA;  

SAH < GRA; SOC < GRA; TAS < GRA; TEC < GRA; NAT < LYC; SAH < LYC; SOC < LYC;  

TAS < LYC; NAT < SOC; NAT < TEC; SAH < SOC; SAH < TEC; SOC < TEC; TAS < TEC. 

Generally, the described technique proceeds as follows:  

1. A test characteristic c is selected, i.e. the attribute whose average differences we 

would like to explore (e.g. some mathematical skill, in our case).  

2. Optionally, a selection condition is defined. Selection condition determines, which 

data rows will be processed only (e.g. grammar schools only). 
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3. A partitioning attribute is selected (e.g. sex). The partitioning attribute is a 

categorical attribute that is used to partition the data into groups G1, G2, …, Gn, 

among which the differences of means would be analyzed. 

4. A statistical testing of differences among c’s mean values of groups G1, G2, …, Gn 

is performed. That is, the difference of mean values among all combinations of 

groups Gi and Gj are tested. We have used two-sample Student’s t-test with level 

of significance α = 0.05. 

5. As the result, a relation describing statistically significant inequalities among the 

groups is obtained: Gi > Gj with respect to c. 

Thus, the obtained inequalities are based on statistical testing of hypotheses. The results 

may be very interesting to the analyst. Unfortunately, plain textual representation of the 

obtained relationships seems not to be very synoptic. Is there any way of representing 

them graphically? 

The obtained inequalities may be visualized using a Hasse diagram. Hasse diagram is a 

graph with each group Gi being represented with a vertex. A downward line is drawn 

from Gi to Gj, if the statistical test has indicated that the mean value computed for group 

Gi is significantly greater than mean value computed for Gj (i.e. Gi > Gj) and there is no 

such Gk that Gi > Gk and Gk > Gj. 

Generally, the Hasse diagram should be understood as follows: a node X is significantly 

greater than Y, if there exists a downward path from X to Y. The path from X to Y may 

lead through other nodes – however, it must be always downward. Thickness of the line 

represents intensity of the difference. 

For instance, see Figure 2 depicting inequalities extracted from example data 

characterized in Table 2. From Figure 2 can be for example seen, that grammar schools 

(GRA) have the greatest average skill level, whereas natural science (NAT) and social 

and health studies (SAH) are the worst, but there is not a significant difference among 

them. Similarly, lyceum (LYC) and technical schools (TEC) are not different either. 

Please note that accordingly to the theory of statistics, performing large amount of 

simultaneous statistical tests increases the test error far beyond the level of significance α 

[8]. Therefore, the obtained inequalities should be considered only as hypotheses 

indicating some interesting relationship within data – we can never treat the results as a 

sure and proven knowledge, if obtained that way. 

4 Results 

This section presents the results of the proposed tool when applied to a set of real data. 

The data characterizing mathematical skills of secondary school students have been 

analyzed from three points of view. 
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4.1. Male or female 

The aim of the first test is to analyze difference between male and female students over 

the eight mathematical skills analyzed. In the first part, the type of secondary school has 

not been considered for the test. The results show significant differences in average 

values of levels for all analyzed skills. For all skills, the average values computed for 

male students are significantly higher. Hasse diagram characterizing this situation is 

shown in Figure 1. The lowest difference (2.79%) is obtained for skill4 (males 71.88%; 

females 69.09%). On the contrary, the maximal difference (5.57%) between males and 

females is in the case of skill6 (males 53.49%; females 47.92%). 

 

Figure 1. Hasse diagram representing the situation, when the average level computed for male 

students is significantly different compared to female students 

The results of the detailed analysis, when the different types of secondary school have 

been separated, show, that the secondary schools could be sorted into three groups. 

Grammar schools (GRA), lyceums (LYC) and economic schools (ECO) can be 

characterized by the fact that the average skill level characterizing all analyzed skills is 

significantly higher for male students. In the case of natural science (NAT), trade and 

service (TAS), social and health studies (SAH), and technical schools (TEC), only for 

some skills is the average level computed for males significantly higher than for females. 

The concrete skills and types of school are summarized in the Table 3. The results for 

remaining schools (art studies (ART), social science (SOC)) do not show significant 

difference of average skill level for any skill. Unfortunately, relevancy of the data 

characterizing male students at social science secondary school is low because of very 

small number of recordings (only eight male students). 

Table 3. In the case of four schools, only several skills show significant difference of average skill 

levels 

Type of school Significantly different skills 

NAT skill1, skill2, skill3, skill6, skill7, skill8 

TAS skill1, skill2, skill4, skill6, skill8 

SAH skill1, skill2, skill8 

TEC skill3, skill5 
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4.2. Difference of the skills 

In the second part, individual skills have been evaluated and compared. For this analysis, 

male and female students are not separated into two groups. From the eight skills to be 

analyzed, two skills (skill1 and skill4) are characterized by the highest average level. Both 

skill1 and skill4 are significantly different from the remaining six skills, while not being 

significantly different each other. On the other hand, the students have reached the lowest 

average level for the skill5. The mean value is again significantly different from all the 

other analyzed skills. Table 4 shows order of the skills depending on the average skill 

level. When two or more skills are not significantly different, they are presented on the 

same line. As it can be seen, the difference between skill1 and skill4, and skill2 is only 

2%. Due to the fact, that the number of items is high (N = 7 906), this difference is 

evaluated by the statistic test as significantly different. 

Table 4. Average skill levels computed for the skills analyzed in the research. 

Skill Average skill level 

skill1, skill4 70% 

skill2 68% 

skill3, skill8 57% 

skill7 54% 

skill6 50% 

skill5 42% 

 

There are only slight differences in the order of the individual skills when the type of 

school or the sex is considered as an attribute. As we can expect, the values of average 

level vary for different types of school engaged in the research. This effect is analyzed in 

the next section. 

4.3. Effect of the secondary school 

To provide complete analysis of the data, the effect of the school type on the skills has 

been also evaluated using the presented tool. The average level of the grammar school 

(GRA) students (both male and female students) is the highest for all the analyzed skills. 

It is significantly different compared to the other schools. Then, it could be said, that 

technical schools (TEC) and lyceums (LYC) are characterized with the second highest 

average level for most of the skills. The values are again significantly different from the 

remaining schools. The order of the other types of school depends on the concrete skill 

and no general rule can be derived from the data. Figure 2 shows the Hasse diagram 

prepared from the data characterizing skill1. Grammar schools (GRA) are placed alone on 

the top of the diagram, which represents the highest average level obtained for the skill. 

Lyceums (LYC) and technical schools (TEC) are placed together on the same level just 

below the grammar schools (GRA). Absence of a path between them corresponds to the 

fact, that there is no significant difference between them for skill1. 
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For skill2 and skill7, the average level obtained for lyceum (LYC) students is 

significantly different (higher) compared to the average value obtained for technical 

school (TEC) students.  

 

Figure 2. Hasse diagram created for skill1 (understanding of the number as a concept expressing 

the quantity) 

 

Figure 3. Hasse diagram created for skill7 (function as relation between quantities) 

Only in the case of skill5, the result is markedly different. Figure 4 shows the Hasse 

diagram obtained.  
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Figure 4. Hasse diagram created for skill5 (graphical reception and work with graph) 

In the next step of the analysis, we focused on evaluation of absolute differences between 

various types of schools. This analysis shows another two interesting facts. In the case of 

skill5, the difference between the highest average level (grammar school (GRA)) and the 

lowest average level is only about 8.5%. It represents the smallest difference among the 

analyzed skills. For grammar schools (GRA), the average skill level reached 46.5%. On 

the contrary, the worst average level has been obtained for art (ART) and natural science 

(NAT) and social and health studies (SAH) students (about 38%). This fact strongly 

corresponds to the results presented in the previous parts, where the average level 

representing the skill5 has been determined as very poor compared to the other skills and 

also the Hasse diagram (Figure 4) representing order of the schools is slightly different.  

The greatest difference (over 21%) has been reached for skill3 and skill7. For both the 

skills, the maximal average level characterizes grammar schools (65% and 64% 

respectively) and the minimal average level reached art schools (about 43%). In the case 

of skill3, the average level reached for art school is significantly different from the values 

obtained for other types of school. For the other skills, the difference varies between 14% 

and 17%. 

The variety of absolute difference between types of school is also evident from the 

diagrams obtained. When the absolute difference is minimal (skill5, Figure 4), the 

structure of the diagram is much wider compared to the skills characterized with maximal 

absolute difference (e.g. skill7, Figure 3). The skill7 is represented with very narrow 

structure of the diagram representing the significant differences among averages of the 

skill levels. 

5 Conclusion 

We have introduced a new tool for visualization of statistically significant differences 

among the mean values of quantitative attributes. The method is based on statistical tests 

of hypotheses of equal means. Firstly, a set of tests is performed in order to determine 

significant differences among all combinations of tested mean values. The results are then 
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visualized in the Hasse diagram which represents the extracted information in easily 

understandable format. The proposed technique has been applied on data characterizing 

mathematical skills of secondary school students. From the results obtained, we can pick 

up very poor work with graphs (skill5) typical for all types of secondary schools.  

In the future, the authors of this paper plan to utilize Hasse diagrams to visualize other 

types of knowledge (e.g. impact rules). 
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